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 1                     IN ATTENDANCE

 2
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 1   DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019

 2                       5:05 P.M.

 3                       ---o0o---

 4           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  My name is Mike Ceragioli.

 5 I'm the contracts manager here, and I really

 6 appreciate you coming out here and taking your time to

 7 come in here and give us a presentation.

 8           A couple things I wanted to say up front.

 9 You can't add to your proposal or change it in any way

10 during the presentation.  You're basically giving us a

11 presentation on what you guys gave us in writing.  I'm

12 limiting it to one hour, and that's what we've done

13 for the other proposers.  So I will take a -- start my

14 little timer on my phone here, and I'll kind of give

15 you a heads-up when you get close to the end.

16           You can take an hour.  If you can get it

17 done quicker, that's fine, too.  And then after you're

18 done, our panel here may have some questions for you.

19           JOY PICKETT:  Okay.  So after the

20 presentation we'll do some Q and A?

21           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Correct.

22           What I'll do is we'll start on this end.

23 We'll let everyone introduce themselves.

24           RON ROGERS:  Hello.  My name is Ron Rogers.

25 I'm the I.T. manager here at the fairgrounds.
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 1           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Kevin Rigsbee, the

 2 communications manager.

 3           CARLENE MOORE:  Carlene Moore, one of the

 4 two deputy general managers.

 5           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Hello again.  I'm Fred

 6 Schenk.  I'm a director on the board of the 22nd DAA

 7 Ag Association, and I chair Fair Operations for the

 8 board.

 9           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm Katie Mueller, and I'm

10 the other deputy general manager.

11           PATTY CAMERON:  I'm Patty Cameron, and I'm

12 midway admissions.

13           RITA WALZ:  Rita Walz, CFO.

14           LENA JOULDJIAN:  Lena Jouldjian, box office.

15           ANN KASTL:  Annie Kastl, Executive Director

16 HR and games.

17           BILL LOWRY:  Bill Lowry, Director of I.T.

18           BEN PICKETT:  Ben Pickett, Vice President,

19 Cammack Shows.

20           JOY PICKETT:  Joy Pickett, CFO.

21           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Nice to meet you guys.

22           ANN KASTL:  Thanks for having us.

23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You can begin your

24 presentation.

25           BEN PICKETT:  First of all, I'd like to
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 1 start.  Thank you for this opportunity to let us walk
 2 through this process with you.
 3           Our involvement with the San Diego County
 4 Fair started back in the early '80s, '85 or '86.  So
 5 our relationship is not new.  We have a long-standing
 6 relationship, but not in this capacity.  We have
 7 attended the San Diego County Fair in the capacity of
 8 rides, that's mainly our biggest relationship with
 9 this.  More recently we entered into, last year, with
10 our introduction to FunPass for San Diego County Fair,
11 and that's where we are today.
12           So we're gonna walk through some slides and
13 just kind of introduce and go over some of the bigger
14 concepts of the company.
15           So the company is owned by Guy and Charlene
16 Leavitt.  The other folks have already introduced
17 themselves.  Other than that, there's Chris Lopez, who
18 is the vice president of risk management, and Kim
19 Palmeri, the director of F&B.
20           JOY PICKETT:  I'll just pipe in a little
21 bit.  I'm third generation.  My parents are both
22 second.  "Ray Cammack" stands for my grandfather.
23 When my parents married, they joined both of their
24 parents' carnivals into one, after both of my
25 grandfathers tragically passed away.  So '83 for one
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 1 and '85 for the other, kind of about the time that we

 2 introduced ourselves to the San Diego County Fair.  So

 3 we are now starting to train the fourth generation

 4 into our business.

 5           But we're very proud to say that we're a

 6 Christian-based company, and we always like to make

 7 that known with anybody that we will do business with.

 8 So leading into that are our values and our mission

 9 statement.

10           BEN PICKETT:  And with that, I'd like to

11 just read that out.  And it's "With safety first:  To

12 provide and maintain the premier quality entertainment

13 known to the worldwide carnival industry."  So that's

14 what we pride ourselves on.  That's what we enter into

15 every business negotiation with and even into the

16 day-to-day operation.

17           Our team.  We have some folks that have

18 worked for us for over 40 years; multiple, as many as

19 30 and 40 people that have been with our company for a

20 long time.  If you see up there on the screen, we have

21 over 4,000 years of experience with the entire

22 management and middle management team.  That's unknown

23 in the industry in this country.

24           The Circle of Excellence Program was started

25 from the OABA.  We've been participants and members of
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 1 the Circle of Excellence since its inception in 2004,
 2 not only as RCS being a recipient, multiple side
 3 companies that are associated with RCS also,
 4 subcontractors whether they be concessionaires, all
 5 the way through.  So there's a total of --
 6           JOY PICKETT:  Twenty-two companies.
 7           BEN PICKETT:  -- 22 companies that
 8 participate, that are associated with RCS, that
 9 participate in Circle of Excellence.
10           Circle of Excellence is an initiative from
11 the OABA, which is a trade organization in the Outdoor
12 Amusement Business Association, that wanted to bring
13 standards to carnival and concessionaire operators.
14 So you had to meet requirements.  You had to go
15 through an auditing process that would essentially
16 establish you as a quality operator.  Again, we've
17 been participants and recipients since 2014.
18           OABA, some of you might know, Outdoor
19 Amusement Business Association, Guy Leavitt, past
20 chair, Chris Lopez, past chair.  I currently sit on
21 the board, along with Charlene Leavitt.  So we're very
22 active in the industry trade organizations and
23 essentially the betterment of the industry as a whole.
24 Charlene actually sits on the board and is involved
25 with the Circle of Excellence and, essentially,
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 1 lifting the bar of the industry for the participants.
 2           As we go on here, this is kind of an overlay
 3 of our O.R. chart of the key personnel and the
 4 responsibilities and the people that report through
 5 different -- different departments.
 6           Joy, I'll let you touch on some of --
 7           JOY PICKETT:  We really feel this is
 8 something that sets us apart from other companies in
 9 our industry.  As Ben said, and I wanted to elaborate
10 a little bit, the average length of employment or
11 subcontractors with our supervisor and upper
12 management is 33 years.  I head the accounting
13 department for our company, and I am by far one of the
14 youngest.  And some of the women that are in that
15 department are -- have been around longer than I've
16 been alive.
17           But we really focus a lot --  A lot of
18 people wear several different hats, but we focus their
19 training and certifications in their specific areas.
20 And there is a hierarchy, so a lot of cross-training
21 also happens in those departments.  We just wanted to
22 show that off a little bit.
23           BEN PICKETT:  So although I'm the vice
24 president of business development, I oversee the
25 operations of all the rides and the purchasing of the
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 1 entire company.  So I have all 12 of our supervisors,
 2 that operate all of the rides, who report up through
 3 the executive process.
 4           Joy also oversees a multiple of different
 5 things, and Annie also oversees the gaming operation,
 6 as she pointed out earlier.  And Bill oversees I.T.
 7 and gets to work with our fair partners.  So --
 8           JOY PICKETT:  There's just a lot of
 9 strengths in those tiers, and that's why we wanted to
10 show that.
11           BEN PICKETT:  So we put on our route on the
12 larger fairs that we attend each year, and you can see
13 that -- the longevity that we hold contracts with,
14 with our fair partners, the longest being the Spring
15 Fling back in the -- since 1980.  The larger fairs in
16 California, L.A. County Fair in '85.  We also point
17 out that we've been with the San Diego County Fair
18 since 1985.  So our major route is California based.
19 We're an Arizona-based company, but we spend the
20 majority of our season here in California.  We have
21 residence here in Orange County.  We have winter
22 quarters in Perris, California.  So there is --  You
23 know, we have a large base here in California.
24           JOY PICKETT:  And four of our events had
25 attendance of over 1 million or more for at least the
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 1 last ten years.
 2           We also participate in the Houston Livestock
 3 Show.  It's not a fair, but it toggles between the
 4 first and second event in the country every year by
 5 attendance.  Those fairs we have full contracts with.
 6 So it's rides, food, games, and FunPass for all three
 7 of those entities.
 8           BEN PICKETT:  So this is just an oversight
 9 of the midways and what we do when we go into those
10 larger events.  Arizona State Fair, Antelope Valley,
11 which is up in the high desert, Pima County, Tucson.
12           This is another industry publication that
13 kind of points out those larger fairs and the events
14 that we work with.  To Joy's point, the -- you know,
15 we attend -- participate with four fairs over
16 attendance of 1 million people.
17           This is another thing that we think is
18 important for us to point out.  This is our crisis
19 communication that's updated annually.  And again
20 there's overlays of our upper management and
21 management, down to supervisors that participate in
22 this crisis communication chart.  And these are the
23 things, as industry leaders, that we feel it's
24 important to do and be innovators with, which goes
25 into preplanning.  Each year we gather together with
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 1 all of our management team and plan out the year, and
 2 then before each major event we preplan for each
 3 event.
 4           I just wanted to touch on the safety
 5 department.  RCS is equipped with an entire safety
 6 department that comprises of Chris Lopez, Linda Kling,
 7 Alejandra, Paul, and Katie.  This team oversees the
 8 safety requirements not only in our rides, but also in
 9 general midway and gaming.
10           Some of the things that we want to point out
11 on the next slide here is the certifications.  These
12 certifications are primarily from the ride department
13 and cross over into some of our game operators, but
14 this is just to show the depth of the involvement we
15 have with our management team.  And, essentially, we
16 have more certifications from AIMS certifications
17 than -- which accounts for 10 percent of the total
18 certifications that are handed out in the country, and
19 we hold that with one company.  We actually have more
20 certifications than the state regulators here in
21 California.  And we also cross-train over and train
22 our game department and our food department in that
23 training, as well.
24           So here's a bit of a timeline on kind of the
25 things that we've kind of implemented over the years,
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 1 going back into the early '80s.  I've been involved
 2 why AIMS and NAARSO for 30-plus years, going all the
 3 way up into supervising companions and our fully
 4 themed signage through 2013.
 5           Now the drug-free workplace, this is another
 6 important point we need to point out.  RCS has the
 7 most extensive drug testing policy and procedures in
 8 the industry, bar none.  We pre-employment drug test
 9 100 percent of our company and then random test
10 20 percent of our company on a weekly basis.  This
11 happens whether it's at a small event or at any large
12 event.  This happens --
13           JOY PICKETT:  From the CEO down.
14           BEN PICKETT:  -- from the CEO, Guy Leavitt,
15 all the way down to the last person.
16           To put it into perspective, at one event,
17 pre-event we drug test 2700 people, pre-employment.
18 So we take it serious.  It's the policy.  It's not
19 just a policy.  It's a procedure.  We believe in it.
20 You know, our families are out there, your families
21 are out there, and that's one thing that we hold core
22 and strong to, that sets us apart from any other
23 company out there.
24           So I'm gonna take a little break for a
25 little bit, but we're gonna touch on, essentially, our
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 1 game department and what we've done different is our

 2 passionate side, with Guy and Charlene, and it's

 3 something that we, as an executive and a company

 4 believe in.  And Annie Kastl will share her testimony

 5 about her journey, and it will really shed light on

 6 the difference in what we do and how we do it, what

 7 sets us apart from any other company out there.

 8           ANN KASTL:  So it's my turn.

 9           BEN PICKETT:  Yeah.

10           ANN KASTL:  So a little bit of background.

11           Oh, you want to do that first?

12           JOY PICKETT:  We wanted to show a video.

13 It's a little bit more impactful, I think, rather than

14 a slide show of our games, to really show the

15 atmosphere out on the midway with our guests and our

16 employees.

17           (Video playing.)

18           ANN KASTL:  So a little bit of my background

19 is 38 years with RCS.  Prior to going to work for them

20 14 years ago, I owned my own game operation of 20

21 games.  When Guy and Charlene proposed this concept, I

22 was very eager to jump on board.

23           Growing up in the carnival industry, as I'm

24 sure some of you well know, that the games always take

25 a hard -- a hard time of "Oh, you can't win at any of
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 1 them."  And it was our main goal to make sure that,

 2 number one, our customer always came first and that we

 3 flood our midway with Teddy bears.  We always want our

 4 customers to be happy and to return to our midway.

 5           The other thing that I have to say, that

 6 we're pretty proud in doing, is the esthetic look of

 7 our employees.  25 percent are regular employees that

 8 travel with us, and the other 75 percent are local

 9 high school kids and college kids that come from the

10 area.

11           KATIE MUELLER:  Could you repeat that?

12 75/25?

13           ANN KASTL:  75/25.

14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

15           ANN KASTL:  I'm hoping that --  One of the

16 things that we started I want to say 12, 13 years ago,

17 when we first went to Houston, it was really a

18 struggle to get quality good kids to come to work and

19 stay and work the event.  So I reached out to some

20 schools that were struggling with athletic programs

21 and got them to set -- we set up a volunteer program

22 for their high school that entailed the athletic group

23 coach setting up the hours that they wanted for the

24 company.  We paid them way above the minimum wage for

25 the hours worked, and then the kids were allowed to
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 1 sign on to work for themselves for the rest of the
 2 event if they wanted to, once they were done
 3 completing their volunteer hours.
 4           I'm hoping that, as we move forward here,
 5 that's something we can tap into in the valley here.
 6 Being last year it was, you know, hard to do because
 7 the kids were still in school, but it gives us a
 8 little bit of a window to be able to do that.
 9           The staff that we have on board, if you look
10 up on top of the board, we are very, very blessed to
11 have some great folks that we work with.
12           Daily --  I'll run you through a daily
13 timeline.  I follow revenue and stock percentage
14 probably every hour, hour and a half during the day.
15 We meet first thing every morning.  If we have issues,
16 they're corrected immediately.  If we have staffing
17 issues or employee issues, they're corrected
18 immediately.  I have to say I pride ourself, in the
19 group that we have, we've got some great folks that
20 work with us.
21           Teddy bears.  Boy, do we go through a lot of
22 those.  I have the blessing of placing the orders
23 every year.  You know, we --  We travel numerous trade
24 shows to get the best items for our games, which of
25 course helps increase our revenue, because the kids
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 1 always want the Pokémon or the hottest item, and we're

 2 always in search of that.

 3           There's myself and Steve Charleston, who is

 4 the actual games manager, travel to a couple trade

 5 shows a year to make sure that our company is taken

 6 care of for all the merchandise that you see there.  I

 7 think during that event there -- I'll back up a little

 8 bit -- that that was right before we opened and we had

 9 stock on the midway.  So that was just enough to

10 replenish for the weekends.  And we --  Usually on

11 Mondays and Tuesdays when we have off is usually when

12 we have our orders come in.

13           So it's kind of nice to see the smiling

14 faces of the kids on the midway with their arms full

15 of toys, and that has always been our goal at RCS

16 since we started this adventure.

17           BEN PICKETT:  At these larger events, when

18 we have attendance over a million people, we go

19 through between 50 and 70 53-foot semitrailers of

20 Teddy bears.  So the coordination that happens to get

21 those prizes out there, it's amazing that these folks

22 are able to fit them into the cars, because we're

23 bringing them in by the truckload.

24           And to see them out there and see those

25 smiling faces, you know, there's been times when we've
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 1 had to go out -- they'll come back into guest services
 2 and ask for a little bit of help.  We've had to go out
 3 there with some twine and help them tie some of these
 4 Teddy bears on the vehicles to send them back out.
 5           That --  That's something that, you know,
 6 with the system, that we can touch base on a little
 7 further on.  We have the ability to track and send all
 8 those prizes out.  So we know exactly how many
 9 certain-size Teddy bears go out, what games are
10 popular, what the public are responding to, and the
11 demographic changes from fair to fair or event.
12           But again, you know, just to go back over,
13 that's 25 to 30 percent average stock throw.  So for
14 every dollar that goes in, 25 to 30 cents goes back
15 out.  And then that equates out to between 50 and 70
16 truckloads of Teddy bears.  So --
17           JOY PICKETT:  Sometimes more.
18           BEN PICKETT:  Sometimes more.
19           ANN KASTL:  Right.
20           BEN PICKETT:  But that's what creates the
21 atmosphere, and it's changed the face of the industry.
22 No longer will you see the carnival barkers, the folks
23 that are incentivized by the percentage.  We don't
24 believe in that concept.  We believe in paying an
25 hourly.
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 1           As Annie pointed out, we have teenage
 2 students and college students in there, which makes up
 3 75 percent of our game attendance.  They're not
 4 agents.  They're game attendants.  And that what --
 5 That sets us apart, the positive, fresh-looking,
 6 young, smiling faces out there and the interaction
 7 with the public sending out those Teddy bears.
 8           ANN KASTL:  Whenever I see these, I get --
 9 We are very blessed.  These kids have been the
10 mainstay of our business.  They've been a good part of
11 what we've done for the past 14 years, and we couldn't
12 do it without them.  They're good.  I enjoy working
13 with the kids.  They're great kids.
14           Now we will move on to the H.R. department.
15           JOY PICKETT:  These are our traveling
16 employees.  We travel with about 400 to each event.
17 We consider ourselves a small city.
18           We'll get further along into some of the
19 benefits and things that we travel with, but we do
20 have an H.R. department of eight full-time staff
21 members, some of the highest qualified, I think, in
22 the carnival industry.
23           We do biometric time clocks.  Everything is
24 fingerprinted realtime.  Reporting, each supervisor or
25 manager has access on their cell phone through an app.
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 1 We have overtime alerts.  We have a custom -- through

 2 FunPass, the custom alert system that goes orange if

 3 they start to get close to eight hours, red if they

 4 are at the eight hours, so that we know that we need

 5 to go out and relieve those employees or, if it's a

 6 really busy Saturday night, determine whether or not

 7 we're going to pay overtime, because they are subject

 8 to overtime in our games.

 9           We do pay hourly.  Everyone is paid --  We

10 do have a prevailing wage that we are subject to,

11 because we are part of H-2B program.  And typically

12 it's several dollars over minimum wage that we pay,

13 but we're happy to do that because most of them are

14 worth it.

15           With the pre-employment drug testing we do

16 very extensive background checks.  We have two

17 different systems.  One is through a third party, a

18 full background check, and then we also use a system,

19 called a Raptor system, that a lot of schools use for

20 visitors, to make sure, while they're running the

21 background check and Megan's Law, immediately we get

22 an alert, through their form of identification that we

23 swipe through, whether or not it's worth processing

24 them.  It will tell us right away if there's something

25 there.  So we have also integrated in FunPass, which I
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 1 touched on in our time.
 2           Here's the small timeline of our H.R.
 3 department with the background check system.
 4           1990 is when we started our pre-employment
 5 drug testing.
 6           '94 we began the Megan's Law.
 7           '99 is when we started participating in our
 8 government's H-2B visa program.  Currently we bring
 9 over 300 H-2B workers from Mexico, Costa Rica,
10 Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.
11           In 2000 we began the local charity
12 organizations volunteer program.
13           2007 is when we began bar coding and paying
14 hourly, tracking our time, which a lot of carnival
15 game organizations do not do.  They're still based on
16 the percentage compensation.
17           2009 is when she expanded the volunteer
18 program, Annie did.
19           2015, a custom overtime tracking alert
20 system through FunPass.
21           2016 we do custom orientation videos by
22 department.  So if you're coming to work in the I.T.
23 department, you will have an orientation video
24 specifically prepared for the I.T. department.  If you
25 are working the games, you have a specific orientation
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 1 just for games, food, rides, et cetera.  If you swap

 2 over, you have to be reoriented and trained for those

 3 departments.

 4           In 2017 is when we switched the app-based

 5 volunteer scheduling and biometric time tracking.

 6           And in 2018 we had custom uniform tracking

 7 and distribution software for our full background

 8 checks on every employee.

 9           ANN KASTL:  Can I jump in for a second?

10           JOY PICKETT:  Yes, of course you can.

11           ANN KASTL:  One of the things that we do

12 with our temporary employees, our high school kids, is

13 usually after the first weekend, if we have a Monday

14 or Tuesday off, we try to gather as many of them that

15 want to come in, and they're paid for their time, and

16 we walk them around to certain games and have another

17 orientation with them and ask them "What would you do

18 to solve the problem?"  There's a lot of interaction

19 with the kids as they work for us, not only with

20 myself, but the staff members that we have.

21           JOY PICKETT:  Last year we designed a

22 four-restroom drug-testing trailer that we travel

23 with, just to handle the pure volume of drug tests

24 that we administer.  We're pretty proud of that.

25           Here's a little bit of our hiring process.
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 1 We have all online on-boarding.
 2           These are our uniform depot and our
 3 distribution windows for our scheduling and
 4 check-in -- check-in and check-out.
 5           I'll talk a little bit about our amenities
 6 for our staff.  We travel with a store with basic
 7 amenities, especially for the people that live on
 8 site.  Basic toiletries, clothes, things for their
 9 living quarters, food, snacks, drinks, things like
10 that.
11           We typically travel with Viv's Cafe, which I
12 know is different here at this fair for you guys, but
13 they're on our route.
14           We have laundry service, either a
15 drop-in/pick-up exchange or we have another trailer
16 designated just like a laundromat, where they can go
17 in and do their own laundry.
18           There's a traveling salon.
19           Some of the best language-learning systems
20 that can be bought are provided through our safety
21 department.
22           Then we also have a traveling pre-K through
23 8th grade private Christian academy.  And if you
24 haven't seen it, I'd like to have the time to show
25 you.  We're pretty proud of it.
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 1           ANN KASTL:  The other thing that we do for

 2 our employees on Mondays and Tuesdays off is we plan a

 3 trip for them on one of the days, where they can sign

 4 up to either go to Disneyland or kayaking or -- and we

 5 do a company picnic once a year in Orange County.  I

 6 think we've been doing it, for the last three years,

 7 at Knott's Berry Farm, at the water park, which they

 8 really like to do.  So --

 9           BEN PICKETT:  This is also a sample of our

10 housing trailers that we provide for the employees.

11 We continually buy and purchase these on an annual

12 basis to improve the quality for our employees.

13           JOY PICKETT:  They're customized to meet the

14 OABA living quarter regulations and standards, which

15 is really important.  Each employee has their own

16 room.  We travel with a couples bunkhouse.  So if

17 you're married, you have a lot larger space.  There's

18 only four couples in each of those.  They have their

19 own restrooms and shower, which doesn't sound like a

20 lot, but it is.  It's nice to have that.  Or you can

21 have your own individual space.

22           BILL LOWRY:  Electronic ticketing, I think

23 that's why I'm here.  This is obviously an important

24 subject.  Thank you guys for coming.

25           Let me start at the eye level.  You hear us
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 1 refer to it as FunPass.  That is our name for the
 2 program which is a fully integrated infrastructure
 3 software environment.  I'll try not to get too
 4 technical here.
 5           What you see up there, of course, is our
 6 core I.T. staff.  It is --  As we've grown over the
 7 last 14 years, the staff has continued to grow, and
 8 then you can see we have an awful lot of experience.
 9           We started the FunPass.  In 2006 was when we
10 really put the plan together, and we unveiled it in
11 2007, and this coming year going in will be our
12 fourteenth year.  We have deployed our ticketing
13 system and all its components at over 65 events of a
14 million customers plus.
15           We pretty much invented the large-scale
16 digital ticketing environment for carnivals.  If
17 imitation is the highest form of flattery, then we're
18 feeling very flattered, because there's a whole lot of
19 people trying to jump in on this business.  Technology
20 is changing quickly.  For us, the experience we have
21 is the bedrock which nobody can duplicate.
22           Like I said, over 65 events with a million
23 customers plus.  As you would --  If you look at our
24 route list, almost all of our major fairs have been
25 using our FunPass system for the entire time, between
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 1 10 and 13 years.
 2           I suppose it's okay to mention that we
 3 rolled out the system here this year, which was really
 4 fun and a big endeavor.  Of course we were doing it in
 5 a different environment, as we were not the full
 6 midway provider, but we provided the electronic
 7 ticketing.
 8           Our ticketing system, like I said, it has
 9 close to a hundred man years of development in it.  It
10 started -- the development started back around 2000.
11 A carnival company up in Oregon, Funtastic Shows, was
12 the original -- developed the original kernel.  RCS
13 was the original licensee of it, and then we then
14 invested heavily over the years and have enjoyed well
15 over a decade of success.  We've never had a major
16 system outage in all the time.
17           The system --  The detail in technology is
18 in our RFP, but I want to basically just kind of go
19 through what's on our presentation here.
20           What you're seeing up there in the center
21 photo is our ticket boxes, which we deployed about 15
22 or 16 here this summer.  Generally we'll put anywhere
23 from 20 to 24 boxes at a large event.
24           We also pioneered the use of self-service
25 kiosks in the industry.  That unit on the left photo
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 1 there is probably our fourth or fifth generation of
 2 technology.  As things change quickly, we are trying
 3 to change along with it.
 4           This, of course, offloads much of the lines
 5 and the crowds off of the manned ticket boxes.  It
 6 helps manage our payroll at the manned ticket boxes.
 7 And we do see the future of kiosks and mobile apps,
 8 mobile purchasing.  Mobile use to be really the
 9 future.
10           We did unveil here our FunPass mobile app,
11 which was, all things considered, quite a success.  We
12 did probably close to a million dollars gross just off
13 of the mobile app, with very little advertising.
14           Jumping forward, technology, it was
15 important in our RFP to discuss what we do.  Our
16 system is a hybrid wire and wireless system.  We
17 worked with Ron and Kevin, to plug into their network
18 here.  And this is what we do at each of the big
19 events.  We, to some extent, tie into their fiber
20 underground.  We set up wireless bridges for
21 redundancy and then we go in and wire the
22 infrastructure right down to the terminals.  In fact,
23 at this event we were running no POS systems off of a
24 wireless connection.  The wireless here becomes the
25 backup.
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 1           So we refer to our system as a hybrid Cloud
 2 system, meaning that, when a transaction is made on
 3 the carnival midway, someone scans at a ride or game,
 4 that transaction immediately runs through the network
 5 and then up to the Cloud.  If you're doing a
 6 transaction off your mobile phone, it's going the
 7 other way.  It goes through your cell phone system,
 8 through the Cloud, back down to our servers and then
 9 back up and around.  It's pretty cool and very
10 sophisticated.
11           I know we're not supposed to get beyond what
12 we put in the RFP, and I'm not; however, the -- this
13 is a constant moving target.  There is a constant
14 evolution of the user interface, the technology, the
15 hardware, the software, the mobile apps.  And so even
16 some of what is shown in the RFP wasn't even available
17 here in July or June.  So that's how fast things move.
18           Our software development firm is a hundred
19 percent independent from us.  RCS does not actually
20 own the code, and that's by design, because the
21 integrity of data, the great wall, as they call it,
22 between RCS and customer data is paramount.
23           So we don't have any access to actually
24 drill down into our transaction data.  When we do
25 millions of transactions, if we really need to sort
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 1 out what's going on with those, that request has to
 2 come from the fair and then to the software
 3 development company.  RCS doesn't handle that.
 4           So I've pointed out our ticket boxes.  These
 5 are --  Ben can speak to the cost and infrastructure
 6 of these, but each one of these offices --  Our ticket
 7 boxes are like a small office.  They are wired with
 8 ethernet and they also have wireless connections,
 9 both.
10           So inside is a wired windows POS terminal.
11 These credit card machines you see there are probably
12 different than what was here in July, as we have
13 progressed.  And the most important progression, the
14 thing we are the most proud of, for 2019, is that RCS
15 is fully PCI compliant and probably the only tier-one
16 carnival company in the world that's PCI compliant.
17           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  What's that mean?
18           BILL LOWRY:  Payment card industry is what
19 PCI is.  And the CFO I'm sure knows it is the mandate
20 from the credit card companies for customer --
21 merchants to conform in every level of technology to
22 protect customer data.  The requirements are
23 extensive.
24           We, of course, at our size, are confronted
25 with PCI compliance at some of our larger events, as
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 1 well.  So it's --  I'm sure it's a discussion that you
 2 and I probably talked about it.  We're seeing it now
 3 in all levels.  Banking requires it.  Insurance
 4 companies are requiring it for liabilities.  Our
 5 biggest event, Houston Livestock Show, for them to be
 6 PCI compliant, we had to be PCI compliant.
 7           It's not a simple task.  It requires special
 8 software, special hardware, encryptions, protocols,
 9 all kinds of security layers within your networking.
10 It's been coming for quite a long time, but it's now
11 hitting critical mass, to where large players have to
12 achieve it.
13           And we worked all year to achieve it.  We
14 had to bring in consultants and we've had to make
15 major changes in our software just since July or --
16 June and July when we were here, to assure absolute
17 protection of customer data and absolute protection of
18 our fair partners.
19           So we store no data.  We --  All customer --
20 Basically, the PCI-compliant training now goes all the
21 way down to when we train a seller.  Next year, at
22 each of our events, every person hired to work in a
23 ticket box will have a portion of PCI training in
24 their training and they will sign accordingly.  So
25 it's extensive, but we're very proud of it, because we
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 1 worked very, very hard to get it and we had mandates
 2 to do it.  And that's probably our biggest achievement
 3 in the I.T. world.
 4           So what you see on the screen now are
 5 samples of our product familiar to you, the FunPass
 6 bar code card on the right.  And we also --  The
 7 benefits of bar codes are numerous.  The ability to
 8 put a bar code on virtually any medium is what sets it
 9 apart from other technologies, like RFID, which we
10 could use if we could find a real benefit to it.  But
11 ultimately, just like with Costco or any large
12 retailer, bar code wins today.  It's cheaper.  It's
13 more practical.  It's more useable.
14           We are migrating more and more to QR code,
15 which I don't have any images of up here, but a QR
16 code, it's the little square.  It's actually a bar
17 code, too.  It's just not bars; it's spots.
18           So the beauty of our system is that we can
19 set up what we call specials.  They can be sold in
20 advance.  They can be sold on line.  They can be sold
21 by groups, as pre-sale.  And literally, the sky's the
22 limit.  On that image, some of those tickets up there
23 in the upper right we can actually print in house.  We
24 put the bar codes on the wristbands.  We put them on
25 the free passes, and we put them on line-buster
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 1 tickets.
 2           So we remain primarily a bar code
 3 technology; although, we are still looking for that
 4 use for RFID so we can incorporate it.  RFID is
 5 nothing more than a number, a different way to read a
 6 number.  It costs a lot more, and those --  We
 7 historically tried to never pass any of our costs off
 8 to our customers.
 9           JOY PICKETT:  And we found that the
10 stability of the RFID at events our size are not
11 stable, and time and time again that's been proven.
12           BILL LOWRY:  What you see here is the hand
13 scanner that we brought out a large number of those
14 here this summer, and this is our new standard.
15 Basically, this allows you to scan the tickets off of
16 the cards, and every ride and game operator has one.
17           I mentioned the FunPass app.  This was a big
18 success here this summer, and it is growing in large
19 scale.  The Houston Livestock Show is now moving their
20 entire pre-sale program over to the FunPass app.
21           Basically, this allows the customer a
22 line-free experience.  This was the first in the
23 industry, and we have heard and seen some evidence
24 people are jumping in on this.  The beauty is this is
25 fully integrated into our system.  So you can be at
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 1 home, you can buy tickets for your kids, you can
 2 transfer them to their phone.  When you get to the
 3 fairground, you don't even have to stand in line.  I
 4 think it's --  The success you all have here in June
 5 really shows just where the future is going.  We
 6 ultimately see far less human staffed ticket boxes and
 7 far more handheld mobiles.  So it gives every customer
 8 a ticket box in their hand.
 9           JOY PICKETT:  The new version of the FunPass
10 app that we are launching next month, I think
11 January 1st we go live in Houston, has the coupon
12 capability, like Bill said.  So for our midway, which
13 is rides, food, and games, they will have food
14 coupons, they will have ride coupons, food -- game
15 coupons.  We can push coupons to them if we wanted to
16 direct them in any different areas.  But it tracks it.
17           And like Bill said, I'll just elaborate a
18 little more, you can share an individual coupon with
19 your child.  If you have a buy-one-get-one-free
20 popcorn, you can share it with them or you can share
21 the entire pack of coupons like they are set up.
22           So this is more for a pre-sale feature, but
23 the options are endless.  We are just so excited about
24 this.  We showed a little bit of --  On the left is
25 your list of coupons, and in the middle is what a
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 1 coupon looks like, with the description and the
 2 information of it, and on the right is when it's been
 3 redeemed.  It will tell you where it was redeemed,
 4 what time it was redeemed, so you can track your
 5 usage.
 6           One of the other things, kind of
 7 piggybacking off of the bar code, the reason why we
 8 have bar codes, every single ticket, every coupon, any
 9 VIP pass, wristband requires bar code, and that way it
10 can be tracked.  The amount of reports are absolutely
11 endless because they can be fully customized, no
12 matter what, because our software developer has the
13 data.  So if you find a report that you need, you can
14 say "This is exactly the information that I would
15 like," and he can customize the report.
16           We have well over 40 reports right now.
17 That's probably being conservative.  But it's a
18 hundred percent Cloud-based report server.  So you can
19 access it off of any web browser, any phone.  Realtime
20 access.
21           There's automated settlement reports.  These
22 are some of the things that we think separate us from
23 any other ticketing systems.  There's automated
24 settlement reports, automated POP spreads, automated
25 seller reconciliation, automated breakdown of sales,
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 1 automated breakdown of redemptions by ride or game --

 2 and that can be by special or by regular ticket --

 3 automated hot lists by ride or game, which is a

 4 ranking report.

 5           There are some with details.  So if you

 6 wanted to share revenue and ridership, they would have

 7 detail, or there's just blank rankings to share with

 8 the vendors.

 9           We have automated reports by employee.  So

10 you can track, in your game, the success rate of the

11 employee, the motivation of the employee.  And that

12 really helps.  Annie and her staff really use those

13 reports quite a bit.

14           ANN KASTL:  One of the nice things about it

15 is that each of our linemen have access on their

16 telephone.  So they're following revenue by the hour.

17 So if they take a look at their line, and let's say

18 there's one that stands out up here, and then they've

19 got one that's in here, they'll make a call to either

20 myself or Steve, if they can't figure it out, say

21 "What do you think the issue is here to here?"

22           Then we'll dig in a little bit deeper, maybe

23 look at the employees, maybe move some employees

24 around, look at their merchandise, maybe look at the

25 traffic flow.  So it gives us a lot of information to
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 1 help our revenue -- you know, drive our revenue in our
 2 games.  We're very, very, you know, on top of that
 3 when we're in operation during the day.
 4           BILL LOWRY:  There was one other thing
 5 technically that I wanted to get into, because it is
 6 in our RFP response.  So it's okay to talk about, and
 7 it was new from when we were here before.  We call it
 8 PFW.
 9           PFW stands for public facing WiFi.  Now it's
10 not what you think.  It's not like going into an
11 airport and having WiFi that you can use.  For us it
12 was a critical missing link to what happens if
13 cellphone coverage goes out, what happens if WiFi goes
14 out and cellphone coverage or internet.
15           So what we now do, and it's in our RFP, is
16 we now put up a whole separate layer of high-density
17 access points strictly focused on the heaviest
18 corridors of people to provide a failover is the term,
19 so that should cellphone coverage go down to where
20 you're not able to operate -- and we've all felt that
21 at almost every large event -- that they would get a
22 notice on their phone, giving the customer the option
23 to flip over to our WiFi network that allows them to
24 continue to transact.
25           We will be deploying that in full scale.
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 1 We've been testing it through the summer, and we
 2 have -- we will be -- it is all you bid for the
 3 equipment, and we'll be unveiling that in Houston.
 4           So it's the missing link to the digital
 5 ticketing environment is what you do if the system
 6 goes down.  So our goal is to be way ahead of that
 7 curve and provide the customer with an option that
 8 they've never had before.
 9           Cellphone coverage is out, I can't talk, but
10 I can flip over and I can use my mobile app anyway.
11           JOY PICKETT:  And just to clarify for the
12 non-techies, because they had to explain it to me, it
13 only runs FunPass.  So they can't get on Facebook or
14 any social media or website.
15           BILL LOWRY:  Right.
16           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You've only got 14 minutes
17 left.
18           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah, okay.
19           So that is what that is for.
20           There's some days at some events that we
21 have 190,000-plus attendees, and this year we're
22 anticipating heavy cellphone usage on the app.
23           BILL LOWRY:  Yep.
24           JOY PICKETT:  I wanted to show just a
25 sample.  For those of you that have not seen it, this
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 1 is one of our automated seller reconciliations.  It
 2 just really streamlines the process of reconciling the
 3 seller.  All of these sales are brought forth
 4 automatically, all the credit cards are brought forth
 5 automatically.
 6           BILL LOWRY:  In realtime.
 7           JOY PICKETT:  In realtime.  So this helps
 8 with the shift change.
 9           And that's a picture of the 2019 San Diego
10 County Fair.
11           BILL LOWRY:  Somebody was flying drones.
12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Is that it?
13           BEN PICKETT:  Yes.
14           No, I'd just like to wrap up and say thank
15 you again for the opportunity to come out and go over
16 our proposal and show you what we do as a whole as a
17 company and more specifically to the RFP.  Thank you
18 very much.  We appreciate it.
19           JOY PICKETT:  Tried to fit a lot of
20 information in one hour.
21           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.  Thank you guys for
22 being here.
23           One question I had was in regards to the
24 app.  We had a lot of charge-backs through the app in
25 2019, you know, people coming back and saying -- you
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 1 know, trying to -- trying to, basically, get something
 2 for free through their credit card company.
 3           Can you describe how you'll be verifying
 4 credit cards in the mobile app going forward, to
 5 prevent this type of fraud?  I know there was some
 6 discussion in 2019 about possibly adding some other
 7 security features, but do you have any plans for that
 8 in the future?
 9           BILL LOWRY:  Well, on the surface --  People
10 can buy a list of credit card numbers, and that is not
11 gonna change.  There's always gonna be the culprit who
12 has acquired a list of numbers, and he can download
13 that into the app, but I think to your question is
14 more people having the ability to just call up and
15 dispute without us having any background in that.
16           Joy can allude to the quantity that we get
17 at other fairs.
18           JOY PICKETT:  We're implementing also the
19 two-factor authentication this year, and that will
20 help.
21           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So that's different
22 than what we experienced in 2019.
23           JOY PICKETT:  Yes.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  It was just one factor, I'm
25 assuming?
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah.
 2           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm not a credit card
 3 expert.
 4           JOY PICKETT:  Neither am I.  I just know
 5 that we need a two-factor in order to really verify
 6 that it's their credit card.  I'm sure that you've
 7 probably used that in some online purchases before.
 8           CARLENE MOORE:  Is there the ability to
 9 access reports like on tablets or phones realtime out
10 on the grounds?
11           BILL LOWRY:  Absolutely.
12           JOY PICKETT:  Any web browser.
13           BILL LOWRY:  It's all web based, yeah.
14           CARLENE MOORE:  Okay.
15           RON ROGERS:  I have a question about the new
16 public WiFi option.  Are you saying that would only be
17 implemented in case of some type of a --
18           BILL LOWRY:  No.
19           RON ROGERS:  -- outage.
20           BILL LOWRY:  It will be full on all the
21 time.
22           RON ROGERS:  It will be available?  They'll
23 be able to see it?
24           BILL LOWRY:  And the SSID, which will be
25 hidden.  So, basically, you won't be able to go on and
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 1 find it --
 2           RON ROGERS:  Okay.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  -- but the mobile app knows
 4 it's there, and that same broadcast will be going
 5 through all of our standard APs, as well as the
 6 high-density PFW.
 7           RON ROGERS:  So they will only know about it
 8 if you push it out?
 9           BILL LOWRY:  That's correct.  Their app will
10 say, "Your cellphone coverage is down.  Would you like
11 to switch over to the secure WiFi?"
12           JOY PICKETT:  Only while they're in the app.
13           RON ROGERS:  How are you going to know that
14 their cellphone coverage is down?
15           BILL LOWRY:  Well, we all feel it at times,
16 but we won't really know.  For us, the only time we
17 really detect if there is a problem would be at guest
18 services.
19           JOY PICKETT:  It automatically detects it in
20 the app.
21           BILL LOWRY:  But now the app will actually
22 detect it.  That's technology we can certainly discuss
23 with you, but the app we've already -- it's in full
24 development and already done.
25           So your app knows if your cellphone coverage
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 1 is down and puts up a notice that you have the option

 2 to switch over.

 3           So we will have a -- basically, a secondary

 4 layer of WiFi on top of our canopy that's already up.

 5 The secondary layer is crafted to go down the

 6 high-density public corridors; whereas before we would

 7 avoid that.  We only put access points where the rides

 8 and games were scanning.  Now we will also provide

 9 WiFi right on top of the corridors of people, to give

10 them the failover.

11           So we didn't have any cellphone outages

12 here.  It doesn't mean we weren't close and it doesn't

13 mean it can't happen.  And the reason you have the

14 extra cellphone towers and C.O.W.s, they call them, is

15 to prevent that.

16           But at every large event, once we hit that

17 100,000, 150,000 people threshold, cellphone coverage

18 starts to go away.  So we are -- in anticipation of

19 that, we are investing in the infrastructure to offset

20 that risk.

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you very much for

22 your presentation.

23           Where do you find the volunteers?  The high

24 school and college volunteers, where do you find them?

25           ANN KASTL:  So normally how we --  I'll talk
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 1 a little bit about San Diego last year.  We sent a
 2 team out to the local schools.
 3           Of course, when you go to some schools and
 4 they say "You're looking for jobs for what, and you
 5 want them to work where?"  It becomes a pretty big
 6 issue.  A lot of families, "Yeah, I'm not real sure
 7 you want to do that."
 8           But we sent a core group out to all of your
 9 local schools, with folders, with all -- with
10 everything about us in the folder and met with the
11 local student counsel groups.
12           When --  I can back up a little bit.  On
13 Houston, how I found -- how I started it was I just
14 happened to be reading a newspaper and I said a little
15 prayer prior to reading the newspaper, you know, we
16 have to come up with a solution, and there was a
17 school that happened to be struggling for athletic
18 equipment.  So I drove out to the school, visited with
19 the football coach, and the next day I had 120
20 football players processing to go to work for our
21 event.  And it grew from 120 kids.  We use over 1200
22 kids now in Houston alone, and that has filtered over
23 into Costa Mesa, L.A. County, and Arizona.
24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Are these public and
25 private schools?
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 1           ANN KASTL:  Yeah.  Yeah.  Some of them are
 2 Christian-based companies that --
 3           JOY PICKETT:  Church.
 4           ANN KASTL:  -- church groups that come out
 5 and help us.  It's basically all looking for money to
 6 help supplement whatever programs that they have, and
 7 they don't want to sell cookie dough.  I think that
 8 was a big deal for the football coach.  He goes, "Oh
 9 God, no more cookie dough.  Thank you."
10           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So I have to address an
11 issue that I didn't expect I would have to address
12 this evening.
13           Do you understand there's a difference --
14 You understand that there is a concept in the First
15 Amendment, that Thomas Jefferson first adopted in
16 1802, separation of church and state?  Are any of you
17 familiar with that?
18           Let me ask you something.  How many Muslim
19 academy students do you have?
20           ANN KASTL:  Uhm --
21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Muslim.
22           Let me ask it this way.  Do you have a
23 Muslim academy?
24           ANN KASTL:  Not an academy, but there's --
25           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Do you have a Budhist
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 1 academy?

 2           ANN KASTL:  No.

 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No?  Do you have a Jewish

 4 academy?

 5           No?

 6           Do you have a Hindu academy?

 7           JOY PICKETT:  No, but we're not opposed to

 8 any of those.

 9           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm glad to hear that.

10           How many Muslim students do you have?

11           ANN KASTL:  There are quite a few.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Do you ask people their

13 religion before they come to work for you?

14           ANN KASTL:  No.

15           JOY PICKETT:  Never.

16           BEN PICKETT:  Absolutely not.

17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I've got to tell you

18 that --  I don't know what public institutions you do

19 business with, but we're a state agency.

20           I'm gonna read this to you, and I want this

21 in the record.

22           The principle that government must

23      maintain an attitude of neutrality toward

24      religion.  Many view separation of church

25      and state as required by the First
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 1      Amendment.  The First Amendment not only

 2      allows citizens the freedom to practice

 3      any religion of their choice, but also

 4      prevents the government from officially

 5      recognizing or favoring any religion.

 6           So I want to know, on the record, what are

 7 you gonna do to make sure that there is no favoritism

 8 of one religion over any other religion, especially

 9 when you have an academy that favors one religion over

10 the others, for something that is a state-run district

11 or which is the 22nd DAA?

12           BEN PICKETT:  We need to clarify.

13           JOY PICKETT:  We have full documentation --

14           BEN PICKETT:  We need to clarify the

15 academy, what the private Christian Academy is.

16           JOY PICKETT:  Is that what you're referring

17 to?

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Of course that's what I'm

19 referring.

20           JOY PICKETT:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I thought he

21 was talking about volunteers on the games.

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No.  No.  No.  No.

23           JOY PICKETT:  Our academy that travels with

24 us is for on-site management, any fair staff, anybody,

25 but they --  everywhere, in all the documentation,
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 1 even on the website, they do not discriminate based on

 2 race, gender, ethnicity, nor are you able to as a

 3 Christian academy part of --

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I know you're not allowed

 5 to.

 6           My question is you've got it on your slide.

 7 The very first thing that you mentioned is that "We're

 8 a Christian organization," which is great if you're

 9 dealing with --

10           JOY PICKETT:  I thought we were able to say

11 that.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  -- if you're dealing with

13 a private institution, if it was a privately run fair,

14 but I'm very concerned when that is your opening

15 comment and your slide emphasizes that as once -- some

16 aspect of what you're promoting.

17           As a state agency, I have trouble supporting

18 that, your right to participate at the San Diego

19 County Fair, if that's where your emphasis is,

20 because --

21           JOY PICKETT:  That --

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Let me finish, please.

23           JOY PICKETT:  I'm sorry.

24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Because if that's where

25 you're going, you will not get my support, because we
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 1 are not a private institution.  We're a state-run

 2 facility.

 3           And I don't care whether someone is

 4 Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Baptist, or Jewish.  I

 5 don't --  I don't know what anybody's religion is here

 6 at this table.  And when people walk into the

 7 San Diego County Fair, I don't ask them what their

 8 religion is.  I want all religions to feel welcome

 9 here, and I'm concerned about --  It's fine if that's

10 your emphasis if you're dealing with a private

11 business, but when you're talking about a state-run

12 agency, yes, that worries me tremendously.  I want you

13 to know that.

14           JOY PICKETT:  The private school is only for

15 our private business.  There's 12 students in it.  It

16 is not a public institution.

17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And that's all you can

18 tell me?

19           JOY PICKETT:  I --

20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Let me ask you, why was

21 that on the slide?

22           JOY PICKETT:  As a benefit to our employees.

23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.  That's not for the

24 students?

25           JOY PICKETT:  No.  No.  It's a benefit for
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 1 our employees, our management, and our staff.

 2           BEN PICKETT:  Only for our employees.

 3           JOY PICKETT:  It sits right next to our

 4 store, right next to our haircutting salon.

 5           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And if someone is Muslim

 6 or Hindu --

 7           JOY PICKETT:  Absolutely able to attend.

 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  -- or Budhist or Jewish,

 9 what could they do when you have your Christian

10 academy meetings?

11           JOY PICKETT:  They can absolutely attend.

12 There's only 12 students.

13           KATIE MUELLER:  I think there might be a

14 little bit of confusion.

15           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm not confused.  I

16 understand.  I understand it.

17           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, no, I mean, but the

18 volunteers that are hired for the games have nothing

19 to do with the school.

20           ANN KASTL:  With the school, yeah, no.  And

21 we hire --  There's no religious, like everybody --  I

22 hire all those kids --

23           JOY PICKETT:  Any school.

24           ANN KASTL:  -- you know, at any school,

25 any -- anybody that wants to come work.
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  And I personally toured the
 2 academy at the Orange County Fair, and it's a
 3 wonderful benefit that they provide to their employees
 4 who have to travel to all these events that are
 5 traveling much of the year, for their children to get
 6 an education while they're on the road and be able to
 7 be close to their parents, and it's for kindergarten
 8 through 8th grade, and it's welcoming to anybody, any
 9 religion, race, anybody that is part of their employee
10 family.
11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you just pointed
12 out that -- the problem with that, but okay.
13           KATIE MUELLER:  I want to --
14           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you anyway.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  My question was --  I have
16 two questions for you.  One was about kind of
17 following up on Fred's, like what charities.  I know
18 you reached out to local schools, but is there other
19 charity groups that you have involved in your game
20 operations?
21           ANN KASTL:  Here we didn't have a big influx
22 of any church organizations, but in -- there are
23 basketball programs, church organizations, you know --
24           JOY PICKETT:  Public schools.
25           ANN KASTL:  -- public schools.
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
 2           JOY PICKETT:  Universities.
 3           ANN KASTL:  Universities.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  And then secondly, do you
 5 have the opportunity, with the app, to send out push
 6 notifications to people that have downloaded the app?
 7           BILL LOWRY:  Yeah.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So if we wanted to
 9 push out a coupon or drive attendance to any area of
10 the fair, we would be able to do that through --
11           BILL LOWRY:  We actually had built that
12 coupon feature for here, but we never actually turned
13 it on.
14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
15           BILL LOWRY:  So it's actually been in our
16 app for some time.
17           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
18           BILL LOWRY:  However, it's now far
19 progressed.  Not just single coupons, but entire
20 coupon packs and your ability to share those coupons
21 or mom can buy them and send them off to her kids as
22 gifts, that kind of thing.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
24           BILL LOWRY:  So there's been a great deal of
25 evolution just since June in our app.
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 1           CARLENE MOORE:  I have a question.
 2           You mentioned, when you briefly mentioned
 3 RFID, the failure at large events, and I wondered if
 4 you could kind of give some examples or expand upon
 5 that, of what you've seen at those larger events.
 6           BILL LOWRY:  In terms of RFID?
 7           CARLENE MOORE:  Uh-huh, the failure aspect.
 8           BILL LOWRY:  You know, for us the cost
 9 practicality of RFID just doesn't measure up.  It's
10 cool technology.  It's kind of sexy, but you can't
11 print an RFID in a newspaper magazine or you can't
12 print it out of a printer machine.  RFID is a unique
13 type of transmission, and we feel that the cost of it
14 is out of line with the benefit.
15           JOY PICKETT:  She's asking about the failure
16 rate, though.
17           BILL LOWRY:  So in terms of failure rate,
18 all I could tell you is what we hear, because we don't
19 use RFID on a large scale.  But we are fully aware
20 that when cellphone data and WiFi coverage are a
21 problem, what people are tending to do in the
22 industry, in the electronic ticketing, is do what's
23 called storing forward.
24           So in talking to people who have ticketing
25 systems, that's a key buzzword.  Ask them, "Are you
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 1 doing storing forward?"
 2           They do storing forward so that their
 3 hand-held devices will store the transmission or the
 4 transaction even when they have no connection.  Sounds
 5 like a good idea until you have fraudulent
 6 transactions loading up on your device.  Then they
 7 sync up at the end of the night and you go "Oh, my
 8 gosh.  All those storing forward transactions weren't
 9 as good as we thought."
10           So we do no storing forward, which
11 eliminates a lot of headache.  If we have a signal,
12 you make a transaction.  If you don't have a signal,
13 you can't make a transaction, except on the mobile
14 app.  Now that actually will allow you to continue.
15 But as far as credit card transactions or anything
16 that people have purchased, we are having -- we are
17 validating that transaction every single time they use
18 it.
19           JOY PICKETT:  We had a specific incident
20 that we personally experienced.  We provide the -- the
21 Ferris wheel at Cochella Music Festival, and they had
22 RFID wristbands that they distributed out to American
23 Express customers.  Each wristband had two rides on
24 it.  Or I'm sorry, each person had one ride on the
25 wristband.
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 1           We were processing so many people through
 2 our ride that only every other transaction was being
 3 captured, because the RFID system could not process
 4 that quickly.  So when we were looking at our revenue
 5 reports, Ben, who was in charge of our ride department
 6 said, "We rode a lot more people than that yesterday,
 7 and we just know it."
 8           So we ended up putting a turnstile out the
 9 next day, and it was capturing every other --
10           BEN PICKETT:  We noticed the discrepancy
11 between the RFID and the turnstile.
12           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah.
13           That's one ride that we had experience.  We
14 do know of Miami State Fair, Iowa State Fair, several
15 others that use a different digital ticketing system
16 that have had some major issues.
17           BILL LOWRY:  It really gets down to the
18 minimum cost of an RFID chip is gonna be somewhere
19 around 20 cents, but on millions, and this is less
20 than .2 cents.  (Indicating.)  The cost differential
21 is so vast, that's why bar codes and QR codes are not
22 going away.
23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  On that same line of costs,
24 are there any costs or fees that the transit or our
25 customers will get from the system, other than what
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 1 you've --  I mean right now you're sharing your gaming
 2 with us and then there is a charge for the rental of
 3 the things.  Is there any other costs that our
 4 customers will experience or we'll experience, other
 5 than possibly wristbands or --
 6           BILL LOWRY:  The only place a customer gets
 7 a fee is on the online store, which the event runs.
 8 But for FUNcards, FunPass, we have never transferred
 9 or passed on any cost to a customer.
10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  How about to us?  Do we
11 have to pay for those cards in any way?  No other
12 fees?
13           BILL LOWRY:  Well, there's material costs
14 for paper and material costs for other things,
15 wristbands and whatnot.  You know, the beauty of the
16 bar code is it literally can go on any vehicle, from a
17 free pass, every --
18           JOY PICKETT:  But we don't provide those.
19 They purchase them.
20           BILL LOWRY:  And depending on the event,
21 some of the events will pay for all their own printing
22 and cover all their own costs, and other cases we may
23 do the printing and then settle up and transfer the
24 costs later.
25           PATTY CAMERON:  Piggybacking on that
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 1 question, has there been a separation between FunPass
 2 and credit card receipts, so that we can print credit
 3 card receipts?
 4           BILL LOWRY:  I don't know that I'm allowed
 5 the talk about things that aren't in the RFP.
 6           PATTY CAMERON:  Oh, okay.
 7           JOY PICKETT:  Can you in the Q and A?
 8           BILL LOWRY:  In the Q and A, I suppose.
 9           But in fact, I had actually told you
10 specifically that we were moving towards different POS
11 systems, and that is a primary feature, in that
12 receipts will come out on receipt paper and FUNcards
13 will come out on the card stock as a separate.
14           I guess I just answered that question.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, I think --  How many
16 volunteers do you anticipate using this year?
17           ANN KASTL:  Here?
18           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.  If you were to get
19 the contract, how many volunteers would you --
20           ANN KASTL:  Oh, gosh.  Well, so on a daily
21 basis in our game department, our temporaries run 250
22 to 275 a day.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
24           ANN KASTL:  And of course they can't work
25 every day.  So I'd have to say we're probably 5- to
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 1 700.  We try to double hire, you know, and then you

 2 have kids that don't -- you know, they think it's a

 3 great job, and then after two days they're like "Yeah,

 4 this isn't working out for me."

 5           KATIE MUELLER:  Right.  Right.

 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I've got one other

 7 question.

 8           You were talking about evolution of the

 9 technology and what you changed recently.  What do you

10 see that your next step -- not necessarily offered in

11 the RFP, but where do you think FunPass is going?

12           BEN PICKETT:  Now we can talk about it.

13           BILL LOWRY:  We can easily see the

14 trajectory of the mobile app usage by our population

15 as our younger population becomes more the buying

16 public.

17           The success of the mobile app here was, I

18 think, in a way unprecedented.  It caught everybody

19 off guard.  We had over 35,000 people register and use

20 the mobile app here, and that's in kind of a beta

21 primitive form, compared to even where it is now.

22 Close to a million dollars in gross.

23           Think of the differential in terms of cost

24 of sale versus a person in a ticket box and the truck

25 to move that ticket box and labor.  And I mean the
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 1 cost of sale, it's a fraction.  And so that also is

 2 the movement of our population.

 3           So the move to our -- in our culture,

 4 towards smartphone living isn't gonna slow down.  And

 5 it appears that in this industry you're going to see,

 6 over the coming years, ultimately very few ticket

 7 boxes, pretty much everybody buying their tickets

 8 before they get to the event.

 9           The sky is kind of the limit on this.  So we

10 actually brought out our mobile app and were very

11 quiet about it and ran it a year before we even said

12 much.

13           Our concerns about cellphone coverage were

14 always very high.  You know, as we all know, we're all

15 dependent on networks and computer systems.  And when

16 things go down, even the electricity, the computer

17 system goes down, you're out.

18           So we've tread very carefully.  We haven't

19 rushed into it, at all.  We'll be going into our third

20 year with the mobile app, and we still consider it at

21 the early stages.

22           Some of the things that you will see --

23           JOY PICKETT:  I was just gonna say part --

24 You guys only see FunPass.  FunPass's parent company

25 is Z-pass.  He provides parking, admissions, food
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 1 point of sales that we do have in FunPass, that we use
 2 at other events, that is tremendous.
 3           He has now just launched last week, at IAFE,
 4 mobile ordering through the app to the food booth,
 5 with full menus in the app, wait times, modifiers so
 6 you can modify the hamburger that you're ordering.
 7 And then you go --  You have a wait time.  You scan
 8 the bar code at the window, and they know you're there
 9 to pick up your order.
10           So things like that, I think we're just
11 scratching the surface as to what we provide.
12           BILL LOWRY:  I have actually already seen,
13 in the early version, that all the food stands come up
14 with little pictures of your food stands and it shows
15 you exactly how far you are from it.  So if you click
16 on it, it brings up the map and it shows you where
17 that food stand is.  You get near the food stand and
18 then you pull up the menu, place your order, you don't
19 have to stand in line.  You've got your number.  You
20 see your number come up, you go pick up your order.
21           I mean these are game-changing cultural
22 shifts that we feel we're on the cutting edge of, but
23 we're moving kind of careful, to make sure we don't
24 trip.
25           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  One other question in that
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 1 same line.  Just as being a five-year -- potential
 2 five-year agreement, do you see any changes in the
 3 future in your gaming end of the industry here?
 4           ANN KASTL:  I think we're --  Our evolution
 5 on our game side is ever changing.  I think one of our
 6 mottos in my office is nothing is definite, except
 7 change.
 8           So moving forward, revenue based, you know,
 9 the kids that we hire, you know, it's always about
10 customer satisfaction for us.  You know, customer
11 comes first.  We want a customer to come back.  You
12 know, we're fortunate enough to have a lot of events
13 that we do play over and over and over again, and we
14 try to give our customer the best product.
15           So in answer to your question, absolutely.
16 I mean it's always change --
17           JOY PICKETT:  We're playing around like with
18 the VR, how can we integrate VR into some of the
19 games, because that's something that the children
20 nowadays are used to.  They would rather stay home on
21 the couch playing their Xbox than come to a fair.
22           ANN KASTL:  Right
23           JOY PICKETT:  That's just how they're wired.
24 They'd rather play MineCraft on their phone or iPad.
25 So we're trying to see how we can integrate that into
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 1 real-life experience.

 2           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I have a question for our

 3 tech side.

 4           So we don't have WiFi.  Do we have free WiFi

 5 available on the grounds for the --  You know, if we

 6 have a hundred thousand people on the property on a

 7 particular day, is this gonna be WiFi connected or

 8 would it be data that people have access in order to

 9 use the technology?  So --

10           RON ROGERS:  Yeah, we do, but it's a little

11 bit of a mix, because we do have WiFi available on the

12 grounds.  And the midway, we have a WiFi signal out

13 there, but it doesn't support the amount of people

14 that would be in that area.  So it's kind of --  From

15 our experience, the past few years it's mainly been

16 vendors in the halls that have used the majority of

17 the WiFi.  But as --  Basically, they use cell service

18 as the primary.

19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And I have experienced

20 when there's cell service and a hundred thousand

21 people or thereabouts.  Things tend to be slower and

22 not working as efficiently as if there's WiFi.

23           RON ROGERS:  Correct.

24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  How do you deal with that

25 risk or concern?
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 1           BILL LOWRY:  So what I call PFW, public
 2 facing WiFi, is really a layer of high-density,
 3 high-capacity WiFi.  These access points are 1500
 4 client load specs.  They are gonna be pointing right
 5 down where the most people congregate, in order to
 6 provide an automatic failover.  So if they're using
 7 the FunPass app and cellphone coverage goes out, a
 8 little notice is gonna pop up and say "Your cellphone
 9 is down.  Would you like to switch over to the secure
10 WiFi," and give the public an option to do that.
11           Now we've also made significant changes in
12 the app just since we were here, that allows people to
13 see and use their passes even if the cellphone
14 coverage has gone down, but that's only for already
15 purchased passes.
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So there would be a
17 password that you'd have to make it secure?
18           BILL LOWRY:  The customer wouldn't do
19 anything except hit "Okay."
20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No, to make it secure.
21           BILL LOWRY:  Well, it's all built into the
22 software, and the customer's only going to get a
23 notice saying, "If you want to switch over, hit
24 'Okay,'" and that takes care of everything in the
25 background.
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  It only runs FunPass.

 2           BILL LOWRY:  It only runs on the FunPass

 3 mobile.  They can't go to Facebook or anywhere else.

 4 They can't go to Instagram and try to use that.  It is

 5 exclusively for the use of the mobile app and the fair

 6 customer.

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.

 8           BILL LOWRY:  So it is as Ron would tell you.

 9 This is a --  It's been a weak link in the digital

10 smartphone utilization for some time.  We haven't

11 really hit that wall, but we're anticipating it as

12 usage increases.  We want to preempt that.

13           Now there are technologies coming down the

14 road.  There's what you hear, 5G.  You see the ads on

15 TV.  That actually is all real primitive still, but at

16 some point in the future there will probably be little

17 towers all around here running 5G, and my PFW will

18 become a moot point at that point.  But right now,

19 over the next few years, it's really important to us

20 that there be an automatic -- what we call a failover,

21 a switchover for the customer.

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Where has this been used,

23 what you've just described, in what fairs?

24           BILL LOWRY:  It hasn't.  We are doing it

25 first --
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 1           FREDERICK SCHENK:  It has not yet been used?

 2           BILL LOWRY:  Well, in terms of fairs, we

 3 tested it at fairs this year, after we were here.  So

 4 we haven't tested it on a full event-wide scope yet,

 5 but we're fully committed to it and we will fully

 6 unroll it, roll it out in Houston.  So it's a pretty

 7 significant investment just to add that layer of

 8 high-density, high-capacity WiFi over a canopy over a

 9 crowd.

10           JOY PICKETT:  It's never been done before.

11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  When is Houston?

12           BILL LOWRY:  In March.

13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  March.  So a few months

14 before?

15           BEN PICKETT:  Yeah.

16           BILL LOWRY:  Again, we didn't have cellphone

17 outage here.  We came close, but we didn't have any

18 problems with customers using the app.

19           The beauty of the technology is you cannot

20 make calls, you cannot text, but there's still just

21 enough data you can still use the app.  So like I

22 said, we had 35,000 people out there using the app

23 with virtually no -- very few customer issues, period.

24           KATIE MUELLER:  Last year -- I think Kevin

25 can speak to this, but Verizon, I know maybe some
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 1 others, were able to bolster our WiFi with additional

 2 towers.

 3           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Verizon had a site in the

 4 west lot, but that was there for the last fair.

 5           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah, exactly.

 6           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  And T-Mobile had antennas on

 7 the left side of the grandstand, which are temporary.

 8 I don't know that they'll be there.  That's TBD on

 9 that, but that's the temporary

10           BILL LOWRY:  So our goal is to avoid ever

11 having a failure.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Would Verizon be

13 accessible for T-Mobile or other carriers?

14           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  We have all carriers.  AT&T

15 and T-Mobile are on the roof of the grandstand,

16 Verizon is in the main lot, west lot and in the

17 infield, and Sprint is out in the front entrance, as

18 well.  So all the carriers are here.

19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Because I have issues

20 here with --

21           BILL LOWRY:  And that's common at every one

22 of our events.  Cellphone coverage goes down to

23 virtually nothing or nothing at every event at some

24 point.

25           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  They're aware of that.  I
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 1 talk to carriers all the time.  When they reach
 2 capacity, they're calling me.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  But what we're doing is the PFW
 4 just to preempt future problems.  Hopefully we'll
 5 never have them, but it's an investment worth making,
 6 and we're dedicated and committed to the mobile app
 7 platform.
 8           PATTY CAMERON:  You said that you see
 9 everything moving to phones, hand-held technology.
10           BILL LOWRY:  Yeah, the trajectory is
11 undeniable.
12           PATTY CAMERON:  Will kiosks be able to take
13 Samsung Pay or Apple Pay or any of that kind of
14 technology?
15           BILL LOWRY:  Absolutely.  The mobile app,
16 though, also reduces kiosk usage, for sure.
17           PATTY CAMERON:  Right.
18           BILL LOWRY:  But yes.  So part of our
19 dilemma is to invest in more physical kiosks or to
20 invest more in the mobile app.  So we're kind of
21 playing a balance with that.
22           JOY PICKETT:  They do currently accept Apple
23 Pay, but through the gateway they don't accept Visa --
24           BILL LOWRY:  The issue there was that the
25 Visa card was not working.
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  -- with Apple Pay, which was
 2 really interesting to me.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  Otherwise, Apple Pay works.
 4           JOY PICKETT:  We're at a point now where do
 5 we switch gateways, because they don't accept Visa,
 6 and really it's odd.
 7           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Any other questions?
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  You guys did a great job.
 9 Thank you.
10           ANN KASTL:  Thank you for having us.
11           BEN PICKETT:  We appreciate it.
12           (ENDING TIME:  6:24 p.m.)
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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 43:7   44:20   45:6 
 47:8, 12   49:13 
 59:11   61:23 
 62:12
wanted   3:8 
 7:12   8:9, 21   9:9 
 11:4   13:12 
 14:23   15:2 
 32:15   34:6   35:5 
 36:24   50:8
wants   48:25
water   23:7
way   3:9   7:5 
 12:3, 15   14:24 
 27:7   29:21   31:5 
 33:9   36:6   43:22 
 54:11   56:18
weak   62:9
wear   8:18
web   33:19 
 39:12, 13
website   36:14 
 46:1
week   58:3
weekend   21:13

weekends   16:10
weekly   12:10
welcome   47:8
welcoming   49:8
well   11:23 
 13:24   25:14 
 29:1   33:16   38:9 
 40:5, 15   48:17 
 49:11   54:13 
 55:15, 20   61:21 
 63:2   64:18
went   14:17
we're   5:12   6:5,
5   7:21   9:19 
 12:25   14:6   16:1,
22   19:7, 13 
 21:24   22:25 
 24:17   27:11 
 29:2, 25   35:2, 3 
 36:21   38:18 
 44:7, 19   46:7 
 47:1   55:25 
 57:14   58:10, 22,
23   59:4, 12, 17,
25   62:11   63:5 
 65:3, 6, 20   66:4
west   64:4, 16
we've   3:12   6:25 
 7:16   9:17   11:25 
 13:1   15:19 
 16:25   17:2 
 18:11   23:6   24:6 
 25:15   29:14 
 35:20   36:1 
 40:23   57:18 
 61:11
whatnot   54:15
wheel   52:21
WiFi   35:9, 11,
13, 23   39:16 
 40:11   41:4, 9 
 51:20   60:4, 4, 7,
11, 12, 17, 22 
 61:2, 3   63:8 
 64:1
WiFi,   61:10
win   13:25
window   15:8 
 58:8
windows   22:3 
 28:10
wins   30:12
winter   9:21
wire   26:16, 21
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wired   28:7, 10 
 59:23
wireless   26:16,
20, 24, 24   28:8
women   8:14
wondered   51:3
wonderful   49:3
work   9:7   10:14 
 13:19   14:18, 19 
 15:1, 11, 20 
 20:22   21:19 
 29:22   42:5, 20 
 44:13   48:25 
 55:24
worked   6:18 
 14:25   26:17 
 29:13   30:1
workers   20:9
working   18:12 
 20:25   56:4 
 60:22   65:25
workplace   12:5
works   66:3
world   28:16 
 30:3
worldwide   6:13
worries   47:12
worth   19:14, 23 
 65:5
wrap   37:14
wristband   33:9 
 52:23, 25
wristbands 
 30:24   52:22 
 54:5, 15
writing   3:11

< X >
Xbox   59:21

< Y >
Yeah   13:9 
 36:18   37:21 
 39:1, 13   42:6 
 43:1, 1   48:20 
 50:7   53:12 
 55:18   56:3 
 60:10   63:15 
 64:5   65:10
year   5:9   9:12 
 10:4, 25   11:1 
 15:6, 23   16:5 
 21:21   23:5 
 24:11, 12   25:3 
 29:13, 21   36:21 

 38:19   42:1   49:5 
 55:16   57:11, 20 
 63:3, 24
years   6:18, 21 
 8:12   10:1   11:25 
 12:2   13:19, 20 
 14:16   18:11 
 23:6   24:7   25:1,
9, 14   57:6   60:15 
 62:19
Yep   36:23
yesterday   53:6
young   18:6
younger   56:15
youngest   8:14

< Z >
Zealand   20:10
Z-pass   57:25
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 1                     IN ATTENDANCE

 2

 3 FOR 22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION:

 4    Patty Cameron, Midway Admissions Supervisor

 5    Mike Ceragioli, Contracts Manager

 6    Lena Jouldjian, Box Office Manager

 7    Carlene Moore, Deputy General Manager

 8    Katie Mueller, Deputy General Manager

 9    Kevin Rigsbee, Communications Manager

10    Ron Rogers, I.T. Manager

11    Frederick Schenk, Board Director

12    Rita Walz, Chief Financial Officer

13

14 FOR ALL STATE 38, INC.

15    Adam West, President

16    Debrawn West, Chief Executive Officer

17    Frank Zaitshik, Wade Shows

18    Steve Riegel, FunTagg

19    Ron Weber, Wade Shows

20    John Moot, Counsel for All State 38, Inc.

21

22

23

24

25
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 1   DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019,

 2                       3:00 P.M.

 3                       ---o0o---

 4           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Thank you very much for

 5 coming.  It sounds like your group has come from a lot

 6 of different time zones.  So we appreciate you to do

 7 that.

 8           I'm gonna make this quick.  All I want to

 9 caution you guys is that, basically, present what

10 you're proposing.  I don't want you to add anything to

11 your proposal.  So, basically, if I think you're doing

12 that, I'm gonna caution you.

13           And other than that, I'm just gonna keep

14 time, so that everybody -- all the proposals get the

15 same amount of time here.  What we'll do is allow you

16 the hour for your presentation, and then after that

17 presentation our staff here will ask some questions,

18 probably, and then we'll come to the conclusion.

19           I'm gonna start off by introducing myself.

20 I'm Mike Ceragioli.  I'm the contracts manager, and

21 I'm the one that's the contact person on the RFP that

22 you got.  And I'm just gonna go around the room here

23 and let everybody else here introduce themselves, and

24 starting with Ron here on the end.

25           RON ROGERS:  Hi.  My name is Ron Rogers.
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 1 I'm the I.T. manager here.

 2           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  My name is Kevin Rigsbee,

 3 the communications manager for the Del Mar

 4 Fairgrounds.

 5           CARLENE MOORE:  I'm Carlene Moore.  I'm one

 6 of two deputy general managers.

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Good afternoon.  I'm

 8 Frederick Schenk.  I'm a director of the 22nd District

 9 Agricultural Association, and I chair the Fair

10 Operations Committee on behalf of the Fair Board.

11           KATIE MUELLER:  I am Katie Mueller, and I am

12 the other deputy general manager, in charge of the

13 fairtime operations.

14           PATTY CAMERON:  My name is Patty Cameron,

15 and I run midway admissions.

16           RITA WALZ:  I'm Rita Walz.  I'm the chief

17 financial officer for the District.

18           LENA JOULDJIAN:  I'm Lena Jouldjian, and I

19 oversee the box office here at the fairgrounds.

20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm going to ask each of

21 you to turn your microphones on, for the benefit of

22 the certified shorthand reporter, so that she can hear

23 everything.  This is, as you see --  This session and

24 the next one are being recorded as an official record,

25 so that everyone can see and read exactly what was
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 1 discussed today.
 2           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  With that, you guys, I
 3 think, can begin your presentation, and I'll push my
 4 timer.
 5           ADAM WEST:  We'll quickly just introduce
 6 everybody that's here with us today.  Ron Weber, Steve
 7 Riegel.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Frank Zaitshik.
 9           ADAM WEST:  Debrawn West.
10           KATIE MUELLER:  Could you also tell everyone
11 their title.
12           ADAM WEST:  Yeah, president of All State 38,
13 Inc.  Frank Zaitshik is our subcontractor.  Steve
14 Riegel is with the FunTagg system, and also Debrawn.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Got it.  Thanks.
16           Hi.  My name is --
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  You forgot the most
18 important person.
19           DEBRAWN WEST:  Yeah.
20           ADAM WEST:  And she's president, CEO, and
21 everything else.
22           Hi.  My name's Adam West.  I'm owner of All
23 State 38, Inc.  I'd like to thank the 22nd DAA, the
24 San Diego County Fair, and this committee today for
25 hearing our presentation.  I'd also like to thank my
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 1 team that's traveled across the country, missed
 2 personal events, put other big projects on hold, and
 3 sacrificed valuable time with our family.  In our
 4 industry that's very valuable at this time of year.
 5           The theme of this year's fair at the
 6 San Diego County Fair is heros, Batman, and that rings
 7 so close to home.  When I was a young guy, four or
 8 five years old, I can remember at a birthday party
 9 with lots of balloons, ice cream, people's parents,
10 and all the little boys and girls there opening
11 birthday presents.  Obviously, the name Adam West, as
12 you know, probably gains a lot of attention, which is
13 perfect for this year's theme, but you're always
14 supposed to guess the presents that everybody gives
15 you.  You can guess some of them; you can't guess the
16 others.  But it came to my grandma's, and she
17 obviously can't follow the norm on what they should
18 give little boys at birthday parties.  So as I started
19 to open it.  Fear set in.  And when that -- when that
20 happened, I started to realize what was about to
21 happen.
22           I opened up a present.  It was a brand-new,
23 freshly folded pair of Batman undies.  And that was
24 very, very hard to do at that age, four or five years
25 old.  So I learned right then that you had to have
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 1 broad shoulders.  You had to be able to stand up to
 2 everybody else and hold a pair of Batman undies in the
 3 air and look them in the eye and not get too nervous.
 4           My mom and dad have been with me my entire
 5 life.  They taught me many life lessons.  They have
 6 used the carnival business as a platform for teaching
 7 me how to be the man I am today.
 8           I remember back a long time ago, my very
 9 first business venture with my dad, about six years
10 old, was with a Red Rider pull-behind wagon.  He took
11 me to the supply store, where we bought candy, soda
12 pops, and candy bars.  And I would go around the fairs
13 selling these things.
14           A couple summers of that, I realized that
15 nickels and dimes do not add up that fast.  So he
16 funded me in my next adventure, and that was Director
17 of Glow Stick Sales.  "Hey, get them while they're
18 hot, before they run out.  Three for five, any one you
19 want."
20           I had to learn how to entertain people.
21 Being raised a carnival game operator's son, one of
22 the most successful in the country, I had to entertain
23 people from day one.  That's our job in this business
24 is to put a smile on people's faces.  My mom and dad
25 not only were teachers to me, were mentors, but they
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 1 have also now became my business associates.

 2           My wife, Debrawn, who we have four kids

 3 together, four girls -- one I'll tell you a story

 4 about in a second, that you need for this fair -- was

 5 raised the exact same way on the other side of the

 6 country.  This great opportunity to be raised in the

 7 carnival business under the same kind of canvas,

 8 sometimes underneath counters of duck pond games and

 9 all kinds of crazy things that we did, was very, very

10 fortunate.

11           Her dad's father jumped on a train in the

12 midwest bound for California for a better life.  When

13 he got here, he ended up on something that was really

14 unique, a train that had a carnival on it.  Very, very

15 long time ago.  Her dad and him became two of the most

16 successful carnival game operators in North America.

17           So my wife, also part of our team, her

18 father, part of our team, and the unity of us, we came

19 together almost a decade ago at the Alameda County

20 Fair.  She was raised the exact same way as me.  Today

21 we have five of us running the carnival game

22 operation.  I would say the five very best individual

23 successful carnival people in North America.  I would

24 take this group of five over any group of 20 or 30 any

25 day of the week.  Behind that, we've also got 50 or 60
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 1 people that come with us, travel with us year after

 2 year and are also part of what we do.

 3           My mom and dad, Bob and Trudy, have been

 4 recognized as some of the best games in the country,

 5 had best game awards at the Minnesota State Fair.

 6 Robert and Debrawn --  Her dad, Robert Ellis, and

 7 Debrawn my wife, have operated the number-one highest

 8 grossing carnival game at arguably the number-one fair

 9 in North America, the State Fair of Texas.  Let that

10 sink in just for a second.  The number-one highest

11 grossing game at arguably the number-one fair in North

12 America.

13           All State 38, Inc. is just a bunch of words.

14 What we've done over the last many decades and put

15 into them words is what makes us special.  Being an

16 All Stater means being the very best, getting up

17 earlier, going to bed later, doing whatever it takes

18 to always be number one.  These things are an

19 All State quality.

20           I was a first team all state football player

21 two years in a row.  I was president of my class.

22 When I was 25 I was given the opportunity to run all

23 the carnival games at the New Mexico and Tulsa State

24 fairs, at the age of 25.  That same year, I was also

25 invited to play the Minnesota State Fair.  That same
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 1 year, also -- and this all happened pretty quick and
 2 pretty fast -- we were the largest provider of
 3 carnival games at the North Carolina State Fair.  We
 4 went from Wisconsin to Minnesota, New Mexico,
 5 Oklahoma, North Carolina.
 6           I want to tell you a little story that I was
 7 told by a good friend of mine.  A person was asked, at
 8 the fair, how he thought the fair went that year.
 9 That person said, "Well, I don't think it was very
10 good this year.  It might have been a little down."
11           Well, the guy couldn't figure it out.  So
12 he's thinking to himself, "The revenues are up.  The
13 attendance is up.  Everybody says the fair is probably
14 doing pretty good.  How does this guy think the fair
15 is down?"  So he asked the guy, "Why do you think the
16 fair is down?"
17           The guy said, "Because I couldn't find a
18 good corn dog."
19           The measure of success of a fair could be
20 all the way down to the simplest little thing of a
21 five dollar corn dog, the measure of success for a
22 fair.  Some people think that the fair is not
23 successful through millions of dollars put into
24 entertainment, lights, acts, big thrilling rides and
25 teddy bears, that because of a corn dog it wasn't
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 1 successful.
 2           It's my job, as a carnival game operator,
 3 for every person that comes through the gates, to make
 4 sure that they have the very best experience, they
 5 smile, they have fun, they have interaction.
 6           A carnival game gives away a teddy bear.  A
 7 lot of people get all excited about all this teddy
 8 bear stuff.  They're beautiful, absolutely.  They get
 9 thrown in a box.  I don't know where these ones go.
10 (Indicating.)  You know, you guys took half the
11 pictures, and I don't know.  They must end up in the
12 parking lot, in the dumpster.  They're massive.  But
13 they get thrown away, they get lost, they go to the
14 garage sale, but the experience they had is what lasts
15 forever.
16           You can't get that experience with every
17 operator out there.  We're very, very unique, as I'll
18 show later why we do so well.  You'll see those
19 reasons.  This is also why I partnered with the Wade
20 Shows, industry leader Frank Zaitshik, advanced
21 technology of the FunTagg system.
22           It is my job to come here today to put the
23 very best digital ticketing system and carnival game
24 operation that has ever been put together in the
25 history of the carnival business.  State fairs, like
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 1 Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Michigan, Wisconsin,
 2 these are all just a bunch of fairs.
 3           I'm sorry.  I got a little ahead of myself
 4 there, but I can go back.  There is my beautiful
 5 family, with my four girls.  (Indicating.)  One of
 6 them may have grown a little bit, but --
 7           On this slide right here, a lot of these
 8 fairs --  We played 23 of the top 50 fairs in the
 9 nation.  As you can see little red dots all over the
10 place, it's like the song, "We've been everywhere,
11 man.  We've been --"  We've been everywhere.  We've
12 been all over the country.  We've seen the best of the
13 best, everything that the great fairs of this country
14 have to offer, every one of them different.  It's
15 unbelievable what different people think about their
16 fair.  They have one thing in common; everybody that
17 goes to their fair, it's their fair.  "It's my fair.
18 This is my San Diego County Fair."
19           We have a philosophy that we -- we do
20 everywhere we go.  We've been to all these fairs.  We
21 dominate; we don't participate.  We dominate; we don't
22 just participate.  It's easy to go be part of a fair.
23 Out there on the midway, it's not for us to be
24 braggadocious that we're good at what we do.  We don't
25 talk about the numbers.  We don't talk about being
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 1 number one.  It's a humble business.  You mind your
 2 own business, you go home at night, you take care of
 3 your family, and you move on.  Today we have the
 4 opportunity for me to brag.  And not to be too
 5 braggadocious, but what we've done at fairs across the
 6 country and the San Diego County Fair are second to
 7 none.
 8           This committee has got an unbelievably tough
 9 decision.  They've got to take a digital ticketing
10 system, the very best, try to find the very best game
11 operation, mend them together without sacrificing one
12 for the other, two things that are totally
13 disconnected from each other.  I feel I brought that
14 today.  This board has asked me, when I was here close
15 to a year ago, the challenge was put out to do exactly
16 that.  I feel we have the very best game operation and
17 the very best digital ticketing system.
18           Our numbers don't lie.  At the 2019
19 San Diego County Fair we had the number-one highest
20 grossing game at the fair.  Let that also sink in,
21 because I'm gonna tell you I believe it was the
22 number-one highest grossing game in the history of the
23 carnival business in the world.  That's bigger than
24 Texas.  I don't know of anybody that's ever grossed
25 $214,000 with a carnival game.  If that game was a
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 1 ride, it would have ranked number ten.
 2           We had three of the top five carnival games
 3 at the fair last year.  Three of the top ten, excuse
 4 me.  We had five top games total.  We would have
 5 wished we had 50 games.  We were only offered five.
 6 Imagine what the gross would be today if we had 50.
 7           Our number-two game was all -- was the
 8 number-two game at the fair last year, we beat our
 9 competition by almost a hundred thousand dollars with
10 our number-one game to their number-one game.  Our
11 average game at the 2019 San Diego County Fair was
12 111,000; our competitors, 56,000.
13           These numbers are astonishing.  You should
14 just hand me the contract tomorrow, but I don't want
15 that.  I want to make sure that you know what's behind
16 the numbers, because that's what matters.  What
17 matters is you understand how we got there.
18           I'm one of the newer guys at the fair over
19 the last 50 years.  I didn't get front-end locations.
20 I didn't get the royal red-carpet treatment.  I had to
21 fight from the back.  I had to go through the hardest
22 part of any carnival thing, and that's to produce
23 revenue in the back end, after everybody has walked
24 past everything.  These numbers are a scale of our
25 experience.  These numbers show the dedication and the
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 1 decades of work that we've put into this business.

 2           Now a couple pictures I have up here.  This

 3 is the number-one game at the fair last year.  The

 4 picture on the right has three posts from the Facebook

 5 from the San Diego County Fair.  And really, I believe

 6 it's the only one --  I did a lot of research, and you

 7 guys probably know me, that I do a little bit of

 8 research.  It's the only picture I found of teddy

 9 bears.

10           These people have smiles on their face, and

11 these pictures were taken because people noticed them

12 smiles.  We gave people an experience, not just

13 something to play.  If you go to a casino, you play

14 the ones that have all the lights and all the bells

15 and whistles.  Those are the ones that sometimes don't

16 pay the biggest payouts, but the people are loving

17 what they're doing.  They don't go to the one that's

18 sitting by itself and there's nothing happening.  They

19 want to see the lights.

20           We use a soft-sell game approach that's

21 second to no one.  Our soft-sell game approach uses

22 community-based, non-profit organizations.  Last year

23 two-thirds of our workforce were people from the local

24 area of San Diego.  We produced the number-one,

25 number-two, and number-ten highest grossing games out
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 1 of five -- out of our five, with the majority local

 2 people from San Diego.  A lot of other people use H-2B

 3 workers that have a language barrier.  That causes

 4 problems in carnival games.  Rides might be a little

 5 different, but in carnival games your experience is

 6 not the same.

 7           If you take your kids down the midway and

 8 everybody is sitting there looking at their phone or

 9 looking down, you don't have a lot of fun.  When you

10 win, they hand you a prize on the counter.  We were

11 number one because we took those big ones, made those

12 smiles right there (indicating), and people came back

13 to play year after year.

14           We're gonna do that with the entire game

15 operation in 2020.  In 2020 you're gonna have the very

16 best digital ticketing system and the very best

17 carnival game operation that's gonna maximize revenue.

18 Revenue in this RFP is determined by one thing, the

19 gross of those carnival games.  The digital ticketing

20 system has no financial part to the fair.  Those

21 carnival games have a percentage.  The percentage that

22 we are gonna produce could be very drastically -- and

23 you guys could all understand this very clear.  Our

24 average game doubled our competitors' average game.

25 That's double the rent to the fair.
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 1           With enhanced customer experience, a game
 2 appearance that use uniform canvas -- uniform --
 3 uniforms for the employees, for these reasons our
 4 sate-of-the-art game appearance, our sound philosophy
 5 in game operation are always raising the bar of
 6 revenue production.
 7           Our partnership with the Wade Shows,
 8 industry leader, the greatest carnival operator in
 9 this century, and the FunTagg system and the
10 advancements of technology that they bring to the
11 table is the reason that that theme on July -- June
12 5th, 2020 will be a new day in Del Mar.
13           Thank you.
14           I'd like to introduce my friend and mentor,
15 Frank Zaitshik.
16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You've got to love this
17 guy.  That's the reason I'm here.
18           I'm 73 years old.  I'm born and raised in
19 the carnival business.  Like Adam, I got a break when
20 I was 23.  I became the business manager of one of the
21 largest carnivals in America.  When I was 34 I bought
22 the Wade Shows.  The Wade Shows, at that time, owned
23 33 rides.  We never left the state of Michigan.  Today
24 we play 16 different states.  We play more state fairs
25 and major events than any family-owned carnival in
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 1 America.  We play the South Florida Fair, the Florida
 2 State Fair, the Delaware State Fair, the New York
 3 State Fair, the Missouri State Fair, the Nebraska
 4 State Fair, the Oklahoma State Fair, the Alabama
 5 National Fair, the North Carolina State Fair, and the
 6 list goes on and on.  But that's not about me, and I'm
 7 telling you this just to qualify what in the heck am I
 8 doing here.  I've never been this far west, other than
 9 for a visit to Disneyland.
10           I'm here for the right reasons.  I'm not
11 here because -- what was that guy's name, Horace
12 Greeley, that said, "Go west young man.  Go west."
13 Well, at 73 years old, it's a little late for that.
14 But I'm here for the right reasons.  I'm here for two
15 reasons.
16           This guy right here, gosh, I love this guy.
17 He is full of energy.  Everything that he said is true
18 or I wouldn't be here.  I don't really have a dog in
19 the hunt, other than I want to be here to support my
20 friend, Adam West, and his wife Debrawn.
21           I'm also here for a second reason.  I
22 absolutely know that the very best digital ticketing
23 system that is in the mobile amusement industry today
24 is right here.  (Indicating.)
25           You're an I.T. guy, sir.  You'll determine
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 1 that, and I challenge you to do so.

 2           Myself, I saw it coming.  I bought the

 3 FUNcard system, which is the very same system as you

 4 utilize now through RCS, which is a wonderful

 5 carnival.  Ray Cammack and I were friends.  In fact,

 6 he had his first heart attack while we were playing

 7 racquetball together many, many years ago.  A fine

 8 man.  I respect him and I respect that carnival to no

 9 end.

10           Having said that and having owned the

11 FUNcard system, I'm the only guy out there that you

12 can look at or quiz up.  I own the FUNcard system.  I

13 bought it in 2012.  I've been operating it at the

14 New York State Fair for the past six years without a

15 problem in the world as far as network going down.  I

16 also have tried Magic Money, another wonderful system.

17 It's the first system that switched from bar code to

18 RFID technology.  Boom.  You guys can talk about that,

19 and I hope you do.  So I used Magic Money.  They were

20 light on cellular technology.  This year, at the 2020

21 North Carolina State Fair, our biggest wheel operated

22 on eTix.

23           So I've operated all three of these.  A lot

24 of people said I bumped my head, and maybe I did, but

25 I'm no dummy, guys and ladies.  I know what I'm doing.
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 1 I bought this system right here because it's an
 2 absolute, bar none, best system out, and I challenge
 3 you to the same thing that I challenged myself to.  I
 4 have a slogan that says "Always first and always
 5 best."
 6           My wife and my youngest daughter are my two
 7 biggest fans, but they're also my two biggest critics.
 8 So they seen me come up with that slogan.  They looked
 9 at each other, then they looked at me and they said,
10 "Aren't you full of yourself today?"
11           And my answer to them was this:  It's true
12 I'm not always first, it's true I'm not always best,
13 but I can promise you this, ladies and gentlemen,
14 every day when I get out of bed I try to be first and
15 I try to be best, and that is why I'm here today.
16           These two guys will tell you more about the
17 technical aspects of why our system is the very best
18 that there is out there.  This is Steve Riegel.  I'm
19 going to call him the developer, even that might not
20 be the technical term.  Ron Weber is really part of my
21 staff, and he coordinated because he knows a heck of a
22 lot more about that stuff than I do.
23           So without further ado, I'm going to give
24 you the nuts and bolts of why we're better.  Please
25 ask a lot of questions.
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 1           Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.

 2 Incidentally, I really appreciate the hospitality.

 3 You've made us feel comfortable.  No matter how many

 4 times you do this, Fred, there is a little anxiety

 5 with you.  You guys made us feel at home, and we

 6 really appreciate that.

 7           Thank you.

 8           RON WEBER:  Tough act to follow.

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  It is tough.  Why don't you

10 go first.

11           RON WEBER:  All right.  So we're real

12 excited about the system.  The great thing about the

13 FunTagg system, because it's completely different, as

14 Frank said, from the other systems, it's the first

15 system to use NFC technology.

16           So NFC is the industry standard for paying

17 systems; right?  Everybody uses it:  Android Pay;

18 Google Pay; Apple Pay; Starbucks; your app uses it;

19 American Express; everybody uses NFC.  That's the way

20 to go.  That's the future.  Europe has been using it

21 for years.

22           So this was the first system to actually use

23 it, and we're fortunate to have a guy, Steve Riegel

24 here, who worked for Motorola for many years and other

25 companies, but he was instrumental in developing
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 1 Mobile Speed Pass.  So if you've ever gotten gas and
 2 pay-at-the-pump system, he's done it.  He worked with
 3 Disney, to develop their RFID system.  We all know how
 4 that works.  And he's also going to be the first
 5 person to bring this technology to the midway.
 6           So a couple of guys, also carnival owners
 7 and Frank among them, said, "We need to bring this to
 8 the midway.  You need to help us make this product
 9 available."
10           The user --  And Steve will show you the
11 user of the FunTagg system only needs to tap, you
12 enter the field of where you're gonna go, and it gives
13 you the reading right away.  So there's no scanning.
14 The field, as long as you pass through it, will read
15 it and it's quick.
16           In the RFP you asked that the user of the
17 digital ticketing system load the digital tickets onto
18 a physical paper ticket or card or other form of
19 media.  Only the FunTagg system actually does that.  I
20 don't know if those words were meant to be that way,
21 but it's important, and it's important because the
22 information is stored on the card.  That little card
23 is like a brain, a computer.  It stores the
24 information.
25           To just give you an example, for those of
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 1 you that aren't tech savvy with things like that, on a
 2 bar code system the bar code has a number.  It's like
 3 your bank account; right?  So you present it to the
 4 teller.  The teller goes, looks up your account to see
 5 how much money you have, the information comes back
 6 whether you have money in the account or not, and
 7 you're good.  With the NFC system, one tap does it
 8 all.  The information is right there.  It goes
 9 directly from the card to the reader.  So instead of a
10 sort of four-step process, now you've got a direct
11 connection.
12           So connectivity is the big thing with this
13 business.  Are we able to transmit things over WiFi?
14 Does it work all the time if connectivity is down?
15 And this is why this is so revolutionary.  If
16 connectivity is down, and it will be at some point,
17 always is with WiFi, the system always works.
18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Or cellular.
19           RON WEBER:  Any kind of connectivity, if
20 it's down, the system works, because each reader, each
21 phone or media works independently.
22           Now of course point of sale, if you're gonna
23 use credit cards or something like that, you need WiFi
24 or you need connectivity, but all the ticket boxes are
25 hardwired.  So that takes the uncertainty out of it.
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 1 The cloud is only used, in our case, for data backup
 2 and sharing and maintaining card history.
 3           The advantages of NFC over bar code.  NFC is
 4 a subset of, so we sometimes use them a little bit
 5 interchangeably, but NFC is a subset of RFID.  It
 6 doesn't require line of sight to scan the bar code.
 7 So, you know, if you go sometimes to a bar code
 8 scanner, you have to get the paper just right.  You
 9 have to be able to see it.
10           It's faster than bar codes.  As you saw, it
11 goes real quick when you scan.  It has a higher level
12 of encryption and security.  A bar code can't be read
13 if it's ripped or it's damaged or it's crinkled up.
14 Sometimes you have problems with it.
15           And the RFID also has reading and writing
16 capabilities.
17           The last point -- and I was just reading
18 before, actually, on the plane, where in your handbook
19 it says the operator, whether it's game or ride --
20 correct me if I'm wrong, Adam -- is not allowed to
21 touch the media, not allowed to touch the card.  And
22 if you've ever been to a theater or gone to a concert
23 or done something else, when they're doing those
24 readers with the bar code, a lot of times they'll take
25 the ticket out of your hand so they can hold it flat
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 1 or they can hold it straight so they can read it.
 2           That doesn't happen with NFC technology.  So
 3 we take that and fulfill that goal that you guys have,
 4 or that instruction that you guys have.  So anybody,
 5 if they --  You don't even have --  The operator
 6 doesn't even have to hold the reader.  The reader can
 7 be placed somewhere.  As long as you place it near it,
 8 you're good to go.
 9           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We can actually mount the
10 reader so it's not touched by anybody.  So you just go
11 through and scan.
12           I said I'd stay out of this part.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  That's all right.
14           I'm just going to try to drive home a couple
15 points that he spoke to, because they're critical.
16           One of the last things he mentioned, if
17 you've ever been skiing, you skied the time frame
18 where first they had paper tickets that's identified
19 with a date on it.  Then they moved to bar code, and
20 they were literally grabbing tickets and scanning.
21 And if I come up to your parka and lift and grab it,
22 it's not a big deal.  But I do it to your wife, she
23 may not have the same reaction.  So they had to get
24 away, because it's a proximity thing.  People are sort
25 of in your space.
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 1           I think you guys have that in your spec.
 2 You really don't want people, ride jockeys, handling
 3 people's wristbands or cards, et cetera.  It's better
 4 to have some of your own space.  So, yeah, it's part
 5 of the reason that the whole industry went to RFID
 6 tickets.  Now you can speed through portals, get waved
 7 by a wand and let on the the ride.
 8           Okay.  So my eyes aren't so good.  I'll get
 9 a little bit closer to this thing.
10           So there are one of 40 --  There are two
11 ways to get your tickets.  Frank has 40 self-serve
12 kiosks.
13           And you'll probably have more by the time
14 this event comes around.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'll have 120 by then.
16           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.  Yeah.  I'm surprised
17 you need them.
18           You also have an option to go to a
19 full-service, double-window ticket booth.  He's going
20 to be operating this at some events early in the year
21 in Florida.
22           And then the third option is to download an
23 app, which I'll show you after we get through this,
24 where you can download the app in the parking lot or
25 at home and literally get on the ride with your phone.
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 1           Now I recognize --  I want to speak to
 2 some --  There's a little bit of differences between
 3 us and other systems.  I know you've heard of other
 4 systems have RFID.  The biggest difference --  And
 5 I'll repeat what he said.  The big difference is that
 6 RFID chip is nothing but a license plate in a
 7 competitive system.  The brain is the reader of the
 8 field, of the reader.  The reader makes a home run up
 9 through a cellular network, a C.O.W. that is put on
10 site, it gets on the internet, comes back, and makes
11 an approval.  If that goes down, you don't get on the
12 ride.  Okay?
13           RON WEBER:  That's bar code.  You said --
14           STEVE RIEGEL:  No, no, it's --  There's a
15 competitor that has an RFID chip.  That's what they
16 use are C.O.W.s.  They go up to the Cloud and back.
17           We do not allow that, at all.  That's not
18 how we operate.  We use a more expensive chip, with a
19 higher degree of security, and we literally write to
20 the card.  So we can keep up to 52 transactions on
21 every card.  Now all the transactions are maintained
22 on the readers and report to the back end.  But for
23 the user and their convenience, 52 are kept onboard,
24 and that translates to people getting on rides faster.
25 It's really what --  It's faster through --  Anyway.
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 1           So the reader that we're using,
 2 unfortunately, this is the most expensive one I can
 3 find (indicating), but it was the best one that I
 4 could find, and Frank is very keen on having the best
 5 available.  So he stepped up all of his readers to be
 6 the best that you can possibly buy, and they're all
 7 interchangeable.
 8           As you can see, it's a large display.  It's
 9 a ruggedized reader.  It has a IP 60 -- 65 rating.  It
10 also has a really large battery, 5,000 milli-amps.
11 There are competitors out there trying to work with
12 less than a thousand.  You know, years of experience,
13 I don't know if he had -- one of his partners had
14 where a battery was dying every three hours.  So if
15 you're gonna have terminals out there, they have to
16 have a lot of battery life.  This thing is -- you
17 know, goes for 24 hours is my experience, depending on
18 usage, but certainly for a full day.
19           Again, the system works without internet.
20 You guys seem to hammer home this reliability thing.
21 It doesn't depend on it.  You can't find anything more
22 reliable.
23           So anyway, let's go to our next slide.
24           The user app, it may be --  Maybe the best
25 thing I should do --  Let me just see what bullets on
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 1 here.  Make sure we touch them all.
 2           Okay.  Why don't I show you on the phone.
 3 Let me turn on screen mirroring here and I'll show you
 4 how it works on the app.  You know, a picture tells a
 5 thousand words.
 6           We're in the board room; right?  Okay.
 7 Ignore my family photos here.
 8           All right.  So here's the app.  I know
 9 others have apps, and you also know all apps are not
10 the same.
11           This is our homepage here.  I'm gonna show
12 you how it works.  It's quite simple.  You see the
13 "Add Funds" button on top?  In the middle it says "Tap
14 for Fun," and then you have the icons across the
15 bottom, and I'll go through those.
16           Let's just talk about "Add Funds."  Let's
17 say you want to add some money.  You tap that.  I want
18 to add $10.
19           "Do you want to add credits?"
20           "Yes."
21           It shows you added your credits.
22           If I were to go to the last button on the
23 bottom is history.  You see I just purchased some
24 credits.  (Indicating.)
25           Let's go back to the homepage.  Now I have
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 1 some money.  Let's say I want to go on a ride.  And
 2 Ron is manning the merry-go-round.  Hold it like that.
 3 (Indicating.)
 4           I want to get on the merry-go-round.  That's
 5 it.  (Indicating.)  I'm on the ride.
 6           Now it's interesting.  You guys --  Okay.
 7 Ron, look --  We're gonna blind Ron.  You guys look.
 8 See how many credits I have here?  (Indicating.)  I'm
 9 gonna get on this ride.  Ron's gonna tell me how many
10 credits are on my phone.
11           RON WEBER:  I have to look at it?
12           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.  Okay.  So you read it?
13           RON WEBER:  I've got to do it with my eyes
14 closed?
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  No.  No.  Look down there.
16 (Indicating.)
17           RON WEBER:  Five --  Wow, 5,146.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
19           So the point is, okay, so maybe that's not
20 so interesting with the phone, because the user sees
21 the credits, but he can also see it with a card.  So
22 we have a card.  (Indicating.)  9,000 credits on that
23 card.
24           RON WEBER:  But I think that's an important
25 point, though, because in the RFP it does ask that the
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 1 operator tell them or let them know how many credits

 2 are left, whether it's a game or a ride, and this --

 3 the app does it for you.  It's right in front of you

 4 as soon as you scan it.  It shows you how many credits

 5 are left.  So there's no "I thought he said this.  I

 6 thought he did that."  It's right in front of you with

 7 the app.

 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.

 9           So one more button you see on the bottom.

10 You saw the "Add Funds" button, and the other one

11 shows the rides.  So --  And there will be more.  We

12 just put this in to make it easy to show, but I would

13 suspect, between the Fair Board and what Frank wants

14 to communicate on here, if he were doing the rides or

15 whoever is doing the rides, on the bottom you would

16 indicate whether it's a height restriction or, you

17 know, if it's a kiddie ride, that type of thing.  And

18 it also shows you how many credits applied to it.

19           Here's games.  (Indicating.)  You can --  I

20 just have two games listed as an example.  You can

21 also do food.

22           I'm not sure where you're going to apply

23 your electronic ticketing.  It's gonna go --  Are --

24 You guys intend to go throughout the whole midway with

25 this or just a portion?
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  The whole midway.
 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  The whole midway?  Okay.  So
 3 that's --
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, I mean what is your
 5 definition of midway?
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Rides, games, food,
 7 admission.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  No, just rides and games.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Just rides?
10           RON WEBER:  You're saying eventually.
11           ADAM WEST:  For now.
12           RON WEBER:  Long-term goal.
13           Go back to the screen with the rides and
14 games and food.
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  So this one?  No, this one?
16 (Indicating.)
17           RON WEBER:  What was used with your history,
18 yeah.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Oh, with the history.
20           RON WEBER:  See, that's a really neat thing,
21 because there --  Go back to the one right before
22 that.
23           It breaks out by category what you did.  You
24 know, a lot of other systems might have a history and
25 it's just a big, long history of everything you did.
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 1 This one you could say, well, this was used for food,
 2 this was used for games, and this was used for rides,
 3 if you're using it.  Well, just in your case it would
 4 be games and rides.  But you can look at each one
 5 individually and understand what's what, because, you
 6 know, although we're familiar with these terms,
 7 some -- a parent might not know.
 8           ADAM WEST:  Which is a customer service
 9 issue a lot of times, because people want to know
10 where they spent their credits.  They get confused.
11 They can do it on their own.
12           STEVE RIEGEL:  So for the digit-heads like
13 myself, I think this is cool.  Maybe the rest of you
14 won't, but I'm gonna do it anyway.
15           So I'm gonna go into my settings here and
16 I'm going to go into airplane mode.  I'm gonna go back
17 into the app.  Let's see if I can get on a ride.  I
18 think you probably know the answer to this.
19 (Indicating.)  Okay?
20           The phone does not communicate up to the
21 Cloud and back.
22           How many people do you get on the
23 fairgrounds?
24           CARLENE MOORE:  1.5 million.
25           STEVE RIEGEL:  1.5 million, that's a lot of
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 1 cellphones.  If you had to rely on a back-end loop, it
 2 could be problematic.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  It could be problematic,
 4 but don't think that we can't do that.  To get
 5 realtime information, you've got to be hooked to the
 6 internet or a cellular connection.  This phone has --
 7 I forgot what the technical term is.  We're gonna be
 8 doing both of those.  This is just in the event that
 9 the network goes down; you're still in business.  That
10 doesn't preclude us from getting you realtime
11 information through the entire run of the fair.  This
12 is just a backup plan that all systems should have.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.  And in addition to
14 that, the app doesn't suck up any cellphone.  So if
15 you're looking at other apps, they all require a
16 back-end loop, because the history is not maintained
17 on the phone.  All the competitive solutions I've seen
18 are maintained on the Cloud.
19           So let's continue on.
20           RON WEBER:  So if any other system was in
21 airplane mode like that, it wouldn't work.  While
22 they're reporting, like Frank said is done, it still
23 requires a loop.  Other systems require a loop.  You
24 still have to scan it, it has to go over the internet,
25 come back, the approval has to come back, and then you
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 1 get approved.  If the internet doesn't work, boom,
 2 this one will always work.  It always works directly.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  How are you guys coming?
 4           STEVE RIEGEL:  On time, we are -- it's
 5 quarter of.
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You're at 23 minutes right
 7 now.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Twenty minutes will be
 9 three minutes from now?
10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Yeah.
11           STEVE RIEGEL:  So as you can see, the app
12 let's you bypass ticket booths.  When you sign up for
13 an app, we capture the e-mail address, which is
14 important for future marketing opportunities.  We
15 deliver all of those e-mail addresses to you.
16           It's the only one in the industry, that
17 we're aware of, that has push notifications, and we
18 can use that to send safety notifications, promotional
19 and fair sponsorship messages on there.
20           RON WEBER:  That's really important.  From a
21 marketing standpoint, if I was a marketing guy as you
22 are, imagine the ability to communicate with your
23 people on the grounds, because they have an app.
24           STEVE RIEGEL:  It's huge.
25           RON WEBER:  The things you --  You could
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 1 send safety messages.  Your sponsor, that you might

 2 have, you can send promotional messages.  You can even

 3 do --  We're talking about promotions on the grounds.

 4 You can say "For the next hour Adam is giving away a

 5 small prize with a winner of a large prize."  The

 6 possibilities are endless, and this is the only app

 7 that can do that.

 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  In a presidential year, a lot

 9 of the candidates want to get your attention when

10 they --  They all go to state fairs, and they would

11 love to get on --  I have actually been contacted by a

12 consultant of one of the candidates, "Can we get on

13 the app?"  That's a down-the-road discussion, but it's

14 interesting.  They all --  As you know, they all want

15 to go on your fairgrounds.

16           Okay.  Is this where you turn over, Ron?

17           RON WEBER:  No, that's you still.

18           STEVE RIEGEL:  It is still me?

19           Okay.  "System states must be developed

20 without any conductivity faults and includes system

21 support, maintenance to ensure continuous operation."

22           I mean we can't go down.  I mean I can break

23 a reader.  A reader can go down, but we cannot go

24 down.  We do not depend on the internet, with the

25 exception of credit card sales.  But your show does
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 1 not stop if --  You know, if people have value on a
 2 card, they continue -- or a phone -- they continue to
 3 get on rides.
 4           RON WEBER:  And credit card sales are
 5 hardwired.
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  So we continue to work.
 7 Cloud-based systems won't be able to function.
 8           This has got to be you, Ron.
 9           RON WEBER:  Oh, yeah.
10           So on a Cloud-based system, and we've used
11 systems before that have -- they store transactions.
12 So even though it appears that it's still --  Let's
13 say the internet is down.  You can run three or four
14 or five transactions that will be recorded in its
15 memory, but in reality the system is not working.
16           So it's approving it; right?  It's approving
17 it.  You're scanning, you're getting on the ride,
18 you're getting on the ride, you're getting on the
19 ride, but then when the system comes back up, you
20 might have overused that card.  You know, that person
21 might not have had enough credits to get on that card
22 [sic], because it wasn't really working.  It looks on
23 the outside like it's working, but it's not really
24 working.
25           With the FunTagg system you know if you have
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 1 enough credits to get on the ride.
 2           So there is a potential loss.  Even though
 3 it appears it's working, there's a potential loss
 4 because it's really not working when the internet is
 5 down.
 6           So your purse, your money, is on the card
 7 itself.  That's the absolute key.  The only --  With
 8 FunTagg, if the internet goes down or if there's
 9 catastrophic failure in the internet or something
10 else, the only thing you won't be able to do is have
11 realtime reporting.  That's the only thing.  All the
12 data is still there.  And whenever the internet comes
13 back up, all the data goes back on.  You have all the
14 reporting.
15           Or even if there was some horrible thing
16 that happened or they cut the line coming in, you
17 could go around with a scanner, each ride or game, and
18 get all that data and collect it and give your report
19 at the end of the night.  So reliability-wise and
20 functionality-wise there's nothing else that can even
21 come close to comparing to it.
22           Security.
23           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.  Get back to security,
24 but I want to give you a demo real quick on this
25 thing.
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 1           We mentioned that there are gonna be people
 2 in ticket booths.  We have kiosks, and then for the
 3 individuals that want to deal with people behind a
 4 booth, they'll work with a screen that looks like
 5 this.  (Indicating.)
 6           And the reason I'm showing you the screen is
 7 that it's same to the screen that they'll see if you
 8 go into a kiosk.  It's very simple.  If you want a new
 9 card, you want to recharge it, you want to get a
10 wristband or you want to scan a code for presales, I
11 can cake it through.
12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Can you pull that up
13 there, so we can see it?
14           STEVE RIEGEL:  You know, we didn't ask your
15 technical guy whether he had the ability to --
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That's all right if you
17 can't.  I just figured it was easier to see it there,
18 than walking sideways.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.  Yeah.  And I can
20 certainly pass it around.
21           But I just want to show you.  He mentioned
22 realtime.  Every transaction --  I'm gonna do a tag
23 history here.  This is also used in customer support.
24           Someone says, "I bought this wristband.  I
25 bought this card and I can't get on -- we didn't go on
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 1 any rides.  I want my money back."
 2           They take the credential and they hold it up
 3 here, and it says exactly what they did.  It says
 4 exactly when it was activated, the date and the time,
 5 on which tablet activated it, and then what -- the
 6 reader numbers, the credits that were taken off.  So
 7 all the detail is realtime.
 8           So don't confuse realtime accuracy
 9 end-of-day reporting with continuous reporting.  If
10 you want continuous reporting, they're gonna have
11 systems in place to watch it, if you're going to stand
12 and watch that.  But most importantly you want to see
13 activity as it goes through the day, probably at the
14 end of the day, what were the peak times.  You'll have
15 all that data.
16           Okay.  So for security, I'm gonna read some
17 of this verbatim, because these are important words
18 and I don't want to misspeak.
19           We use a variety of technologies, because
20 think about the interactions you have.  The card to
21 the reader, how is that secured?  The reader to the
22 Cloud and access to the Cloud, so each one of those.
23           Cryptographic hashes are used to
24      store alongside the transaction data
25      within the card and wristbands to verify
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 1      the authenticity of the data and the
 2      quality of the transactions.
 3           It's a mouthful, but it needs to be spoken
 4 to.
 5           Transaction data that's transmitted
 6      over the internet and stored in the
 7      back-end database is secure -- securely
 8      transmitted over an encrypted SSL channel
 9      using industry standard TLS and HTTPS.
10      All back-end data is only permitted by
11      users with appropriate credentials.
12           The only way you can get on this thing is
13 with a card that is given to you and something you
14 know.  Something you have and something you know, so
15 it's two-factor authentication.
16           No password or pins are ever stored
17      in plain text or otherwise.  Only hashes
18      are stored, which is industry standard
19      and best practice to produce the history.
20           Reports.  Okay.  Maybe we should go --  Why
21 don't you speak to this for a second.  I'll see if I
22 can get them up on my phone.
23           RON WEBER:  So our management software is
24 mobile friendly.  You can look on your cellphones to
25 get the reports, however you want to customize it.
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 1 The reports are --  We use HMI dashboard.  That can
 2 give you an unlimited number of reports, however you
 3 want to look at the data at the end of the day.  And
 4 Steve has even worked with some of the different fairs
 5 to custom -- some fairs want to see certain things at
 6 certain times and others want other things.  So we can
 7 customize those reports to give you the information
 8 you need.
 9           And you know, that information, whether it's
10 with marketing or operations, it promotes efficiency
11 of sales, hours and labor and things like that,
12 customer service resolutions, and ease of redemption.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, you know, when you're
14 at a fair, people like yourself want to see realtime
15 reporting, and you want to see it in your hand.  You
16 don't want to have to run off to a terminal to see it.
17 So I'm gonna bring my screen back up, and I'll show
18 you the kind of thing that you'll have in your hand.
19           Oops.  You don't want Uber.  Okay.  There
20 you go.  It might be hard to read.  Actually, I'm not
21 liking this green color.  It looks good in your hand.
22 It doesn't look good on the screen.
23           So while you're walking around the fair, you
24 have the option of seeing all or just that day's
25 revenue, and it's broken down by cash, credit, and if
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 1 there's activation fees involved.  It depends on the
 2 event.  Then the visits, how many visits.
 3           Again, you can go by --  You can go daily
 4 report or you can go an hourly report, and then the
 5 actual visits, the time of day, credentials, whether
 6 regular credits, wristband credits, promotional
 7 credits or dollars.  So in cases where you give out
 8 non-revenue credits to firemen, children of need,
 9 et cetera, those are recorded as non-revenue credits
10 and broken out separately.
11           If you say, "Okay.  Revenue.  I'd like to
12 know more detail on that.  I want to see which kiosks
13 are bringing in what," tap on "Revenue" and it breaks
14 down, by the station, how much brought in cash, how
15 much brought in credit for each one of them.  It does
16 the same with rides; you tap on the redemption side.
17 It does the same thing for you on visits.
18 (Indicating.)
19           RON WEBER:  I think that thing with reports
20 is, once you have the data and it's stored, it's in
21 the database, it's just a matter of how you present
22 it.  So it's --  All the information is there we can
23 present.
24           STEVE RIEGEL:  Do you want to bring up your
25 mirror again?
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 1           RON WEBER:  Yeah.
 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  Sorry about moving back and
 3 forth here, guys, but I think it's helpful for you to
 4 see the ease of use.  And you'll have this in your
 5 hand to walk around the fairgrounds and to see the
 6 activity.
 7           RON WEBER:  Guest services.  We'll provide
 8 two state-of-the-art guest services kiosks.  Frank
 9 developed these the last couple years.  They have baby
10 changing stations.  They have lockers.  We provide,
11 generally, free sunscreen and cellphone charging
12 stations, which becomes important when you have the
13 app.  You want to keep the cellphones charged.
14           We're also gonna implement --  As the kiosks
15 get more and more used without ticket sellers, the
16 guest relations starts to move out of the ticket box.
17 So it's important we have guest relations people
18 located near the kiosks, to help them for their first
19 year of using it and how to load cards and any
20 questions.  So that becomes a really important
21 function of guest relations is to help the people as
22 they come onto the grounds and use the system for the
23 first time.
24           Adam, you know, is very, very special.  He
25 does so many things well.  The one thing that I beat
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 1 him in is I have five girls, instead of four.  So
 2 they've worked for Frank, almost all of them now at
 3 one time or another, in guest relations at some of the
 4 larger fairs.  And by using the chashless ticketing
 5 systems, really, no matter which one you use, they all
 6 have excellent guest-relations opportunities.
 7           You can review the transactions.  Like Steve
 8 was saying, if somebody said, "I just bought the
 9 wristband five minutes ago and I lost it," and you
10 scan it, and you see that they rode 200 rides or
11 something like that before the time, you can know.
12           My one daughter actually used it to find a
13 lost kid.  She came up and she had the parent's
14 wristband number, and she got the wristband number
15 before it, and she looked it up, and she could see
16 that the kid had just ridden the scrambler.  So they
17 went over there and they found the kid.  But you can
18 look up if you have the ID number of the band.  You
19 can look and see where they were last, find the lost
20 children.
21           You can split cards.  If you have a family,
22 and maybe they want so many credits each, instead of
23 on one card, you can split them.  There's just so many
24 different things you can do, from a guest services
25 standpoint, to make the experience of the customer so
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 1 much better with the guest, with the ticketing system.
 2           And now we're gonna turn it over to
 3 Mr. Zaitshik.
 4           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm gonna kind of roll
 5 along.  Mike, how much time do I have?
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Eleven minutes.
 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Is that including
 8 questions?
 9           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  No.
10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  So I'm gonna roll a little
11 slower than I was.
12           First of all, I want to tell you about the
13 sacrifice that I made.  Adam talked about being an
14 all-state football player.  I wasn't a bad football
15 player myself.  I played high school and college
16 football, and today was my 55th high school reunion
17 football get-together that's going on right now, and I
18 thought it was more important to be here than it was
19 to go there, even though I miss that dramatically.
20           These guys know so much more than I do, but
21 what I did is I lived, breathed, and worked with the
22 everyday challenges of the FUNcard system and the bar
23 code system.  So I'm gonna bring out a few things that
24 they didn't talk about.
25           Battery life.  Battery life on the FUNcard
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 1 is -- you know, I think -- I think they've upgraded
 2 their scanners.  So it's maybe a little bit more.  I
 3 know my scanners, on a normal day I'd have to change
 4 them out twice a day.  On a really busy day I might
 5 have to change them out three times a day.
 6           Well, what do you guys care about that?
 7 Well, here's what you do care about.  You care about
 8 this, what that ride operator says, "No, I can't do it
 9 any more.  My battery is not good."  That's not a good
10 customer service answer.  With this system you're not
11 gonna have to do that.
12           Are we gonna get one full day of battery
13 life out of it?
14           STEVE RIEGEL:   Yes, sir.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  They did mention that.
16           The other thing I don't think they
17 emphasized enough is a lot of people have advertised
18 that they take Apple Pay.  This is truly the only
19 system, at this point in time, that is able to take
20 Apple Pay.  They can take Android, but as you guys
21 know, Apple is pretty proprietary, and so they don't
22 let a lot of stuff get in.
23           And I can't emphasize to it enough, as a
24 carnival guy, you know what my job is?  My job is to
25 ride people safely.  Okay?  So every ride has a
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 1 ride-cycle life.  So you start with the ride and you
 2 say it should have 20 cycles an hour.  And if it
 3 sits -- seats 40 people at one time, so it should be
 4 able to ride 800 people in an hour.
 5           With a bar code system -- I'm speaking from
 6 experience now, I'm not speaking from some
 7 hypothetical situation -- from experience, humans are
 8 made up of water.  When you get a full midway, no
 9 matter how good your network is, it's gonna slow down
10 a bit.
11           So what does that mean to you?  What it
12 means is, instead of getting 20 cycles, maybe you're
13 only gonna get 15 cycles.  So that's gonna have an
14 impact not only on your revenue, but even more
15 important it's gonna have an impact on your customers'
16 experience.
17           And we can talk about all the money that
18 this thing's gonna generate, and then a lot of people
19 want to talk about, "Well, the old carnival guy is
20 doing that because he thinks we're stealing the
21 money."  This is not about revenue alone.  First,
22 second, and third it's about enhancing our customers'
23 experience.  And I switched to this system because I
24 want to be first not only today, but I want to be
25 first tomorrow as well.
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 1           We talked a little bit about could you use
 2 it on food or could you use it on other components of
 3 the fair.  You can.  My vision for myself, and I would
 4 hope for you folks, as well, to one day to have a gate
 5 to gate.  You're here in the world of mouse.  I don't
 6 know if that's a good thing or a bad thing, but I know
 7 when you go to the mouse, boom, one stop, boom, boom,
 8 boom, boom.  That's what we're gonna provide for you,
 9 and that's what this system has the capabilities to
10 do.
11           So we're the first app that uses an iPhone
12 NFC chip to read and write.  We're the first system
13 that can function with or without internet or
14 cellphone connection.  We've talked about that.  We
15 beat it up quite a bit, but that's an important
16 element.  We don't want to go down.  We want realtime
17 information.  But if the system does go down, we're
18 still in business.  We're the first system to maintain
19 the history on the card, not in the Cloud; correct?
20           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes.
21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  On the card.
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yep.
23           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's an unbelievably
24 important thing.  For information purposes, I want to
25 be sitting at my desk and I want to -- I want to look,
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 1 and it's 3:00 o'clock on Saturday, and I want to know
 2 what total ride revenue is at 3:00 o'clock on
 3 Saturday.  This system will do that.  But even better
 4 than that, it has built into it, in 2021, Fred's gonna
 5 call me up and say, "Hey, Frank, it looks a little
 6 lighter out there than it did last year.  Can you tell
 7 me how we're doing?"
 8           And I can say, "Yes, sir.  Last year we
 9 grossed a thousand dollars at 3:00 o'clock on
10 Saturday.  This year we're at 2,200.  So we're way
11 up."
12           I'm gonna give you historical data hour by
13 hour, day by day.  That's what this system can do for
14 us.
15           We believe, and we don't want to make --  We
16 don't want to make claims that we -- that will get
17 fact checked and we're wrong.  So we believe that
18 we're the first app that's gonna be able to utilize
19 push notifications and we're gonna be able to utilize
20 data collection for future marketing.
21           Now you folks understand all of what we're
22 talking about push notifications.  We're gonna send
23 you to the pig races at 3:00 o'clock.  We're gonna
24 offer you two corn dogs for the price of one from
25 5:00 o'clock to 6:00 o'clock.  Everybody gets tired of
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 1 their push notifications, but not when it's saving
 2 them money or it's giving them information when
 3 they're at an event that they want to be at.  So
 4 that's what we do.
 5           And I want to go back to what I said.  And
 6 I'm a corny guy, and some people like it, some people
 7 don't, but I'm a very transparent guy, and I'm gonna
 8 go back to always first, always best.  And if you guys
 9 and ladies give us the opportunity and you give this
10 fella, his wife, his mom and dad, her dad, the
11 opportunity to be your concessionaire, it's gonna be a
12 marriage made in heaven.  You'll have the right
13 combination, and I know that as sure as I'm standing
14 here right now before you.  I'll come back next year
15 and you can tell me if it's liar, liar pants on fire
16 or if, my golly, this is the road to the beginning of
17 wonderful relations.
18           Thank you so, so much for listening to us.
19 I hope you have some questions.  Lay it on us, because
20 we want questions.  There was a commercial one time
21 that said an educated consumer is our best customer,
22 and we believe that and in the products that we have.
23           Thank you.
24           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You've got four minutes
25 left, if you've got anything else.
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  Can I suck up those four
 2 minutes, because we passed over something I think is
 3 important.
 4           You guys have had kiosks on your fairground
 5 in the past; is that true or not?
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.
 7           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.  Can I ask what happens
 8 when paper goes low or when a bill gets jambed?  What
 9 happens?
10           KATIE MUELLER:  We don't accept cash.
11           STEVE RIEGEL:  Oh, you don't accept any
12 cash?
13           KATIE MUELLER:  No.
14           RON WEBER:  No cash on the kiosks.  Only
15 credit cards.
16           STEVE RIEGEL:  And you don't want to accept
17 any cash?
18           KATIE MUELLER:  No.
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Why?  May I ask that?
20           I blurted that out.  I need to say that more
21 respectfully.  Is there a reason why you don't want
22 cash?
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Because we don't want to
24 have to pick up the cash every half an hour.
25           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Here's what I suggest to
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 1 you.  This whole place is your sandbox.  And if we're
 2 lucky enough to get an opportunity to play with our
 3 sand pails in your sandbox, we're gonna do it
 4 110 percent exactly like you want us to do it.  But I
 5 will suggest this to you:  We're all about customer
 6 convenience.  That's why you're as great as you are,
 7 because you create memories and you create wonderful
 8 experiences for families.
 9           And in this day and age --  We're gonna
10 build this.  You don't have to use it, but what
11 we're -- all of our kiosks are gonna be able to take
12 credit.  They're gonna be able to take cash, but
13 they're not only gonna be able to take cash, they're
14 gonna be able to give exact change, so you're not
15 stuck with, "Well, I can buy $5 worth or I can buy $10
16 worth."  You can buy a dollar's worth and give them a
17 $20 bill, and we're gonna give you $19 in change.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  I would say that you're
19 probably using credit only because that's generally
20 what's available out there, but I can also tell you
21 that I've been deploying these systems.  Carnival
22 operators in the past said, "Not only do you have to
23 accept cash, but you have to give change, Steve,
24 because someone will walk up who has cash in hand and
25 say, 'Oh, it's only credit card.'"
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 1           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  But, Steve, to emphasize,
 2 that's their choice.
 3           STEVE RIEGEL:  It absolutely is your choice.
 4           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Is this an appropriate
 5 question, too, or am I crossing the line?
 6           The RFP called for a certain amount of guest
 7 relations and a certain amount of self-vending
 8 machines.  Would it be across the line to see our
 9 vision?
10           We own 125 rides.  We operate three
11 different carnivals.  Sometimes we play two state
12 fairs or three state fairs at the same time.  So just
13 in our -- in our business plan calls for way more than
14 40 self-service kiosks.
15           I can --  Can I say this, that -- what my
16 vision is for Wade Shows company, as far as what we're
17 gonna end up happening, or am I crossing the line?
18           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I think it is.  You're
19 talking about Wade Shows, and --
20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, we're talking about
21 Wade Shows.  Wade Shows --  Wade Shows, within the
22 next year, is gonna have 200 self-service kiosks, not
23 40, because we see that as a vision.  We see that as a
24 customer convenience, once again.  We want people to
25 have the ability not to wait in a long line.  We
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 1 want --  We want them to have the ability to go to
 2 that self-service kiosk, and we want them everywhere,
 3 and we want them to be able to use their phone as
 4 often as they want and just go back and, bing, reload,
 5 reload, reload, reload.
 6           RON WEBER:  But that's kind of the point
 7 with the app.  You don't even need the self-service
 8 kiosks.
 9           And this is the interesting thing for
10 marketing or for communications is we think about
11 coming to the midway and selling them the ticket;
12 right?  And the challenge now is we've got to get them
13 to have the app before the fair starts or when they're
14 in the parking lot or maybe on the tram, you know, if
15 a tram drives you around, or signs at the front gate,
16 "Download the app now," because we want them to be
17 ready to go when they get to the midway, not just
18 thinking about buying a ticket.  We want them to have
19 the ticket going so they can go straight to the thing.
20           So kiosks and ticket boxes, we might not
21 even be talking about those things in a couple years,
22 you know.  They might not even exist, except for maybe
23 some people that aren't used to using their phones or
24 whatever.
25           STEVE RIEGEL:  And one last word on kiosks,
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 1 for your guys' benefit.

 2           I'm the only one that I know of that

 3 manufacturers kiosks that reports fault codes on all

 4 the components.  What does that mean to the user?  It

 5 means that when you go up, credit card or not, you're

 6 gonna get a receipt --  Oh, that's the end of it?

 7           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Yeah.

 8           STEVER RIEGEL:  It will alert you that --

 9 It will alert the operator that you have a problem at

10 a certain gate.  Anyway, it will report all fault

11 codes.

12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Thank you guys.  Appreciate

13 it.  It was a very good presentation.

14           I've got some questions, but I'm gonna let

15 the rest of these people ask questions before I get to

16 mine.  So I might answer or ask the same question.

17           I don't know if you want to start.

18           KATIE MUELLER:  I have a question.  To start

19 off, could you clarify the relationship between Wade

20 Shows and Steven Riegel and then All State?

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That was gonna be my

22 question, as well.

23           KATIE MUELLER:  So are you leasing the

24 system from him?

25           ADAM WEST:  No, I --
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  Did you purchase it?  I
 2 don't understand.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  As I said, Wade Shows is a
 4 traveling carnival that's been interested in digital
 5 ticketing for many years.  Our first purchase was
 6 2012.  We've been searching for a better solution from
 7 2012, up until this point in time.  We own the system
 8 that he developed.  (Indicating.)
 9           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Got it.
10           RON WEBER:  We brought Steve because of the
11 technical questions that might come up and things.
12           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We brought him for that
13 purpose, and he's gonna -- you know, we've developed a
14 close relationship.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  So the system was developed
16 for Wade?  FunTagg was developed for Wade Shows?
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Not for me alone.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  It's for the industry, yeah.
19 I have other customers.
20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He'll have other customers.
21 It will be available to other customers, but I'm gonna
22 be the first guy to use it.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  You're leasing the system to
24 All State 38?
25           RON WEBER:  I'm subcontracting Wade Shows,
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 1 correct.

 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, I'm the subcontractor

 3 there.

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Got it.

 5           CARLENE MOORE:  Kind of along those same

 6 lines, it referenced in the RFP that, Steve, you would

 7 be available during implementation.  What is it --

 8 How do you see that period of time?

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, me or, even more

10 importantly, my engineers or guys on my team would be,

11 yes.  But, you know, one of the demands of the RFP, we

12 have -- we have resources available, you know.  Yeah,

13 we'll be on site.

14           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm gonna answer better for

15 him.  If I have anything to do with it, he'll be here

16 as much as you want.  He'll meet you in the morning

17 with your coffee, and he'll be at the end -- be with

18 you at the end for the night.  And that's gonna be my

19 job.  I'm the subcontractor.  He works under me.  And

20 so even though I don't have the technical answers, you

21 know, I'm gonna be the guy that drives that train with

22 the FunTagg system.

23           STEVE RIEGEL:  I get to leave when Frank

24 says I can leave is the relationship we have.

25           RON WEBER:  Just a word on the technical
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 1 side, too.  When you're operating, and I've operated
 2 for Frank most of the systems that he's used, you
 3 know, most of your time is not so much the system, per
 4 se.  It's the connectivity, making sure the access
 5 points are working and the readers are working -- not
 6 the readers, but the scanners are working.  That's
 7 where all your time is.
 8           With the NFC, there's really nothing to do.
 9 You know, just tap it, it goes, you know.
10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  And certainly the system
11 you had last year they did a good job, but I'm gonna
12 liken it like this.  And if they were sitting in the
13 room, I would say the same thing.
14           Have you all ever heard the expression put a
15 $60 saddle on a $10 horse?
16           PATTY CAMERON:  I haven't.
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  So my view on that is --
18           PATTY CAMERON:  We're in San Diego --
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  -- you can add more and
20 more to the bar code technology, but at the end of the
21 day you're still gonna have the bar code technology
22 and you're gonna have a basic product there.
23           And so I'm gonna abandon that.  I'm not
24 gonna use it anymore.  I still have it.  I still own
25 it.  It's paid for, but I'm gonna go to this system,
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 1 because I'm not gonna put $60 saddles on $10 horses.

 2           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I have a question, and it

 3 goes back to what Katie was asking.  I really want to

 4 better understand relationships here.  And, John,

 5 you're welcome to chime in if you feel it's

 6 appropriate from a legal perspective.

 7           Frank, you're a competitor to Adam.

 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Of who?

 9           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Of Adam.  You're a --

10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  No.

11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, because you're in

12 the carnival business and he's in the carnival

13 business.

14           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He is a game

15 concessionaire, Fred.  I own an entire carnival.  That

16 entire carnival is made up of rides, it's made up of,

17 games, and it's made up of the food stands.

18           One of the reasons why I spoke so highly of

19 Adam is he works under my auspices.  So Adam books

20 through me at the New York State Fair or the Oklahoma

21 State Fair.  And so at times he's a concessionaire for

22 me, but I take him --  You know, I think one of the

23 wonderful things in life, as you get to be a senior

24 guy, is to mentor.

25           And I got a lucky break when I was 23, and
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 1 somebody saw something in me that usually --  It would
 2 be like being a football -- taking Bill Belichick's
 3 job at the New England Patriots when they were 23
 4 years old.  When I was 23 years old, I got a wonderful
 5 opportunity.
 6           And I see a lot of things in Adam that are
 7 very similar to that, and he needs that opportunity,
 8 and I'm here to support that opportunity.  And in this
 9 particular case I'm not a competitor of his.  I work
10 for him.
11           RON WEBER:  I think I can clear up an idea
12 you might have.
13           JOHN MOOT:  Well, maybe something you can
14 relate.  Frank has a carnival.  So the single contract
15 carnivals are the type of operations that Frank runs.
16           Is that correct?
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But there is overlap in
18 what you do and what Adam does.
19           RON WEBER:  Your experience here with some
20 of the carnivals --  Frank operates a carnival.  He --
21 His game --  He doesn't really own games.  So all the
22 game operators are people like Adam or staff members
23 he has.  So most of the east coast carnivals are made
24 up that way.  They have the rides.  They own the
25 rides.  They own some of the food stands.
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 1           ADAM WEST:  All of the carnivals nationwide.

 2           RON WEBER:  So Adam provides the bulk of the

 3 games, the events that Frank runs as a carnival and

 4 other carnivals, you know.

 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  As well as other people do.

 6 I have --

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I get that.

 8           All right.  So in terms of something goes

 9 down, I want to know the relationship that exists or

10 would exist for the 2020 fair in San Diego, as between

11 All State 38 and Wade.  I want to get a better

12 understanding.  I get the technology and it's all

13 wonderful.  I'm more concerned with something goes

14 wrong, something goes down.

15           RON WEBER:  Wade Shows and --

16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Don't answer that.  Let

17 John answer that.

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That's why I invited John

19 to speak to that, if you feel it appropriate.

20           JOHN MOOT:  It was unusual the way the RFP

21 was split, because typically they don't get split

22 along those lines.  So you've essentially asked for a

23 contractor or subcontractor.  Just the way it breaks

24 out, all the money is made on the game side, because

25 you have to give the digital ticketing system free.
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 1 So by that very nature of the games is generating the
 2 money, the technical people are the subcontractor who
 3 are actually running the digital system.  So it's the
 4 subcontractor who is gonna be on site and responsible
 5 for that part of the operation.
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  So Wade Shows will be on
 7 site for that part of the operation?
 8           ADAM WEST:  They're the subcontractor.  The
 9 RFP stated --
10           KATIE MUELLER:  I know what the RFP stated.
11 I'm asking is Steve Riegel, because it said you were
12 gonna be here for implementation.
13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Steve will be there as --
14 as long as I say he'll be.  Ron will be my
15 representative, as well.
16           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We both, technically,
18 answer to --  We can do it two of three ways.  He's
19 the general contractor.  Normally in a general
20 contractor situation, if you have a problem with the
21 subcontractor, you don't go to that subcontractor
22 direct; you go to the general contractor.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Right.
24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's the way that it will
25 be here.  But because I'm a high-profile guy, and then
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 1 maybe you won't stand on ceremony, if you saw me here
 2 and you needed some help, I'd be the guy to help you.
 3 Or you could file a formal way of doing it and say,
 4 "Adam, you've got a problem over here.  Get that fixed
 5 right now."
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So along those lines
 7 of what you just said, in the proposal it states that
 8 Adam and Debrawn are gonna be running the digital
 9 ticketing system here at the San Diego County Fair.
10 So are you --  Steve gave most of the presentation
11 about the digital ticketing side.  Are you schooled up
12 on the digital ticketing side, as well?  Like you
13 understand how to run the reports and do all of the
14 technical aspects?
15           ADAM WEST:  Steve, can you elaborate on
16 that?
17           STEVE RIEGEL:  First of all, the reporting,
18 as you saw, is about as easy as it comes.  It's
19 designed to be like every app on your phone.  How many
20 instructions did you get with any app on your phone?
21 It's very user friendly.  So there's not a whole lot
22 of instruction.
23           And let me speak to, real quickly, my
24 presence on the fairground.  I'm not a longtime fair
25 operator like these guys are, but I've been in this
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 1 industry close to long enough to know the importance
 2 of this event.  There's no way that my equipment is
 3 gonna come out here without me being here.  It has to
 4 go flawlessly.  This is an important event to me.
 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Additionally, let me put it
 6 another way, as well.  I know Guy and Charlene very
 7 well.  They're not the ones that actually push the
 8 buttons.  They have a technical --
 9           KATIE MUELLER:  I don't think we need to
10 compare proposals against each other.
11           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm not trying to do that.
12 I'm saying --
13           KATIE MUELLER:  We just want to get
14 clarification on your proposal.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  My apologies if I offended
16 you.  It was not my intention.
17           KATIE MUELLER:  You don't offend me.  I'm
18 just trying to follow the protocols and the rules.
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  What I'm trying to say is
20 the owner and operator of the system is not
21 necessarily the person that implements every aspect of
22 that operation.  He has people, that work for him,
23 that do those kind of things.
24           It's just like I own a -- what I believe is
25 the largest Ferris wheel in the world.  I've never put
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 1 it up one time and I never will, because I don't know

 2 how, but I have people that do that.  But if you have

 3 a problem with that biggest wheel, you could come to

 4 me, and it would be my responsibility to make sure

 5 that we satisfy that problem to your satisfaction.

 6           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Frank, here's my problem.

 7 I like what I'm hearing, but I want to know who's

 8 gonna be answering to my concerns.  Who's gonna be the

 9 boots on the ground?  All right?  I'm seeing two

10 different entities here, and I don't feel it's real

11 clear to me.

12           Any number of things can go wrong.  I'm not

13 concerned when things are going great.  I'm happy when

14 they are.  But if something goes wrong, I want to know

15 who's responsible.  Ultimately I am; right, because I

16 chair Fair Operations.  So I want to know who am I

17 going to look to if something happens or Tim Fennell

18 is gonna look to or Katie is gonna look to when

19 something is not as it needs to be.

20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm responsible to him.

21 But just like you said, Fred, I'm gonna be responsible

22 because it's my system.  I'm a subcontractor to his.

23 It's my responsibility to make sure that system is up

24 and operating to your satisfaction and it's operating

25 as we represent in the RFP that it's doing.
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 1           I --  In turn, if there is a problem, I'm

 2 gonna look to my staff, and that part of my staff

 3 would be Steve, and the other part of my staff would

 4 be Ron, as well as I have technical people that

 5 have -- have worked with my FUNcard system and other

 6 people.

 7           So my --  All of my resources that are

 8 connected with the FUNcard are gonna be here and

 9 deployed here.  And so if you wanted to look at a

10 chain of command, technically, the chain of command is

11 Adam, me, my staff.  I'm responsible to him, he's

12 responsible to you.

13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Have you guys ever worked

14 together on any other projects?

15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He works under my auspices.

16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Have you ever worked

17 together on any other projects?

18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  On what other type of

19 projects?  Only in the game/carnival relationship

20 projects.

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  You have?

22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, sir, often.

23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Which?

24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  The New York State Fair,

25 the Oklahoma State Fair --
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 1           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So All State 38 and --
 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, sir.
 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.  I didn't see any
 4 letters in the proposal regarding your work with
 5 All State 38.  Why was that?
 6           ADAM WEST:  What letters are you referring
 7 to?
 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you had letters of
 9 support.  I didn't see any for Frank.
10           ADAM WEST:  I didn't think it would be
11 appropriate to have my subcontractor write me a letter
12 of recommendation.
13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But you felt that it was
14 appropriate --
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You want --
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm not saying I want
17 anything.  It's unclear to me the relationships.  If
18 you're getting any essence of what concerns me,
19 it's -- I don't want, you know, finger pointing in
20 each other's direction.  I want one entity responsible
21 overall.
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If I book a ride at the
23 Oklahoma State Fair, and when I use the term "book
24 it," if I use a subcontractor, a third party, and that
25 third party has an incident, whether it's a customer
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 1 relations incident or if it's a breakdown or if it's a
 2 safety issue, I can't go to the fair manager of the
 3 general public and say "That wasn't my ride.  It was
 4 his.  I wasn't responsible."
 5           I'm responsible.  And in our contractual
 6 agreement it will -- it will outline what my duties
 7 are, what my responsibilities are, and how I have to
 8 answer to him, and that will be a formal contract in
 9 writing.
10           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you're saying it
11 will be in writing, but I haven't seen that agreement,
12 have I?  I haven't seen that proposed language, have
13 I, John?
14           JOHN MOOT:  You haven't asked for it yet.
15           ADAM WEST:  I don't believe that RFP
16 requested that information.
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I don't know that we
18 anticipated this kind of --
19           KATIE MUELLER:  It actually does ask for the
20 information.  If you have a subcontractor, it asks for
21 a copy of the agreement to be included.
22           ADAM WEST:  If you're the digital ticketer,
23 you have a subcontract agreement with the game
24 operator.
25           There's obviously multiple ways in that RFP
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 1 that are pretty confusing, with a lot of different
 2 percentages.  And if you follow the RFP a little
 3 farther down, it doesn't ask if the game operator has
 4 a --
 5           KATIE MUELLER:  How many other events --
 6 I'm unclear, too.
 7           At how many other events has FunTagg system
 8 been operated at?
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  This is my second generation
10 of FunTagg ticketing, and I've had it --  The earlier
11 generations are still running out in Hawaii and have
12 been at the Banana Shows for five years.
13           KATIE MUELLER:  This exact system that you
14 just demonstrated for us, when will that be --
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  This system will never be
16 static.  It constantly improves.  So it will never be
17 the same.
18           KATIE MUELLER:  So the system that you just
19 demonstrated, what other fairs could I contact and
20 say, "What was your experience with working with the
21 FunTagg system?"
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, Deggeller was the first
23 purchaser of the system, and they've -- you know,
24 they'll be --
25           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Don't dance around.
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 1           The answer is, as we presented it today, in
 2 2020 our hope is that the system will operate for the
 3 first time at the Florida State Fair.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  With phone app and
 6 everything.
 7           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  To answer your question,
 8 the generation of the system you're seeing now is
 9 gonna operate for the first time at the Florida State
10 Fair.
11           KATIE MUELLER:  And that was my second
12 question.  I had a difficult time, when I was reading
13 through your technical proposal, finding the app on my
14 iPhone.
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  We haven't published it.
16           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
17           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
18           CARLENE MOORE:  I have a technical question.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  For the record, this will be
20 the sixth app that I've published.  I've done quite a
21 few and some that are quite successful.  So it's not
22 unfamiliar turf.
23           CARLENE MOORE:  So you talked about that,
24 and also in the RFP, about approximately 50 -- maybe
25 it says 52 transactions can be stored on the device.
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  On the card, on the
 2 credentials.
 3           CARLENE MOORE:  Okay.  And so but it
 4 appears --  Okay.  So that's on the credential, not on
 5 the reader?
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
 7           CARLENE MOORE:  That clarifies it.
 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah, you could probably keep
 9 an entire year's worth of transactions, you know, on a
10 reader before you --  It's a small amount of data
11 that's --
12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So on that same line, let's
13 say your WiFi piece goes down.  How long do you
14 anticipate the --  So you could have 50 transactions
15 per card that occur before the system completely goes
16 down then, if the WiFi was out?  I'm trying to
17 understand that.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  So let me take a step back.
19 We don't rely on WiFi to work.  It's not going to go
20 down.  That's important to understand.  I thought I
21 drove that home.  The system will not go down.  The
22 interaction is between the device and the reader,
23 that's it.  We do not need WiFi.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  You mean you can keep
25 debiting credits, but the payment -- the payment
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 1 processes will go down?

 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  If credit card acceptance, I

 3 assume, is gonna be hardwired at this event --

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, and that was --  Who

 5 does the hardwiring of ticket booths?  I heard that

 6 mentioned a couple times.  The hardwiring of the

 7 ticket booths and the POS systems, who will provide

 8 that function?

 9           RON WEBER:  Our staff, the Wade Shows and --

10           KATIE MUELLER:  The Wade Shows will do the

11 hardwiring?  Okay.

12           RON ROGERS:  I have a technical question.

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  And which we have numerous

14 experience.

15           ADAM WEST:  Just a little clarity of the

16 RFP.  The RFP asked for a game operation to

17 subcontract a digital ticketing system or a digital

18 ticketing system to subcontract a game operation.  So

19 some of the confusion seems to be that.

20           This is what the 22nd DAA asked for.  They

21 asked for a subcontractual agreement between a game

22 operation and a digital ticketing system.  That is not

23 normal, and I don't believe there is one agreement

24 like that in North America where a game operator has

25 been asked --
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  I don't think that was
 2 relevant to anyone's question, and we only have a
 3 limited time to get through our questions.
 4           ADAM WEST:  Is there a time limit on this
 5 section?
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Yes, there is.  And taking
 7 the time to tell us how flawed our RFP is, is probably
 8 not what we want to spend our time doing.
 9           ADAM WEST:  I'm not talking about a flawed
10 RFP.  I'm just simply stating the RFP asks for a
11 subcontract from one to the other.
12           KATIE MUELLER:  When it comes to the
13 devices, inside of your proposal there was no
14 recommendations as far as a device.
15           I've seen RFID systems in the past that have
16 used wristbands.  You demonstrated a card today.  I'm
17 wondering what is the device that you're proposing
18 that the digital tickets are loaded on and what is the
19 cost of those devices?  If you notice in the RFP --
20           STEVE RIEGEL:  It mentioned cost?
21           KATIE MUELLER:  What's that?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  I don't know if the RFP
23 mentioned cost of the credential.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, in the RFP we state at
25 the end, I believe, I can't remember what page it was
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 1 on -- thank you; very nice -- we -- that the San Diego

 2 County Fair will pay for the pay-one-price wristbands,

 3 but the device cost never -- is not part of what we

 4 anticipate paying for.  So what's the cost of the

 5 devices, I guess?

 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Are you talking about this

 7 being a device or --  (Indicating.)

 8           KATIE MUELLER:  No, the wristbands.

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  The wristbands?

10           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.

11           ADAM WEST:  The understanding of the RFP is

12 that we are to provide a digital ticketing system at

13 no cost.

14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

15           ADAM WEST:  How you deliver the ticket is

16 after the delivery of the --

17           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So there's no cost to us

18 for the cards or whatever?

19           ADAM WEST:  That's not specific in the RFP

20 on how you deliver tickets, whether it be this way or

21 any other way, but it's not specific in the RFP.

22           KATIE MUELLER:  So we would --  So you would

23 be anticipating that with the RFID system the

24 San Diego County Fair would be purchasing whatever

25 device it is that the tickets are loaded on, whether
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 1 it be cards or wristbands or what have you?

 2           ADAM WEST:  I think that's something that

 3 can be talked about afterwards, but that's not

 4 highlighted in the RFP as something that we've been

 5 asked to do.

 6           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm asking you, yes or no --

 7 I don't care if the answer is yes or no.  Would that

 8 be a cost that the San Diego County Fair would be

 9 expected to incur or would All State 38 be providing

10 the device free of charge?

11           ADAM WEST:  The financial proposal was

12 developed over the cost of the evaluation of the RFP.

13 So if you're asking for something that's new and not

14 specific in the RFP, then our financial --

15           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm not asking for anything

16 new.  I'm just asking if the devices are a cost that's

17 gonna be incurred by us or by you.

18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If I may, do you mean

19 device as the hardware --

20           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm sorry.  I'm probably --

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  -- or are you talking --

22           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You mean the --

23           THE COURT REPORTER:  You cannot all talk at

24 the same time.

25           STEVE RIEGEL:  The digital media that we're
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 1 going to be putting the tickets on?
 2           KATIE MUELLER:  In the RFP we specifically
 3 said paper or a device of some sort, whether that be a
 4 card or a wristband.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  And with an RFID system, it
 7 needs to be able to have a chip.  So obviously that
 8 eliminates paper.  So on the card or the wristband,
 9 whatever it -- you know, whatever you're proposing it
10 to be, is that a cost that will then need to be
11 incurred by the San Diego County Fair to provide those
12 devices, should you be chosen as the digital ticketing
13 provider?
14           ADAM WEST:  Well, are you asking --  Are you
15 being specific that everything is RFID?
16           KATIE MUELLER:  If you're the digital
17 ticketing provider chosen, you're proposing an RFID
18 system to us, so the answer would be, yes, if we were
19 to use your system, would we incur the cost of the
20 wristband or card, or would that be a cost incurred by
21 you?
22           ADAM WEST:  I think that the RFP states that
23 the fair pays the price of any delivery of digital
24 tickets.  If it's printed on a card or it's on
25 delivery of any delivery method, the fair is incurring
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 1 that cost, whether it's paper with ink or any --  So
 2 that's not something that you asked for, and our
 3 financial proposal doesn't reflect that.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, there's things that
 5 you presented today that were not in your proposal, as
 6 well.  So I think it's okay for us to ask a few
 7 questions that are what you consider outside your
 8 proposal.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Historically we've done both.
10 So if it helps, but I think you probably know
11 historically sometimes the cost is born by the
12 consumer, in an activation fee, sometimes it's
13 purchased by the fair, sometimes it's by the -- by the
14 operator.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Yes.
16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Or in the spirit of
17 cooperation, where we all need to be, instead of it
18 didn't say this or didn't say that, you know, I guess
19 our goal would be to come to a mutually agreeable set
20 of circumstances for that.  And it could quite --  It
21 quite easily could be an added-value solution.  And
22 what I mean by an added-value solution is maybe
23 there's a one-time activation fee for this armband,
24 but in return for this one-time activation fee there
25 would be additional value placed on it.
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 1           ADAM WEST:  Additional ride credits, yeah.

 2           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's one solution.

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  I've seen that done before.

 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Another solution is the

 6 operator bears the entire cost of that.  And,

 7 obviously, a third solution is the fair bears that

 8 whole cost.  Or a fourth solution is a great system

 9 coming together for the mutual benefit for everybody

10 and working out something that everybody is

11 comfortable with.

12           And I think, on this side of the table, if I

13 have any influence over any of this, it would be a

14 resolution that you would be comfortable with and

15 would be happy moving forward with.

16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Adam, do you agree with

17 that?

18           ADAM WEST:  Do I agree with that?  Yes.

19           STEVE RIEGEL:  There's one additional way,

20 that Frank --

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Please.  Please.

22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.

23           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Sorry, Steve.

24           ADAM WEST:  The digital ticketing world is

25 ever changing.  Something that --  This is a five-year
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 1 contract:  Three plus two -- three plus one, plus one.
 2 Five years from now the digital world is gonna be so
 3 different.  Bar code and other systems are possibly
 4 not even gonna be around.  It's gonna change a lot of
 5 times over the next five years.
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  We're going on guys.  I
 7 have one question here real quick.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I don't believe that has
 9 anything to do with what we're --  We're proposing a
10 system that will be relevant in the next five years.
11           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Let me go quick.
12           Mr. Moot, you'd sent me a little recently
13 saying that you're submitting this proposal here just
14 because of our answer to question 38 on the addendum
15 and that you're reserving the right, you know, to
16 protest this.
17           I've got a question.  So if we don't award
18 you guys, you're protesting; right?  Is that how
19 that --
20           ADAM WEST:  I'm going to relay that question
21 to John, because I think we're starting to get into
22 some pretty technical questions that might not be
23 relevant.
24           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Well, I'm asking John.  You
25 sent me a letter --  He sent me, on behalf of you, a
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 1 letter saying that you guys have submitted this
 2 proposal, you're doing it just because you had to,
 3 because of -- you've submitted a protest and you want
 4 to reserve your right.
 5           ADAM WEST:  I think --
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So I'm trying to understand
 7 what's going on.
 8           ADAM WEST:  I think, Mike --
 9           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm assuming the proposal,
10 this is like a viable proposal, but I'm saying what
11 you're telling me is, though, that if you don't get
12 awarded --
13           JOHN MOOT:  The question was do you have to
14 submit a proposal to protest.
15           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Absolutely.  I totally get
16 that.
17           JOHN MOOT:  And so you said, "Yes."
18           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So if you're awarded this
19 agreement, then you're not protesting?  Or are you
20 going to protest if you get the award?
21           ADAM WEST:  Is that relevant to the
22 presentation?
23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm just asking because you
24 guys sent me the letter.
25           JOHN MOOT:  Mike, it's a technical issue.
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 1 Under the law you have to exhaust administrative --

 2           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I get that.  I'm asking you

 3 right now.

 4           JOHN MOOT:  So we have to submit a proposal

 5 to reserve a right to protest.

 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I understand that.  I agree

 7 100 percent with that.

 8           JOHN MOOT:  That doesn't mean we are going

 9 to protest.

10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So I'm asking you the

11 question what happens if you get awarded the contract.

12 Will you be protesting?

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If we feel that we have a

14 better opportunity --

15           JOHN MOOT:  That wouldn't make much sense.

16           THE COURT REPORTER:  Excuse me.

17           JOHN MOOT:  I don't think we would do that.

18 Why would you protest your own award?

19           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm asking because it just

20 sounded like it was almost like you were saying,

21 "Well --"  I don't know.  I felt like --

22           JOHN MOOT:  It was simply to preserve our

23 administrative remedies under your rules.  That's all.

24           KATIE MUELLER:  Can you describe what other

25 fairs you've provided the soft-sell approach at,
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 1 besides San Diego?
 2           ADAM WEST:  Every fair I go to.
 3           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Every fair you go to
 4 is soft sell.  And what charities in San Diego County
 5 have you supported through your soft-sell, non-agent
 6 approach?
 7           ADAM WEST:  ELDTC, El Cajon.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  E-L --
 9           ADAM WEST:  I find that to be proprietary
10 information, also, on who my connections are with.
11           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  All right, guys.  I've got
12 to call it quits.
13           CARLENE MOORE:  Ron had a technical
14 question.
15           RON ROGERS:  I have a really quick question
16 regarding connectivity.
17           So if there's loss of connectivity, I
18 understand, if I have $50 worth of credits on the card
19 I can go to rides until that credit is gone; right?
20           If there is a total loss of connectivity,
21 would I be able to go ahead and reload that card?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  With cash, because credit
23 cards can't get processed without connectivity.
24           RON ROGERS:  Well, is there a possibility of
25 storing forward on those credit card machines?
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes, of course.  And it's up
 2 to the merchant to decide how much risk you want to
 3 assume.  So you could say we'll let it go all day long
 4 and assume, yes, of course.
 5           RON WEBER:  And we're using your merchant,
 6 and we'd have to have a conversation with them about
 7 what they want to do, but I mean everything is
 8 possible.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  It could operate off line all
10 day long if you're willing to assume the risk, but
11 most people say, "Well, the risk tolerance is always
12 so many transactions," and the -- but the same with
13 any proprietor.
14           RON WEBER:  And just to clarify, the
15 hardwire is less vulnerable, obviously, than the
16 connectivity that you're talking about.  But if the
17 individual cellphone has cell service, you could buy
18 it.
19           RON ROGERS:  So you guys install -- I think
20 Katie had asked this -- install the hardwire, as well
21 as the wireless network for your system?
22           RON WEBER:  (Nodding head.)
23           RON ROGERS:  Okay.
24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Mike, I want to circle back
25 to the questions you asked, if I may.
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 1           And in my 38 years of operating the Wade
 2 Shows, and I probably have been part of as many RFPs
 3 as any carnival in America, I have never felt the need
 4 to file a protest.  And I think the whole -- the whole
 5 purpose of a protest is if somebody feels that they
 6 haven't been treated fairly.  And I think this group
 7 here, if I have anything to do with it -- even though
 8 I'm just the subcontractor, if I have anything to do
 9 with it, as long as we get treated fairly, then there
10 would be no --  If a guy loses, he loses.  He shakes
11 the other guy by the hand, he moves on down the line
12 and says, "What can I do better the next time?"  So
13 that's the way we're going into this situation, and
14 whatever influence I have in this whole group, that's
15 our position.
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Frank, I'm glad to hear
17 you say that, because I think --
18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Thank you, sir.
19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I can only speak for
20 myself, but I do think I represent.  Everybody's doing
21 their due diligence.  This is trying to just --  We
22 have a responsibility to the one point -- hopefully --
23 six or seven million people that are gonna be walking
24 through the turnstiles, and we just want to make sure
25 that we're making the right decisions.  Really, it's
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 1 as simple as that.

 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Fair enough, sir.

 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And my one last question

 4 is to you, because I just wanted to make sure I

 5 understood what you said with regard to the

 6 volunteers.  You said some of that's proprietary.

 7           I want to make sure that whoever you decide

 8 to be an organization with whom you volunteer -- have

 9 volunteers is one that I'm not embarrassed to say, you

10 know, these young people are the volunteers working.

11 So it may be proprietary, but I want to make sure that

12 it's an organization or organizations which I can be

13 proud to take my wife and kids and say these are, you

14 know, great people that are doing this kind of work.

15           So it may be proprietary, but I want to make

16 sure that we have a say in terms of the kind of

17 volunteers, that they're community service oriented;

18 they're not, you know, skewed one way or the other in

19 our general population.  Do you understand?

20           ADAM WEST:  Absolutely.

21           When I said proprietary, in this business

22 people like to steal what you do.  And if this --  And

23 if this presentation is made public, then the

24 opportunity presents itself.  Everybody that works for

25 me will be a hundred percent qualified to work at the
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 1 San Diego County Fair, more qualified than the people

 2 that work for the San Diego County Fair, I can

 3 guarantee you that.

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But you understand what

 5 my issue is?

 6           ADAM WEST:  Absolutely.  You're asking if

 7 I'm using good organizations or not.

 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Right.

 9           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I can say that my

10 experience and my carnival hat and Adam's role as a

11 game concessionaire booked with the Wade Shows, we've

12 been a hundred percent satisfied with the volunteer

13 groups that he has or, Fred, I wouldn't have him.

14           My whole --  My whole business life is

15 created on reputation experience of those that I do

16 business with.  And I would encourage you to talk to

17 anybody that has ever done any business with me, and I

18 think the same answers that I'm giving you right now

19 is what they would give you.

20           And I'm giving --  I'm giving him --  I'm

21 giving him an "A."  He's a little nervous with the

22 presentation.  There's some things that he saw there,

23 that didn't appear to him that the playing field was a

24 hundred percent level.  I'm going --  I'm not saying

25 that that's right or wrong, sir.  I'm saying he may
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 1 have thought that.
 2           I'm going into it with that everybody is
 3 gonna get a fair chance, you're gonna evaluate all
 4 this information fairly and justly, and you're gonna
 5 do what's best for the fair.  And I hope that ends up
 6 being us.  And if it's not, I want to learn from what
 7 we did wrong and make it better for the next time.
 8 That's what I'm gonna do.
 9           I've always thought, if there was such a
10 thing as reincarnation, I'd like to come back as a
11 California carnival guy, because I think I could be
12 dangerous out here.
13           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  If I can ask one question?
14           KATIE MUELLER:  Uh-huh.
15           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Your hardwired connections
16 for your kiosks or point of sales, will they be
17 hardwired back to an I.T. trailer somewhere on the
18 grounds?
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes.
20           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  And then the scanners,
21 they're all cellular based?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Cellular and WiFi both, dual
23 functionality.  Depends on the environment.  If
24 there's WiFi available, we'll use it.  They have --
25 They can go either way.  So we'll probably saturate
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 1 the grounds both with WiFi and put cell chips in them.
 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You know, there's another
 3 point to that.  If we're gonna develop a partnership,
 4 aren't we gonna consider our partner's vast experience
 5 in what they do, as well?
 6           We're not gonna be the Loan Ranger and say
 7 everything that we know is the best.  We're gonna say,
 8 "Hey, partner, what would be your recommendation?
 9 Here's what we think we're gonna do and here's what's
10 worked for us best," but we'd be a foolish bunch of
11 folks if we thought we knew everything.
12           You know your fair better than anybody, and
13 so we would want to work hand in hand with you to
14 develop all those systems.  We can just tell you what
15 we want to do, and you can say that's a great idea or
16 that's a bad idea, but does that make any sense?  I
17 mean wouldn't you want our --  Wouldn't you want to
18 feel like you had some input into the system, or would
19 you want us -- want not to have any?
20           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  I think that's a good
21 conversation to have.
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I think it is, too.
23           STEVE RIEGEL:  Just to clarify on the
24 reader, too, the WiFi and the cell is just for
25 reporting; right?  So it reads even if the cell didn't
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 1 work or if the WiFi doesn't work.

 2           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  At what point do you decide

 3 to install a WiFi, if ever, on the midway, versus

 4 cellular?  When do you make that determination?  How

 5 far in advance?

 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Can you say that again?

 7           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  At what point would you

 8 decide you need to install a WiFi network to feed the

 9 scanners, verses utilizing the cell towers?

10           STEVE RIEGEL:  So Frank has lined up to

11 purchase a whole bunch of hubs to satisfy his first

12 event.  So he'll have both available.  He'll set up

13 the WiFi, and the readers will all have cell chips in

14 them.  It's sort of a belt and suspenders thing.

15           But again, that's just for reporting.  It

16 doesn't keep --  The only thing that tells you is that

17 someone got on the merry-go-round at that moment,

18 where at the end of the day you can say, "I want to

19 know the moments the people got on the merry-go-round

20 and I want to see the graph."  So we give you that.

21           I'm not sure, you know --

22           ADAM WEST:  Can you make that a little more

23 clear, the function of the system while it's being

24 used for the customer?  The system that was here last

25 year, 500 billion -- 50,000 might have been the amount
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 1 of wire that they ran to make all this work and these
 2 big fancy trailers and tech things.  Can you explain
 3 to them?  I think there may be a misconception of what
 4 it takes to actually operate the system.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  All you need to operate the
 6 system is to connect up to credit cards through the
 7 internet, through hardwire, you know.  And you can do
 8 those through cell, if you want to.
 9           But aside from that, you can just deploy
10 these readers in the field and then you're done.  At
11 the end of the day you get all of your reports.
12           If --  You know, and there's tons of ways
13 that you can connect these.  I mentioned WiFi and
14 cellular.  You could also have operators using
15 Bluetooth connections, and it will send it back.  So
16 we've done all three.
17           Some operators will say, "I'm only concerned
18 about these half dozen rides.  I want them realtime.
19 So I'm gonna use the hotspots for these."
20           ADAM WEST:  Last year it took two or three
21 weeks --
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Sorry, sir.
23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So, Adam, I've met you
24 before, and I appreciate very much your proposal.  I
25 really do.  I've looked through the 82 pages.  And,
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 1 Frank, can you tell me, is your name mentioned

 2 anywhere in here?

 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I couldn't tell you that.

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I can tell you, I didn't

 5 see it.  So I'm --  Here's --  If you could direct

 6 me -- or, Adam, if you could direct me to, you know,

 7 something.  Not about Wade Shows; about you, Frank.

 8 You know, you're gonna be --  As you're gathering

 9 enough understanding of --  What concerns me is who

10 are the players.  Steve is mentioned in here.  Adam is

11 mentioned in here, but -- and your bio is mentioned,

12 but I don't see anything --

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Wade Shows is not mentioned

14 in there?

15           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Wade Shows is, but I

16 don't see anything about you.

17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  About me?

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And that causes some

19 pause in my thought process about --  So who's your

20 second person?  Who's number two to you?

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I have numerous number

22 twos.  That's not an evasive answer.  I own three

23 carnivals.  I play multiple state fairs at the very

24 same time.  So each one of those carnivals has a

25 number two.
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 1           On one of my units my son, Gary Zaitshik, is

 2 number two.  On one of my units Tom Red Cox is number

 3 two.  On another one of my units Jimmy Danton has been

 4 with me, is my number two.  Incidentally, all three of

 5 those people have been with me since they were

 6 teenagers, and so I've got a strong extended family,

 7 and then it can go down from there.

 8           Maybe I should have been more a part of a

 9 prominence of who I was, but the way that I saw and my

10 limited knowledge of the RFP, I was just a

11 subcontractor, and what I wanted to do is I wanted to

12 add to the equation the very best digital ticketing

13 system that was out there.

14           FREDERICK SCHENK:  There's 82 pages, and so

15 I would have hoped that maybe somewhere in those 82

16 pages you would have had a little more information.

17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yeah.

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you.

19           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  All right, you guys.  Thank

20 you very much for your participation.  I appreciate

21 it.

22           (ENDING TIME:  4:49 p.m.)

23

24

25
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In Re Allstate 38, Inc.’s Protest of RFP 19-04 

DECLARATION OF DREW BUDIMIR 

 

I, Drew Budimir, declare and state as follows: 

1. I was a manager of a large roller coaster ride, the Windstorm, at the Houston 
Livestock and Rodeo in Houston, Texas.  At the time I was managing this ride, the carnival at 
this fair was being run by Ray Cammack Shows (“RCS”).  RCS was using a digital, paperless, 
ticketing system at the fair and to the best of my recollection it was referred to as the Fun Pass.  
The Fun Pass was being used by patrons to pay for rides on the roller coaster in place of paper 
tickets.  To the best of my knowledge, the Houston Livestock and Rodeo is one of the largest 
fairs in the country.  During the fair, there was a complete failure of the RCS digital ticketing 
system.  The system went down to the best of my recollection for approximately three to five 
hours during which we allowed people to ride for free until paper tickets were used until the 
system got back up and running.  Throughout the fair there were intermittent times when the Fun 
Pass system went down and did not operate for several minutes.  

2. To the best of my recollection, the complete failure of the RCS system occurred 
approximately ten years ago.  At the time I was working for another company and did not 
personally keep records or notes of the actual date or time.  I do recall that the complete failure 
occurred on a very busy day for the fair. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct.   

Executed this ______ day of January 2020 in _________________________ [City], 
______________________________ [State]. 

 
     ______________________________________ 
     Drew Budimir 
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John S. Moot 

From: 
Sent: 

Ayer, Sahana@CIO <sahana.ayer@state.ca.gov> 
Friday, January 03, 2020 2:59 PM 

To: John S. Moot 
Cc: 
Subject: 

PDProtest@DGS; Galvan, Patricia@DGS 
RE: 22nd DAA RFP 19-04 

Mr. Moot, 
The referenced RFP is classified as a non-IT procurement does not fall under the California Department of Technology 
(CDT), Statewide Technology Procurement (STP) oversight authority. STP does not have any record of this procurement. 
Additionally, it appears the project/procurement was not processed through CDT's Project Approval Lifecycle 
process. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks, 
Sahana 

Sahana M. Ayer 
Senior Attorney 
California Department of Technology 
(916) 403-9623 

From: John S. Moot <johnm@sscmlegal.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 3, 2020 11:09 AM 
To: Ayer, Sahana@CIO <sahana.ayer@state.ca.gov> 
Cc: PDProtest@DGS <PDProtest@dgs.ca.gov>; Galvan, Patricia@DGS <Patricia.Galvan@dgs.ca.gov> 
Subject: FW: 22nd DAA RFP 19-04 

Ms. Ayer; 

Will you be responding to this email below? Possible you have been out over the holiday . I 
have the same question for RFP no 18-02 by the 22nd DAA also for a RFID Solution/System for 
a Ticketless Midway and Cashless Games at the San Diego County Fair. My client is filing a · ~ 
Protest and we need to confirm if CDT approval was every obtained for these. Please let me 
know if I was given the correct person to contact regarding this. Thank you. 

John S. Moot 
Schwartz Semerdjian 
Main 619.236··8821 
johnm@sscmlegal.corn 

From: John S. Moot 

& Moot LLP 

Sent: Friday, December 27, 2019 3:22 PM 
To: sahana.ayer@state.ca.gov 
Subject: 22nd DAA RFP 19-04 

Ms Ayer; 
1 
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I was given your email as the person to contact to see if an Information Technology 
procurement has received CDT approval pursuant to Vol 3 of the State Contracting Manuel, 
Topic 4 ,2.C4.0 .. The solicitation is RFP No 19-04 by the 22nd District Agricultural District, a 
California State institution. It is a Division of Fairs and Expositions which is a division of the 
California Department of Food and Agriculture, and agency of the State of California. It was 
released October 3, 2019 for a complete digital ticketing system and game operations . The 
specifications required a "secure wireless and hard-wired network and "should reside on the 
proposer's servers." A copy of the RFP is attached. Please contact me as soon as possible. 

John S. Moot 

S 1-[\A/ARTZ S Etv\ E DJ lA 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 I San Diego, CA 92101-8229 
Direct 619.557-3531 I Main 619.236-8821 I Fax 619.236-8827 
Los Angeles Office 310.550-8857 
johnm@sscmlegal.com 
www.sscmlegal.com 

Additional offices worldwide through our affiliation with LEG US. 
Contact our office for more information. 

This message is intended for the addressee only and is privileged and confidential. Interception or other unauthorized use is prohibited. If you 
receive this message in error, please notify me by reply-email and immediately delete copies from your records. 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

Board of Directors 
Timothy Fennell 

Revise Licensee General Policy 
Commercial/Food/Games 

Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director 

November 20, 2018 

Subject: Revi2:on of Licensee General Policy eliminating limits on space allocation for commercial 
L,,ce, food stands and game operations. 

Discussion I History: 
7 

Currently, general policy as described in the Commercial Licensee Handbook, the Food Vendor Licensee 
Handbook and the Midway Licensee Handbook state it shall be the policy of the 22°d DAA Board of 
Directors to limit any one licensee to: 300 square feet for commercial space; 2 stand locations for food; 
a~d 7 game locations for game ope r,ators. 

When these policies were adopted well over 3 0 years ago, we had a very large pool of applications to 
select from. Over the course of the last few years, we have seen a dramatic decline in the number of 
qualified applications received. As current participants begin to retire and more shopping is conducted 
online, we anticipate the pool of applications to be depleted even more than it already has. 

Additionally, and most importantly, current policy restricts the amount of space that can be assigned to a 
company who has proven their ability to maximize revenue opportunities for themselves and the District. 

Pros: 
Elimination of this decades old policy will allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and 
thereby maximizing revenue potentials to the District. 

Cons: 
Without proper oversight of vendor selection monopolies can occur. However, District management will 
continue to strive to select quali fi ed applicants offering a broad range of products/services who represent 
the high standard of operation required of a participant of the San Diego County Fair. 

Fiscal Impact: 
Potential increase in revenue with proven operators 

Environmental Impact: 
None 

Recommended Action: 
Revise licensee general policy to eliminate limitations on space allocation for commercial space, food 
stands and game operations. 

Attachments: 
None 
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/~";:M" . Snapshot Technologies 
I ~-~'41 ":''¥~ \ 16149 Westwoods Business Park 
1 s~~ i:!.,,~w1 t ~ Ell. ·11 M. o 6 02 
, Tat:lnfnh111los ISVI e, 3 1 \ 7~~ / 636,230.9006 :~~v sales@snapshottechnologies.com 

Mike Ceragioli 
Contracts Manager I Finance Department 
mceraqioli@sdfair.com Ip: 858.792.4263 If: 858.794.1043 

22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. I Del Mar, CA 92014 

IVlike, I appreciate your input and advice but the way the specs read it is 100% written to favor RCS ~ 

yv1thout a doubt. Perhaps th'e city should of first competed on the digital ticket system fast, then one;;: 
the best possi-ble system was fairly competed, then that system would become the chosen one, and the 
one that the garner or ride operator would be responsible to use and cover the cost., 

0

As it turns out the digital system in place was not competed, therefore unfairly awarded, making it 
impossible to· duplicate piece .by piece as 1,,vritten in the specifications. 
The only way to make this FAIR is to start from scratch and compete each entity. Which is hardly 
unlikely to happen? 

Below is a breakdown of cost to purchase our system; 
Scanners $850.00 each 
PC $2500.00 
Wireless and Fibre Network $25,000 
Ticl<et Tablets with blue tooth QR readers $800.00 
Install of all software and mobile ticketing APP written for Del Mar $250,000 
These above are all a one time cost. 
Ongoing cost would be based on a fee of .40 per ticket or arm band. 

Best, 

MfJS)}-\~ 
Michael Hallahan 
President 
Snapshot Technologies/Virtual Ticket Solutions 

www.sna pshottech no log ies.com 
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w Protest Letter to RFP proposal 

ATTN: Mike Ceragiol Contra.cts Manager; October 23 rd
, 2019 . 

I am submitting the following letter to the RFP ticketing and cashless system. The R.F.P wlticiJ. is du~ November 

1't 2019 only favors one operator. · 

, San.Diego County fair is an Independent Fair which is why it is among the best in the industry. It gave a handful 

of Independent game and Ride operators a place to be the BEST. Small operators were given the oppmimnity tQ 

compete against one of ti1e largest corporations. 

I've been a successful game operator at the San Diego Fair for 48 years and can honestly say it has been the 

reason I have been able to gruw rny business to where it is to clay. Knowing I could count on the Del Mar fair Income each 

year gave me the opp-ortun!tv to keep rny games in tip top shape. Throughout the years I have been able to do full trailer 

remodels along with purch9sing additional games to grow my business. Many of the other game operators were in the 

sarne position as me. \.:_, 

Thi-s proposal is trying to throw away everything that made the San Diego County Fair great. If RCS is awarded 

the contract the fair will also beJosing money. Below is the gross per foot for myself and the other g;me operators for 

2019, the numbers don't lie. Roger.Leavitt and Mark Leavitt (Paradise} did not have approved board contracts, they 

came in under RCS and 4 out of the 7 operators were RCS employees. 

Paul's Concessions $3,069.00 per ft . 

All State Concessions $3,273.00 per ft . 

JACA Concessions· $2,370.00 per ft. 

Big T Concessions $2,243.00 per ft 

Roger Leavitt $2,063.00 per ft. · 

Paradise $1,519.00 per ft. 

RCS $1,401 .00 per ft. - 80% of the Midway 

I am sure that the grosses would be much higher if an operator was given 7 game-s to run as opposed to having 

to run 80-90 games. This proposal also doesn't give any new operators a chance at participating. 

This is completely wrong morally and professionally. 

Big T Concessions 

6645 View Park Court 

Riverside, CA 92503 
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Laurie's Concessions 
1107 S, 5th Ave, PMB 256 

Yuma, AZ 85364 

PROTEST LETTER TO RFP 19-14 

Mike Ceragioli 
22nd DDA Contracts Manager 

22 nd District Agricultural Association 

Administration Building 

2260Jimmy Durante Boulevard 

Del Mar, CA. 9201-2216 

Dear Mr. Ceragioli, 

This letter is in reference to your RFP 19-14 ticketing and cashless system. 

I have been a concessionaire at the Del Mar Fair from the first year that the fair 

_fa,ent INDEPENDENT some 35 years ago. ~eedless to sav. that it has been an 

integral part of my liveJy hood. We have been able to improve our company with 

new equipment, such as having our Water Race game completely refurbished at 

the factory for $75,000.00. For the past two or three years we have been asked 

our opinion of a cashless midway. We where not opposed to this new 

system since the general public seems to use credit cards more and more. Last 

year around December we were informed that we were no longer needed since 

the fair decided to go in a different direction, giving RCS 80% of the games for the 

uses of their system. This didn't seem fair since none of the other operators kr;iew :'.)if' 

of this development. 

_:This RFP obviously favors RCS because the small operators have no chance 

To comply with the way it was written. Very few other operators can comply as 

well. 

Years ago the fair said no one could have more than 7 games, keeping it a true 

Independent fair. It certainly not an independent fair giving one company 80% of 

the games. If the fair thinks it's truly to their benefit running a cashless midway 

Then they should spend the money for a system of their own rather that giving 

One company the contract and eliminating the smaller companies. Why should 

One large company run several smaller companies out of business? Greed! 
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I could go on for hours but that would not be fair to you or your staff. I would 
like to give you my personal opinion on a couple of other items if I could. I visited 

The fair last year to see for myself as to the looks of the midway and the 
operation. First of all I thought all the games being one color was not attractive. I 
feel that with the different operators and their own colors gives the midway a 

much nicer aesthetic look and more festive, but that's my personal opinion. 
After looking at the grosses of the different operators, the four operators with 

The largest grosses were much higher than RCS on an average, the numbers don't 
lie. 

The future of our industry depends on new and smaller operators getting into 
our business. If the larger companies get all the bigger contracts then why should 

Anyone want to get into our business. The Del Mar fair is the 5th largest fair in the 
country and it needs to keep it a true independent fair. 

Stephen J, Merten 

Laurie's Concession 
1107 S.5 th ave, PMB 256 

Yuma, AZ. 85364 

Smerten938@aol.com 
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John S. Moot 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Good morning Adam; 

@gmail.com > 
Wednesday, October 23, 2019 9:46 AM 
adam 
paulsfunandgames@gmail.com; woodentco@gmail.com; primepacific@ymail.com; 
ma rytalley1@aol.com; daveyhelm@yahoo.com; bdperelman@aol.com; • 
rosesridesllc@gmail.com; patvan05@yahoo.com; katrine11@me.com; 
kastlamusements@yahoo.com; joyride 71 O@earthlink.net; john@bigttoys.com; 
funattractions@aol.com; BogueyB@gmail.com; John S. Moot; Sarah Evans 
Re: 2019 10 21 Protest letter to M. Ceragioli .pdf 

You have obviously puta lot of thought and effo rt into this letter with you r attorney. It is so thorough, so well wri tten, 
and brings up so many valid objections to the RFP and the whole idea of one entity controlling the ticketing, most of the 
games and a good number of the rides at the San Diego County Fair. 

The RFP is so obviously rigged for RCS, and it is damaging to us all in the ID'ng terr.n, although much more so to yourself in 
the short term . Many of the more salient points addressed in this letter I was unaware of previously, Frankly I'm 
shocked at the audacity it took to lie, to collude and to place the interest of RCS above the interest of the fair, which the 

employee did. (L would not be surprised if there were additional benefits paid for her worJ< for R~S. 
I thank you for standing up for what is right and just, for spending your money on this, which I am sure was 

considerable, and for including all of us in your communication. I am so happy to be included. I'm a very small part of 
this picture, but I am willing to do my part monetarily to help you should this move forward and litigate. Hopefully this 
letter will be enough to rattle the Board into immediate action. Please keep me in the loop, and best wishes. I hope that 

your efforts are successful. 

On Tue, Oct 22, 2019 at 4:24 PM a dam <a11state38inc@hotmail.com> wrote: 

I have submitted the following protest letter to the RFP for digital ticketing and cashless games, To be transparent with 

everyone I feel this should be known to everyone that is part of the San Diego county fair. I do this to protect my way of 

life and the betterment of the carnival industry. 

The RFP is due at the end of the month and is schedule to award a single company all of the carnival games in exchange 

for a "at no cost to the district" digital ticketing system before the end of the year. The financial part of the RFP will be 
set on a percentage of the game revenue of at least 26% and a scanner use fee of up to $400. 

I feel the best interest of the San Diego county fair is supported with an independent midway that supports 
competition between all of the ride and game operators. A fair that lets the best of all fields continue to compete and 

be part of a place we all truly enjoy! 

If you honesty feel the same way I would only hope that you stand up for what's right and let your voice be heard. 
Great things happen when good people do the right thing! 

Have a great day and I look forward to seeing everyone in Del Mar next year! 

Adam West 

1 
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JOHNS.MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

SCI-lWARTZ SEMERDJlA_N 

October 21, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Mike Ceragioli 
22nd DAA Contracts Manager 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Administration Building 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014-2216 

Re: RFP 19-14 Protest 

mceragioli@sdfair.com 

"The goals of competitive bidding are to guard against favoritism, 
improvidence, extravagance, fraud and corruption; to prevent the waste of 
public funds; and to obtain the best economic result for the public."1 

Dear Mr. Ceragioli: 

Please let this letter constitute Allstate 3 8, Inc.' s (hereinafter "Allstate") protests to RFP 
-14 on the rounds that the RFP has been drafted such that it vniually gnad ntees Ray 

· ·ammack ShGws (hereinafter "RCS") would be awarded the bid. RCS, after private meetings in 
fate 2018, was awarded a virtually identical contract as that s~t forth in the RFP after negotiating 
the terms with an employee of the 22nd District Agricultural Association ("22nd DAA''). This 
employee then submitted a memorandum to the 22nd DAA which lifted all of the limits on the 
number of games a single operator could have and awarded a no-bid, sole-source contract to 
RCS giving it the inside track to win this RFP. 

Because of the 2019 sole-source contract, RCS has information regarding the costs and 
expenses associated with meeting tne terms of the RFP that are not publicly available to any 
other responders. The RFP also sets Desired Qualifications that are either irrelevant or that only 
RCS can meet. The RFP also includes digital ticketing specifications that eliminate RCS' s 
competition. Additionally, the financial scoring system is unfairly weighted towards RCS and 
restrains competition from digital and cashless ticketing system companies that do not already 
own games. By linking a "free" digital ticketing system to game operations and severely 
limiting the time proposers have to respond, the RFP provides insufficient time and incentive for 
an owner of a digital or cashless ticketing system who does not also own games from partnering 

1 Graydon v. Pasadena Redevelopment Agency (1980) 104 Cal.App.3d 631, cert. denied, 449 US 983. 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West BroadwaY. Suite 810 · San Diezy& CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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Mike Ceragioli 
October 21, 2019 
Page 2 

with a game operator. By linking these two otherwise unrelated services, the RFP virtually 
guarantees that RCS will win the award. 

Events Preceding the Issuance of the RFP 

In 2018, the 22nd DAA sent out RFP No. 18-02 RFID Solution/System for a Ticketless 
Midway and Cashless Games (hereinafter the "2018 RFP"). The contract was awarded to 
Cashless Events, LLC. A protest was lodged based on the scoring of the 2018 RFP, causing the 
2018 RFP to be withdrawn and no cashless, digital ticketing system to be implemented. 

For 2019, RCS was awarded 80% of the Midway carnival games through secret 
negotiations and afait accompli board approval. Beginning on or about September 2018, an _;; 
employee of the 22nd DAA met with RCS to negotiate-a contract that gave RCS 80% of the f 
Midway carnival games in exchange for RCS providing its digital ticketing system at no cost. 
Notably, RCS's digital ticketing system did not meet the technical requirements of the 2018 
Rf.P. During these negotiations, the-employee and RCS also agreed on RCS' s rent and calculated 
the anticipated profit RCS would receive from controlling 80% of the game operations. The 
contract terms were agreed to by November 2018 and is nearly identical to the cunent RFP. 

The contract as negotiated violated the 22nd DAA's decades-old policy of being an 
"independent Midway," which limited the number of games and/or rides that could be given to a 
single operator. To combat this, the employee responsible for negotiating the contract with RCS 
had to first convince the Board of Directors to eliminate the limitations on space allocation for 
commercial space, food stands and game operations. The employee successfully did so at the 
December 11, 2018 board meeting under the pretense that there was a dramatic decline in the 
number of qualified applications received. 

After successfully lobbying to remove the limitations on space allocations, the employee 
proposed that the board adopt the pre-negotiated contract with RCS without ever conducting a 
competitive procurement process. The -other game operators were not given any notice that the 
contract would be proposed at the meeting and, thus, were unable to voice objections. 

The RFP has an Inherent Conflict of Interest 

In the industry, there is no logical reason to link a cashless, digital ticketing system to an 
award of games in an Independent Midway operation. Under a single contract carnival, a single 
RFP goes out for all aspects of carnival operations which includes ticketing, games, rides and 
food operations. No fair is currently operating or has adopted a hybrid system such as being 
proposed in the RFP. Significantly, no Independent Midway allows the vendor who is 
accounting for the distribution of proceeds from ride, game and food operations to also be the 
recipient of the funds they are charge of accounting for. The RFP thus presents a conflict of 
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interest between the unrelated operations of the accounting for monies and disbursement of 
monies using the Digital Ticketing System for Carnival Game Operations (hereinafter "The 
System") and the payment of funds to The System operator who are one and the same. This is 
even more problematic given RCS also operates rides that pay 48% of the revenue as opposed to 
games at 26%, yet RCS is in control of the accounting between the two and determining how 
much RCS will be paid for both. Such a system is ripe for fraud, corruption and waste of public 
funds. 

Not only does the RFP not account for this conflict of interest, it also contains no 
preclusion from RCS using the information it learns from operating The System to then compete 
with gan1e operators in other venues after learning which games and operators gross the most 
revenue from specific games. This is information the operator of The System would otherwise 
be completely unaware and, if they are also game operators, allows them to unfairly compete 
with their competitors in the marketplace. These conflicts of interest should in and of itself be 
sufficient to grant a protest to any award to RCS. 

The RFP Improperly Links The System to Game Operations 

The 2019 RFP is drafted to ensure RCS is the successful bidder. For example, the RFP 
ties game operations to a digital ticketing system. This strongly favors RCS, which is the only 
game operator that owns a digital ticketing system that satisfies the technical specifications in the 
RFP. Providing a digital ticketing system includes significant hard and operational costs. 
Therefore, any game operator without a digital ticketing system could not afford to 
purchase/lease and operate a system for free and still generate a profit. Since RCS is the only 
entity that both owns a qualifying digital ticketing system and games, RCS is the only entity that 
competitively bid on the RFP. 

There is no logical reason to link The System to game operations, as opposed to ride 
operations, food operations or passing that cost on to the public. In fact, ride operations are 
better equipped to deal with the added costs of providing a digital ticketing system, as they are 
g€nerally larger companies and generate two and a half times more revenue than the typically 
"mom and pop" game operators.2 Fmiher, despite indication in the RFP to the contrary, the 22nd 
DAA has the ability to purchase or lease its own digital ticketing system and spread the cost 
among all users (games, food, rides, etc.), as the 22nd DAA in fact awarded such an RFID 
system in 2018 for $372,600.99.3 

2 The RFP is supposed to give preference to small business. See RFP § 2.9. 

3 As a point ofreference, the 22nd DAA generated over $62 million in revenue in 2019 and $9.42 million in fair 
admissions. 
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The newly adopted technical requirements in the 2019 RFP also favor RCA and alienate 
its competitors. A~cording to the 2018 RFP, the best available technology for a cashless 
ticketing system for the Del Mar midway was the RFID system, which is a natural competitor to 
RCA' s system. Yet, this system no longer even qualifies under the 2019 technical requirements 
because it is not hard wired to a network and uses state of the art cloud based technology as 
opposed to the "Proposer's servers." Because it "is highly desired" that the system integrate with 
the barcode system used at the 2019 San Diego County Fair, it is clearly written to favor RCS. 
Predictably, RCA's virtual ticketing system includes these specifications. 

By tying virtual ticketing to games and adopting onerous or redundant technical 
requirements, the 22nd DAA has eliminated all ofRCS's West Coast rivals other than Funtastic.4 

But even Funtastic is not a true competitor for the 2019 RFP and appears to work in concert with 
(rather than compete against) RCS. Indeed, Funtastic has forced customers of its digital ticketing 
system to agree to not use the system to compete with RCS. 

For example, Talley Amusements sought to compete for an RFP at the Houston 
Livestock and Rodeo in Texas against RCS using Funcard's digital ticketing system. Upon 
receiving the contract from Funcard, Talley learned it precluded Talley from using the system 
where RCS had existing operations. Funcard and RCS' anti-competitive activities are well 
lmown to the 22nd DAA, as it, in conjunction with the Ventura County Fair, tried to purchase the 
Funcard system. Allstate has been informed that somehow RCS was able to block the sale to the 
22nd DAA. Thus, while Funtastic owns or has access to the Funcard system and also owns 
game operations, it is not a competitor of RCS but instead engages in anti-competitive practices 
with them. 

While Tally Amusements may have been a potential responder, the Desired 
Qualifications section is specifically written to eliminate it and similar competitors. The Desired 
Qualifications sections B and C indicate that the responder "demonstrate relevant experience 
over the past five years at fairs of similar size and scope to the Fair's Independent Midway and 
operate a complete digital ticketing system and carnival game operation with a minimum of 40 
carnival games." Section C also provides that the responder demonstrate experience "operating a 
proven complete digital ticketing system for a complete carnival ride and carnival game 
operation for at least three different fairs similar in size and scope to the Fair's Independent 
Midway .... " Given the San Diego County Fair is the fifth or sixth largest in the nation, no other 
company other than RCS can meet the similar size and scope criteria in the Desired 
Qualifications. There are many cashless, digital ticketing systems that operate at large sports and 
other venues all around the country that are more than qualified to provide a cashless, digital 

4 Companies located in other parts of the countty cannot be considered actual competitors for the 2019 RFP given 
the substantial transportation costs associated with moving carnival games thousands of miles. 
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ticketing system for the 22nd DAA but the Desired Qualifications ties The System to fair 
operations and carnival game operations effectively eliminating these competitors.5 

Another example of this is the requirement in 3.4 H for 350 wireless scanners for 
approximately 80 carnival rides ''and carnival games," Wade Shows, which unlike Tally has no 
preclusion from using the Funcard system, easily meets this criteria but for linking the scanners 
to carnival games, This link eliminates them as a potential competitor. 

Only RCS which has access to the Funcard system and owns carnival games can meet the 
Desired Qualifications in the RFP and the required components of the Digital Ticketing System. 
Because of the size of the San Diego County Fair being the fifth or sixth largest in the country 
and the tie to carnival games, and because no other potential Proposer is currently within the top 
20 category for fairs, no one but RCS can meet the Desired Qualifications. 

The Scoring System Is Weighted in Favor of RCS 

The scoring system is based on a total of 300 points,200 of which measure the bidder's 
relative experience and qualification, staffing and management, technical presentation. Because 
RCS operated the almost identical system and 80% of the game operations in 2019, it is a 
foregone conclusion that RCS will get far more of these 200 points than any other bidder, Only 
RCS can meet the Desired Qualifications, has operated the san1e system being requested in the 
RFP, and has the inside knowledge as to how the system operated and the costs and labor 
associated with it, 

The final 100 points measure the bidder's financial proposal, is again drafted to favor 
RCS. For example, the financial proposal requires that 26% or greater of the gross revenue from 
the carnival games go to the 22nd DAA. In 2019 in an email dated November 8, 2018, RCS 
agreed in its discussions with the 22nd DAA employee what its profits could be based on a 
guarantee of 25% of the revenues in exchange for 80% of the games. The RFP proposes 100% 
of the games for a minimum of 26%. The cost breakdown in terms of equipment costs, labor 
costs and other related operational costs are known exclusively by RCS and have not been shared 
as part of the RFP. RCS thus knows based on its prior negotiations exactly where to bid for the 
percentage of gross revenue. 

Equally important is the fact that other digital ticketless providers who do not own games 
must share revenue with a game operator they partner with to cover the costs of The System, 
something that RCS does not have to do as the owner of a digital ticketing system. Unlike RCS, 
such a responder has to limit the percentage revenue paid from game operations because it needs 
to cover the costs of The System. But, in competing for the other 200 points it is at an extreme 

5 The RFP also includes a provision that the Proposer hold a certification for the O.A.B.A." for at least three years. 
This certification is available to any company that pays for it, 
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disadvantage because of the Desired Qualifications, RCS, on the other hand, can afford to bid 
the minimum percentage share, not only because it does not have to share revenue, but because 
the penalties under the point system for the Financial Proposal is, relative to the total points 
awarded, extremely small, 

The largest percentage rent paid at any similar fair is 35% of gross revenue. A bid at 
3 5% based on the profit margins negotiated in 2019 between RCS and the 22nd DAA employee 
would leave a Proposer that has to share game revenue in a losing financial proposition. Yet, 
even should such Proposer bid a 35% gross revenue and RCS a 26% revenue (for 100 
games),RCS would only lose 25 points (or 8% of the total score) under the scoring system, 
Realistically, a Proposer who has to share game revenue to cover the cost of The System in fact 
will need to come well under 35%. Because such a Proposer has to share revenue, they will need 
to bid close to or at the minimum to cover The System's costs and make a profit. 

The scoring system for the Financial Proposal simply highlights the incongruity in the 
RFP linking The System to completely unrelated game operations which then provides such a 
service free to ride and food operators, The only possible explanation is that the RFP has been 
drafted to leave RCS as the only potential winner, For all practical purposes, the RFP eliminates 
any provider of a digital ticketing system who has to prepare a joint proposal with game 
operators as they are at an insurmountable financial disadvantage. 

State Immunity Does Not Protect the 22nd DAA 

The 22nd DAA is not immune from liability for antitrust violations, As a general rule, 
state immunity for antitrust violations is "the exception rather than the rule" and is ''disfavored," 
Chamber of Commerce of the United States v, City of Seattle, 890 F.3d 769, 781 (9th Cir. 2018). 
This is particularly true where the actor is not the state itself, but rather "is carried out by others 
pursuant to state authorization," FTC v. Phoebe Putney Health Sys., Inc., 568 U.S. 216,224, 133 
S, Ct. 1003, 185 L. Ed. 2d 43 (2013), State immunity will apply only where the actions "are 
undertaken pursuant to a clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed state policy to displace 
competition." Id. at 1011 (quotations omitted). "When a state grants power to an inferior entity, 
it presumably grants the power to do the thing contemplated, but not to do so anticompetitively," 
Phillip E, Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law 1 225a ( 4th ed. 2019). Indeed, an 
authorization to enter into contracts "is not to be construed as an authorization to enter into price 
fixing or other anticompetitive agreements unless the authorizing provision states so clearly." Id. 

Here, California did not clearly articulate or affirmatively express a policy to displace 
competition for games at the Del Mar Fairgrounds midway through implementation of a rigged, 
anticompetitive RFP bidding process, Nor is there anything in the regulations adopted by 
California for the 22nd DAA that specifically authorizes such conduct. Given the absence of these 
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SCl"IWARTZ SEMERDJLAN 

Mike Ceragioli 
October 21, 2019 
Page 7 

necessary elements, the 22nd DAA is not itself immune from antitrust liability for anticompetitive 
conduct. 

Conclusion 

Based on the Desired Qualifications and the design of the scoring system, the only party 
who can win the RFP is RCS. The requirement for a hard wired system eliminates anyone with 
the RFID technology which was determined in 2018 to be the best available technology. The 
only other potential responder who has a Digital Ticketing System and owns games is a company 
who has already colluded with RCS in anti~competitive behavior both to not sell the Funcard 
system to the San Diego County Fair but also restricts other potential licensees to using the 
system to compete in other RCS venues. 

In 2019, RCS and an employee the 22nd DAA met behind closed doors, agreed on a 
contract which for all intents and purposes is identical to the RFP, and then awarded the sole~ 
source contract to RCS so that they had a trial year to win this RFP. The RFP itself creates an 
obvious conflict of interest in the operator also being recipient of the funds its accounting for and 
distributing to itself. The RFP deviates from a longstanding policy of the San Diego County Fair 
being an Independent Midway and providing opportunities to multiple game operators who have 
historically been small business owners competing amongst themselves to provide the best 
games for the Fair. This RFP was issued without any policy input from the Board of Directors 
and without consideration to the policy issues identified in previous correspondence to the 22nd 
DAA who has rushed through this RFP for the sole apparent purpose of awarding the RFP to 
RCS who now is in a position to monopolize the San Diego County Fair operations in future 
years. 

"Without proper oversight of vendor selection, monopolies can occur." 
(November 28, 2018, Memorandum to Board of Directors and Timothy Fennell.) 

JSM:lnc 

ARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & MOOT LLP 
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Donna Ruhm 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Donna Ruhm 
Tuesday, September 11, 2018 11:44 AM 
'Fick, Sue@CDFA' 
RE: Independent Midway question 

Thank you Sue, I really appreciate your help. 
Best to you and yours, 
Donna 

From: Fick, Sue@CDFA [mailto:sue.fick@cdfa.ca.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2018 11:23 AM 
To: Donna Ruhm <druhm@sdfair.com> 
Subject: RE : Independent Midway question 

****Important, please be sure to open attachments from trusted sources only. If there is any doubt, please 
contact the helpdesk first.* *** 
Hi Donna, I'm doing well. 30 years -that's a long time!© 

As far as (ndependent midways go there Is nothing definite as far as formal requirements or guidelines. I do have a page 
that was prepared back in the day of possible guidelines however. It's attached. Keep in mind these are not formal 
guidelines, just ideas. Hope this helps. 
Take care, 
Sue 

From: Donna Ruhm <druhm@sdfair.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 3:51 PM 
To: Fick, Sue@CDFA <sue.fick@cdfa.ca.gov> 
Subject: Independent Midway question 

Hi Sue l l 
I hope this finds you well © .... I can't remember the last time we chatted - though it seemed like we ran into each other 
unexpectedly not too terribly long ago. I'm still in the same position, doing much the same thing for over 30 years 
now ... YIKES! LOL!! 

I'm hoping you can help me on a recent question I got regarding the Independent Midway concept. Do you know if 
there are written state guidelines -or who I could ask? I think Del Mar was the first in the state - going back to 1986 but 
it's been so long I don't have any information on file amt longer. 

Any help you can offer is much appreciated . 

Best regards, 

Donna Ruhm 
Concessions Director I San Diego County Fair 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. I Del Mar, CA 92014 
www.sdfair.com 
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Donna Ruhm 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

ben rcsfun.com < ben@rcsfun.com > 

Tuesday, September 04, 2018 4:09 PM 
Donna Ruhm 
joy rcsfun.com; Annie Kastl 
Proposal for San Diego County Fair vl-2018.pdf 
Proposal for San Diego County Fair vl-2018.pdf; ATT0000l.htm 

****Jmpmiant, please be sure to open attachments from trusted sources only. If there is any doubt, please 
contact the helpdesk first.**** 
Hi Donna, 
Thank you for your patience and understanding of opening weekend. 
Take a look at the proposal and give me a call to touch base . · 
Let us know if you have time to stop by LA or if you prefer we can come down your way. 

Thanks. 

1 
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'f.~UNPA'SS 
• 

Proposal for San Diego County Fair vl 

Overview: 

It is the purpose of this proposal to come to an agreement with Ray Cammack Shows Inc. and 
the San Diego County Fair in a new partnership together. This agreement would allow the use 
of an all-inclusive Cashless Ticketing Midway with ready to use tickets through the very 
established FunPass program. In turn, Ray Cammack Shows Inc. would hold the midway games 
contract. 

Goal{s)-Benefits: 

1. To provide the Industry's highest quality game operation to the San Diego County Fair 
2. To come together to provide a carnival midway with a "FunPass" Ticketing System good 

at all rides and games. 

Agreements: 

Ray Cammack Shows desires to work with the San Diego County Fair together to accomplish 
several goals to benefit both parties. 

1. The improvement of all midway games operations to elimlnate 100% ofthe 
percentage-based game 11agents11 from the midway. This would be accomplished 

. by incorporating all "soft" sale games with game attendants that are paid an 

hourly wage. 

o RCS would contract 100% of tbEUarnival games 
o RCS would hire and train all carnival game employees 
o RCS would guarantee a minimum of 25% stock throw out. 
o RCS will manage all inventory operations. 
o San Diego County Fair would assist RCS is cross-promoting the carnival 

games through Fun pass presale, onsite or wristbands. 
o San Diego County Fair will provide mutually agreed upon space for the 

RCS Inventory ·area. 

o San Diego County Fair will provide footage comparable to the 2018 Fair 
for game use with locations to be mutually agreed upon. 

2. To provide a completely cashless Game and Ride operation through the 
"Fun Pass" software solution. RCS would provide to the San Diego County Fair. 

To be included in this agreement: 

o RCS will assist in providing all off-site presale barcode set ups (this will be 
months in advance). 

o All ticketing will include on-site purchases through ticket booths and 

kiosks. 
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o RCS will provide use of the '1FunPass11 App~ Tickets will be ready to use 
with capability to re-load, share and track history through the App. 

o RCS will provide the Ticket Seller and Kiosk attendant Training to Carnival 
Ticketing Supervisors. . 

o .· RCS will staff one Funpass Guest Service booth in l<idland and Mainland 
to assist with Fun pass related questions and comments. . 

o RCS will provide mutually agreed upi:m number.of ticket booths fully 
fitted out with Ticket Seller POS Hardware.· 

o RCS will provide upto 30 self-service Kiosk booths. 
o RCS will provide scanners for ALL games and rides in the carnival 

footprint. The amount to be determined at least 90 days before Fair to 
guarantee time to order and program scanners. 

o. Rc·s will provide IT support as necessary by the San Diego County Fair. 

Financial Proposals: 

1. With the contract of all the mldwa\i games, RCS will guarantee rent for the 2019 
Fair of $750,000. 

2, RCS will provide free of charge the use of the 1'FunPass11 Ticketing system. 
3. RCS will provide for free of charge an on-site IT department. 
4. RCS will provide for free of charge ticket booths, kiosks, i,:ind scanners for the run 

of the fair. *Damaged hardware to be reimbursed. 
5, *SDCF will be financially responsible for any repairs due to damage from 

operations to Hardwa_re including the ticket booths, independent ride operators 
and kiosks. 

6. For an optional additional fee SDCF can rent the Counter Cache intelligent 
Machines from RCS for the carnival ticl<~t booths. 
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independents. But the proposed percentage is 7% more then Annie's games with an honest 
operation. 
Please keep in mind your entire midway image is improved , your customer experience is 

greatly enhanced and through efficiency your ride grosses increase with fewer lines at ticket 
booths , the advantages go on and on. 
With this venture you are essentially getting the heartbeat of our company and the the experience 
that supports it. 
Th.is is truly a win win situation 
with zero risk . 
I hope you can successfully convey this to Tim. 
I look fotward to hearing from you. 

Regards, 

Ben Pickett 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. 

Tel: 602 763 0536 

l<~WRDOOO.jpg>I 

;_ On Nov 7, 2018, at 12:39 PM, Drnma Ruhm <drnhm@sdfair.com> wrote: 

Spoke wit 1'im briefly, he's having a hard time understanding your resistance to a percentage 
and I have a hard time explaining it because I don't understand it either. He asked'lne to run 
some numbers for him which I can't get to it until tomo1Tow morning. Stay tuned. 

Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE smartphone 

#################=#########ff#il####tt######f#l.#########=#######tlttHIH'll//,' !!ii Ii########## 
###11### 
This e-mail message has been scanned for Virnses and Content and cleared 
by NetIQ MailMarshal 
##############t#l################tt+r#ft#t####//tl############ltl#ltl/l//il,','/l//,','JH#ft#fli/lllf./,'iil/i 
####### 

NOTICE: The information contained in this email and any attachments are privileged or 
confidential. Unauthorized use or publication is prohibited. If you have received this by mistake 
please delete this email and the attachments. THANK YOU! 

Ray Cammack Shows - PO Box 10 - Laveen, AZ 85339 
602 237 3333 - www.rcsfun.com 

This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content and cleared by NetlQ Mai1Marsl1al 

--------------------------------------------- -------------------- NOTICE: The information contained in this email and 
any attachments are privileged or confidential. Unauthorized use or publication is prohibited. If you have received this 
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Donna Ruhm 

From: Don-na Ruhm 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, November 05, 2018 4:48 PM 
'ben rcs fun .com' 

Subject: Response 
Attachments: RCS cashless proposal Nov.5.docx 

Hi Ben, 

Tim was loo king for opportunit ies for growth in revenue from th is j oint effort. As presented, the proposa l didn't meet 
t hat expectation. He feels strongly that t he va lue of changing policy and increasing the number of games for RCS from s · 
t 9 45 is a fair exchange for use of the Fun Pass system - especially given that t he system would not otherwise be in 

19peration and t hat RCS will experience revenue increases in ride grosses. 

While he places a high value on what RCS would bring to the table in terms of improving the appearance and guests' 
experience; I honest ly don't seem him moving much off (if at all) the proposal attached . 

It's been fun! Hoping we can make this work, 

Looking forward to hearing from you soon. 

Donna Ruhm 
Concessions Director I San Diego County Fai r 
22nd Di strict Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. I Del Mar, CA 92014 
www.sdfair.com 

1 
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From: ben rcsfun.com <ben@rcsfun.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2018 1:24 PM 
To: Donna Ruhm <druhm@sdfair.com> 
Subject: Re: Proposal 

I'm not resistant to percentage in fact I prefer percentage for when we grow in business our partners grow with 
us and why we proposed guarantee vs percentage for a lower risk to SDCFbut the growth is a process that takes 
time, in our experience, 3 years. 
Neither yom or I !mow what the real gross will be on the first year, moving forward in 2020 we will have the 
data from 2019 to make good and fair business decisions for all involved. Again when we look at Annie's game 
operation and her footage rent compared to percentage it's in line at...,with our proposed 20% with at least 
25% stock average and multiple other unknown variables we are trying to be conscious on this trial year and 
giving respect to your recent feedback we offer the increased guarantee and to cover the increase on the other 
independents. fBut the proposed percentage is 7% more then Amiie's games with an honest operation . 
· Please keep in mind your entire midway image is improved, your customer experience is greatly enhanced and 
through efficiency your ride grosses increase with fewer lines at ticket booths , the advantages go on and on. 
With this venture you are essentially getting the heartbeat of our company and the the experience that suppmis 

.it. 
This is tri.Lly a win win situation 
,vith zero risk . 
I hope you can successfully convey this to Tim. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

Regards, 

Ben Pickett 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. 

Tel: 602 763 0536 

On Nov 7, 2018, at 12:39 PM, DonnaRuhm <druhm@sdfair.com> wrote: 

Spoke with Tim briefly, he's having a hard time understanding your resistance to a percentage and I have a hard 
time explaining it because I don't understand it either. He asked me to run some numbers for him which I can't 
get to it until tomorrow morning. Stay tuned. 

Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE smartphone 

####### // //######N//#//// h'#/l////// ff#tHt#####ff#h' H //////h'//h' //H#//h'#####-############/1 //#////##flit######### 
This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content and cleared 
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Donna Ruhm 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Ben, 

Donna Ruhm 
Thursday, November 08, 2018 1:09 PM 
'ben rcsfun.com' 
RE: Proposal 

Clearly we have underestimated the value of the games. All of my factoring of footage over the years has been based on 
our receiving 25% rent. This percentage is in line with rent for independent food operations whose expenses are far 
higher than any game operation. Neither Tim nor I can see how we can justify anything less. I'm happy for Annie that 
she's been at less than~ but again, that has never been our goal. 

I thought I'd share with you numbers: 

Factoring rent at 20% puts our game to ride ratio at 34%. From what I've been able to discern the ratio fluctuates from 
event to event. My guess is that the ratio in Del Mar is closer to 40% with Annie'~~ rent on the high end in most 
cases. 

Figuring rent of $735,000 at 20% would put the game gross at $3,675,000 in 2018. In 2019 with an additional day 
(keeping in mind this day is at the back end of the fair when we are busiest) the increase of 2% would bring that number 
to $3,748,000. Factoring in again a conservative 15% growth on top of that with a cashless midway game gross now is 
estimated at $4,310,775 ... that is, ifwe are collecting 20%. 1, With 80% of games, RCS stands to gain $3,450,000 less 25% 
rent; 25% stock; 30% payroll= $690,000 for the first year. 
l 

Rent is probably more like 15% -18% for most operators. No wonder there so much tension to play De1 Mar (we'll 
' definitely be adjusting our footage if we're unable to come to an agreement)! This would be more in-line with a 40% 
game/ride ratio which brings game gross to over $5 million factoring in the 2% increase for number of days plus 15% 
growth with cashless. '{changing $690K to $1M for RCS). All of which is really interesting but not necessarily relevant to 
the conversation. 

Quick summary: 
80% of game locations 
25% rent with minimum guarantee $600,000 (80% of 750,000} 
One additional ride 

As a participant in an independent midway, it doesn't seem as though the percentage you would be paying would reflect 
on any of your show contracts. Honestly, if it did, wouldn't you have been forced into a higher ride percentage 
already??? 

My very best regards, 

Donna 

1 
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Estimated Game Gross from SDCF 

Proposed Rent % 

23,25% 
24% 

24,5% 
25% 

23,25% Is midpoint 

Rent Budget for 2019 
Linear Footage Rent 

. Tota I Footage 

Total Estimated Rent 

$1,002,255 
$1,034,586 
$1,056,140 
$1,077,694 

of RCS 20% and SDCf 26.5% 

Rent Calculat!ons San Diego County Fair 

$4,310,775 
$750,000 

$335/ft 
2235' 

% over 750k budget 

33,63% 
37.94% 
40,82% 
43.69% 

$ Over 7501< budget % equated to Footag; 

$252,255 $441: 
$284,586 $462 
$306,140 $472 
$327,694 $482 
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Proposed Memorandum of Understanding 

San Diego County Fair's Obligations: 

{!;' Arnendth~(:urrentBoitcJ §~h,el{estdct.iOti Policytono"r~stnctions, .. ··. . . 
2. 1;1n2rfas{thenumber of spaces altgt~f~tl .to.RC% fro,ril 5 to 45 With kicatk?nstp be mDtt!ally ; ''aire~d µp9ff, ·. . . , . . .... 
3, ·".selec(ind~p~ndentoperntors lNhCl arelike~tnindeptoJill}he remaining sp<1ces {nqt~'intehf 

~tor~,d4d~ t6e riyillb~r rfipat~~ fr9111 201s}.c' . . . . . .. . . . . .. , . 
4, '6istribute pre-configured scanners to ride and game operators maintaining inventory 

control. 
5. !'1nd~aw11utnb~f9f'.fit~ ridesJrQ)!i).O.(hidudess.kyride) fo2lf9rthe2(}19Fairfrnman JKS 

'submittedadditipriaipreferred rlie li;t(,no fewerthan) rictes} .. · '. ·.· .· . · .. 

~: {:tj~~.ttll!{it~c~:~~l~t;tie1~~:JtjP:;:~l:~:s1.nv~ntory.' 

RCS' Obligations: 

1. Will provide a completely tlcketless/cashless ride and game system through the Fun Pass 
softw.are sqiution including28't1cl<i(st?Uef P()S'hiir~~~fojy{t~'tris;appr{}X.3o);eJf-ser,vice 

f kiosk.booths; pre~configure<Jsi::inderffor.redempti{Jn sites'for all rides and garnes and au 
f · .. ·. ''-;;•_' .- .: __ ----·_ .'. ·. __ · .· . - -- "·;·. '·: ::- .· '. ,:, ,_ ·,:.·_,-_:. _,._, ... ::: ''·:~ :::_·,_ -~-,~-- :::·,::.-"·':, .- - -... • ' ..... 

rn~tessan/cor1nectl\{ltycon1p9n,~nt.s·~hdJrs.tallatJori.•••·· 
2. 2-FunPass guest services booths, pre-sale barcode set up, the "Fun Pass" app and ticket 

seller and kiosk attendant training to supervisors, 

FunPass' Obllgations: 

1. Provide the San Diego County Fair and its Independent operators with all reporting and 
accesses required by Fair Management. 

2. Provide a closed system only accessible by Fair Management and its designees. 
3, Ail marketing data collected through the Fun Pass is owned and retained by the San Diego 

County Fair for marketing purposes. 
4. Will enter into a separate agreement with the San Diego County Fair outlining liability as it 

relates to payment processing, customer information, data retention, etc. 

FEES: Board policy states: "Fees or rates, as established for any particular area or facility shall apply 
uniformly and withoutexception to any and aHentities utilizing mldwayspace withi.n saldareaor 
fa ell I ty", 'As suchf,lllgame qmtra~tsfqr the 2019 Fair wlll be assessed .it 26.S% vs>$$35, per.lfrt~'.ar foot 

''.W~ich~veri~ grec1tNj ·... . . . . ' ' . . . . . 
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Donna Ruhm 
""ll1NIW11m""'w""""'""""',...,""-""1Alim• """"'""'_,,.....,dQ_,......,,,,,_.....,,,.... ..... ...,.."""",.,.,.._,._...,..,..,_.....,..,_.,...,""'_,""""""P&M°"""'-,m" """"'aw..,,~....,...,,.......,...,...,,w,aas•""""""""'""' ""'"""""""'®"""""""""-""' 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

tE)Onna Ruhtn · • 
YMoriday, NqV~mperl9, ?018 12:S(PM · 
\ben rcsfL11i:com' ·.. . .· .· , ... 

Subject: RCS letter of intent.docx 
Attachments: RCS letter of lntent.docx 

Hi Ben, 

First draft - please edit as necessary. 

Note- instead of a Memorandum of Understanding, our contracts manager suggested a Letter of Intent until a space 
rental agreement Is executed. The space rental agreement is the same form we've been using to contract with rides and 
games. We would make the letter of intent an addendum to that agreement. 

?unfohUbafoJy;wevJori'fbaVfa .chani:eto rneet .witl]thf Board p'f:esiq~nftijis wee It Which means.de(ay getting th€! .. •·· 
'Wocdout (afte(IAFE) 9r go forward assufoingWfll get bofrd13.Pprovaj.Toi1yjs c(}mingdo'i.vrit9fuorr6w-i don'tthlnk\··· .. 
2,ap\nqt br,iefhitri soJ(rnay en~ up beio~ a.rnqpt·poin1:. Ygur 1:houghts? .. .. . . . . ..... . . .. . . .. .. , •. 

FYI - I'm also working on a presentation for the Board meeting on December 11th , If we feel we are going to get push 
back, I might invite you to the meeting (1:30 pm.). Will know more about that by the first of Dec. 

Looking forward to your reply, 
Donna 

1 
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To: Board of Directors 
Timothy Fennell 

Revise Licensee General Policy 
Commercial/Food/ Games 

From: Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director 

Date: November 20, 2018 

Subject: Revision of Licensee General Policy eliminating limits on space allocation for commercial 
space, food stands and game operations. 

Discussion / History: 

Currently, general policy as described in the Commercial Licensee Handbook, the Food Vendor Licensee 
Handbook and the Midway Licensee Handbook state it shall be the policy of the 22nd DAA Board of 
Directors to limit any one licensee to: 300 square feet for commercial space; 2 stand locations for food; 
and 7 game locations for game oper,ators. 

( 

When these policies were adopted well over 30 years ago, we had a very large pool of applications to 
select from. Over the course of the last few years, we have seen a dramatic decline in the number of 
qualified applications received. As current participants begin to retire and more shopping is conducted 
online, we anticipate the pool of applications to be depleted even more than it already has. 

Additionally, and most importantly, current policy restricts the amount of space that can be assigned to a 
company who has proven their ability to maximize revenue opportunities for themselves and the District. 

Pros: 
Elimination of this decades old policy will allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and 
thereby maximizing revenue potentials to the District. 

Cons: 
Without proper oversight of vendor selection monopolies can occur. However, District management will 
continue to strive to select qualified applicants offering a broad range of products/services who represent 
the high standard of operation required of a participant of the San Diego County Fair. 

Fiscal Impact: 
Potential increase in revenue with proven operators 

Environmental Impact: 
None 

Recommended Action: 
Revise licensee general policy to eliminate limitations on space allocation for commercial space, food 
stands and game operations. 

Attachments: 
None 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
December 11, 2018@ 1:30 p.m. 

AGENDA 

Persons wishing to attend the meeting and who may require special accommodations pursuant to the provisions of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act are requested to contact the office of the General Manager, (858) 755-1161, at least 
five working days prior to the meeting to insure proper arrangements can be made. 

Items listed on this Agenda may be considered in any order, at the discretion of the chairperson. 

This Agenda, and all notices required by the California Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act, are available on the internet 
at: www.clelmarfairQ"rouncls.com 

I. CALL TO ORDER - PRESIDENT STEVE SHEWMAKER 

II. ROLL CALL 

III. CONSENT CALENDAR 
The items on the Consent Calendar will be enacted in accordance with recommended action 
under one motion unless trailed from the Consent Calendar by the Board. Any member 
wishing to trail an item from the Consent Calendar should notify the General Manager prior 
to the meeting. Trailed items will be considered after the motion to approve the Consent 
Calendar. 

A. Minutes, Regular Meeting, November 14, 2018 
B. 22 nd District Agricultural Association (DAA)/Sponsorship Contracts Approval 
C. 2019 Del Mar National Horse Show Judges Approval 
D. Approval for revision to Licensee General Policy 

IV. MANAGERS REPORT 
The Board may take approval action on the Manager's Report: 

A. Employee Recognition for "Years of Service" (Informational) 
B. Events Report (Informational) 
C. Don Diego Scholarship Foundation Report (Informational) 
D. Other (Informational) 

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
The Board may take approval action on Committee Reports and New Committee 
Assignments: 

A. Fair Operations Committee - Frederick Schenk, Chair 

6-10 
11 
12 
13 

15 
16-17 

1. International Association of Fairs & Expositions (IAFE) Awards (Informational) 20 
2. Midway Games Agreement Approval (]nformational/Action) 21 
3. 2019 San Diego County Fair Grandstand Entertainment Conb·acts Approval (Action) 22 
4. 2019 Fair Entertainment Acts (Non-Concert) Approval (Action) 23 
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COMMITTEE REPORTS (continued) 

B. DMTC Liaison/Satellite Wagering Committee - Richard Valdez, Chair 
1. DMTC Ten Month Operating Results Report (Informational) 
2 .. Satellite Wagering Report (Informational) 

C. Finance/Budget Committee - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 
1. Approval of 2019 22 11 ct DAA Budget (Informational/ Action) 

D. Contracts Oversight Committee - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational/ Action) 

E. Food & Beverage Committee - Lisa Barkett, Chair 

24w48 
49 

1. Premier P&L Statement- October 2018 (Informational/ Action) 52 
2. KAABOO Requesttoexercise "FoodandBeverageAlternativeOption" (Informational/ Action) 53w92 

F. SSRP -Ad Hoc Committee - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

G. Land Use/Environmental/Master Plan Committee - David Watson, Chair 
1. Update on KAABOO coastal compliance (Informational) 

I-I. Community Relations Committee - Lee Haydu, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

I. Gun Show Policy• Ad Hoc Committee - Frederick Schenk. Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

J. Strategic Planning Committee - Pierre Sleiman, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

K. Sustainability Committee - Don Mosier, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

L. Personnel Committee - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational) 

M. Legal Committee - Richard Valdez, Chair 
1. Committee Report (Informational/ Action) 

VI. PUBLIC COMMENT 
Speakers are requested to sign in prior to the start of the meeting and are limited to three 
minutes. Speaker's time may be modified based on the number of public speakers. Public 
comments on agenda items will be accepted during the meeting as items are addressed. 
Public comment on issues NOT on the current Agenda is allowed, However, no debate by 
the Board shall be permitted on such public comments and no action will be taken on such 
public comment items at this time, as law requires formal public notice prior to any action 
on a docket item. 

VII. DIRECTORS REQUEST 
A. Update Committee descriptions 
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VIII. CLOSED EXECUTIVE SESSIONS (NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC) 
Pursuant to the authority of Government Code section 11126(a), (b), and (e), the Board of 
Directo'.s will meet in closed executive sessions. The purpose of these executive sessions 
is: 

A. To confer with and receive advice from legal counsel regarding potential litigation 
involving the 22 nd DAA. Based on existing facts and circumstances, there is significant 
exposure to litigation against the 22nd DAA. 

B. To confer with and receive advice from legal counsel regarding potential litigation 
involving the 22nd DAA. Based on existing facts and circumstances, the Board of 
Directors will decide whether to initiate litigation. 

C. To confer with counsel, discuss, and consider the following pending litigation to which 
the 22nd DAA is a party. Guillermo Munoz v 22nd DAA, Claim No. 7030090048. 

D. To confer with counsel, discuss, and consider the following pending litigation to which 
the 22nd DAA is a party. Gillian Brown v 22 11 c1 DAA, United States District Court, 
Southern District of California, Case No, 15CV2578. 

E, To confer with counsel, discuss, and consider the following pending litigation to which 
the 22nd DAA is a party. Aegis Software, Inc, v 22nc1 DAA, United States District Court, 
Southern District of California, Case No, 15CV2956. 

F. To confer with counsel, discuss, and consider the following pending litigation to which 
the 22nd DAA is a party. Arthur Senteno v 22 11d DAA, San Diego County Superior Court, 
Case No. 37-2016-00005557-CU-WT-CTL. 

G. To confer with counsel, discuss, and consider the following pending litigation to which 
the 22nd DAA is a party, Zweig v. 22nd DAA, San Diego County Superior Court, Case No. 
37-2018-0024143 

IX. RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION 
A. Report on actions, if any, taken by the Board in closed executive session. 

X. DIRECTORS CLOSING COMMENTS 

XI, FOR YOUR INFQRMATION 
A. 22nd DAA Financial Statements 
B. Satellite Wagering Operating Statement 
C. RTA & RTLC Financial Reports 
D. Correspondence 
E. Other 

XII. ADJOURNMENT 

12/7/2018 10:55 AM 

98-99 
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101-102 
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zznct DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION 
Board of Directors Meeting 

Del Mar Fairgrounds 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. 

Del Mar, Ca 92014 
December 11, 2018 

MINUTES 

The 22nd District Agricultural Association (DAA), Board of Directors met in the Board Meeting Room at the 
Del Mar Fairgrounds on December 11, 2018 at 1:30 p,m, 

OFFICERS PRESENT: 
Steve Shewmaker, President 
Richard Valdez, Vice President 
Tim Fennell, Manager, Secretary-Treasurer 

DIRECTORS PRESENT 
Lisa Barkett, Lee Haydu, Kathlyn Mead, Don Mosler, Frederick Schenk, Pierre Sleiman, and David Watson, 

DIRECTORS/OFFICERS ABSENCE 
NONE 

OTHERS PRESENT 
Josh Caplan, Deputy Att.orney General 
Gary Reist, Deputy General Manager· 22nd DAA 
Rita Walz, Chief Financial Officer - 22nd DAA 
Donna O'Leary, Executive Assistant - 22 nd DAA 

CALL TO ORDER 
President Steve Shewmaker called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m, with a quorum present. 

ROLL CALL 
All Directors were present. 

CONSENT CALENDAR 
Vice President Valdez asked that item D on the Consent Calendar be moved to the Fair Operations Committee to 
be discussed, Director Mosier had a correction to the minutes on the description of Dr, Mosier's departmental 
affiliation which he had given to Donna O'Leary, Executive Assistant, prior to the start of the meeting. 

Director Lee Haydu moved for approval of items A through C on the Consent Calendar. 

A. Minutes, Regular Meeting, November 14·, 2018 
B, 22nd District Agrici1l tural Association (DAA)/Sponsorship Contracts Approval 
C. 2019 Del Mar National Horse Show Judges Approval 
D, Approval for re.vision to Licensee General Policy 

Director Pierre Sleiman seconded the motion. Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee Haydu, Frederick 
Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, David Watson and 
Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion carried, 

MANAGERS REPORT 

Employee Recognition for 20 years of Service 
Jennifer Goodyear, Marketing Specialist, was recognized for her 20 years of outstanding service to the District, 
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zznct DAA Board Meeting Minutes 
December 11, 2018 
Page 2 of 5 

MANAGERS REPORT continued 

Events Report 
CEO Timothy Fennell reviewed the events for December 2018 and January 2019 on pages 16-17 of the Board 
Packet. 

Don Diego Scholarship Foundation Report 
Executive Director Chana Mannen reported that in 2019 the Foundation will offer 29 scholarships worth 
$66,000 which will bring the total value of scholarships given away to more than a million dollars, 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

FAIR OPERATIONS COMMITTEE - Frederick Schenk, Chair 

International Association of Fairs & Expositions (IAFE) Awards 
Director Schenk reported that the 2018 San Diego County Fair received 16 awards including three first place 
Competitive Exhibit Awards; use of theme throughout multiple divisions of competitive exhibits; the unicorn 
food contest and one for a fair activity to increase awareness of Competitive Exhibits, 

Midway Games Agreement Approval 
Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director reviewed the proposed new cashless midway program to be used at the 
2019 San Diego County Fair, Director Frederick Schenk moved to approve staffs recommendation to approve 
Contract #70001 with Ray Cammack Shows on page 21 of the Board packet. Director David Watson seconded. 
Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee Haydu, Frederick Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President 
Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, David Watson and Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion 
carried. 

AJ2proval for revision to Licensee General Policy 
Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director explained the proposed new policy for vendors that eliminates limits on 
space allocations, Director Frederick Schenk moved to approve the new policy presented on page 13 of the 
Board packet. Director Lisa Barkett seconded, Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee Haydu, Frederick 
Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, David Watson and 
Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion carried, 

2019 San Diego County Fair Grandstand Entertainment Contracts 
Director Frederick Schenk moved for approval of the Grandstand.Entertainment contracts listed on page 22 of 
the Board packet. Director David Watson seconded the motion, Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee 
Haydu, Frederick Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, 
David Watson and Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion carried. 

2019 San Diego County Fair (non-concert) Entertainment Contrcrcts 
Director Frederick Schenk moved to approve the non-concert entertainment contracts listed on page 23 of the 
Board packet. Vice President Richard Valdez seconded, Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee Haydu, 
Frederick Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, David 
Watson and Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion carried, 

DMTC LIAISON /SATELLITE WAGERING COMMITTEE - Richard Valdez, Chair 

DMTC Race Meet Report 
Josh Rubinstein, Del Mar Thoroughbred Club (DMTC) President, reviewed their third-quarter operating results 
which includes the 2018 summer race meet on pages 24 through 48 of the Board packet, Total return from the 
summer race meet was over $9,4, million, which is a $500,00 Increase from 2017. Fall season results will be 
included in the January Board packet. 
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December 11, 2018 
Page 3 of 5 

DMTC LIAISON /SATELLITE WAGERING COMMITTEE continued 

Satellite Wagering Report 
Nothing to report at this time. 

FINANCE/BUDGET COMMITTEE - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 
r • 

Approval of2019 22nd DAA Budget 
Vice President Richard Valdez moved to approve the proposed 22nd District Agricultural Association's 2019 
Budget with the caveat that there will be more discussion regarding the proposed Sheriff's position. 2019 will 
be a lean year for the District. Director Kathlyn Mead seconded. Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee 
Haydu, Frederick Schenk, Vice President Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, 
David Watson and Don Mosier were all in favor and the motion carried. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

• Charles Yip from Unite Here Local 30 representing the Premier workers, spoke for the record that they 
are opposed to allowing KAABOO to exercise their alternative option. 

CONTRACTS OVER.SITE COMMITTEE - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 

KAABOO Request to exercise "Food & Beverage Alternative Option" 
Vice President Richard Valdez moved to approve staffs recommendation to approve KAABOO Del Mar's 
request (see pages 54-56 of the Board packet) to utilize a third party vendor to provide food and beverage 
services (Spectrum Catering Concessions and Events) for 2019 KAABOO Music and Arts Festival. Director 
David Watson seconded. Directors Pierre Sleiman, Kathlyn Mead, Lee Haydu, Frederick Schenk, Vice President 
Richard Valdez, President Steve Shewmaker, Directors Lisa Barkett, David Watson and Don Mosier were all in 
favor and the motion carried. 

FOOD & BEVERAGE COMMITTEE - Lisa Barkett, Chair 

Premier P&L Statement - October 2018 
Director Lisa Barkett reviewed the food and beverage report on page 52 of the Board Packet. Year to date the 
sales are up, $1,195,000. 

SSRP - Ad Hoc COMMITTEE - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 

Committee Report 
Gary Reist, Deputy General Manager reported that there was a mandatory pre·bid walk-through at Surfside 
Race Place for the entertainment venue, There were about 40 contractors in attendance and the California 
Construction Authority (CCA), formerly called California Fairs Services Authority (CFSA) also participated in 
the walk through, The bids are due at 11 a.m. on January 8, 2019. 

LAND USE/ENVIRONMENTAL/MASTER PLAN COMMITTEE - David Watson, Chair 

Update on KAABOO coastal compliance 
Director David Watson said that Dustin Fuller, Supervising Environmental Planner and Nate Prenger, KAABOO 
General Manager, attended the Coastal Committee meeting last month regarding the need for a new coastal 
permit but have not received a response. 
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMITTEE- Lee Haydu, Chair 

Committee Report 
Director Lee Haydu said that the main topic of discussion was traffic, Deanna Spehn from Toni Atkins' office 
and Stephen Hill from Todd Gloria's office were in attendance as well as the city of Solana Beach and Del Mar 
representatives and will work with the District to see how they can help. Director Haydu also said that she and 
other committee members hope to meet with members of the San Diego City Council to discuss Surf Cup not 
operating during the Fair. The plan is to come back to the Board and report on their progress on solving traffic 
issues. 

PUBLIC COMMENT on Gun Show 

• Rose Ann Sharp, NeverAgainCA.org thanked the Board for their efforts they put forth in investigating 
the Gun Show before making any decision . 

. GUN SHOW POLICY AD HOC COMMITTEE - Frederick Schenk, Chair 

Director Frederick Schenk said that he and Director Lee Haydu have met several times and have begun to meet 
with staff, He and Director Haydu both attended the Gun Show. They will continue to do their due diligence 
and continue to meet with those who have a stake in this and will report back to the Board, 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE - Pierre Sleiman, Chair 

Director Pierre Sleiman reported that the committee had its first meeting. The committee's goal is to build a 
framework or a lens to be able to evaluate new projects to make sure they are consistent with the Mission, 
strategic objectives and ensure that each projects will enhance the other as we build onto the future, The first 
task is to obtain input from the Board by asking "who are our stakeholders," "why do we exist" and "what do 
we do." Once the questions are answered the committee will then approach identified stakeholders for further 
input. Finally, the commute will craft a framework to evaluate projects and see what can be carried into 
perpetuity, 

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE - Don Mosier, Chair 

Director Don Mosier said that their committee met on December 5 for the first time. Attending the meeting 
was Dustin Fuller, Supervising Environmental Planner and Krista Mays, Sustainability Coordinator. One of 
their goals would be to cut down the energy use, electricity use in particular, The other topic discussed was 
recycling of food waste and its challenges, Director Mosier said the committee will meet quarterly, 

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - Steve Shewmaker, Chair 

Committee Report 
President Shewmaker reported that the search for the Deputy General Manager position (Non-fair time) is 
coming to a conclusion and the selection should happen fairly quickly. 

LEGAL COMMITTEE - Richard Valdez, Chair 

Committee Report 
There was nothing to report. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 

• Kathleen Lippitt, a public health practitioner, spoke on behalf of Coastal Communities Drug Fee 
Coalition gave an overview of the harmful effects of marijuana and CBD products. 

• Kelly McCormick a parent of two teenagers who runs a youth mentoring program said that the Good 
Life series will only promote the use of marijuana and marijuana products, 

• Becky Rapp, a mother representing her daughter has concerns about the advertising of this event that 
it will send out messages of normalization of marijuana and will promote marijuana consumption. 

DIRECTORS REQUESTS 

Update Committee descriptions 
President Shewmaker referred to pages 95-96 of the Board packet and asked the Committee chairs to update 
and/or create a description for their committee and send it to Donna O'Leary to update and send out to 
President Shewmaker and Vice President Valdez to review. 

CLOSED EXECUTIVE SESSION 
The Board adjourned to Executive Session at 3:20 p.m. 

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION 
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 3:49 p.m. and there was nothing to report. 

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business to discuss, President Shewmaker adjourned the meeting. 

Timothy). Fennell 
Secretary /Treasurer 
T)F: dmo -12/11/18 
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Tony ·Ladonia Del Mar > 

J 

Fwd: Hi. l f.:d up. In my desire 
to appease you on the RCS 
game thin,g I 

Fwd: went against my word to 
Annie that she could be a part. 
I thought 

Fwd: ent. ✓- ·c l1m sending 

Adam a note that we won't be 
able to book him 

Fwd: after all. Can I say how 
much I HATE upsetting you! 
Hoping you'll 

Fwd: think ny honor is worth 
more than A dam's 
participation .... gonna g 

Fwd: o crawl in :my hole now. 
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JOHNS, MOOT AND SARAH BRITE EVANS 
Telephone: (619) 236-8821 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com and sarah@sscmlegal.com 

February 5, 2019 

SENT VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL and VIA FAX to 858-755-7820 
Steve Shewmaker, President 
Timothy J. Fennell, Secretary/Treasurer and CEO/General Manager, Del Mar 
Fairgrounds/Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Del Mar Fairgrounds 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

Re: Contract# 70001 with RCS - GDR (Ray Cammack Shows) 

Dear Mr. Shewmaker and Mr. Fennell: 

Our office represents Allstate 3 8, Inc., whose promised games locations at the 2019 San 
Diego County Fair were revoked when Contract # 70001 for cashless and ticketless rides and 
games was awarded to RCS without engaging in the competitive procurement process. We have 
two concerns: one related to the failure of the 22nd District Agricultural Association's board to 
award this contract through a competitive procurement process as required, and the second 
related to om client who not only would have submitted a bid if the option were available but 
who was not invited back to offer its games to 2019 Fair attendees despite promises from Donna 
Ruhm of such an opportunity. 

As one of the state's district agricultural associations and an important contributor to our 
local economy, we are confident that your organization is generally aware of and compliant with 
situations which require a competitive bidding process before contracts are entered into. In fact, 
just last year the Board went through the competitive procurement process for cashless and 
ticketless rides and games and received at least two bids. Rather than conducting a similar 
process this year, RCS was granted a contract to provide skill games and a cashless/ticketless 
ride and game operation services at this year's San Diego County Fair without any aspect of the 
required process being followed. 

Our office has significant experience challenging local public entities in situations in 
which the competitive bidding process was required but not followed (see, e.g., the recent article 
published in the San Diego Union Tribune about a similar situation that led to a bench trial 
involving MTS which you can review at https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/public
safety/sd-me-mts-trespass-suit-20190109-story.html), but we raise these concerns now in hopes 
of avoiding having to file litigation. 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 • San DieM;o, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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Steve Shewmaker, President 
Timothy J. Fennell, Secretary/Treasurer and CEO/General Manager, Del Mar 
Fairgrounds/Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
February 5, 2019 
Page 2 

There are several reasons why existing statutes and board policies required your board to 
award the contract to RCS only after pursuing a competitive procurement process. State law and 
the district's own policies require a competitive bid. Under Food and Agricultural Code§ 
4051(6)(1), the 22nd District Agricultural Association's board is required to "incorporate the 
following to apply to contracts or procurement" by the association: 

To ensure the fullest competition, the board shall adopt and publish competitive 
bidding procedures for the award of a procurement or contract involving an 
expenditure of more than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000). The 
competitive bidding procedures shall include, but not be limited to, requirements 
for submission of bids and accompanying documentation, guidelines for the use 
of requests for proposals, invitations to bid, or other methods of bidding, and a bid 
protest procedure .... 

The RCS contract (which is attached here as Exhibit 1) is certainly a procurement contract 
subject to this provision as it reflects in multiple bullet points on page 2 what IT goods and 
services RCS will procure for the Fair pursuant to this contract. The "District's share [of game 
gross from the cashless operations] will be" at least $600,000 according to the first page of this 
contract, making it a substantial procurement in exchange for significant revenue. 

Of note, the Board's Contracting and Formal Protest Policies and Procedures effective 
February 11, 2015 establish that the RCS contract should have been competitively bid. Those 
policies are attached here as Exhibit 2 and available online with the December 12, 2017 meeting 
minutes at http://www.delmarfairgrounds.com/pcW20l7/2017 12 12 Minutes.pdf). Section II 
(A) provides (as relevant here): 

All purchases of.. .information technology goods and services .... involving an 
expenditure in excess of $100,000.00 .... will be awarded pursuant to one of the 
competitive bidding procedures described below. 

The RCS contract should have been subject to the competitive procurement process under this 
policy because the total value of the information technology goods and services provided in the 
contract is well more than $100,000. This is known because when the ticketless/cashless 
contract went through the competitive bidding process in 2018, the lowest bid was for $340,000. 
See Exhibit 3 hereto, which was among the documents provided in response to our prior public 
records act request. In addition, Allstate 38 paid $69,550 in rent last year for a handful of games 
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Steve Shewmaker, President 
Timothy J. Fe1mell, Secretary/Treasurer and CEO/General Manager, Del Mar 
Fairgrounds/Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
February 5, 2019 
Page 3 

which was only a small fraction of the available game space, and according to the RCS contract, 
it is getting 80% of the game space at the Fair, a benefit with a value of well more than 
$100,000. Thus, the effective purchase price is well above the $100,000 requirement for 
purchases to require competitive bidding. This provision requiring competitive bidding 
procedures is subject to categorical exemptions and exceptions defined in sections III and IV of 
the policies, none of which apply to the RCS contract awarded. This RCS contract is well within 
the parameters of this requirement but was not awarded pursuant to any such procedure, meaning 
it was not properly awarded. 

In addition, not competitively bidding this contract violates guidelines published by the 
state's Division of Fairs and Expositions (of which the San Diego County Fair is a part because it 
is a "state designated fair", see B&P Code§§ 19418 and 19418.1(22)). This organization has 
published its Contract Policy And Recommended Best Practices For Contracting By California 
Fairgrounds, a copy of which is available online at 
https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/Fairs & Expositions/Documents/CONTRACT POLICY AND REC 
OMMENDED BEST PRACTICES DOC 14Sept2010.pdf and attached here as Exhibit 4. As 
you can see, under "Fundamental Contracting Policies" at Bis the following relevant policy: 

Under any situation where the contract term is to be greater than one year, or is to 
grant a contractor an exclusive, or where there is known competition in the 
market place, the Fair recognizes sound public policy and therefore requires that 
all such contracts shall be competitively bid. 

Emphasis added. As it relates to the RCS contract here, the San Diego County Fair knows of 
competition in the cashless/ticketless marketplace because just last year it issued and received at 
least two responses to Request for Proposal (RFP) 18-02 for "Ticketless Midway and Cashless 
Gaming" and knows of competition in the game operations marketplace because multiple entities 
have been supplying games to the Fair since it became an independent midway in the 1980s. 
Thus, the state's fundamental contracting policies required that this contract be competitively 
bid, which it was not. 

That the Fair Board went through the competitive bidding process last year in an attempt 
to secure this ticketless and cashless system but skirted the same process this year is particularly 
problematic due to the importance of competitive bidding, which stems from the California 
Constitution and more than 140 years of California Supreme Court precedent. As stated in 
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Steve Shewmaker, President 
Timothy J. Fe1mell, Secretary/Treasurer and CEO/General Manager, Del Mar 
Fair grounds/Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
February 5, 2019 
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Konica Business Machines U.S.A., Inc. v. Regents o,f University o,[California, 206 Cal. App. 3d 
449 (1988): . 

The purpose of requiring governmental entities to open the contracts process to 
public bidding is to eliminate favoritism, fraud and corruption; avoid misuse of 
public funds; and stimulate advantageous market place competition. [Citations, 
including Miller v. McKinnon, 20 Cal. 2d 83, 88 (1942).] Because of the potential 
for abuse arising from deviations from strict adherence to standards which 
promote these public benefits, the letting of public contracts universally receives 
close judicial scrutiny and contracts awarded without strict compliance with 
bidding requirements will be set aside. This preventative approach is applied 
even where it is certain there was in fact no corruption or adverse effect upon the 
bidding process, and the deviations would save the entity money. [Citations, 
including Miller v. McKinnon.] The importance of maintaining integrity in 
government and the ease with which policy goals underlying the requirement for 
open competitive bidding may be surreptitiously undercut, mandate strict 
compliance with bidding requirements. 

Id. at 456-57; see also Damar Elec., Inc. v. City ofLos Angeles, 9 Cal. 4th 161, 175-76 (1994) 
(stating that "bidding requirements must be strictly adhered to in order to avoid the potential for 
abuse in the competitive bidding process"). As stated by one court, the "importance of 
maintaining integrity in government and the ease with which policy goals underlying the 
requirement for open competitive bidding may be surreptitiously undercut, mandate strict 
compliance with bidding requirements." Ghilotti Constr. Co. v. City of Richmond, 45 Cal. App. 
4th 897, 907-08 (1996). 

The Fair Board must follow state law, its own policy, and guidelines published by the 
state's Division of Fairs and Expositions before allowing RCS or any other entity to provide the 
services which must be competitively bid for the good of the general public. 

In addition to raising this for the good of the general public, we also must raise an issue 
as it relates to our client, Allstate 38. As you may not know, our client would have submitted a 
bid to provide the ticketless/cashless system, had it been given the opportunity. 

Not only was it not given such an opportunity to bid, but after winning the Best Overall 
Game A ward in 201 7, Allstate 3 8 learned that it would not be invited back to offer its games to 
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2019 Fair attendees despite promises from Donna Ruhm to the contrary. Based on documents 
we received in response to our earlier public records act request, Ms. Ruhm was negotiating with 
RCS as early as September 4, 2018, when RCS proposed that it would provide this 
ticketless/cashless system in exchange for a contract for 100% of the carnival games (see Exhibit 
5). RCS' September proposal would have violated the then-current general policy on space 
allocation for game operations, which limited game operators to a maximum of seven game 
locations. Subsequently, RCS agreed to accept 80% of the game locations as part of its proposed 
contract, which still exceeded the seven-game limit. 

After convincing the Fair Board at its December 11, 2018 meeting to eliminate the game 
limit1, Ms. Ruhm excluded many qualified game operators from an opportunity to apply for the 
remaining, unallocated 20% of the games for 2019. In years past, games vendors submitted 
applications to participate, but this year, Ms. Ruhm did away with the applications process 
entirely, instead unilaterally granting space to a select few. Incredibly, Ms. Ruhm promised 
Anne Kasti (who is RCS' games operations director) that she would receive some of the 
unallocated 20% of game locations, pushing RCS' total allocated game space to approximately 
90% of this year's Fair. 

As a result of this promise, Ms. Ruhm excluded Allstate 38 from the Fair, even after 
promising that our client would receive some of the 20% not allocated to RCS. On January 8, 

1 We believe that the Fair Board may not have been provided with complete information related to this decision. 
According to Ms. Ruhm 's November 20, 2018 memo, "[ o ]ver the course of the last few years, we have seen a 
dramatic decline in the number of qualified applications received." While there may be slightly fewer applicants 
now than three decades ago, the quality of applicants has increased, and those with games at the San Diego County 
Fair in 2018 and prior years have long been involved in some of the biggest fairs in the country that are just as 
competitive and as elite as the San Diego County Fair. None of the allocated game space has gone unused, as best 
we can tell. To the contrary, game vendors have constantly asked Ms. Ruhm for more locations every year and not 
one vendor who has been there would not take more. Our client has been offering games at San Diego County Fair 
for 6 or 7 years, while most of the other game providers have been there for over 20 years. If Fair staff did not think 
these long-term operators were qualified, why did they keep them for so long? Absent compliance with a 
competitive bidding process, they should have been provided with at least an opportunity to apply to return in 2019. 
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2019, Donna Ruhm emailed our client the following: 

Hi Adam, 

I regret to let you know we won't be able to book your equipment after all for the 
2019 Fair. I failed to tell Tony that I had committed some of the allocated space 
and am now being held to my word. 

I'm deeply regret my poor judgment in this matter. We'll keep you posted for 
future participation. 

Regards, 

DonnaRuhm 
Concessions Director I San Diego County Fair 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. I Del Mar, CA 92014 
www.sdfair.com 

A copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit 6 and confirms (through its use of the term 
"after all") that Ms. Ruhm had previously promised Mr. West that Allstate 38 would return to 
offer its games at the 2019 San Diego County Fair. We are informed and believe that Ms. Ruhm 
also apologized to her colleague Tony Guadagno about this decision in the text string attached as 
Exhibit 7. 

In reliance on Ms. Ruhm's earlier promise that it would be granted game space at the 
2019 San Diego County Fair, Allstate 38 purchased equipment and supplies and made its 
schedule for the 2019 fair season around this participation. Suddenly, Ms. Ruhm reneged on this 
promise, to Allstate 38's financial detriment. While we do not want to have to litigate this 
breach of an oral contract in court, we will if we cannot satisfactorily resolve all of the issues 
raised in this letter. 

As part of your analysis of the issues were are raising here, we also want to point out to 
you that Ms. Ruhm recently sent an email to other game operators from years past, implicitly 
acknowledging that the Fair should have but did not go through the competitive bidding process 
in selecting RCS to provide this ticketless/cashless service in exchange for giving the company 
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80% of the game locations, to the exclusion of those who had previously provided games in that 
space in the past. She wrote to them as follows: 

Dear [name omitted], 

As you are aware, the District has been seeking a company to provide a ticketless 
solution for the midway. The potential for increase in revenue such a system 
would bring is even more important than ever before for a variety of reasons, 
none the least of which is the continued decline in horse racing revenues. We are 
seeking new revenue opportunities including repurposing the Satellite Wagering 
facility, cutting costs, etc. but frankly, it's a new day in Del Mar. 

The bidding process for a cashless solution didn't work out so well for us last year 
with only two respondents. Releasing another RFP is just not an option for us 
until there are more companies qualified to provide the service we seek. And so, 
when approached by RCS to utilize their system in exchange for the game 
operation in Del Mar the idea wasn't readily dismissed. 

I'm writing you today to let you know that we have in fact reached a ONE YEAR 
agreement with RCS as an independent operator albeit to provide 80% of the 
games. The remaining 20% amounts to 3 operators providing 4 games each. 

I regret having to let you know that we will not be in a position to book your 
equipment for the 2019 Fair. This decision does not come without considerable 
angst on my part. I'm grateful over the course of my career, only a few times has 
the best interest of the Fair taken precedence over our valued vendors. Please 
don't hesitate to reach out to Tony for further clarification. 

We'll keep you posted as to future participation. In the meantime, I wish you all 
the best. 

Contrary to her statement above, it would have been "in the best interest of the Fair" for the 
required competitive bidding process to have been followed here. Thus, we ask that the Fair 
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Board revisit the RCS contract as well as Allstate 38's invitation to participate in the 2019 Fair 
as a game operator. 

Thank you. 

SBE:ac 

Sincerely, 

,/ 

( -✓ 
John S, Moot and SaiahBrite Evans 
of 
SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & MOOT LLP 
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Timothy J. Fennell 
CEO/Sec./Treas./General Manager 
Del Mar Fairgrounds Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

July 12, 2019 

Joshua M. Caplan, Esq. 
Office of the Attorney General 
600 W. Broadway, Suite 1800 
PO Box 85266 
San Diego, CA 92816-5266 

Re: Allstate 38 Inc.I Adam West 

Dear Messrs. Fenne ll and Caplan: 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Allstate 38, Inc. (hereinafter "Allstate") who for 
many years has been the operator of games located at the San Diego County Fair at the Del Mar 
Fairgrounds. As you know, in 2019 the 22nd District Agricultural Association (hereinafter "the 
Del Mar Fair" or "District") pursuant to a memorandum dated November 20, 2018 made 
significant changes in its operational policies. Historically, the Del Mar Fair has been an 
independent Midway which limited any one licensee to 300 square feet for commercial space; 
two stand locations for food; and seven game locations for game operators consistent with 
similar policies for other Independent Midway fairs such as the two largest operating in 
Minnesota and Texas. Other fairs operate as a Single Contract Carnival for the midway awarded 
through a request for proposal (hereinafter "RFP") process. The winning awardee has a single 
contract for all the rides, games and food and then can operate all or some of the booths and/or 
subcontract out to individual operators. Examples of such Single Contract Carnivals for their 
midways are the Orange County Fair and the California State Fair. 

In 2019, the Del Mar Fair deviated from these two recognized methods of operation to a 
hybrid system in which a single game operator was awarded a virtual monopoly for 80% of the 
games. In exchange, the operator agreed to provide a cashless "fun pass" system which was used 
at the fair for the first time in 2019. This new hybrid approach eliminated "decades of old policy 
which allowed flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and thereby maximizing 
revenue potentials to the District." This new hybrid system presented the possibility and concern 
that "without proper oversight vendor selection monopolies could occur." 1 The award of 80% of 
t . e games to the Ray Cammack Shows (hereinafter ''RCS"), whioh implemented the new hybrid 
system , was done without going through any competitive procurem.ent R,rncess .such as the RFP 
process used in the Sing1e.Co)1tract Carnival midways. 

1 Quotes from November 20, 2018 memorandum to Timothy J. Fennell. 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Die!D, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax : 619.236.8827 
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The change from an Independent Midway to a near monopohy awarded to a single game 
operafor ::_YllG was also the lmgest rid€ operator presents 11rni1y policy issues worth retl~r:ting on 
and wmihj: of analysis in light e:t= he measurable perfonmmce standards for 1he 2019 Del Mar 
Fair. Two of the most significant of those olicy com.siderations wouLd be whether the operator 
of the cashless/fun pass system should also be permitted to be a ride and game operator wh1re 
the ·ents for t11e rides are considerably higher than for the games with the potential for a conj1ict 
of interest between both receiving revenue from operating rides and games while at the same 
time monitoring and compiling electronic financial transactions by the same operator. The 
second policy consideration is whether 80% of the games should be awarded to a single operator 
without goi ng through a competitive procurem<rnt process to ensure the District ·s g€tting the 
best financial res'ltlts. The concern as expressed in th:e rnemorandum is the acknowledged 
possibility of monopolies occuning which might eventually lead to the opposite effect of 
reducing revenue by eliminating competition. 

Given these changes and should the Board of Directors of the District choose next year to 
continue with this hybrid system, ~ llstate would like to submit a competitive proposal to operate 
the games in light of a tee 1nicai evaiuation of how the cashless/fun pass system worked a11d 
~hether it increased or decreased revenues from the midway operations. A llstate had the 
number, one and two best games based on gross revenue and tlu·ee-of the top 10 despite only 
~ernti:11g we out 0f the 67 garnes. As such, Allstate is clearly a qualified , if not the best, game 
operator on the midway based on 2019 performance. 

To conduct a balanced analysis of how the new cashless/fun pass system performed 
versus the 2018 system and to prepare a competitive proposal to operate games on the midway, 
Allstate would like to obtain the following infon11ation and data from the District. 2 The final 
settlements and payments to vendors were made the day after the fair closed so the info1mation 
requested should now be readily accessible . The information Allstate is requesting is as follows: 

(I) All of the 201 9 individual game gross revenues and settlements/payments to the 
vendors, including the gross for each game. 

(2) All of the 2019 individual ride gross revenues and settlements/payments as well 
as all of the 2019 individual gross revenues and settlements for only the food 
operators on the midway. 

"Th is request is made in the sp irit of gathering information to improve performance and allow for competitive 
proposals. To the extent the District deems necessary, yo u can consider this a request under the California Public 
Records Act. 
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By way of explanation, because of the cashless/fun pass system it is possible the gross 
revenues for the games versus the rides may have fluctuated from 2018 to 2019 and at least 
anecdotally it appears as if the gross revenues for rides were down. Gross revenues for the 
games were undoubtedly up but this may be due to the new and increased rent being charged in 
2019. Additional information being requested is: 

(3) The cost or dollar amount that it cost the fair to operate the cashless/fun pass 
system which would include the cost to sell the tickets including payroll for the 
ticket sellers, ambassadors to explain the cashless system, police for security for 
collecting the money from the ticket booths and accounting staff to handle the 
cash and credit card fees from the selling of tickets. These expenses would have 
been new given in previous years the vendors themselves handled the cash and 
the expense was not passed on to the District. 

( 4) The 2019 Workers' Compensation policy for all the operators including the fun 
pass employees. The purpose of this information is to determine whether the 
"monopolistic tendencies" identified in the staff report might indeed be a factor. 
The current Del Mar Fair handbook states that there is to be no subcontracting and 
no misrepresentation of ownership in any way where money is shared which 
would be a violation. The Workers' Compensation policy should show whether 
employees of any of the 20% of the games not operated by RCS were indeed 
"independent." 

In order to evaluate how the cashless/fun pass system performed and to analyze 
changes/improvements for 2020, Allstate would like to be provided with: 

(5) All communications regarding its function and operations to dete1111ine if there are 
any identifiable problems with it that may have been pointed out by the users of 
the system. It was originally anticipated that the fair was supposed to run this 
new cashless system with a few technical people but again anecdotally it appeared 
as if there were as many as 40 people working on it. In order to understand and 
for other parties to submit bids on a cashless system, it is important to understand 
how the 2019 system operated, the number of employees needed to operate it and 
what, if any, glitches were encow1tered which might need to be addressed in a 
RFP for next year. 

In this regard, Allstate also requests: 
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(6) Records regarding the profit and losses for the fun pass app, including the exact 
sales from the app and whether it accomplished its intended purpose to reduce the 
volume of live sales, 

(7) Credit card settlements for the midway tickets and fun pass app. 

When the games were all cash, it did not cost the District any money for people to play. 
Now that patrons buy tickets and use the app, people are using credit cards which has a fee to the 
District. When evaluating if the cashless system made the fair more money, one would need to 
know how much the fair paid in fees for the use of credit cards to buy tickets, In this same vein, 
Allstate would like to see and evaluate: 

(8) The settlement on the midway revenue versus midway settlement totals which 
would identify the "breakage" which the fair retains as a source of revenue to the 
fair but a cost to customers who do not use all the tickets they have purchased. 

Also being requested is: 

(9) Security expenses for the midway ticketing system. 

The fair handled around $4 million for the games that each of the individual operators 
handled internally last year. This year because of the cashless system the fair handled the money 
which would have increased expenses in security, accounting, transport to banks, bank cash fees 
and so on. This added expense would decrease any potential increases in revenue. It would 
likewise be important to know who incurred these additional expenses and in fact whether the 
fair incurred them which would be important to know for putting together a RFP for a cashless 
system next year, Also requested is: 

( 1 O) The sca1111er rental invoices and payments for the use of RCS scanner equipment. 

By way of explanation, there was no RFP for a rental company to rent scanners to 
vendors. The vendors paid the fair and it appears the fair then paid RCS. Some of the vendors 
were allowed to use their own scanners and the people who did business with RCS had their own 
scanners and were allowed to use them. One of the factors that should be considered in a RFP 
for a cashless system would be whether or not vendors should be given the option to buy their 
own scaimers which would be identified in the RFP instead of having to rent. The rental bill for 
Allstate alone was $4,500. It's possible that a better and fairer system could be articulated in a 
future RFP that would treat all vendors equally. 
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( 11) Any invoices for labor related to the cashless/fun pass ticketing system including 
payments made by the District to anyone c01111ected with the cashless/fun pass 
system as well as any internal labor costs incurred by the District which would 
have been new this year because of the new system. 

Lastly, Allstate would request: 

(12) The top 25 game stock reports for the 27 clays of the fair. All game operators 
were required to turn in daily stock reports and the issue arose as to whether each 
party was filling out these stock reports the same or whether different operators 
filled the stock reports out differently. Again, for future operations there should 
be a consistency in which all game operators fill out stock reports. This request 
should also include the stock invoices for all the companies from May 15 through 
July 3, 2019 to verify how the stock reports were done by all operators. 

Allstate believes that with new policies and procedures there are always things to be 
learned which could lead to improvements in the ability to develop systems and operations that 
will allow the fair to continue to grow revenue and operate as one of the best in the country. 
These new ways of operating and new policies can and should be evaluated in a manner that 
would allow multiple parties to submit competitive procurement proposals for next yem thereby 
ensuring that the fair continues to operate at the highest possible level. Allstate is prepared to 
submit such a proposal and as the fair's most proven successful game operator it believes that if 
the foregoing information is provided it can submit a winning proposal in a fair and competitive 
process. 

Very truly,y ()ot~rs, 

. ~~ 

JSM:Inc 

cc: Richard M. Valdez, Vice-President, 22nd District Agricultural District 
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Direct dial : (619) 557-3531 
E-mail : johnm@sscmlegal.com 

Timothy J. Fennell 
CEO/Sec./Treas./General Manager 
Del Mar Fairgrounds Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

Email: tfennell@sdfair.com 

August 12, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Frederick Schenk, Esq. 
Chair, Fair Operations Committee 
Del Mar Fairgrounds Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

Email: fschenk@cglaw.com 

Re: August 13, 2019 Agenda Item V A.1-2019 Fair Recap 

Dear Messrs. Fennell and Schenk: 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Allstate 38, Inc. (hereinafter "Allstate") who for 
many years has been a game operator at the San Diego County Fair at the Del Mar Fairgrounds. 
This letter is in reference to item V A. 1 on the August 13, 2019 agenda, Preliminary Recap of the 
2019 San Diego County Fair. Mr. Adam West, the owner of Allstate 38, and myself will be 
present to address the issues in this letter and answer any questions the Board members may 
have. 

As you know, in 2019 the 22nd District Agricultural Association (hereinafter "the San 
Diego County Fair" or "District") pursuant to a memorandum.dated November 20, 2018 made 
significant changes in its operational policies. Historically, the San Diego County Fair has been · ~ -
an Independent Midway whkh limited any one licensee to 300 square feet for commercial space; 
two stand locations for food; and seven game locations for game operators. This policy was 
consistent with similar policies for other Independent Midway fairs such as the two largest 
operating in Minnesota and Texas, as well as the Wisconsin and Iowa state fairs. Other fairs 
operate as a Single Contract Carnival for the midway awarded through a request for proposal 
(hereinafter "RFP") process. The winning awardee has a single contract for all the rides, games 
and food on the midway. The awardee can then operate all or some of the booths and/or 
subcontract out to individual operators. Examples of such Single Contract Carnivals for their 
midways are the Orange County Fair and the California State Fair. 

In 2019, the San Diego County Fair deviated from these two recognized methods of 
operation to a laybdd system in which a single game operator, Ray Cammack Shows (hereinafter 
"RCS"), was awarded a near monopoly of 80% of the games without going through a 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Dief;°' CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619 .236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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competitive procurement process. In 2018, the District did go out for a RFP for a cashless ticket 
system but after a protest was filed the RFP was cancelled. In exchange for 80% of the game 
operations, RCS agreed to provide a cashless "fun pass" system which was used at the fair for 
the first time in 2019. This new hybrid approach was awarded as a sole source contract with no 
RFP or other competitive procurement process. It eliminated "decades of old policy" ostensible 
to allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and thereby maximizing revenue 
potentials to the District. As noted in the November 20, 2018 Board memo, this new hybrid 
system presented concern that "without prnper oversight vendor selection monopolies could 
occur." 1 The award of 80% of the games and a new cashless system to RCS, which im lemente 
tpe new hybrid system, e nmnated L"ee market competition in which other qualified companies _, 
were allowed to compete to maximize revenue to the District. 

The change from an Independent Midway to a near monopoly awarded to a single game 
operator who was also the largest ride operator presents many policy issues worth reflecting on 
and worthy of analysis in light of the measurable performance standards for the 2019 San Diego 
County Fair. ~llstate recommends that the District convene a workshop to go over how this 
li brid system worked and invite the Fide, game and foodi operators fo provide mpmt mto tlus new 
hiy n system, its pros an cons, an . 1 · 1s ism ee !le mos appropna e po icy nee 1011 or an 
Independent Midway or if new or different policies should be adopted for the 2020 Fair. 

Significant Policy Issues/Potential Conflict of Interest 

One of the most significant policy considerations would be whether the operator of the 
cashless/fun pass system should also be permitted to be a ride and game operator where the rents 
for the rides are considerably higher than for the games with the potential for a conflict of 
interest betwee the same vendor both receiving revenue from operating Tides and games while 
at the san1e tirne monitoring and compiling electronic financial transactions used to pay 
themselves. 

There are ctmently three cashless systems being implemented by Independent Midways 
operating at other state or county fairs. There is the bar code cashless system similar to the one 
used at the San Diego County Fair in 2019 used by the State Fair of Texas. The State Fair of 
Texas bought and owns its own cashless system thereby maintaining complete independence 
from the ride, game and food operators. This system relies on Wi-Fi technology which when 
inte1Tupted can cause the system to go down. A second form of cashless system, the R.FID 

_§ystem, relies on cell towers which is a potentially more reliable and less vulnerable system. The 
RFID cashless system is in operation at the Iowa State Fair. It is operated by a third party vendor 

1 Quotes from November 20, 2018 memorandum to Board of Directors and Timothy J. Fennell. See, Exhibit I. 
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so as to maintain complete independence from the ride, game and food operators. Three other 
Independent Midways implement a cashless paper ticket system for games and rides. This 
system is used at the number one fair in the country, the Minnesota State Fair, and relies on 
employees who when the tickets are turned in weigh the tickets, again providing independence 
from the operators. The Wisconsin State Fair operates the same way. The Ventura County Fair, 
which is a smaller operation, utilizes an independent third party to count revenue and issue the 
settlements/payments similar to the systems in place in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

The Independent Midways operating cashless systems also have policies that preclude 
game operators from also operating rides and similarly ride operators cannot operate games. 
There are two rationales for this policy. First, ride operators and game operators pay differen 
re1-1ts ai;1.d the separation avoids scanners being used at 1g er paymg n es rom eing transferred c::: , 
to lower paymg games which unf01iunately has been known to happen. 'lhe second 1s that 
companies that specialize in game operations do not typically make good ride operators and vice 
a versa. 

The 2019 San Diego County Fair is the only Independent Midway which operates a , 
CJ!.sh1ess revenue and settlements system that also allows the financial operations to be run by a 
company that is also a gaine and ride operator and is the only top 30 Fair that does not preclude 
game operators from also being ride operators and vice a versa. 

Monopoly Mission Creep 

The November 20, 2018 memorandum that introduced the new hybrid system in addition 
to noting that it eliminated decades of old policy noted that "without proper oversight of vendor 
selection monopolies can occur." The 2019 fair operations suggest that this "con" identified in 
the memo came true. Under this hybrid system, a near monopoly of 80% of the games was 
awarded to a single vendor, RCS. The 2019 settlements revealed that two game operators, 
Paradise Management, LLC and Roger Leavitt, were awarded settlements but were not on the 
approved list of independent game operators authorized by the Board.2 Records reflect that the 
owner of Paradise Management, LLC is Mark Leavitt who along with Roger Leavitt share the 
same name as the owners of RCS, Guy and Charlene Leavitt. Additionally, one of the four 
"independent" operators was JACA Ent. run by Ann Kastil, an employee of RCS, who also runs 
RCS game operations. The mission creep towards a monopoly which was never subject to a 
competitive procurement process appears to be occurring. 

2 See list of Board approved operators, Exhibit 2. 
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This mission creep raises another significant policy consideration. Does monopolistic 
tendencies affect revenue to the District, and has the newly implemented cashless system that did 
not have a conflict of interest provision affect Fair revenues? It appears from preliminary 
reporting that the attendance at the 2019 Fair was down 2% with gross ride revenue down 6.2%, 
the lowest in four years. Gross game revenues excluding rent appear to have been flat. 3 Publicly 
available financial information when analyzed may confirm or potentially modify the 
preliminarily available information. 

In 2019, the rental rate for games was changed and produced a positive increase in Fair 
revenue, In 2018, game rental space was set at a flat rate of $335 a rental foot. In 2019, this 
rental rate was adjusted to be $335 a rental foot or 24.5% of gross revenue, whichever was 
higher. Gross game revenue came in at $4,080,000, which under the new 24.5% formula, 
increased Fair revenue from the rental of game space, Analysis of this new system of game 
operations demonstrates how monopolistic tendencies not subject to competitive procurement 
policies can affect revenues, Allstate was one of the four "independent" game operators who 
operated only five out of the 67 games, The number one and two best revenue producing games 
on the midway were run by Allstate. Allstate operated three of the top 10 despite only operating 
five out of the 67 games, Allstate's number two ranked game outperformed the number three 
game by 19%. As a result, Allstate paid the highest rental rate of any game vendor in 2019 
which under the 24.5% formula came to $808 a rental foot, RCS which operated along with its 
11affiliates" a near monopoly of the games paid the lowest of all the game vendors at around $380 
a rental foot. Competition from an experienced game operator like Allstate produced more than 
double the rental rate than the single largest game operator, 

These results demonstrating the benefits of competition versus a monopoly should not be 
surprising, Allstate is an experienced vendor operating games at 29 fairs all over the country, At 
the current Ventura County Fair, Allstate has eight of the top 12 games in operation while 
operating eight of the 27 games at that Fair. Allstate produces these results based on three 
generations of experience, knowledge and expertise with a sole focus on game operations, 

Policy Initiatives to Prepare for 2020 

Another significant policy consideration is whether indeed 80% of the games should be 
awarded to a single operator without going through a competitive procurement process to ensure 
the District is getting the best financial results, Should the District after a workshop and further 
analysis of publicly available financial data from 2019 nonetheless decide to continue with the 

3 Game revenues after accounting for the rent increase may have been down as well: When negotiating the rent with 
RCS for 80% of the games, staff estimated game revenue under the new system to be $5 million, See, Exhibit 3, 
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hybrid system, Allstate would be prepared to enter into an exclusive five year game vendor 
contract guaranteeing revenue under the same rental structure as 2019 of $750,000 based on 
$335 a square foot or the 24.5% revenue whichever is greater, Given Allstate's proven track 
record which easily triggered the 24.5% revenue strncture, this would increase game Fair 
revenue. In addition, Allstate would agree to a signing bonus well in excess of six figures which 
the District could use as it sees fit, potentially to buy or offset the cost of purchasing its own 
cashless system, Allstate would be willing to disclose the actual signing bonus in a sealed 
competitive bid process or if the District is going to, like last year, award 80% of the games 
without going tlu·ough such a process, as part of a sole-source negotiation. 

While Allstate is not directly involved in providing cashless systems, it does have much 
experience working in the cashless systems at the different fairs operating throughout the 
country. In this regard, the different cashless systems available and how they affect fair revenue 
should be evaluated as part of a workshop for a RFP for a cashless system. 4 As previously 
indicated, Independent Midways typically ayoid the potential conflict of interest between the 
cashless system operator also being a game and ride vendor. The District could also consider 
owning and operating the cashless system like the State Fair of Texas. 

Analysis of how the 2019 cashless/f1,m pass system performed could also be analyzed in a 
workshop setting, A cashless system that operates using barcodes and Wi-Fi as well as the RFID 
system requires skilled technical people and it may be important to understand how the 2019 
system operated, the number and payroll for employees needed to operate it and what, if any, 
glitches were encountered which would need to be addressed, Communications regarding the 
functions and operations can be analyzed to determine if there were any identifiable problems 
which may been pointed out by the users of the system and could be addressed in a RFP. 

Additionally, some costs of different cashless systems are "hidden" costs and include the 
cost to sell the tickets including payroll for the ticket sellers, ambassadors to explain the cashless 
system and police for security for collecting the money from the ticket booths and accounting 
staff to handle the cash and credit card fees from the selling of the tickets. These expenses 
would have been new given in previous years vendors handled cash and that expense was not 
passed on to the District, Likewise, while there are tremendous and well-known advantages to 
the cashless system as opposed to the individual operators handling it internally, there are 
additional expenses in security, accounting, transportation to banks and bank fees and it would 
be important in devising an RFP to determine whether a vendor incurred these additional costs or 
whether they were borne by the District. The Independent Midways operated at the Minnesota 

4 The 2018 RFP was specific as to a RFID system as being the most state of the art. The 2019 system that was 
awarded as a sole source contract was the older barcode system. 
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and Wisconsin State Fairs using a cashless paper ticket system may not be incurring these 
additional fees which is something to be considered in evaluating the three currently available 
cashless systems for a RFP. 

Conclusion 

Allstate believes that with new policies and procedures there are always things to be 
learned which could lead to improvements in the ability to develop systems and operations that 
will allow the fair to continue to grow revenue and operate as one of the best in the country. 
These new ways of operating and new policies can and should be evaluated and equal 
consideration given to allowing multiple parties to provide input and submit competitive 
proposals thereby ensuring that the fair continues to operate at the highest possible level. 
Allstate is prepared to submit such a proposal and as a proven successful game operator it 
believes that by collaborating and working together with the District the Fair can continue to 
grow and prosper, 

JSM:lnc 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

Board of Directors 
Timothy Fennell 

Revise Licensee General Policy 
Commercial/Food/Games 

Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director 

November 20, 2018 

Subject: Revision of Licensee General Policy eliminating limits on space allocation for commercial 
space, food stands and game operations, 

Discussion f History: 

Currently, general policy as described in the Commercial Licensee Handbook, the Food Vendor Licensee 
Handbook and the Midway Licensee Handbook state it shall be the policy of the 22nd DAA Board of 
Directors to limit any one licensee to: 300 square feet for commercial space; 2 stand locations for food; 
and 7 game locations for game operators, 

When these policies were adopted well over 30 years ago, we had a very large pool of applications to 
select from, Over the course of the last few years, we have seen a dramatic decline in the number of 
qualified applications received, As current participants begin to retire and more shopping Is conducted 
online, we anticipate the pool of applications to be depleted even more than it already has, 

Additionally, and most importantly, current policy restricts the amount of space that can be assigned to a 
company who has proven their ability to maximize revenue opportunities for themselves and the District. 

Pros: 
Elimination of this decades old policy will allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and 
thereby maximizing revenue potentials to the District, 

Cons: 
Without proper oversight of vendor selection monopolies can occur, However, District management will 
continue to strive to select qualified applicants offering a broad range of products/services who represent 
the high standard of operation required of a participant of the San Diego County Fair, 

Fiscal Impact: 
Potential increase in revenue with proven operators 

Environmental Impac;t: 
None 

Recommended Action: 
Revise licensee general policy to eliminate limitations on space allocation for commercial space, food 
stands and game operations, 

Attachments: 
None 
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JOI-INS. MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

~~ 

SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

August 29, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY 

Katie Mueller 
Chief Operating Officer 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Del Mar Fairgrounds 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

Re: Del Mar Fair Recap on September 10, 2019 

Dear Ms. Mueller: 

!anueller@sdfair.com 

I did not get a chance to meet you at the last meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
22nd District Agricultural Association when I spoke along with Adam West on behalf of Allstate 
3 8, Inc. ("Allstate"). did note you alie Chief O , erating Officer (Fairtime Operations) at Del 
Mar and probably the best person to be contacting about fair operations in 2020 for the midway. 
I understand from last month's meeting that the September meeting will have a recap regarding 
the fair operations for 2019. Allstate would like to address issues liegaraing the changes in 2019 • 

.e,nd if and how they affected operations. As you know, there were some very significant changes 
that came up late in the process last year. Those changes, the issues they potential raised, and 
how things might proceed in 2020 are summarized in the letter I sent to Mr. Schenk ( copy 
enclosed) . We would like the letter include'd an 11e Board packet fo r tl1e rn€eting and so1ue extra 

.time to present the issues from the perspective o . a long time game operator at Del Mar ;Vho 
oarticipates in fairs all across the country, who wants to continue the relationship with Del Mar, 
~rn.d hopefully find systerns that increase revenue on the mjdwey. 

From Allstate's perspective, it is important to know earlier ather than later if the h brid 
s1stern of 2019 willremain in place or if De Mar will go back to the Independent Mi<iway 
system or some other variation. If 80% or some other percentage of the games are to be awarded 
to a single ven or"for 2020, Allstate would like the opportunity to offer a proposal and 
2articipate in either a competitive procurement process for that or if it is going to be a sole 
source contract like 2019, to offer and negotiate a proposed contract which would include a 
§ignificant signing bonus that the fair operations could use as they see fit , possible to pur,chase 
tbeir own cashless system. 

Allstate believes it might be helpful to go over plans for 2020 in a workshop setting 
where food , game and ride operators are invited to review how the new systems worked in 2019. 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Die,n, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax : 619.236.8827 
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They can exchange ideas and collaborate with fair operations on how 2020 will proceed so early 
on everyone will know the ground rules and be given an equal opportunity to participate. For 
purposes of the September meeting, there is some information that would be helpful to know in 
advance, some of which fell within what we understood was a response to the earlier request that 
was treated as a PRA request: 

1. 2018 midway food revenue. 

2. 2019 midway food revenue. 

3. Any contracts that give special consideration on the rent for ride, food and game 
operators. Anecdotally, there has been talk of different deals where a sky ride only 
pays 25% while all other rides pay 48% and there is a food stand that mainly services 
employees that has a different rate which might affect whether, for example, the food 
revenue grossed around $50,000 or $100,000 plus. 

4. Communications between fair staff at state fair of Texas, Minnesota state fair, 
Wisconsin state fair, Iowa state fair and Ventura County fair about their policies and 
operations or other independent cashless midways. Operators were told staff might 
be reaching out to them on some of their policies and experience with the cashless 
system. 

5. 2018 total carnival ticket sales. 

6. 2019 total carnival ticket sales. 

7. What the breakage was under the cashless system. Breakage is the dollar amount of 
tickets that people leave the fair with - the fair keeps this money not used by the 
customer . Operators do not get compensated for these sales and this breakage may 
have varied from the previous years. The information provided in the PRA only 
showed total ticket redemption settled with operators not total ticket sales. 

8. 2019 game applications. In the past, the fair sent game applications out in November 
before the annual meeting at the IAFE trade show. It appeared this was handled 
differently and may have affected the number of applications received. 

9. Stock (merchandise) invoices from all the game operators. An issue arose mid fair 
with regard to if all game operators were filling out stock invoices the same so there 
was a proper comparison between operators. 
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10, Drug testing and random drug testing results by operators. In 2018, Allstate had 20 
plus random drug tests, but in 2019 there was only one, Drug testing seems to be a 
good policy and it's not clear if or why there were changes. 

11. ID badge list for all ride and game operators. As mentioned in the letter, there were 
settlements to two game operators not list approved by the Board. It is not clear how 
this occurred, but the badge list might shed some light on this. Along these same 
lines, also game contracts for all operators. 

12. All risk insurance purchased for fun pass electronic ticketing system. 

Allstate appreciates the previous and thorough responses to its requests on August 16th 
and the opportunity to review them. Hopefully these additional requests can be accommodated 
without too much additional effort. 

JSM:lnc 
Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

J Moot 
of 
SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & MOOT LLP 
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JOI-INS. MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

Timothy J. Fennell 
CEO/Sec./Treas./General Manager 
Del Mar Fairgrnunds Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mat\ CA 92014 

Email: tfennell@sdfair.com 

August 12, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Frederick Schenk, Esq. 
Chair, Fair Operations Committee 
Del Mar Fairgrounds Racetrack 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mm, CA 92014 

Email: fschenk@cglaw.com 

Re: August 13, 2019 Agenda Item V A.1~2019 Fair Recap 

Dear Messrs. Fennell and Schenk: 

J am writing this letter on behalf of Allstate 3 8, Inc. (hereinafter '1Allstate") who for 
many years has been a game operator at the San Diego County Fair at the Del Mar Fairgrounds. 
This letter is in reference to item V Al on the August 13, 2019 agenda, Preliminary Recap of the 
2019 San Diego County Fair, Mr. Adam West, the owner of Allstate 38, and myself will be 
present to address the issues in this letter and answer any questions the Board members may 
have. 

As you know, in 2019 the 22nd District Agricultural Association (hereinafter "the San 
Diego County Fair" or "District") pursuant to a memorandum dated November 20, 2018 made 
significant chai1ges in its operational policies. Historically, the Sa11 Diego County Fair has been 
an Independent Midway which limited any one licensee to 300 square feet for commercial space; 
two stand locations for food; and seven game locations for game operators. This policy was 
consistent with similar policies for other -Independent Midway fairs such as the two largest 
operating in Minnesota and Texas, as well as the Wisconsin and Iowa state fairs. Other fairs 
operate as a Single Contract Carnival for the midway awarded through a request for proposal 
(hereinafter "RFP") process. The whming awardee has a single contract for all the rides, games 
and food on the midway. The awardee can then operate all or some of the booths and/or 
subcontract out to individual operators. Examples of such Single Contract Carnivals for their 
midways are the Orange County Fair and the California State Fair. 

In 2019, the San Diego County Fair deviated from these two recognized methods of 
operation to a hybrid system in which a single game operator, Ray Cammack Shows (hereinafter 
<\RCS"), was awarded a near monopoly of 80% of the games without going through a 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Dleio, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236,8827 
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competitive procurement process, In 2018, the District did go out for a RFP for a cashless ticket 
system but after a protest was filed the RFP was cancelled. In exchange for 80% of the game 
operations, RCS agreed to provide a cashless "fun pass" system which was used at the fair for 
the first time in 2019, This new hybrid approach was awarded as a sole source contract with no 
RFP or other competitive procurement process. It eliminated "decades of old policy" ostensible 
to allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and thereby maximizing revenue 
potentials to the District, As noted in the November 20, 2018 Board memo, this new hybrid 
system presented concern that 1'without proper oversight vendor selection monopolies could 
occur." 1 The award of 80% of the games and a new cashless system to RCS, which implemented 
the new hybrid system, eliminated free market competition in which other qualified companies 
were allowed to compete to maximize revenue to the District. 

The change from an Independent Midway to a near monopoly awarded to a single game 
operator who was also the largest ride operator presents many policy issues worth reflecting on 
and worthy of analysis in light of the measurable performance standards for the 2019 San Diego 
County Fair. Allstate recommends that the District convene a workshop to go over how this 
hybrid system worked and invite the ride, game and food operators to provide input into this new 
hybrid system, its pros and cons, and if this is indeed the most appropriate policy direction for an 
Independent Midway or if new or different policies should be adopted for the 2020 Fair. 

Significant Policy Issues/Potential Conflict of Interest 

One of the most significant policy considerations would be whether the operator of the 
cashless/fun pass system should also be permitted to be a ride and game operator where the rents 
for the rides are considerably higher than for the games with the potential for a conflict of 
interest between the same vendor both receiving revenue from operating rides and games while 
at the same time monitoring and compiling electronic financial transactions used to pay 
themselves, 

There are cunently three cashless systems being implemented by Independent Midways 
operating at other state or county fairs, There is the bar code cashless system similar to the one 
used at the San Diego County Fair in 2019 used by the State Fair of Texas, The State Fair of 
Texas bought and owns its own cashless system thereby maintaining complete independence 
from the ride, game and food operators. This system relies on WiwFi technology which when 
interrupted can cause the system to go down, A second form of cashless system1 the RFID 
system, relies on cell towers which is a potentially more reliable and less vulnerable system, The 
RFID cashless system is in operation at the Iowa State Fair. It is operated by a third party vendor 

1 Quotes from November 20, 2018 memorandum to Board of Directors and Timothy J, Fennell. See, Exhibit 1, 
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so as to maintain complete independence from the ride, game and food operators, Three other 
Independent Midways implement a cashless paper ticket system for games and rides, This 
system is used at the number one fail' in the country, the Minnesota State Fair, and relies on 
employees who when the tickets are turned in weigh the tickets, again providing independence 
from the operators, The Wisconsin State Fair operates the same way. The Ventura County Fair, 
which is a smaller operation, utilizes an independent third party to count revenue and issue the 
settlements/payments similar to the systems in place in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

The Independent Midways operating cashless systems also have policies that preclude 
game operators from also operating rides and similarly ride operators cannot operate games. 
There are two rationales for this policy. First, ride operators and game operators pay different 
rents and the separation avoids scanners being used at higher paying rides from being transferred 
to lower paying games which unfo1iunately has been known to happen. The second is that 
companies that specialize in game operations do not typically make good ride operators and vice 
a versa. 

The 2019 San Diego County Fair is the only Independent Midway which operates a 
cashless revenue and settlements system that also allows the financial operations to be run by a 
company that is also a game and ride operator and is the only top 30 Fair that does not preclude 
game operators from also being ride operators and vice a versa. 

Monopoly Mission Creep 

The November 20, 2018 memorandum that introduced the new hybrid system in addition 
to noting that it eliminated decades of old policy noted that Hwithout proper oversight of vendor 
selection monopolies can occur.'' The 2019 fair operations suggest that this "con'' identified in 
the memo came true. Under this hybrid system, a near monopoly of 80% of the games was 
awarded to a single vendor, RCS. The 2019 settlements revealed that two game operators, 
Paradise Management, LLC and Roger Leavitt, were awarded settlements but were not on the 
approved list of independent game operators authorized by the Board. 2 Records reflect that the 
owner of Paradise Management, LLC is Mark Leavitt who along with Roger Leavitt share the 
same name as the owners of RCS, Guy and Charlene Leavitt. Additionally, one of the four 
"independent" operators was JACA Ent. run by Am1 K.astil, an employee of RCS, who also runs 
RCS game operations. The mission creep towards a monopoly which was never subject to a 
competitive procurement process appears to be occurring. 

2 See list of Board approved operators, Exhibit 2, 
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This mission creep raises another significant policy consideration, Does monopolistic 
tendencies affect revenue to the District, and has the newly implemented cashless system that did 
not have a conflict of interest provision affect Fair revenues? It appears from preliminary 
reporting that the attendance at the 2019 Fair was down 2% with gross ride revenue down 6.2%, 
the lowest in four years, Gross game revenues excluding rent appear to have been flat. 3 Publicly 
available financial information when analyzed may confirm or potentially modify the 
preliminarily available information, 

In 2019, the rental rate for games was changed and produced a positive increase in Fair 
revenue, In 2018, game rental space was set at a flat rate of$335 a rental foot. In 2019, this 
rental rate was adjusted to be $335 a rental foot or 24.5% of gross revenue, whichever was 
higher, Gross game revenue came in at $4,080,000, which under the new 24.5% formula, 
increased Fair revenue from the rental of game space, Analysis of this new system of game 
operations demonstrates how monopolistic tendencies not subject to competitive procurement 
policies can affect revenues. Allstate was one of the four 11independent" game operators who 
operated only five out of the 67 games, The number one and two best revenue producing games 
on the midway were run by Allstate. Allstate operated three of the top 10 despite only operating 
five out of the 67 games. Allstate's number two ranked game outperformed the number three 
game by 19%, As a result, Allstate paid the highest rental rate of any game vendor in 2019 
which under the 24.5% formula came to $808 a rental foot, RCS which operated along with its 
1'affiliates" a near monopoly of the games paid the lowest of all the game vendors at around $380 
a rental foot. Competition from an experienced game operator like Allstate produced more than 
double the rental rate than the single largest game operator, 

These results demonstrating the benefits of competition versus a monopoly should not be 
surprising. Allstate is an experienced vendor operating games at 29 fairs all over the country, At 
the current Ventura County Fail', Allstate has eight of the top 12 games in operation while 
operating eight of the 27 games at that Fair, Allstate produces these results based on three 
generations of experience, knowledge and expertise with a sole focus on game operations, 

Policy Initiatives to Prepare for 2020 

Another significant policy consideration is whether indeed 80% of the games should be 
awarded to a single operator without going through a competitive procurement process to ensure 
the District is getting the best financial results, Should the District after a workshop and further 
analysis of publicly available financial data from 2019 nonetheless decide to continue with the 

3 Game revenues after accounting for the rent increase may have been down as well: When negotiating the rent with 
RCS for 80% of the games, staff estimated game revenue under the new system to be $5 million, See, Exhibit 3, 
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hybrid system, Allstate would be prepared to enter into an exclusive five year game vendor 
contract guaranteeing revenue under the same rental structure as 2019 of $750,000 based on 
$335 a square foot or the 24.5% revenue whichever is greater, Given Allstate's proven track 
record which easi1y triggered the 24.5% revenue structure, this would increase game Fair 
revenue, In addition, Allstate would agree to a signing bonus well in excess of six figures which 
the District could use as it sees fit, potentially to buy or offset the cost of purchasing its own 
cashless system, Allstate would be willing to disclose the actual signing bonus in a sealed 
competitive bid process or if the District is going to, like last yeat\ award 80% of the games 
without going tlU'ough such a process, as part of a sole~somce negotiation. 

While Allstate is not directly involved in providing cashless systems, it does have much 
experience working in the cashless systems at the different fairs operating throughout the 
country, In this regard, the different cashless systems available and how they affect fair revenue 
should be evaluated as part of a workshop for a RFP for a cashless system. 4 As previously 
indicated, Independent Midways typically avoid the potential conflict of interest between the 
cashless system operator also being a game and ride vendor, The District could also consider 
owning and operating the cashless system like the State Fair of Texas. 

Analysis of how the 2019 cashless/fun pass system performed could also be analyzed in a 
workshop setting, A cashless system that operates using barcodes and Wi~Fi as well as the RFID 
system requires skilled technical people and it may be important to understand how the 2019 
system operated, the number and payroll for employees needed to operate it and what, if any, 
glitches were encountered which would need to be addressed, Communications regarding the 
functions and operations can be analyzed to determine if there were any identifiable problems 
which may been pointed out by the users of the system and could be addressed in a RFP. 

Additionally, some costs of different cashless systems are "hidden" costs and include the 
cost to sell the tickets including payroll for the ticket sellers, ambassadors to explain the cashless 
system and police for security for collecting the money from the ticket booths and accounting 
staff to handle the cash and credit card fees from the selling of the tickets. These expenses 
would have been new given in previous years vendors handled cash and that expense was not 
passed on to the District, Likewise, while there are tremendous and well-known advantages to 
the cashless system as opposed to the individual operators handling it internally, there are 
additional expenses in security, accounting, transportation to banks and bank fees and it would 
be important in devising an RFP to determine whether a vendor incurred these additional costs or 
whether they were borne by the District. The Independent Midways operated at the Minnesota 

4 The 201 8 RFP was specific as to a RFID system as being the most state of the art. The 2019 system that was 
awarded as a sole source contract was the older barcode system. 
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and Wisconsin State Fairs using a cashless paper ticket system may not be incurring these 
additional fees which is something to be considered in evaluating the three currently available 
cashless systems for a RFP, 

Conclusion 

Allstate believes that with new policies and procedures there are always things to be 
learned which could lead to improvements in the ability to develop systems and operations that 
will allow the fair to continue to grow revenue and operate as one of the best in the country, 
These new ways of operating and new policies can and should be evaluated and equal 
consideration given to allowing multiple parties to provide input and submit competitive 
proposals thereby ensuring that the fair continues to operate at the highest possible level. 
Allstate is prepared to submit such a proposal and as a proven successful game operator it 
believes that by collaborating and working together with the District the Fair can continue to 
grow and prosper, 
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co: Richard M. Valdez, President, 22nd District Agricultural District 
Joshua M. Caplan, Esq., Assistant Attorney General 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

Board of Directors 
Timothy Fennel] 

Revise Licensee General Policy 
Commercial/Food/Games 

Donna Ruhm, Concessions Director 

November 20, 2018 

Subject: Revision of Licensee General Policy eliminating limits on space allocation for commercial 
space, food stands and game operations. 

Discussion / Historx: 

Currently, general policy as described in the Commercial Licensee Handbook, the Food Vendor Licensee 
Handbook and the Midway Licensee Handbook state it shall be the policy of the 22°d DAA Board of 
Directors to limit any one licensee to: 300 square feet for commercial space; 2 stand locations for food; 
and 7 game locations for game operators, 

When these policies were adopted well over 30 years ago, we had a very large pool of applications to 
select from, Over the course of the last few years, we have seen a dramatic decline in the number of 
qualified applications received, As current participants begin to retire and more shopping is conducted 
online, we anticipate the pool of applications to be depleted even more than it already has. 

Additionally, and most importantly, current policy restricts the amount of space that can be assigned to a 
company who has proven their ability to maximize revenue opportunities for themselves and the District. 

Pros: 
Elimination of this decades old policy will allow flexibility in filling spaces with qualified individuals and 
thereby maximizing revenue potentials to the District. 

i&.n£ 
Without proper oversight of vendor selection monopolies can occur, However, District management will 
continue to strive to select qualified applicants offering a broad range of products/services who represent 
the high standard of operation required of a participant of the San Diego County Fair, 

Fiscal Impact: 
Potential increase in revenue with proven operators 

Environmental Impact: 
None 

Recommended Action: 
Revise licensee general policy to eliminate limitations on space allocation for commercial space, food 
stands and game operations, 

Attachments; 
None 
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SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

Jot-INS. MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-m a i I: johnm@ssc mlegal. com 

Richard M. Valdez, Esq. 
Sandler Lasry Laube Byer & Valdez 
402 W. Broadway, Suite 1700 
San Diego, CA 92101 
Email: rvaldez@sllbv.com 

Re: San Diego County Fair 

Dear Messrs. Valdez and Schenk: 

October 3, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Frederick Schenk, Esq. 
Casey Gerry Schenk Francavilla Blatt & 
Penfield LLP 
110 Laurel Street 
San Diego, CA 92101-1486 
Email: fschenk@cglaw.com 

Allstate 38, Inc. ("Allstate"},received the attached email from Mike Ceragioli, State 
Contracts Manager, advisi,ng that the 22nd District Agricultural Association ("District") exnects 
in early October to release a Request o Proposal (" •: ::.P") foi· a complete digital ticketing 
system an carrnva game operat10n. T is RFP proposes a multi-year contract for a complete 
digital ticketing system to be utilized exclusively for all rides and games at the San Diego 
County Fair and is to include a contract to manage the entire carnival game operations. I 
understand Mr. Valdez is the chair of the contracts committee and Mr. Schenk chair of the -Fair 
Operations committee. Allstate would like to f11eet with both of yon separately m togeth~ to 
discuss this proposed RFP. , 

As you know, I sent two letters to the Board outlining Allstate's concerns with the hybrid 
system adopted in 2019 and which now appears to have been adopted for 2020. As pointed out 
in the letters, what is being proposed in the RFP is a significant policy departure frmn past 
practices. I do not see from the agenda items that these poJjcy decisions were discussed at a 
Board meeting prior to the proposed RFP. These decisions include whether the San Diego Fair 
will no longer be an independent midway, but also not be a single contract midway. This 
departure from past practices had the effect of eliminating several long-standing and small 
business operators of games from being included in the fair in 2019. 

The RFP outlined in the attached email does not address the conflict of interest in the 
operator of the cashless system, who will account for revenue and disbursements to ride and 
game operators , also being a recipient of monies which they are in charge of collecting and 
accounting for. No other fair that Allstate is aware of permits such a conflict of interest and 
clearly separates tbe operator of tbe cash less system from the entity a lso recei ving revernie fro11~ 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Dieij;°' CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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Richard M. Valdez, Esq. 
Frederick Schenk, Esq. 
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Page 2 

game operations. Th REP also adopts an assumption that it is cost prohibitive for the District to 
purchase or lease its own system. This is likely not true and some game operators in exchange 
for a multi-year contract, like Allstate, would be willing as pmt of a signing bonus to pay money 
from which the Fair could purchase one. 

It appears that someone other than the duly appointed public members of the Board made 
these pol icy decisions without thern being discussed in an open, noticeu bearing iu which the 
affected paities wece allowed to psovide illlput. Moving from an independent midway to an 
untested hybrid system in which revenue for rides was down 6% and revenue for game 
operations were flat except for a rent increase, 1s a s1g111ficant dec1s1on that should not be' made 
behind closed doors. 

It is also not clear from the notice whether the RFP will allow the party who obtain the 
rights to implement the cashless system and operate 80% of the games without going through a 
competitive procurement process last year, will be allowed to respond to the 2020 RFP. This 
iim:ty has an unfair built-in advantage and is _pTivy to nqnp~1blic info1111ation such as the.number 
of people needed to operate the system and the costs associated with operations and the extent to 
which fair operations picks up some of the associated costs . This creates the appearance that 
someone has decided to steer the RFP to a particular company who even last year manipulated 
the system to actually operate more than the 80% of the games awarded to them in a sole-source 
contract. Also, not apparent from the notice is whether parties who paiiicipated in the drafting of 
the RFP were bound by appropriate conflict of interest provisions which precluded thenWJ;om 

. .. e~J1tacting,,ati.<;l 11J,eeting_wiTh.persons who plan to submit .12.r~J:?2~~-~~:' ,,,__ · 

The Board was wai·ned in an informational memorandum prior to the 2019 
implementation of the hybrid system of the danger that this policy departure could lead to a 
monopoly of game operations which now appears to have in fact occurred with no policy input 
from the Board or the affected vendors and/or public. Without a Cfiinese wall in place that 
prohi bjts and disqualifies proposers w110 have met or communicated with any person w:b:o 
participated in the drafting of the RFP, the situation is ripe for fraud and abuse. 

Perhaps the tlu·ee minutes allowed to address these issues at the meetings is insufficient to 
relay the impmiance of these concerns. ~ s suoh, Allstate would like to meet with you and staff, 
if-you fee you want them present, to discuss the RFP and the impo1tance of having the Board at \ 
a public hearing discuss, debate and decide the policy issues inherent in the RFP before jt 
becomes a fait accompli like decision to award 80% of t11e games to a single vendor last ~ear 
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without any advanced warning or discussion with many of the long-standing vendors and 
partners who were excluded from participating in last year's fair, Please me know when a 
convenient time might be to meet and discuss these matters. 

JSM:lnc 
Enclosure 

Ve1yl?~ 
lm . Moot 

of 
CHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & Moor LLP 

cc: Joshua M. Caplan, Esq., Assistant Attorney General 
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John S. Moot 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

adam <al1state38inc@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, October 01, 2019 9:48 AM 
John S. Moot 

Subject: Fwd: Notice of Intent /SDCF Adam west 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Concessions Department" <ConcessionsDept@sdfalr.com> 
Date: October 1, 2019 at 11:44:10 AM CDT 
To: ALLSTATE38INC@HOTMAIL.COM 
Subject: Notice of Intent /SDCF 

To: Carnival Game Providers 
Date: September 30, 2019 

This email is notify you that the 22nd DAA expects in early October to release a Request for Proposal for 
a complete digital ticketing system and carnival game operation. 

Because it would be cost prohibitive for the District to purchase or lease its own complete digital 
ticketing system, the 22nd DAA intends to award a multi-year contract to an Individual or entity for the 
purpose of providing, at no cost to the District, a complete digital ticketing system to be utilized 
exclusively for all rides and games at the San Diego County Fair and to provide and manage the entire 
carnival game operation. 

During the 2019 San Diego County Fair, Fair customers were very pleased with the use of a cashless 
ticket system. The 22nd DAA's continued use of a complete digital ticketing system will ensure great 
customer service for our customers and provide our fairgoers with a great fair experience. 

The contact information for a copy of the RFP when it becomes available is: 
Mike Ceragioli - State Contracts Manager 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014 
T: (858) 792-4263 
F: (858) 794-1043 
E: mceragioli@sdfair.com 

NOTE: This is the only authorized person designated by the State to receive communications concerning 
this RFP. Please do not attempt to contact any other Staff or Board Member concerning this RFP. Oral 
communication with District officers and employees concerning this RFP shall not be binding on the 
State, shall not be considered by the State In reviewing or scoring a response to this RFP, and shall not 
excuse the Proposer for failing to meet each and every obligation set forth in the RFP. 

1 
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Donna Ruhm 
Concessions Director I Concessions Department 
druhm@sdfair.com I p: 858.792.4218 

22nd District Agricultural Association 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. I Del Mar, CA 92014 
www.delmarfairgrounds.com 
www.sdfair.com 
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JOHNS.MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

~~ 

SCHWARTZ SEMERDJlAN 
Actorneys at Lavv 

October 11,2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Mike Ceragioli 
22nd DAA Contracts Manager 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Administration Building 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014-2216 

Re: RFP 19-14 

Dear Mr. Ceragioli: 

mcera~ @sdfair.com 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Allstate 38, Inc. (hereinafter "Allstate") who has 
reviewed in conjunction with our office RFP 19-04 for a Digital Ticketing System and Carnival 
Operations for the San Diego County Fair Midway. After reviewing the RFP, it is our 
conclusion that it is prepared in such a manner that only the party who was awarded this contract 
last year in a sole-source contract that did not go through a competitive procurement process can 
or will be awarded the contract. By separate letter to follow, we will be sending you a fom1al 
protest letter. 

This letter is written pursuant to the provisions of sections 4.1 Errors, and section 2.5 
Written Requests for Additional Infmmation. Section 4.1 provides that if a Proposer discovers 
any ambiguity, conflict, discrepancy, omission, or other en-or in this RFP, the Proposer shall 
immediately notify the 22nd District Agricultural Association ("22nd DAA") of such en-or in 
writing. The General Information section asse1is that it would be cost prohibitive for the 22nd 
DAA to purchase or lease its own complete Digital Ticketing System. This is an error. On 
March 22, 2018, you-awarded to Magic Money a contract for a Ticketless Midway and Cashless 
Games in the sum af $372,600.99. If 22nd DAA could afford such a system · 2018 as 
demonstrated by this award, it is in error to state it would be cost prohibitive in 2020. In a recent 
artide in the San Diego UT, it is :i;eported that the 22nd DAA's financial disclosures show it 
received $9.42 million in fair admissions for the 2019 Fair. Surely, if the 22nd DAA could 
affordihe ticketless system in 2018 and reeeived in 2019 $9.42 million in fair admissions, it is 
not cost prohibitive to incur the expense i112020. 

Additionally, throughout the RFP there is reference to the San Diego County Fair being 
an Independent Midway. This is an e1Tor. Based on a memorandum written to the Board of 
Directors, the previous limitations on space allocation for commercial space, food stands, and 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Diefo, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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game operations were eliminated in 2019 following which 80% games were awarded to a single 
vendor. As such, the San Diego County Fair is in fact no longer an Independent Midway and the 
RFP confoms this by proposing to award 100% of the games to a single vendor in 2020. The 
hallmark of an Independent Midway is that it limits space and provides for multiple game and 
ride vendors to receive contracts so the Fair operations can promote competition and ensure the 
best operators. The foregoing enors should be corrected and the RFP reissued. 

The RFP also contains a significant omission. The RFP fails to disclose that one of the 
likely responders was awarded a pre-negotiated contract to supply the same Digital Ticketless 
System and Carnival Operations last year in exchange for 80% of the games. The particulars of 
that contract, the information used to price that contract, and fees generated from the rides and 
games are exclusively known by this party and no other potential bidders. Disclosing this fact is 
necessary so all responders are on a level playing field. Potential responders may be unaware of 
the fact they are competing with someone who had the contract last year which was acquired 
without having to go through a competitive procurement process and has inside info1mation that 
has not been disclosed in the RFP. 

Additionally, there is an ambiguity with respect to a Proposer and if only someone who 
submits a proposal may file a protest. Based on the way the RFP is written, it appears as if only 
someone who submits a response to th_e RFP can protest the award. However, because the RFP 
is clnifted in a way there is only one company that can actually win the RFP, does someone like 
Allstate have to incur the expense of submitting a proposal it knows it cannot effectiv~ y 
compete for and win? Under the terms of the RFP, can a party who otherwise would have 
competed and who filed a protest in advance of the award be allowed to then challenge the award 
when approved by the 22nd DAA. This ambiguity needs to be clarified because before filing a 
Writ of Mandate or action for Declaratory Relief a party would have to exhaust its administrative 
remedies. J]pon considering this issue, could you please let potential ,.responders know by 
October 18, 2019 if they must submit a proposal in order to contest the evenhial award or extend 
the time to submit a proposal for the 22nd DAA to consider this issue? If subm1ftmg a proposal 
is required, we would ask the RFP be amended to permit any pa1iy who filed a protest in advance 
of the award date to be considered to have exhausted its administrative remedies and have 
standing to challenge the legality of the RFP in court. 

With respect to provision 2.5, Allstate has the following questions. What person(s) will 
be scoring the RFP and do they have to have technical knowledge on how Digital Ticketing 
Systems operate and are evaluated? Will someone scoring the RFP be considered to have a 
conflict of interest if they have had pre-award contact with a proposer and/or participated in the 
preparation of the RFP? Specifically, will any person who participated in the negotiation of the 
sole-source contract last year be allowed to score this year's RFP? Also, why was a "Circle of 
Excellence" considered a desired qualification? Such a certificate is given to anyone who pays a 

e 
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fee and many companies including digital ticketing providers have no reason to pay the money 
for the certificate. 

Additionally, why was the RFP linked only to game operators as opposed to other 
carnival operations such as rides or food? In effect, the RFP requires game operators to 
subsidize and provide a Digital Ticketing System free to the ride operators since this aspect of 
the RFP must be provided "free" when in fact there are costs associated with providing Digital 
Ticketing Systems which has to be absorbed by game operators who might have to partner with a 
digital ticketing company that also does not own games. What eff011s or considerations were 
made with respect to requiring a link between game operators and a Digital Ticketing System as 
opposed to ride operators who generate more gross revenue and are better able to absorb the 
"free services?" How was it determined the costs of the Digital Ticketing System should not be 
eome by all the users of it, including the public, if indeed the 22nd DAA did not want to incur 
the cost? 

What other Independent Midways permit the operator of a ticketless system to also be a 
recipient of proceeds generated by such a system? ~Has the California Depai1ment of Food a~d 
Amiculture reviewed and approved this aspect of the RFP and dete1mmed that 1t properly meets 
t e State's standards for internal controls? Is all tlte infonnation collectetl and disseminated by 
the awardee of the RFP subject to the Public Records Act or does it become the proprietary 
information of the awardee such that they can use the inforn1ation to compete against private 
vendors in other locations or to compete with other ride vendors in future years? For example, 
Allstate had by far the largest grossing "bottle up" game at the 2019 fair and reviousl and until 
one o its competing ven ors was awarded the Digital Ticketing System ,this fact and th~ gross 
revenue it generated would have been known only to Allstate. After the San Die o Coun F ir 
closed, the vendor who ecame aware of this information from operating the Digital Ticketing 
System copied th:e Allstate bottle up game at another fajr. P lease describe how and to what 
extent an awardee of the RFP can use infmmation it learns from operating the Digital Ticketing 
System to compete in other venues or for other aspects of the Midway and what procedures or 
internal controls are in place to see that this caimot occur if it is prohibited? 

What specific equipment, including servers and other hardware, were used by the 
awardee of the 2019 contract, what was the number of employees that were used to perform the 
2019 contract, what was their total payroll and how many of the workers were utilizing H-2-B 
visas as opposed to being U.S . Citizens? Describe all indirect costs absorbed by the awardee of 
the 2019 contract as opposed to indirect costs incrnTed by the 22nd DAA? Who incurred the cost 
for the security for the operations of the 2019 contract as they related to the digital ticketing 
aspect and the transp011ation of any cash or proprietary financial infmmation? What profit after 
expenses did the awardee of the 2019 contract make? What did the awardee of the 2019 contract 
spend for the secure wireless hardwired network used in the award of the Digital Ticketing 
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System and 80% of the games last year? What did the awardee of the 2019 contract spend for 
the secure hardwired POS system and how many sellers were required? Why was it required the 
POS system be able to integrate cunent barcodes used at the 2019 San Diego County Fair? 
What cost did the 2019 contract awardee spend for their POS system kiosks? What did the 
awardee of the 2019 contract pay for the digital ticket sales booths? What did the 2019 contract 
awardee pay for the wireless scanners for the carnival rides and carnival games? What was the 
cost for the 2019 awardee of the customer booths, including the staffing of those booths during 
all hours of the Fair's midway operations? 

Why did 22nd DAA deviate from the technical requirements of the 2018 Digital 
Ticketing System and what investigation was made to determine that the RFID system would not 
meet the technical requirements of the RFP for 2020? 

We look forward to a prompt response to these questions, especially whether someone 
who protests the award in advance of the award date still has to submit a proposal in order to 
exhaust its administrative remedies. As to the timeline with the submission proposal, we would 
also ask that those timelines be extended so that all responders have adequate time to review the 
answers set forth herein and all be on the same level playing field of the 2019 awardee such that 
they can submit a competitive proposal. 

JSM:lnc 

ARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & MOOT LLP 

cc: Joshua M. Caplan, Esq., Deputy Attorney General 
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JOHNS.MOOT 
Direct dial : (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

Mike Ceragioli 
22nd DAA Contracts Manager 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Administration Building 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014-2216 

Re: RFP 19-04 

Messers. Ceragioli and Casarez: 

November 22, 2019 

Jonathan Casarez 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Administration Building 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014-2216 

On October 21, the 22nd DAA responded to Requests For Additional Information to RFP 
19-04. In response to Question 28, the 22nd DAA stated only someone who submitted a 
Proposal may file a protest. Allstate 38, Inc. ("Allstate") submitted a Protest Letter on 
October 21 ,2019. Allstate has delivered the original of the attached Proposal so as to comply 
with this requirement and comply with the requirement to exhaust administrative remedies. By 
submitting a Proposal, Allstate is not conceding any issues raised in the Protest Letter. Allstate 
is submitting the Proposal because it was required by your response to Question 28. 

JSM:lnc 
Enclosure 

Sincerely, .. 

~ ot ~ .~ 

of 
SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

CAULEY & MOOT LLP 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Dieli°' CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 
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March 26, 2018 

22ND DISTRICT AGlUClJLTU.RAL ASSOCIATION 
State of California 

Mr, Michael Simon Augins, CEO 
Magic Money, LLC 
6000 Fairview Hd., Suite 150 
Charlotte, North Carolina 2821 0 

Subject: Notice of Proposed Award, Request for Proposals (RFP) No .18··02 RFID Solution/ 
System for a Tlcketless Midway and Cashless Games. 

Dear Mr. Augins: 

Thank you very much for your proposal in response to the above mentioned RFP. 

Pursuant to the RFP, this is your formal notification that the 22nd District Agricultural Association 
(District) intends to enter Into a contract with Cashless Events, LLC., who is the highest scoring 
responsive, qualified proposer for the RFID Solution/ System for a Ticketless Midway and 
Cashless Games. Please find attached the RFP Evaluation Summary, Technical Scoring 
Summary, and Financial Summary and Score. 

If you feel the decision was improper, our protest procedures are detailed in Section 4.6 of the 
RFP. Your protest must be received no later than 5:00 p.m,, April 2, 2018, the fifth working day 
a'fter the date of this notice. If you have any questions pertaining to the above or would like to 
discuss the outcome, pl!,ase contact me at your earliest convenience. 

Again, thank you for your participation in this RFP. 

Respectfully, 

~-
Mike Ceragioli 
Contracts Manager 
22nd Olstrlct Agricultural Association 
858·· 792~4263 
Email: mceragioll@sqfair.com 

Enclosures: Evaluation Summary 

cc: RFP File 
Evaluation Panel 

2260 Jimmy Durnnto Boulevard• Del Mnr, Culiforni.n 92014"2216 
TELIEPIION!i: (858) 755-1161 • l'AX: {858) 755-7820 

www.ckl m n rl'n lrgrou n els.com 
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Financial Summary and Scoring RFP 18' .. 02 

Magic Money 

[fift,"tli:\ri;tiifl<> /.·' Jjir: ;• F:.i:!J: .·.·:;; ··1:)~,fir~t \ .. · ,;:/<-.,'.[ 
Jl~S.<tr.1.Pt!QJl (',,,!w,,,,,;;: .;):'.,,.; ·, ,••' .,,, .. ,.,'I,,'' ,,:,/,(1,,,:~f'•,ilft1i . •, ,! ·, .:, '.\'/• Y-'.,'' ,Unit Price , ' , ,,Sl,1, ' l:lxtension 
RFID System Rental (Software·, all back end wireless equipment, 
all labor, Installation, maintenance, support and training etc,) 

POS Seller Station Rental 

POS Self-Serve Kiosk Rental 
RFID Scanner'Rental 

Apple/Android Sma1i Phone RFII) System Application Rental 

RFID Custom Reusable Device (Standard Everyday) 

Cashless Events 

RFID System Rental (Software, all back end wlrele~s equipment, 
all labor, Installation, maintenance, support and training etc.) 

POS Seller Station Rental 
POS Self-Serve Kiosk Rental 

RFID Scanner Rental 

Apple/Android dmart Phone RFID System Application Rental 

RFID Custom Reusable Device (Standard Everyday) 

$ 60,000.00 

$ 100:00 

$ 100,00 

$ 60.00 

$ 6,000,00 

$ 1.00 

2% 10 Days 

$ 30,000,00 

$ 1,200,00, 

$ 2,200.00 

$ 300,00 

$ 0,99 

$ 0,29 

$ 60,000,00 

28 $ 2,800.00 

40 $ 4,000.00 

360 $ 17,600.00 

1 $ 6,000,00 

400,000 $ 400,000,00 

Tax $ 6,938,76 

Install $ 
Subtotal $ 486,238.76 

Terms $ 9,724.78 

Grand Total $ 476,513,98 

I ~~!J'otal I 23~=] 

$ . 30,000.00 

28 .$ 33,600.00 

40 $ 88,000,00 
. 350 $ 106,000.00 

1 $ 0,99 

400,000 $ 116,000,00 

Tax $ 
Install $ 

Subtotal $ 372,600.99 

Terms 
Grand Total $ 372,600.99 

[Point Total I 30 :J 
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Technical. Scoring 
RFP 18 .. 02 

Magic Money 

Evaluation Criterion " Panelist #1 Panelist #2 
Proposers Relative Experience and ' 

Qualifications (20 Points) 
' ' 20 20 

Staffing and Management (1 o Points) 7,3 9 ,, 

-, echnical Presentation, Approach arid · 
26 28 Worl~ Plan/Narrative_ (40 Points) 

,,_,_,..,.,., rfffl _,.,..,,, 

Gra.nd Total 53.3 57 
Average Technicai Score 65,50 

Cashless Events 
.......,,,._,iu. ~ 

Ev?Jluatlon Critranon Paneliat #1 Panelist #2 
Proposers Relative Experience and 

18.8 20 Qualifications (20 Points) 

· Staffing and Management (10 Points) 9,95 10 

I echrncal Presentation, Approach and 
27,2 28 ·Wo_ri< Plan/Narrative (40 Points) 

Grand Total 56,95 58 
Average Technical Score· 65,65 

Panelist #3 

20 

9 

27.2 

66.2 

Panelist #3 

I 18 

'9 

26 

53. 
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Responsive 
Proposer 

Yes or No 

Magic Money Yes 

Cashless Events Yes . 

RFP No. 18-02 
RFID Solution/System for Midway and Games 

Evaluation Summary 

SB/MB Average 
Evaluation Comments Qualified Yes or Technical 

No Score 

Yes No - 55.50 

Highest Scoring Responsive Proposal - Yes No 55.65 

Financial Total Financial 
Score Score Total 

23.46 78.96 $476,513.98 

· -30 85.65 $372,600.98 
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JOI-INS.MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

-, ..., 1 ~~·1 
5Cf-IWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 

November 20, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Timothy J. Fennell 
CEO/General Manager 
Del Mar Fairgrounds/Racetrack 
Del Mar Fairgrounds 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd. 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

Re: 22nd DAA I RFP 19-14 

Dear Mr. Fennell: 

tfennell@sdfair.com 

Enc1Qs€d with this letter is a copy of the unsolicited proposal in which Allstate 38 agrees 
to enter into a contract with the 22nd DAA for providing game operations at the Del Mar fair. 
Allstate 38 proposes a five-year contract for the years 2020 through 2024 with a guaranteed 26% 
of the game gross sales to be remitted to the 22nd DAA. At the time of the signing of the 
contract, Allstate 38 would pay a $1 million signing bonus which the 22nd DAA could use to 
acquire and operate an in-house digital ticketing system. Spread over the course of the five-year 
contract, Allstate 3 8 would also agree to pay an additional million dollars to cover capital 
contributions needed for fair operations. 

Allstate 38 feels strongly that the fair has not received the full financial benefit that can 
be QlDtained by separately negotiating a five-year contract for game operations, ride operations 
and/or food operations if in fact it is the 22nd DAA's intent to no longer operate as independent 
midway. Allstate 3 8 offers to immediately negotiate the terms of such a contract so that contract 
can be implemented for the 2020 fair. Allstate 3 8 is also aware of vendors with whom 22nd 
DAA could negotiate and acquire state-of-the-art digital ticketing system to be implemented for 
the 2020 fair. 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810 · San Dielo, CA 92101-8229 · tel: 619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 

,@tiiA11i&~6ikk•J11 
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Scr-rWARTZ SEM ERL)JIAN 

Timothy J. Fennell 
November 20, 2019 
Page 2 

If you have any questions regarding this unsolicited prnposal please not hesitate to 
contact me. 

JSM:lnc 
Enclosure 

0 

SCHWARTZ SEMERDJIAN 
CAULEY & MOOT LLP 

cc: Joshua M. Ca:pla11, Esq., Deputy Attorney General 
Richard M. Valdez, President, 22nd District Agricultural District 
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November 191 19 

22nd D.A.A Board of Directors 
Timothy Fennell C.E.O. 
2260 Jimmy Durante Blvd 
Del Mar, CA 

SD Fair Game Provider Proposal 

Dear 22nd D.A.A. Board of Directors and Timothy Fennell C.E.O, 

SDFA!R Proposal 

Five year contract (2020-2024) 

Firllemiciai Pacl<age 

26% of game Gross Sales 

Produce maximum revenue as shown at previous San Dlego County Fairs 

In addition to the game share 

$1,000,000 signing bonus to purchase and operate an ln~house dtgital 
ticketing system 

$1,000,000 capital contribution spread over the course ofthe Five year 
contract 

Honor previous considerations related to game operations 

512 W M.L.K Jr. Blvd #313 Austin, TX 78701 763-232-2305 
1 
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State of the Art game operation 
Minimum 25% Cost of Goods 
Color themed canvas 
Excitement based game approach 
Over 100 years of carnival game experience 
Award winning game operations 
(Best game award, half of the years it was awarded) 

20'19 Achievements ai ihe San Diego County Fair 

Second largest game provider 

The #1 and #2 highest grossing games at Fair 

All States lowest grossing game, in fact was the highest grossing game 
per foot, this game grossed more than 17 of the other games, while being 
the smallest game at the fair 

All State 38's highest grossing game, also ranked as the #10 highest 
grossing ride if one were to combine rides and game grosses. 

All States top game in 2019 produced over $52,000 in revenue for the 
district while the largest contract holders' top game only produced over 
$28,000 in revenue for the district. 

All State produced, in total, over $800 per rental foot, which was the 
highest of all operators, the majority game holder recorded under $400 per 
foot in revenue for the district 

Honor previous considerations related to game operations 

2 
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San Diego County Fair 
Minnesota State Fair 
State Fair of Texas 
San Antonio Livestock Show and Rodeo 
New York State Fair 
Wisconsin State Fair 
California State Fair 
Oklahoma State Fair 
Tulsa State Fair 
Indiana State Fair 
Kansas State Fair 
New Mexico State Fair 
Michigan State Fair 
North Dakota State Fair 
Colorado State Fair 
Delaware State Fair 
Mississippi State Fair 
Florida State Fair 
South Florida Fair 
Miami Dade County Fair 
Western Idaho Fair 
Fiesta San Antonio 
Delta Fair 
Eastern Idaho State Fair 
Fort Worth Livestock Show and Rodeo 
Kern County Fair 
Big Fresno Fair 
Alameda County Fair 

Sincere!A~ 

Adam~?-'\J 

President and General Manager 

3 
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XAVIER BECERRA      State of California 
Attorney General      DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE  

600 WEST BROADWAY, SUITE 1800 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 

P.O. BOX 85266 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92186-5266 

 
Public:  (619) 738-9000 

Telephone:  (916) 738-9625 
Facsimile:  (619) 645-2271 

E-Mail:  Stephen.Sunseri@doj.ca.gov 
 

February 7, 2020 
 
Patricia Galvan 
Bid Protest Coordinator 
Department of General Services 
Office of Legal Services 
707 Third Street, 7th Floor 
West Sacramento, CA 95605 
 
 
RE: In the Matter of the Protest of the Proposed Award of Request for Proposal No. 19-01 

All State 38, Inc. v. 22nd District Agricultural Association 
Protest No. 20-001 

 
Dear Ms. Galvan: 
 

The Office of the Attorney General represents The 22nd District Agricultural Association 
(“22nd DAA”), the awarding agency in this matter, and respectfully submits this written 
response to the protest made by All State 38, Inc. (“All State”).   

 
The 22nd DAA requests that All State’s protest be denied and the 22nd DAA be allowed 

to proceed with the award.  All State failed to meet its burden establishing that the 22nd DAA 
committed an error sufficiently material to justify invalidation of its proposed award, or that its 
decision was arbitrary or capricious.  (Department of General Services [DGS] State Contracting 
Manual [SCM], Chapter 6, Section 6.0.)  Contrary to All State’s assertions, the 22nd DAA 
carefully and methodically followed the Public Contract Code, the 22nd DAA’s purchasing 
policies and procedures, and scored each response in a fair and objective way.  All State’s 
arguments to the contrary are unsupported and unfounded, and no evidence exists demonstrating 
the 22nd DAA acted arbitrarily or capriciously.  As a result, the 22nd DAA requests that the 
DGS render a decision as soon as possible because the San Diego County Fair (“Fair”) is 
scheduled to open on June 5, 2020 to millions of visitors and the awarded contract will be critical 
to the Fair’s success. 

 
Below, we outline the process the 22nd DAA followed, the evaluation and scoring 

methods used to evaluate each proposal, and the reasons why All State’s protest lacks merit.1  
                                                 

1 All State was required to provide a full and complete statement of the grounds for its  
            (continued…) 
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Background  
 

A. The 22nd District Agricultural District 
 

The 22nd DAA operates and administers the Del Mar Fairgrounds located in San Diego 
County.  The 22nd DAA governs and oversees the Fair each year.  (Food and Agr. Code, §§ 
3873 and 3951.)  The 22nd DAA is empowered to enter into agreements, seek competitive bids 
from vendors for goods and services, and adopt rules for governing activities of the 22nd DAA.  
(Food and Agr. Code, §§ 4051 and 4051.1.) 
 

The Del Mar Fairgrounds is a 400-acre multi-use entertainment, exhibit and horse racing 
facility consisting of 300,000 square feet of trade show and meeting space.  It also consists of a 
15,000-seat grandstand, a 3,500-9,000 seat multi-use outdoor arena, a one-mile dirt/turf surface 
racetrack, along with a 64-acre equestrian facility, a driving range, miniature golf course, tennis 
club, swim school and RV park.  (Exhibit A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3].) 
 

The Fair is the sixth-largest fair in North America, the largest fair in California, and the 
largest special event venue in San Diego County, attracting more than 1.5 million visitors per 
year.  The Fair takes place every summer during the months of June and July and traditionally is 
open 27 days each year.  The carnival platform at the fair is an independent midway comprised 
of more than 80 carnival rides and more than 60 carnival games.  Ride revenue is approximately 
$10 million per year and carnival game revenue is approximately $4 million per year.  (Exh. A 
[Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 4].) 
 

B. Request for Proposal No. 19-04 
 

On October 3, 2019, the 22nd DAA released RFP No. 19-04 for the Digital Ticketing 
System and Carnival Game Operations at the San Diego County Fair Midway.  The RFP sought 
proposals from vendors to operate carnival games utilizing a digital ticketing system.  (Exh. A 
[Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3].)  Proposers would receive a percentage of their gross 
revenues from the carnival gaming operations in exchange for providing, at no cost to the 22nd 
DAA, their own (or contracted) digital ticketing services for a term of three (3) years, with two 
(2), one (1) year options to renew, at the sole and absolute discretion of the 22nd DAA.  (Id.) 
 

Proposers were also informed that a contract would be awarded to the “responsive, 
responsible, qualified Proposer(s) whose proposal(s), as determined by the 22nd DAA, that best 
met the requirements set forth in [the RFP] including the Statement/Scope of Work to be 
performed described in (Section 3.0) and the Mandatory Format and Content Requirements 

                                                                                                                                                             
(…continued) protest, and all arguments were to be raised.  While All State is given a rebuttal 
opportunity to respond to this letter, if All State raises any new claims in its rebuttal, the 22nd 
DAA’s position will be that any new arguments are waived. 
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(Section 6.0).”  (Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3].)  The RFP notified proposers that the 
procurement was a “secondary” solicitation, as defined in the SCM, Vol. 1, Section 5.25, et seq.   

 
Proposals were scored on both financial and qualitative components, and a contract 

award would be based on the highest total cumulative score.  (Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-
04, p. 3].)  Considerations were given to experience and qualifications, technical approaches, 
quality of the proposed personnel, and/or a management plan.  (Exh. A [Section 5.1, RFP No. 
19-04, p. 30].)  Consideration was also given to qualitative (technical) and financial components 
(price) to determine the most advantageous proposal of the greatest value to the 22nd DAA.  
(Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3].) 
 

To evaluate proposals, the 22nd DAA notified all proposers that it “may, at its sole and 
absolute discretion, reject any or all proposals, or parts thereof, or reject any item or items in 
[the] RFP, and waive any irregularities or technicalities.”  (Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, 
p. 3].)  Proposers were notified that “[t]he decision as to who shall receive a contract award, or 
whether or not an award shall ever be made as a result of [the RFP], shall be at the sole and 
absolute discretion of the 22nd DAA.”  (Id.)  By responding, proposers affirmed they examined 
the RFP and committed to being capable of performing the type and quality of work requested.  
(Exh. A [Section 2.2, RFP No. 19-04, p. 4].)   
 

Two addendums were issued to the RFP: (1) Addendum No. 1, dated October 21, 2019; 
and (2) Addendum No. 2, dated October 25, 2019.  (Exhs. B and C, respectively.)  Addendum 
No. 1 responded to thirty-two (32) requests for information, and included ride and game fee data 
(response to Question No. 27), carnival game and ride layout data (response to Question No. 29), 
and a copy of a concessionaire contract for the prior year’s Fair ticket and game operator.  (Exh. 
B [RFP Adden. 1].)  Addendum No. 2 extended the final date of submission from November 1, 
2019 to November 22, 2019.  (Exh. C [RFP Adden. 2].)  This extension was provided to “allow 
potential Proposers additional time to review the information provided in Addendum No. 1 and 
to prepare and submit competitive proposals in response to the RFP.”  (Id.)  All other key dates 
and deadlines were outlined in Section 1.2 of the RFP.  (Exh. A [Section 1.2, RFP No. 19-04, p. 
2].)   
 

C. Proposed Scope of Work 
 

RFP No. 19-04 requested proposals from carnival game operators that also could provide 
a digital ticketless system for both games and rides.  (Exh. A [Section 3.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 
18].)  The 22nd DAA determined it was cost-prohibitive to purchase or lease its own complete 
digital ticketing system.  (Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3].)  The paper ticketing 
system for game play is outdated and largely involves cash transactions.  A digital ticketing 
system allows users to upload digital tickets onto digital media, which then are scanned for 
redemption.  The 22nd DAA would sell those digital tickets utilizing its own admissions team 
and then track and deposit all payments in an account owned and controlled by the 22nd DAA.  
Contrary to All State’s position, no vendor was asked to handle payments made in connection 
with the sale of the digital tickets.  (Exh. A [Section 3.1, RFP No. 19-04, p. 18].)   
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The RFP stated in bold-print that the 22nd DAA would not purchase any aspect of the 
digital ticketing system.  The backbone system and equipment was to be owned or contracted by 
the proposers, not the 22nd DAA.  Specifically, the RFP stated the following: 
 

“Proposals that require the 22nd DAA to purchase software, equipment, 
unused devices, any aspect of the digital ticketing system or carnival game 
operation, or pay any additional fees or costs not specifically identified in this 
RFP, will be found non-responsive to the RFP and will not be considered by 
the 22nd DAA.” 

 
(Exh. A [Section 3.1, RFP No. 19-04, p. 19].) 
 

Proposers were required to provide a proven, fully-operational digital ticketing system.  
Vendors could either: (1) own and operate both the digital ticketing system and carnival games 
themselves; or (2) team-up with vendors in a prime contractor / sub-contractor relationship to 
provide the digital ticketing system and carnival games.  (Id. at pp. 18-19.) 
 

Contrary to All State’s position, the 22nd DAA wanted to maximize competition in the 
RFP process by encouraging responses from all qualified and capable vendors.  For example, if a 
prime contractor / sub-contractor team responded to the RFP, the prime contractor was required 
to either: (1) own and operate the entire digital ticketing system; or (2) own and operate at least 
80% of the carnival games.  (Id. at pp. 19-20.) 

 
If a proposer owned 80% or more of the carnival games, that proposer could then: (1) 

subcontract the remaining 20% of the carnival games to one or more subcontractors; and (2) 
subcontract the complete digital ticketing system to no more than one (1) subcontractor.  To 
further spur competition, if a proposer was the owner and operator of a digital ticketing system 
and is subcontracting the carnival games, one carnival game subcontractor must own and operate 
a minimum of 75% of the carnival games, with the remaining 25% owned and operated by 
additional subcontractors.  (Id.)  
 

No vendor was required to own both carnival games and a digital ticketing system, as All 
State suggested.  Instead, the RFP encouraged maximum competition among all potential 
vendors that either owned their own digital ticketing system, carnival games, both, or some 
combination of either.  Carnival game operators that did not own a digital ticketing system could 
team up with other subcontractors to provide a portion of the carnival games to achieve the 
required goal.  The fact that All State was able to find a subcontractor and propose operating 
games and a cashless system at the Fair, proves that competition indeed existed for these 
services. 

 
D. Evaluation Selection and Scoring Process 

 
In Section 5.0 of the RFP, the 22nd DAA outlined the process for selecting a responsible 

proposer.  An evaluation and selection committee was chosen to evaluate and score each 
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proposal received.  Each proposal was assigned points for the technical components based on 
their quality and completeness, the proposer's experience and qualifications, and the quality of 
their proposed personnel and/or management.  (Exh. A [Section 5.1(D), RFP No. 19-04, p. 30].)  
Review of the technical proposal was conducted by a committee without influence of price.  (Id.)  
One-hour interviews were conducted in which proposers were asked questions on their 
proposals, but were cautioned that the presentation should not change or alter their submitted 
proposals, or risk disqualification.  (Exh. A [Section 5.1(E) at p. 30].)   
 

Scores for the Technical Components consisted of a total for each reviewer divided by 
the number of reviewers on the committee.  (Exh. A [Section 5.1(F) at p. 31].)  The financial 
proposals of the proposers that met the minimum required qualifications would then be opened. 
The financial score was then added to the technical scores to calculate an overall score for each 
proposer.  (Exh. A [Section 5.1(G) at p. 31].)  Selection was based on the highest score overall.  
(Exh. A [Section 5.1(H) at p. 31].)   
 

Minimum Qualifications were scored on a pass/fail basis, and the following components 
were assigned 100 points each:  (1) Technical Proposal Digital Ticketing System (Exh. A 
[Section 5.3.1(a)-(c)]); (2) Technical Proposal Carnival Game Operations (Exh. A [Section 
5.3.2(a)-(c)]); and (3) Financial Proposal (Exh. A [Section 5.3.4 at p. 36].).   
 

For evaluating technical components, a rating schedule in Section 5.3.3 was used to 
determine whether proposers were noncompliant, poor, fair, good, excellent, or outstanding.  
Percentages for each category were assigned.  (Exh. A [Section 5.3.3 at p. 36].)  The percentages 
were then tabulated into points based upon the weight given for each particular category.  (Id.)  
For example, if a proposer obtained an “excellent 90%” score in a particular category that had 30 
total points available, the 90% score translated into a proposer receiving 27 points (0.9 x 30 = 
27).  (Id.)   
 

Evaluating the financial components was similarly done.  Proposers were required to 
share twenty six percent (26%) or greater of the gross revenue from the carnival game operation 
with the 22nd DAA.  The financial proposal that shared the highest percentage of the gross 
revenue from the carnival game operations would receive 100 points.  For any lesser amount, 
points were determined by dividing the lowest financial proposal with the highest, multiplied by 
100.  (Exh. A [Section 5.3.4 at p. 37].) 

 
E. Responses to the Request for Proposal 

 
The 22nd DAA received its first response to the RFP, dated November 1, 2019; and, a 

second proposal was received, dated November 16, 2019.  The first proposal was submitted by 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. (“RCS”) and the second from the protestant -- All State (Exhs. D, E, 
F and G).  Both proposals were deemed timely.  Oral interviews and proposer presentations were 
conducted on December 12, 2019.  (Exhs. H and I.)  Attending the interviews and presentations 
were staff and executives on behalf of the 22nd DAA, including the Board Director.  (Id.)  
Following the presentations, the proposals, including attachments, were provided to the 
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evaluation committee (a four-person panel) for scoring.  On the scoring panel were two Deputy 
General Managers for the 22nd DAA, its Chief Financial Officer and a Board Director.  (Exh. J.) 

 
F. The Scoring of Proposals and All State’s Bid Protest 

 
Technical proposals for both RCS and All State were opened and the committee 

completed scoring summary sheets for both proposals.  RCS received passing scores from the 
panelists for the “minimum qualifications,” an average score of 89.23 for its “digital ticketing 
system,” and an average score of 87.63 for its “carnival game operations.”  RCS’ total combined 
technical score was 176.85 (out of a possible 200).  (Exhs. J and K.)   
 

In contrast, All State received failing scores from the panelists for not meeting the 
“minimum qualifications” criteria, including for (among other reasons):  (1) failing to provide a 
document that describes the relationship (in detail) between itself and each of its subcontractors; 
and (2) failing to provide three letters of reference.  (Exh. L.)  In addition, All State also received 
the lowest scores of 37.60 for its “digital ticketing system” and 64.50 for its “carnival game 
operations.” All State’s combined technical score was 102.10 (out of a possible 200).  (Id.)  It is 
important to note that any proposal that did not meet “minimum qualifications” could be rejected 
outright by the 22nd DAA.  (Exh. A [RFP Section 3.2 at p. 20].)  Nevertheless, the 22nd DAA 
exercised discretion, and in the interest of fairness, scored All State’s entire proposal despite 
not passing the minimum qualifications.  (See Declaration by Katie Mueller, Deputy General 
Manager of the 22nd DAA.)   
 

The financial proposals were then opened by the evaluation committee members, and All 
State received a perfect score of 100 (out of 100), while RCS received a score of 92.86.  (Exhs. 
E, G and M.)  
 

Subsequently, both the technical and financial proposals were tallied to determine the 
highest scored proposer. RCS’ total score was 269.71 (out of a possible 300) and All State’s 
score was 202.10.  (Exh. N.)  On December 27, 2019, the 22nd DAA thanked all responders for 
submitting their proposals and announced that the 22nd DAA intended to award a contract to 
RCS as the highest scored responder.  (Exh. O [Ceragioli Letters, dated Dec. 27, 2019].)  All 
responders were provided copies of the evaluation committee’s:  (1) Evaluation Summary; (2) 
Proposal Scoring Summary; and (3) the Financial Summary for RFP No. 19-04.  Pursuant to the 
RFP, proposers were given five (5) business days to submit a protest.  (Id.) 

  
On January 6, 2020, counsel for All State submitted a bid protest to DGS and the 22nd 

DAA.  That same day, DGS acknowledged receipt of the protest and notified All State that a 
complete detailed written statement specifying all grounds of the protest were due by January 13, 
2020.  On January 13, All State submitted an 18-page protest letter, along with 25 exhibits, and 
four declarations.  The 22nd DAA carefully reviewed All State’s protest and responds below. 
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Legal Standards 
 

Under California law, there are several available methods for soliciting bids for service 
contracts.  Bidding methods include an Invitation for Bid (where the award is made to the lowest 
responsive cost), and a Request for Proposal (RFP), one version of which involves scoring 
proposals and awarding to the highest scored proposal. (See SCM, Vol. 1, Sects. 5.11 and 5.25; 
see also Public Contract Code §§ 10341, 10344, and 10345.)  A high-score approach was used 
by the 22nd DAA in RFP No. 19-04. 
 

On a high-score RFP approach, substantial weight is given to the contract price in 
relationship to other evaluation criteria.  The high-score RFP is also called the “Secondary RFP,” 
and is outlined in Public Contract Code section 10344, subdivision (c).  (See also SCM, Vol. 1, 
Sect. 5.25.)  In practice, substantial weight is commonly interpreted to mean that cost is at least 
30% of total available points.  (Pub. Contract Code§ 10344(c); see also SCM, Vol. 1, Sect. 
5.25.B.)  Here, the 22nd DAA allocated one-third (33.3%) of the available points to a financial 
component, exceeding the SCM requirement. 
 

For Secondary RFPs, State agencies are required to follow specific rules.  Under Public 
Contracts Code section 10344, subdivision (c), proposals are to be evaluated:  (1) to determine if 
it met format requirements; and (2) if so, then it is to be scored and evaluated, using the methods 
specified in the RFP.  (Pub. Contract Code, § 13044, subd. (c).)  All proposals, evaluations, and 
scoring sheets are public records at the conclusion of the scoring process.  (Id.)  If a proposer 
receives the highest score by the evaluation committee, a contract shall be awarded to that 
proposer.  (Id.)  This process was carefully followed by the 22nd DAA, without any deviations.  
(See Mueller Decl.)  The 22nd DAA’s RFP consisted of forty (40) pages of highly detailed 
specifications, including multiple pages on how the proposals would be evaluated, formatted, 
scored, and awarded.   
 

Secondary RFPs are required for unique situations that cannot necessarily be resolved by 
a lowest bidder.  (See SCM, Vol. 1, Section 5.08.)  Secondary RFPs are also used “in which 
professional expertise and methods may vary greatly.”  (Id. at Section 5.06.)  The 22nd DAA 
was presented a unique and very challenging situation to convert from paper tickets to a digital 
ticketless system.  As a result, unique solutions were required from proposers to explain how to 
integrate game and ride vendors with fairgoers in a consistent digital format.  As was evidenced 
from the responses, there were two very different approaches to solve this challenge.   

 
When scoring a Secondary RFP, cost and technical points are given to calculate a high 

score.  (See SCM, Vol. 1, Sects. 5.06 and 5.25.)  Importantly, agency discretion is allowed in the 
scoring process.  Specifically, “the decision as to who shall receive a contract award . . . shall be 
at the sole and absolute discretion of the 22nd DAA.”  (Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 3; see 
also Joint Council of Interns & Residents v. Board of Supervisors (1989) 210 Cal.App.3d 1202, 
1211 [finding that “letting of contracts by a governmental entity necessarily requires an exercise 
of discretion guided by considerations of the public welfare”].)   
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California law also limits the grounds for bid protests to a Secondary RFP, as was used 
here.  A protestant challenging a Secondary (high-score) RFP, must establish at least one of the 
following, that the state agency:  (1) failed to follow the procedures specified in subdivision (c) 
of Section 10344; (2) failed to apply correctly the standards for reviewing the format 
requirements or evaluating the proposals as specified in the RFP; (3) failed to follow the methods 
for evaluating and scoring the proposals; or (4) is proposing to award a contract to a bidder that 
did not have the highest score.  (Pub. Contract Code, §§ 10345(b)(2)(A), (B), (D), and (E).) 
 

The protestant bears the burden of proof and must establish each fact essential to the 
claim. (Cal. Administrative Hearing Practice (Cont. Ed.Bar. 2d ed. 2017) Burden and Degree of 
Proof, §§ 7.50 - 7.51.)  The standard of proof to be applied is a preponderance of the evidence. 
(Id.; see also Evid. Code, § 115; Baxter Healthcare Corp v. Denton (2004) 120 Cal.App. 4th 
333, 364-368.)  Importantly, competitive bidding is for the benefit and protection of the public, 
not of the bidders; no right exists in the lowest bidder to have his bid accepted where the statute 
confers the power to reject all bids.  (Charles L. Harney, Inc. v. Durkee (1951) 107 Cal.App.2d 
570.)  Courts will not interfere with a public body’s exercise of authority except in cases where 
there was an arbitrary disregard of the law or a flagrant abuse of discretion.  (Brandt v. Board of 
Supervisors (1978) 84 Cal.App.3d 598, 601.)   
 

In short, because the 22nd DAA utilized a Secondary RFP (high-score) approach, All 
State was required (under Pub. Contract Code, § 10345) to establish that the 22nd DAA engaged 
in a flagrant abuse of discretion by failing to follow the law or by failing to adhere to the format 
or evaluation and selection methods stated in the RFP.  All State failed to meet this burden.  The 
22nd DAA properly followed all required procedures and correctly applied all appropriate 
standards for reviewing the RFP responses.  The 22nd DAA correctly followed the scoring 
criteria, and properly recommended the bidder with the highest score (RCS) to be awarded a 
contract.  Accordingly, based on the law and facts, DGS should deny All State’s protest. 

 
Argument 
 
1. All State Lacks Standing to Protest 
 

DGS’ jurisdiction to consider protests is outlined in Section 6.02 of the State Contracting 
Manual.  (See SCM, Vol. 1, Sect. 6.02.)  However, protests are excluded if a protestant fails to 
allege its own bid lacked deficiencies and fails to make supportable assertion that it should have 
been the highest scored proposer, instead.  (SCM, Vol. 1, Sect. 6.03.)   
 

All State makes no assertion that its proposal met the RFP specifications and should have 
scored the highest.  In fact, All State ignores that it failed the “minimum qualifications,” 
altogether.  Instead, All State merely argues RCS did not comply with the RFP’s requirements 
(when it did), and that All State should have been awarded the contract.  Even a cursory review 
of All State’s RFP response demonstrates its numerous deficiencies, which prevent it from 
having standing to protest in this matter.  Below are a few of All State’s deficiencies. 
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First, the Contractor Status Form All State provided is missing the date on which it was 
authorized to conduct business in California. It provided a California Certificate of Qualification, 
dated November 18, 2019.  However, this filing date raises more questions than it answers.  All 
State’s proposal is signed on November 16, 2019, which was two days before being qualified to 
conduct business in California.  (Exh. F [All State RFP Response at pp. 78-80].)  Also, in a 
declaration submitted in support of All State’s protest, Adam West declared under oath that All 
State “has been operating games at the San Diego County Fair for seven years.” (Declaration of 
Adam West [“West Decl.”] at ¶2.)  However, no explanation was provided as to why All State 
was operating in California prior to November 2019, without proper legal authorization.   
 

Second, All State was required to provide proper work authorizations for its 
subcontractor, W.G. Wade Shows, Inc. (“Wade Shows”).  None were provided.  In fact, in a 
search of the records at the California Secretary of State, no information exists at all as to 
whether Wade Shows is authorized to conduct business in the State of California. 

 
Third, nearly all of the scoring sheets for All State’s proposal noted that All State did not 

fully describe the relationship in detail between itself and each of its subcontractors providing 
services.  Neglecting this important information made All State’s response defective.  (Exh. L.) 
 

Fourth, All State did not properly submit a conflict of interest form required under 
Section 7.1 of the RFP.  (Exh. F [All State RFP Response at pp. 77-78].)  All State was required 
to certify that no known family or business relationships exist with any director, officer, official, 
or employee of the 22nd DAA.  All State check marked this certification, but failed to mark the 
following required acknowledgment that “[i]f my status with regard to the above changes, I 
understand that I must notify the Contact Person listed on the cover of the RFP immediately.”  
(Id.)  All State’s failure made its response defective.   
 

In addition, in Mr. West’s declaration, he states “when [he] read RFP 19-04 [he] knew 
that there was no way All State could compete . . . .“ and “[he] knew when [he] submitted the 
Proposal it was a forgone conclusion that the RFP would be awarded to RCS. . . .”  (West Decl., 
¶9.)  Mr. West also states that All State submitted a bid “only to preserve the ability of All State 
to protest. . . .” (Id.)  In essence, All State admits that before submitting a bid, All State knew it 
could not compete and submitted a bid “only” to invoke the ability to protest.   
 

Title 2 Cal. Code of Regs., § 1195, subds. (b), states that a “protestant” is an interested 
party “claiming to be the lowest responsible bidder meeting the specifications, or, in any other 
instance, where the protestant claiming that the protestant would have been the awardee if the 
prescribed procedure for making the award had been followed.”  All State meets none of this 
criterion.  All State does not and cannot make a supportable assertion that it properly responded 
to the RFP and should have been the highest scored proposer.  There were multiple, critical 
deficiencies with its RFP response that prevented All State from scoring the highest.  As a result, 
DGS lacks jurisdiction to hear All State’s protest in this matter because All State cannot make a 
supportable assertion it was the highest scored proposer. 
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2. RCS Met All of the Minimum Qualifications of the RFP 
 
 All State incorrectly argues RCS failed to meet the minimum requirements in its response 
and should have been deemed non-responsive to the RFP.  None of these assertions are true.  
 
 A. Insurance (RFP Section 2.12) 
 
 All State argues that RCS failed to provide evidence of “all risk” insurance, a 
requirement in the RFP.  However, contrary to All State’s claim, RCS met (and in some cases 
exceeded) the minimum required insurance provisions specified in the RFP.  Overlooked by All 
State is that proof of insurance was required “unless the Proposer is on the California Fair 
Services Authority’s (CFSA) Master Insurance List.” (Exh. A [Section 2.12, RFP No. 19-04, p. 
9], emphasis added.)  RCS is on that Master Insurance List, and evidence of this was provided by 
RCS in its proof of insurance response.  (See Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, p. 16].)  
 

B.  Business Licenses (RFP Section 3.2)   
 
All State next asserts that RCS lacked information about its subcontractors in responding 

to the RFP.  All State ignores the substantial information submitted by RCS about its 
subcontractors.  For example, each of RCS’ subcontractors provided signed “independent 
operator pre-agreements,” complied with the insurance requirements protecting the 22nd DAA, 
and RCS outlined their respective entity names, experiences, personnel, and the services they 
will provide.  (Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, pp. 103-118].)  The 22nd DAA was provided ample 
information to make a business judgment on RCS’ qualifications, and the qualifications of its 
subcontractors. 

 
California courts reasonably rely on public officials to make fact-based determinations 

about the materiality of any bidding irregularities.  Generally, courts defer to agency discretion to 
evaluate the materiality of bidding errors based on the facts.  (MCM Construction, Inc. v. City 
and County of San Francisco (1998) 66 Cal.App.4th 359, 374-375 [“On questions of fact, we 
defer to the findings of the public agency, where supported by substantial evidence.... Whether in 
any given case a bid varies substantially or only inconsequentially from the call for bids is a 
question of fact.”].)   

 
The MCM approach is consistent with the objective to be fair to bidders. It is manifestly 

unfair to a responsible low bidder (or high score proposer) to invalidate an otherwise responsive 
bid based upon a minor irregularity in the bidding process that does not materially affect the 
outcome.  It is worth highlighting that while All State received a failing score from each scoring 
committee member for not meeting the “minimum qualifications” (which would have 
disqualified it from further consideration altogether), including not providing information on its 
own subcontractor, All State’s entire proposal was still scored and evaluated.  Bidders are not 
perfect and proposers are seldom held to that standard.  The 22nd DAA gave objectivity and 
fairness to each proposal despite a few irregularities, and that is allowed by law. 
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 C. Contractor Status (RFP Section 7.1) 
 
 All State incorrectly asserts RCS did not provide the correct business entity status 
information demonstrating it is qualified to conduct business.  RCS provided a copy of a 
Certificate of Good Standing from the Arizona Corporation Commission (its state of 
incorporation), along with a Statement of Information filed with the California Secretary of State 
demonstrating it is duly authorized to conduct business in California.  (Exh. D [RCS RFP 
Response, pp. 17-19].)  In contrast, All State’s Contractor Status Form is missing the date on 
which it was first authorized to conduct business in California.  Further, All State’s California 
Certificate of Qualification is dated November 18, 2019, two days after All State’s principal 
signed its RFP response.  (Exh. F [All State RFP Response, pp. 77-80].)  No explanation was 
provided by All State as to why it was conducting business in California (for years) before 
November 18, 2019, without authorization from the Secretary of State.  
 
 D. Conflict of Interest Disclosure (RFP Section 7.1) 
 
 Despite All State’s position, RCS correctly complied with the RFP regarding its conflict 
of interest disclosures.  (Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, pp. 4-5].)  All State asserts that RCS did 
not provide additional information on conflicts that it may have with directors, officers, officials, 
or employees of the 22nd DAA.  This is incorrect.  All required forms were provided by RCS.  
RCS did checkmark a prior box on the form indicating a conflict existed.  However, RCS 
repeatedly stated no conflict ever existed throughout the signed form. (Id.)  Further, RCS 
affirmed “no known suspected family or business relationships with any director, officer, 
official, or employee of the 22nd DAA.”  (Id.)  The 22nd DAA determined a box was 
checkmarked inadvertently and was a typographical error.  A well-developed body of California 
law affirms that agencies have discretion to waive typographical errors.  (MCM, supra, 66 
Cal.App.4th at p. 374 [“An agency has discretion to waive immaterial deviations from bid 
specifications….”].)  
 

Moreover, the RFP clearly stated the 22nd DAA can “waive any irregularities or 
technicalities,” which it did in this obvious instance.  (Exh. A [Section 2.0, RFP No. 19-04, p. 
3].)  “Competitive bidding provisions must be read in the light of the reason for their enactment, 
or they will be applied where they were not intended to operate and thus deny [public agencies] 
authority to deal with problems in a sensible, practical way.” (Domar Electric, Inc. v. City of Los 
Angeles (1994) 9 Cal.4th 161, 173.)  The 22nd DAA exercised sound discretion in waiving an 
obvious typographical error in this instance. 
 
 E. Proposer Relationships (RFP Section 3.2) 
 
 All State wrongly assumes RCS’ response to the RFP was submitted by an entity with the 
name of “GDR, Inc.,” (“GDR”) or that GDR was a subcontractor of RCS for this proposal, 
requiring a disclosure of some relationship.  The RFP only required disclosure of each proposer 
and its subcontractors who will perform work on tasks, not disclosure of all conceivable business 
relationships a business may have.  (Exh. A [Section 3.2, RFP 19-04, p. 20].)  It is clear from the 
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documents that RCS was not using GDR as a subcontractor to provide the services requested by 
the RFP, since it did not list it as a subcontractor for any work.  Despite All State’s assertion, no 
additional explanation or disclosure was required. 
 
 F. Letters of Reference (RFP Section 3.2) 
 
 The RFP required proposers to submit three letters of reference (dated within the last 
year) “from events similar in size and scope to the San Diego County Fair’s Independent 
Midway.”  (Exh. A [Section 3.2(C), RFP No. 19-04, p. 20].)  Instead of providing three letters, 
RCS provided four and they were from: (1) Arizona Exposition & State Fair; (2) Orange County 
Fair and Event Center; (3) Southwestern Fair Commission, Inc.; and (4) Antelope County Fair 
Association.  (Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, pp. 20-23].) 
 

All State argues the attendance numbers for the Southwestern Fair Commission and 
Antelope County Fair Association, were not similar in “size” to the San Diego County Fair.  
However, no fair is larger in California than the San Diego County Fair.  (Exh. A [Section 2.1, 
RFP No. 19-04, p. 4].)  The four reference letters RCS submitted along with RCS’ statement of 
qualifications indicated it has provided carnival services to fairs with over 1 million attendees at 
the Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo (at which RCS provided 100% midway operations) and 
the Los Angeles County Fair (at which RCS provided 100% midway operations).  (Exh. D [RCS 
RFP Response, p. 35].)  Taken together, the 22nd DAA appropriately exercised discretion and 
determined that all four of RCS’ reference letters, and all other relevant information, met the 
reference requirement in the RFP. 
 

G. Drug Testing, Background Check, Hiring, and Emergency Plan Policies 
(RFP Section 3.2) 

 
 RCS provided all of the requested information for these topics, despite All State’s 
assertions.  RCS outlined its safety, drug testing, and substance abuse policies between pages 27 
and 30 of its response.  RCS’ hiring plan and policies were covered between pages 88 and 89, 
and its emergency protocol and crisis communication chart was covered on page 27 (describing 
RCS’ ability to “safeguard 11 million visitors” and thousands of staff annually).  RCS states that 
all employees were required to pass a pre-employment drug test and are subject to weekly 
random checks.  (Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, pp. 27-28].)  This met the RFP’s requirements in 
Section 3.2, and All State’s position is unsupported. 
 
 H. Litigation Disclosures (Proposal/Contractor Status Form) 
 
 The Proposal/Contractor Status Form requested proposers to “list any civil or criminal” 
actions pending or filed within the last three years.  RCS responded by providing a list of six 
civil cases.  (Exh. A [RFP No. 19-04, first attachment].)  All State claims RCS omitted a single 
case, and that is disqualifying.  However, the RFP’s requirement was for RCS to provide a list of 
“any” pending or filed matter within the last three years.  RCS met this requirement by providing 
a list of six matters.  Why a single matter was omitted from that list is unknown to the 22nd 
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DAA, except perhaps the form may have lacked clarity on the intent behind the use of the word 
“any.”  While it is logical to interpret the word “any” to mean something broad (such as, “all”), it 
is equally reasonable to assume the word “any” to mean something narrower.  This could have 
led to confusion embedded in the RFP’s format not caused by RCS.  The 22nd DAA reserved the 
right to “waive any irregularities” in the RFP at any time; thus, the 22nd DAA deemed RCS’s 
proposal responsive.  (Exh. A [Section 4.5, RFP No. 19-04, p. 28].)  The total number of matters 
was not disqualifying.  Not providing a response at all would have been, but that did not occur 
here. 
 
 I. Reliability of FunPass 
 
 All State quarrels with the reliability of the FunPass digital ticketless system.  All State 
also makes reference to other systems not a part of the proposal, called “FunCard,” “E-Z Pass,” 
and “ZPass.”  To support its reliability allegations, All State refers to two hearsay declarations 
from unknown individuals (Declarations from Budmir and Martos).  However, the declarations 
lack crucial details, and are based on memories reaching as far back as a decade (at least in one 
instance), and provide no substantive information about what caused the purported outage(s) 
they claim occurred to a ticketless system.  Also, these individuals were not entirely sure what 
system they recalled suffered a purported outage or whether it was the same as the FunPass 
system.  All State’s references to other systems, or witness testimony about outages on some 
unknown system is irrelevant and unfounded.  
 
3. The RFP Was Correctly Classified as Non-Information Technology 
 
 All State believes that RFP No. 19-04 was a procurement for Information Technology 
(IT) services, when it was not.  The 22nd DAA made it very clear that any proposals that 
required the 22nd DAA to purchase or otherwise pay for any digital ticketing systems would be 
deemed non-responsive and rejected.  (Exh. A [Section 3.1, RFP No. 19-04, p. 19].)  Instead, the 
22nd DAA sought proposals from vendors who owned or contracted digital ticketing systems for 
use at the Fair, at no cost to the 22nd DAA.  The 22nd DAA did not seek to purchase or own any 
digital ticketing system.  When the Fair concludes, the proposer will take their digital ticketing 
systems with them. 
 

All State’s “loss leader” argument similarly fails.  No “article or product [was] sold at 
less than cost” as is required to qualify as a “loss leader” under Business and Professions Code 
section 17030.  Again, the 22nd DAA never sought to purchase the digital ticketing systems.  
Accordingly, contrary to All State’s position, the RFP was properly classified as non-IT. 
 

All State’s argument that the “predominant purpose” or “primary purpose” of the 
RFP was to obtain IT goods and services is also unsupported.  Carnival games at the Fair 
generate approximately $4 million and carnival rides generate $10 million annually at the 
Fair.  The RFP sought an operator to provide carnival games at the Fair, as long as the 
operator also brought a digital ticketless system along.  The predominant role to fill was 
fair entertainment. 
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Neither All Sate nor RCS (the two proposers) are in the IT business.  RCS states 
in its RFP response that it “has been providing Carnival Entertainment to Fairs and 
Guests since 1961.”  (Exh. D [RCS RFP Response, p. 7].)  Likewise, All State says it “is 
perhaps the top game operator in the country.”  (Exh. F [All State RFP Response, p. 22].)  
Their primary business is fair entertainment (games and rides).  As entertainment 
companies, they also have the capability of using digital ticketless systems.  All State 
teamed up with a subcontractor for that work, and RCS acquired its own system through 
rebranding.  However, neither RCS nor All State solely or primarily provide IT services 
for fairs.  They are carnival operators that use digital electronic equipment to manage 
tickets, and that is all.  
 

All State and RCS are similar to the health benefit manager example discussed in 
the SCM and cited by All State in its protest.  (SCM, Vol. 1, Section 1.05(B)(4).)  The 
health benefit manager performs its work (managing health care benefits) while also 
utilizing software and computer hardware systems to perform that task.  Procuring the 
health care manager is a non-IT procurement.  Likewise, procuring fair entertainment that 
utilizes computer systems is a non-IT endeavor.  If the opposite were true, then most 
everything would be categorized as an IT procurement since delivery of nearly all goods 
and services involve some use of electronic and/or digital devices. 

 
Finally, to the extent All State still believes the RFP sought IT goods or services, 

the 22nd DAA expressly is exempted from the IT procurement statutes altogether.  All 
State overlooks Food and Agricultural Code section 4051, which applies to all district 
agricultural associations (including the 22nd DAA) and exempts them from IT 
procurement requirements under Public Contract Code section 12100.  (See Food and 
Agr. Code, § 4051, subd. (a)(1)(B)(ii) [stating that “a grant or contract entered into by an 
association is not subject to Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 12100) of Part 2 of 
Division 2 of the Public Contract Code”].) 

 
All State’s position is legally and factually unsupported.  The 22nd DAA 

correctly followed the procurement policies and procedures required under the law for 
fair entertainment (non-IT) services.   
 
4. The RFP Invited Competition Among All Interested Parties and Was Not 

Limited Directly or Indirectly to One Bidder  
 
 Contrary to All State’s position, RFP No. 19-04 invited competition from all 
capable and qualified bidders to the exclusion of no one.  (See Ceragioli Decl.)  
Essentially, All State argues that because RCS owns both carnival games and its own 
digital ticketing system, the RFP outcome was predetermined.  This position fails for 
many reasons. 
 
 RFP 19-04 did not require any vendor to own both carnival games and digital 
ticketless systems.  In fact, the RFP expressly allowed for all sorts of competitive 
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alternatives.  A digital ticket company was allowed to partner with a game operator and 
vice versa.  (Exh. A [Section 3.1, RFP No. 19-04, p. 20].)  If a carnival game operator 
partnered with a digital ticket operator, then the carnival game operator needed to 
own/operate 80% of the games.  (Id.)  In fact, this precisely is what All State and its 
subcontractor proposed.  Alternatively, a vendor could provide both games and a digital 
ticketless system under the same ownership.  This is what RCS proposed.  The fact that 
both RCS and All State responded to the RFP, using one of the many different 
combinations available to all proposers, emphatically proves that more than one bidder 
could (and did) respond to the RFP.   
 

All State further argues that only one type of electronic system was required in the 
RFP – a barcode system, versus RFID technology.  This, too, is incorrect.  In Addendum 
No. 1 to the RFP, a question was asked “what investigation was made to determine that 
the RFID system would not meet the technical requirements of the RFP for 2020?”  (RFP 
Addendum No. 1, p. 5 [Ques. 24].)  The 22nd DAA answered “the RFP would not 
preclude a proposer from relying on an RFID system, so long that the RFID system is 
consistent with the RFP’s technical requirements.”  (Id.)  While the 22nd DAA advised 
bidders there are fairgoers with unused barcode tickets from last year’s fair, it was left to 
the proposers on how best to deal with that situation.  (Exh. A [Section 3.4(E), RFP No. 
19-04, p. 22].)  The RFP was written for the broadest audience possible and two bidders 
responded.  The outcome was not predetermined and all interested parties were invited to 
participate.  All State’s claims to the contrary are unfounded.  
 
5. The 22nd DAA’s RFP Process Complied with State Law, and it Exercised 

Discretion in Making the Award 
 

All State’s protest can be distilled down to one thing – being disappointed at not 
being selected.  All State believes it was superior and could have provided a better 
service.  However, that is not All State’s decision to make – it was the 22nd DAA’s 
business decision to select RCS, after reviewing all of the proposals, interviewing both 
proposers, and scoring all materials in a fair and objective manner.  (See Mueller Decl.) 
 

If a particular decision involves discretion to act in a particular way, a public body 
cannot be compelled to act in any other specific manner.  The burden is on a party 
claiming abuse that a public body had a duty to act, but did not.  (Barrett v. Stanislaus 
County Employees Retirement Assn.  (1987) 189 Cal.App.3d 1593, 1613.)  Also, courts, 
“as a general principle will not substitute their judgment or notions of expediency, 
reasonableness or wisdom for those which have guided an agency.”  (Cal. State 
Psychological Assn. v. County of San Diego (1983) 148 Cal.App.3d 849, 859-860.)   
 

All State’s arguments that the 22nd DAA made a bad decision or that “likely 
[was] not the best value” or involved an “inferior cashless system,” is irrelevant.  The 
selection of RCS over All State was discretionary and was derived after objectively 
reviewing, evaluating, and scoring each responder’s 120-page proposal.  Each member of 
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the 22nd DAA's evaluation panel personally dedicated countless hours to the evaluation 
process and took each step very seriously. (Mueller Deel.) A lot is at stake when 
handling the sixth largest fair in North America. The 22nd DAA did not violate the law, 
did not engage iri any favoritism, and did not conduct itself fraudulently, despite All 
State ' s outlandish accusations.2 

Conclusion 

Based upon the above, the 22nd DAA respectfully requests the protest submitted 
by All State 38, Inc. be denied. 

SAS:ag 

SD2020300129 
72122917.docx 

STEPHEN A. SUNSERI 
Deputy Attorney General 

For XAVIER BECERRA 
Attorney General 

' 

2 It should be noted that All State admittedly submitted an unsolicited side-proposal, in an 
attempt to circumvent the very same pro-competition laws it claims were violated. (All State 
Protest, Exh. 25.) All proposers, including All State, were advised "please do not attempt to 
contact any Staff or Board Member concerning this RFP." (RFP Cover Page.) All State's 
unsolicited proposal was made after it signed its initial RFP proposal, and that unsolicited 
proposal was not compliant with the RFP instructions. Therefore, the 22nd DAA rightly ignored 
this proposal. 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Protest of the Proposed 
Award of Request for Proposal No. 19-01: 

ALL STATE 38, INC., 

Protestant, 

vs. 

22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL 
ASSOCIATION, 

Awarding Agency. 

I, Mike Ceragioli, state and declare as follows: 

Protest No. 20-001 

DECLARATION OF MIKE 
CERAGIOLI IN SUPPORT OF 22ND 
DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL 
ASSOCIATION'S RESPONSE TO BID 
PROTEST 

1. I am the State Contracts Manager for the 22nd District Agricultural Association 
---------

("22nd DAA''), and have been working at the 22nd DAA for eleven (11) years. Prior to working 

at the 22nd DAA, I worked with the San Diego Metropolitan Transit System for twenty-three 

(23) years as its contracts manager. I am experienced and knowledgeable about public agency 

contracting and procurement methods, including competitive bids and proposals. 

2. I assisted the 22nd DAA staff, including Katie Mueller, in preparing Request for 

Proposal (RFP) No. 19-04. Our goal was to seek vendors that could provide carnival games that 

utilize a digital ticketless system (for both carnival games and rides). Preparing the RFP was a 

months-long process and our goal was to make the RFP as competitive as possible. The RFP 

was not prepared for any single bidder in mind. Careful effort was given to make the RFP as 
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impartial and as neutral as possible, so that no single vendor would be favored over another. We 

wanted all interested parties to participate to the fullest extent possible. 

3. Before issuing the RFP to the public, I asked my staff to research which fair 

industry associations existed to help us reach an appropriate pool of talented potential 

responders. We wanted to ensure that the RFP was advertised to as many people as possible. 

4. We contacted the International Association of Pairs & Expositions (IAFE), 

located in Springfield, Missouri and provided them with a copy of the RFP to advertise to their 

members. The IAFE also provided us with a list of twenty-one (21) IAFE members that seemed 

to offer some of the requested services. We reached out directly to each one of those IAFE 

members and asked them to consider responding to our RFP. 

5. In addition to the IAFE and its members, we provided a copy of the RFP to the 

Western Fairs Association, which posted it on their website. The RFP was also posted on the 

website for the Del Mar Fairgrounds. 

1-;-;-
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6. We wanted all vendors who could provide responses to do so. We did not limit 

who saw the RFP or who was allowed to respond in any way. It took us months to prepare this 

RFP, and last thing we wanted was for it to fail. We had no desire to close off competition and 

we did not steer it toward anyone in particular. To the contrary, our mission and goal was to find 

capable, well-qualified vendors, no matter who they were. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is trne and correct. Executed this t, °!th day of January 2020, at /) £ 1.., dJ ll:fl.- , 

California. 

Mike Ceragioli 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Protest of the Proposed 
Award of Request for Proposal No. 19-01: 

ALL STATE 38, INC., 

Protestant, 

vs. 

22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL 
ASSOCIATION, 

Awarding Agency. 

I, Katie Mueller, state and declare as follows: 

Protest No. 20-001 

.DECLARATION OF KATIE 
MUELLER IN SUPPORT OF 22ND 
DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL 
ASSOCIATION'S RESPONSE TO BID 
PROTEST 

1. I am a Deputy General Manager for the 22nd District Agricultural Association 

("22nd DAA"), and have been employed by the 22nd DAA for over twenty (20) years. When I 

started with the 22nd DAA, I started as an Exhibit Representative; then, I became the Manager of 

Exhibits; and, now I am a Deputy General Manager. Currently, I oversee fairtime operations for 

the San Diego County Fair, including overseeing fair entertainment, exhibits, and marketing. I 

also manage fair concessions and commercial spaces at the fairgrounds, and am knowledgeable 

and experienced in the process that the 22nd DAA uses to procure services from vendors at the 

fairgrounds. 

2. The mission of the 22nd DAA is to manage and promote the Del Mar Fairgrounds 

as a world-class, multi-use, public assembly facitlity with an emphasis on agriculture, education, 

entertainment and recreation in a fiscally sound and environmentally conscientious manner for 
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the benefit of all. We oversee the management and operations of the sixth largest fair in North 

America. 

3. In July 2019, my staff and I began drafting a Request for Proposal (RFP) No. 19-

04 to seek vendors that could provide carnival games that also utilize a digital ticketless system 

(for both carnival games and rides). The 22nd DAA relies heavily on the revenue generated by 

carnival games and rides, as they are the primary sources of revenue for the agency on an annual 

basis. We determined that purchasing a cashless system for the 22nd DAA was too expensive 

and cost prohibitive; so, we sought a solution that did not require us to purchase any portion of a 

cashless system. 

4. We felt it was important to prepare an RFP that elicited meaningful responses to 

solve the unique challenge of bridging carnival games and rides with a cashless system. The 

22nd DAA needed a process to better track and manage this revenue source instead of utilizing a 

cash system. 

5. In preparing the RFP No. 19-04, we made sure it contained language that was 

inclusive. We did not want to exclude anyone from submitting a response or exclude anyone 

from participating in the process. We would not have benefitted from a narrow search. Rather; 

our goal was to broaden the search, as wide as possible, to encourage as many competitive 

bidders as possible~ We wanted to find the best solution - which was a proven, reliable method 

to operate carnival games and rides, along with a digital ticketless system. As a result, we felt 

the more proposers there were, the better off it was for us. 

6. We issued the RFP on October 3, 2019 and received two responses in November 

2019-one from All State 38, Inc. (All State); and, the other from Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. 

("RCS"). I was chosen to be on the evaluation and selection committee to review, evaluate, and 
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score each proposal. Three other individuals were on the committee: (1) Carlene Moore (another 

Deputy General Manager); (2) Fred Schenk (the Director); and (3) Rita Walz (the Chief 

Financial Officer). The proposals were voluminous, each containing over 100 pages. 

7. As an evaluator, I reviewed all of the materials submitted from the proposers. I 

also contacted their references to verify their statements. None of the references provided by All 

State for its subcontractor (Wade Shows) returned my calls. 

8. On December 12, 2019, I also attended the oral presentations made by the 

proposers. I participated by asking clarifying questions pertaining to their submissions. 

Specifically, I asked All State's presenters which fairs utilized its proposed ticketless system. 

The answer we received was that the specific generation of system presented by All State was 

expected to be used for the first time at the Florida State Fair in 2020. What I learned was that 

All State's generation of system had not yet been implemented at any fair, and was not yet 

proven or operational, contrary to what was required by the RFP. This was a major concern for 

me. 

9. After the presentations finished, I spent approximately two weeks scoring and 

evaluating the proposals from both RCS and All State. It was a lengthy and time-consuming 

process, and a majority ofmy time during those two weeks was dedicated to this effort. I spent a 

lot of time comparing each of the responses to the RFP's requirements to determine whether 

each proposer answered the specifications adequately. 

II I 

II I 
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10. In scoring and evaluating the proposals, I remained fair and objective in my 

analysis, and believe all of my colleagues on the evaluation committee were, as well. A lot was 

at stake for our fair customers, and our organization, to make the determination that best met the 

requirements of the RFP. I treated the process very seriously, and did not predetermine or 

prejudge any outcome before completing my evaluation and scoring. In the end, I exercised my 

best professional judgment when scoring both RCS and All State against the RFP criteria. I have 

no reason to believe my colleagues on the evaluation committee did anything differently. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 30th day of January 2020, at Oe.- ( M 6'-. V 

California. 

k=i=-~ 
Katie Mueller 
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 1                     IN ATTENDANCE

 2

 3 FOR 22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION:

 4    Patty Cameron, Midway Admissions Supervisor

 5    Mike Ceragioli, Contracts Manager

 6    Lena Jouldjian, Box Office Manager

 7    Carlene Moore, Deputy General Manager

 8    Katie Mueller, Deputy General Manager

 9    Kevin Rigsbee, Communications Manager

10    Ron Rogers, I.T. Manager

11    Frederick Schenk, Board Director

12    Rita Walz, Chief Financial Officer

13

14 FOR RAY CAMMACK SHOWS, INC.

15    Ben Pickett, Vice President

16    Joy Pickett, Chief Financial Officer

17    Ann Kastl, Executive Director of Games and H.R.

18    Bill Lowry, I.T.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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 1   DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019

 2                       5:05 P.M.

 3                       ---o0o---

 4           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  My name is Mike Ceragioli.

 5 I'm the contracts manager here, and I really

 6 appreciate you coming out here and taking your time to

 7 come in here and give us a presentation.

 8           A couple things I wanted to say up front.

 9 You can't add to your proposal or change it in any way

10 during the presentation.  You're basically giving us a

11 presentation on what you guys gave us in writing.  I'm

12 limiting it to one hour, and that's what we've done

13 for the other proposers.  So I will take a -- start my

14 little timer on my phone here, and I'll kind of give

15 you a heads-up when you get close to the end.

16           You can take an hour.  If you can get it

17 done quicker, that's fine, too.  And then after you're

18 done, our panel here may have some questions for you.

19           JOY PICKETT:  Okay.  So after the

20 presentation we'll do some Q and A?

21           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Correct.

22           What I'll do is we'll start on this end.

23 We'll let everyone introduce themselves.

24           RON ROGERS:  Hello.  My name is Ron Rogers.

25 I'm the I.T. manager here at the fairgrounds.

Page 4

 1           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Kevin Rigsbee, the

 2 communications manager.

 3           CARLENE MOORE:  Carlene Moore, one of the

 4 two deputy general managers.

 5           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Hello again.  I'm Fred

 6 Schenk.  I'm a director on the board of the 22nd DAA

 7 Ag Association, and I chair Fair Operations for the

 8 board.

 9           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm Katie Mueller, and I'm

10 the other deputy general manager.

11           PATTY CAMERON:  I'm Patty Cameron, and I'm

12 midway admissions.

13           RITA WALZ:  Rita Walz, CFO.

14           LENA JOULDJIAN:  Lena Jouldjian, box office.

15           ANN KASTL:  Annie Kastl, Executive Director

16 HR and games.

17           BILL LOWRY:  Bill Lowry, Director of I.T.

18           BEN PICKETT:  Ben Pickett, Vice President,

19 Cammack Shows.

20           JOY PICKETT:  Joy Pickett, CFO.

21           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Nice to meet you guys.

22           ANN KASTL:  Thanks for having us.

23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You can begin your

24 presentation.

25           BEN PICKETT:  First of all, I'd like to
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 1 start.  Thank you for this opportunity to let us walk
 2 through this process with you.
 3           Our involvement with the San Diego County
 4 Fair started back in the early '80s, '85 or '86.  So
 5 our relationship is not new.  We have a long-standing
 6 relationship, but not in this capacity.  We have
 7 attended the San Diego County Fair in the capacity of
 8 rides, that's mainly our biggest relationship with
 9 this.  More recently we entered into, last year, with
10 our introduction to FunPass for San Diego County Fair,
11 and that's where we are today.
12           So we're gonna walk through some slides and
13 just kind of introduce and go over some of the bigger
14 concepts of the company.
15           So the company is owned by Guy and Charlene
16 Leavitt.  The other folks have already introduced
17 themselves.  Other than that, there's Chris Lopez, who
18 is the vice president of risk management, and Kim
19 Palmeri, the director of F&B.
20           JOY PICKETT:  I'll just pipe in a little
21 bit.  I'm third generation.  My parents are both
22 second.  "Ray Cammack" stands for my grandfather.
23 When my parents married, they joined both of their
24 parents' carnivals into one, after both of my
25 grandfathers tragically passed away.  So '83 for one
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 1 and '85 for the other, kind of about the time that we

 2 introduced ourselves to the San Diego County Fair.  So

 3 we are now starting to train the fourth generation

 4 into our business.

 5           But we're very proud to say that we're a

 6 Christian-based company, and we always like to make

 7 that known with anybody that we will do business with.

 8 So leading into that are our values and our mission

 9 statement.

10           BEN PICKETT:  And with that, I'd like to

11 just read that out.  And it's "With safety first:  To

12 provide and maintain the premier quality entertainment

13 known to the worldwide carnival industry."  So that's

14 what we pride ourselves on.  That's what we enter into

15 every business negotiation with and even into the

16 day-to-day operation.

17           Our team.  We have some folks that have

18 worked for us for over 40 years; multiple, as many as

19 30 and 40 people that have been with our company for a

20 long time.  If you see up there on the screen, we have

21 over 4,000 years of experience with the entire

22 management and middle management team.  That's unknown

23 in the industry in this country.

24           The Circle of Excellence Program was started

25 from the OABA.  We've been participants and members of
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 1 the Circle of Excellence since its inception in 2004,
 2 not only as RCS being a recipient, multiple side
 3 companies that are associated with RCS also,
 4 subcontractors whether they be concessionaires, all
 5 the way through.  So there's a total of --
 6           JOY PICKETT:  Twenty-two companies.
 7           BEN PICKETT:  -- 22 companies that
 8 participate, that are associated with RCS, that
 9 participate in Circle of Excellence.
10           Circle of Excellence is an initiative from
11 the OABA, which is a trade organization in the Outdoor
12 Amusement Business Association, that wanted to bring
13 standards to carnival and concessionaire operators.
14 So you had to meet requirements.  You had to go
15 through an auditing process that would essentially
16 establish you as a quality operator.  Again, we've
17 been participants and recipients since 2014.
18           OABA, some of you might know, Outdoor
19 Amusement Business Association, Guy Leavitt, past
20 chair, Chris Lopez, past chair.  I currently sit on
21 the board, along with Charlene Leavitt.  So we're very
22 active in the industry trade organizations and
23 essentially the betterment of the industry as a whole.
24 Charlene actually sits on the board and is involved
25 with the Circle of Excellence and, essentially,
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 1 lifting the bar of the industry for the participants.
 2           As we go on here, this is kind of an overlay
 3 of our O.R. chart of the key personnel and the
 4 responsibilities and the people that report through
 5 different -- different departments.
 6           Joy, I'll let you touch on some of --
 7           JOY PICKETT:  We really feel this is
 8 something that sets us apart from other companies in
 9 our industry.  As Ben said, and I wanted to elaborate
10 a little bit, the average length of employment or
11 subcontractors with our supervisor and upper
12 management is 33 years.  I head the accounting
13 department for our company, and I am by far one of the
14 youngest.  And some of the women that are in that
15 department are -- have been around longer than I've
16 been alive.
17           But we really focus a lot --  A lot of
18 people wear several different hats, but we focus their
19 training and certifications in their specific areas.
20 And there is a hierarchy, so a lot of cross-training
21 also happens in those departments.  We just wanted to
22 show that off a little bit.
23           BEN PICKETT:  So although I'm the vice
24 president of business development, I oversee the
25 operations of all the rides and the purchasing of the
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 1 entire company.  So I have all 12 of our supervisors,
 2 that operate all of the rides, who report up through
 3 the executive process.
 4           Joy also oversees a multiple of different
 5 things, and Annie also oversees the gaming operation,
 6 as she pointed out earlier.  And Bill oversees I.T.
 7 and gets to work with our fair partners.  So --
 8           JOY PICKETT:  There's just a lot of
 9 strengths in those tiers, and that's why we wanted to
10 show that.
11           BEN PICKETT:  So we put on our route on the
12 larger fairs that we attend each year, and you can see
13 that -- the longevity that we hold contracts with,
14 with our fair partners, the longest being the Spring
15 Fling back in the -- since 1980.  The larger fairs in
16 California, L.A. County Fair in '85.  We also point
17 out that we've been with the San Diego County Fair
18 since 1985.  So our major route is California based.
19 We're an Arizona-based company, but we spend the
20 majority of our season here in California.  We have
21 residence here in Orange County.  We have winter
22 quarters in Perris, California.  So there is --  You
23 know, we have a large base here in California.
24           JOY PICKETT:  And four of our events had
25 attendance of over 1 million or more for at least the
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 1 last ten years.
 2           We also participate in the Houston Livestock
 3 Show.  It's not a fair, but it toggles between the
 4 first and second event in the country every year by
 5 attendance.  Those fairs we have full contracts with.
 6 So it's rides, food, games, and FunPass for all three
 7 of those entities.
 8           BEN PICKETT:  So this is just an oversight
 9 of the midways and what we do when we go into those
10 larger events.  Arizona State Fair, Antelope Valley,
11 which is up in the high desert, Pima County, Tucson.
12           This is another industry publication that
13 kind of points out those larger fairs and the events
14 that we work with.  To Joy's point, the -- you know,
15 we attend -- participate with four fairs over
16 attendance of 1 million people.
17           This is another thing that we think is
18 important for us to point out.  This is our crisis
19 communication that's updated annually.  And again
20 there's overlays of our upper management and
21 management, down to supervisors that participate in
22 this crisis communication chart.  And these are the
23 things, as industry leaders, that we feel it's
24 important to do and be innovators with, which goes
25 into preplanning.  Each year we gather together with
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 1 all of our management team and plan out the year, and
 2 then before each major event we preplan for each
 3 event.
 4           I just wanted to touch on the safety
 5 department.  RCS is equipped with an entire safety
 6 department that comprises of Chris Lopez, Linda Kling,
 7 Alejandra, Paul, and Katie.  This team oversees the
 8 safety requirements not only in our rides, but also in
 9 general midway and gaming.
10           Some of the things that we want to point out
11 on the next slide here is the certifications.  These
12 certifications are primarily from the ride department
13 and cross over into some of our game operators, but
14 this is just to show the depth of the involvement we
15 have with our management team.  And, essentially, we
16 have more certifications from AIMS certifications
17 than -- which accounts for 10 percent of the total
18 certifications that are handed out in the country, and
19 we hold that with one company.  We actually have more
20 certifications than the state regulators here in
21 California.  And we also cross-train over and train
22 our game department and our food department in that
23 training, as well.
24           So here's a bit of a timeline on kind of the
25 things that we've kind of implemented over the years,
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 1 going back into the early '80s.  I've been involved
 2 why AIMS and NAARSO for 30-plus years, going all the
 3 way up into supervising companions and our fully
 4 themed signage through 2013.
 5           Now the drug-free workplace, this is another
 6 important point we need to point out.  RCS has the
 7 most extensive drug testing policy and procedures in
 8 the industry, bar none.  We pre-employment drug test
 9 100 percent of our company and then random test
10 20 percent of our company on a weekly basis.  This
11 happens whether it's at a small event or at any large
12 event.  This happens --
13           JOY PICKETT:  From the CEO down.
14           BEN PICKETT:  -- from the CEO, Guy Leavitt,
15 all the way down to the last person.
16           To put it into perspective, at one event,
17 pre-event we drug test 2700 people, pre-employment.
18 So we take it serious.  It's the policy.  It's not
19 just a policy.  It's a procedure.  We believe in it.
20 You know, our families are out there, your families
21 are out there, and that's one thing that we hold core
22 and strong to, that sets us apart from any other
23 company out there.
24           So I'm gonna take a little break for a
25 little bit, but we're gonna touch on, essentially, our
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 1 game department and what we've done different is our

 2 passionate side, with Guy and Charlene, and it's

 3 something that we, as an executive and a company

 4 believe in.  And Annie Kastl will share her testimony

 5 about her journey, and it will really shed light on

 6 the difference in what we do and how we do it, what

 7 sets us apart from any other company out there.

 8           ANN KASTL:  So it's my turn.

 9           BEN PICKETT:  Yeah.

10           ANN KASTL:  So a little bit of background.

11           Oh, you want to do that first?

12           JOY PICKETT:  We wanted to show a video.

13 It's a little bit more impactful, I think, rather than

14 a slide show of our games, to really show the

15 atmosphere out on the midway with our guests and our

16 employees.

17           (Video playing.)

18           ANN KASTL:  So a little bit of my background

19 is 38 years with RCS.  Prior to going to work for them

20 14 years ago, I owned my own game operation of 20

21 games.  When Guy and Charlene proposed this concept, I

22 was very eager to jump on board.

23           Growing up in the carnival industry, as I'm

24 sure some of you well know, that the games always take

25 a hard -- a hard time of "Oh, you can't win at any of
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 1 them."  And it was our main goal to make sure that,

 2 number one, our customer always came first and that we

 3 flood our midway with Teddy bears.  We always want our

 4 customers to be happy and to return to our midway.

 5           The other thing that I have to say, that

 6 we're pretty proud in doing, is the esthetic look of

 7 our employees.  25 percent are regular employees that

 8 travel with us, and the other 75 percent are local

 9 high school kids and college kids that come from the

10 area.

11           KATIE MUELLER:  Could you repeat that?

12 75/25?

13           ANN KASTL:  75/25.

14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

15           ANN KASTL:  I'm hoping that --  One of the

16 things that we started I want to say 12, 13 years ago,

17 when we first went to Houston, it was really a

18 struggle to get quality good kids to come to work and

19 stay and work the event.  So I reached out to some

20 schools that were struggling with athletic programs

21 and got them to set -- we set up a volunteer program

22 for their high school that entailed the athletic group

23 coach setting up the hours that they wanted for the

24 company.  We paid them way above the minimum wage for

25 the hours worked, and then the kids were allowed to
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 1 sign on to work for themselves for the rest of the
 2 event if they wanted to, once they were done
 3 completing their volunteer hours.
 4           I'm hoping that, as we move forward here,
 5 that's something we can tap into in the valley here.
 6 Being last year it was, you know, hard to do because
 7 the kids were still in school, but it gives us a
 8 little bit of a window to be able to do that.
 9           The staff that we have on board, if you look
10 up on top of the board, we are very, very blessed to
11 have some great folks that we work with.
12           Daily --  I'll run you through a daily
13 timeline.  I follow revenue and stock percentage
14 probably every hour, hour and a half during the day.
15 We meet first thing every morning.  If we have issues,
16 they're corrected immediately.  If we have staffing
17 issues or employee issues, they're corrected
18 immediately.  I have to say I pride ourself, in the
19 group that we have, we've got some great folks that
20 work with us.
21           Teddy bears.  Boy, do we go through a lot of
22 those.  I have the blessing of placing the orders
23 every year.  You know, we --  We travel numerous trade
24 shows to get the best items for our games, which of
25 course helps increase our revenue, because the kids
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 1 always want the Pokémon or the hottest item, and we're

 2 always in search of that.

 3           There's myself and Steve Charleston, who is

 4 the actual games manager, travel to a couple trade

 5 shows a year to make sure that our company is taken

 6 care of for all the merchandise that you see there.  I

 7 think during that event there -- I'll back up a little

 8 bit -- that that was right before we opened and we had

 9 stock on the midway.  So that was just enough to

10 replenish for the weekends.  And we --  Usually on

11 Mondays and Tuesdays when we have off is usually when

12 we have our orders come in.

13           So it's kind of nice to see the smiling

14 faces of the kids on the midway with their arms full

15 of toys, and that has always been our goal at RCS

16 since we started this adventure.

17           BEN PICKETT:  At these larger events, when

18 we have attendance over a million people, we go

19 through between 50 and 70 53-foot semitrailers of

20 Teddy bears.  So the coordination that happens to get

21 those prizes out there, it's amazing that these folks

22 are able to fit them into the cars, because we're

23 bringing them in by the truckload.

24           And to see them out there and see those

25 smiling faces, you know, there's been times when we've
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 1 had to go out -- they'll come back into guest services
 2 and ask for a little bit of help.  We've had to go out
 3 there with some twine and help them tie some of these
 4 Teddy bears on the vehicles to send them back out.
 5           That --  That's something that, you know,
 6 with the system, that we can touch base on a little
 7 further on.  We have the ability to track and send all
 8 those prizes out.  So we know exactly how many
 9 certain-size Teddy bears go out, what games are
10 popular, what the public are responding to, and the
11 demographic changes from fair to fair or event.
12           But again, you know, just to go back over,
13 that's 25 to 30 percent average stock throw.  So for
14 every dollar that goes in, 25 to 30 cents goes back
15 out.  And then that equates out to between 50 and 70
16 truckloads of Teddy bears.  So --
17           JOY PICKETT:  Sometimes more.
18           BEN PICKETT:  Sometimes more.
19           ANN KASTL:  Right.
20           BEN PICKETT:  But that's what creates the
21 atmosphere, and it's changed the face of the industry.
22 No longer will you see the carnival barkers, the folks
23 that are incentivized by the percentage.  We don't
24 believe in that concept.  We believe in paying an
25 hourly.
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 1           As Annie pointed out, we have teenage
 2 students and college students in there, which makes up
 3 75 percent of our game attendance.  They're not
 4 agents.  They're game attendants.  And that what --
 5 That sets us apart, the positive, fresh-looking,
 6 young, smiling faces out there and the interaction
 7 with the public sending out those Teddy bears.
 8           ANN KASTL:  Whenever I see these, I get --
 9 We are very blessed.  These kids have been the
10 mainstay of our business.  They've been a good part of
11 what we've done for the past 14 years, and we couldn't
12 do it without them.  They're good.  I enjoy working
13 with the kids.  They're great kids.
14           Now we will move on to the H.R. department.
15           JOY PICKETT:  These are our traveling
16 employees.  We travel with about 400 to each event.
17 We consider ourselves a small city.
18           We'll get further along into some of the
19 benefits and things that we travel with, but we do
20 have an H.R. department of eight full-time staff
21 members, some of the highest qualified, I think, in
22 the carnival industry.
23           We do biometric time clocks.  Everything is
24 fingerprinted realtime.  Reporting, each supervisor or
25 manager has access on their cell phone through an app.
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 1 We have overtime alerts.  We have a custom -- through

 2 FunPass, the custom alert system that goes orange if

 3 they start to get close to eight hours, red if they

 4 are at the eight hours, so that we know that we need

 5 to go out and relieve those employees or, if it's a

 6 really busy Saturday night, determine whether or not

 7 we're going to pay overtime, because they are subject

 8 to overtime in our games.

 9           We do pay hourly.  Everyone is paid --  We

10 do have a prevailing wage that we are subject to,

11 because we are part of H-2B program.  And typically

12 it's several dollars over minimum wage that we pay,

13 but we're happy to do that because most of them are

14 worth it.

15           With the pre-employment drug testing we do

16 very extensive background checks.  We have two

17 different systems.  One is through a third party, a

18 full background check, and then we also use a system,

19 called a Raptor system, that a lot of schools use for

20 visitors, to make sure, while they're running the

21 background check and Megan's Law, immediately we get

22 an alert, through their form of identification that we

23 swipe through, whether or not it's worth processing

24 them.  It will tell us right away if there's something

25 there.  So we have also integrated in FunPass, which I
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 1 touched on in our time.
 2           Here's the small timeline of our H.R.
 3 department with the background check system.
 4           1990 is when we started our pre-employment
 5 drug testing.
 6           '94 we began the Megan's Law.
 7           '99 is when we started participating in our
 8 government's H-2B visa program.  Currently we bring
 9 over 300 H-2B workers from Mexico, Costa Rica,
10 Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.
11           In 2000 we began the local charity
12 organizations volunteer program.
13           2007 is when we began bar coding and paying
14 hourly, tracking our time, which a lot of carnival
15 game organizations do not do.  They're still based on
16 the percentage compensation.
17           2009 is when she expanded the volunteer
18 program, Annie did.
19           2015, a custom overtime tracking alert
20 system through FunPass.
21           2016 we do custom orientation videos by
22 department.  So if you're coming to work in the I.T.
23 department, you will have an orientation video
24 specifically prepared for the I.T. department.  If you
25 are working the games, you have a specific orientation
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 1 just for games, food, rides, et cetera.  If you swap

 2 over, you have to be reoriented and trained for those

 3 departments.

 4           In 2017 is when we switched the app-based

 5 volunteer scheduling and biometric time tracking.

 6           And in 2018 we had custom uniform tracking

 7 and distribution software for our full background

 8 checks on every employee.

 9           ANN KASTL:  Can I jump in for a second?

10           JOY PICKETT:  Yes, of course you can.

11           ANN KASTL:  One of the things that we do

12 with our temporary employees, our high school kids, is

13 usually after the first weekend, if we have a Monday

14 or Tuesday off, we try to gather as many of them that

15 want to come in, and they're paid for their time, and

16 we walk them around to certain games and have another

17 orientation with them and ask them "What would you do

18 to solve the problem?"  There's a lot of interaction

19 with the kids as they work for us, not only with

20 myself, but the staff members that we have.

21           JOY PICKETT:  Last year we designed a

22 four-restroom drug-testing trailer that we travel

23 with, just to handle the pure volume of drug tests

24 that we administer.  We're pretty proud of that.

25           Here's a little bit of our hiring process.
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 1 We have all online on-boarding.
 2           These are our uniform depot and our
 3 distribution windows for our scheduling and
 4 check-in -- check-in and check-out.
 5           I'll talk a little bit about our amenities
 6 for our staff.  We travel with a store with basic
 7 amenities, especially for the people that live on
 8 site.  Basic toiletries, clothes, things for their
 9 living quarters, food, snacks, drinks, things like
10 that.
11           We typically travel with Viv's Cafe, which I
12 know is different here at this fair for you guys, but
13 they're on our route.
14           We have laundry service, either a
15 drop-in/pick-up exchange or we have another trailer
16 designated just like a laundromat, where they can go
17 in and do their own laundry.
18           There's a traveling salon.
19           Some of the best language-learning systems
20 that can be bought are provided through our safety
21 department.
22           Then we also have a traveling pre-K through
23 8th grade private Christian academy.  And if you
24 haven't seen it, I'd like to have the time to show
25 you.  We're pretty proud of it.
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 1           ANN KASTL:  The other thing that we do for

 2 our employees on Mondays and Tuesdays off is we plan a

 3 trip for them on one of the days, where they can sign

 4 up to either go to Disneyland or kayaking or -- and we

 5 do a company picnic once a year in Orange County.  I

 6 think we've been doing it, for the last three years,

 7 at Knott's Berry Farm, at the water park, which they

 8 really like to do.  So --

 9           BEN PICKETT:  This is also a sample of our

10 housing trailers that we provide for the employees.

11 We continually buy and purchase these on an annual

12 basis to improve the quality for our employees.

13           JOY PICKETT:  They're customized to meet the

14 OABA living quarter regulations and standards, which

15 is really important.  Each employee has their own

16 room.  We travel with a couples bunkhouse.  So if

17 you're married, you have a lot larger space.  There's

18 only four couples in each of those.  They have their

19 own restrooms and shower, which doesn't sound like a

20 lot, but it is.  It's nice to have that.  Or you can

21 have your own individual space.

22           BILL LOWRY:  Electronic ticketing, I think

23 that's why I'm here.  This is obviously an important

24 subject.  Thank you guys for coming.

25           Let me start at the eye level.  You hear us
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 1 refer to it as FunPass.  That is our name for the
 2 program which is a fully integrated infrastructure
 3 software environment.  I'll try not to get too
 4 technical here.
 5           What you see up there, of course, is our
 6 core I.T. staff.  It is --  As we've grown over the
 7 last 14 years, the staff has continued to grow, and
 8 then you can see we have an awful lot of experience.
 9           We started the FunPass.  In 2006 was when we
10 really put the plan together, and we unveiled it in
11 2007, and this coming year going in will be our
12 fourteenth year.  We have deployed our ticketing
13 system and all its components at over 65 events of a
14 million customers plus.
15           We pretty much invented the large-scale
16 digital ticketing environment for carnivals.  If
17 imitation is the highest form of flattery, then we're
18 feeling very flattered, because there's a whole lot of
19 people trying to jump in on this business.  Technology
20 is changing quickly.  For us, the experience we have
21 is the bedrock which nobody can duplicate.
22           Like I said, over 65 events with a million
23 customers plus.  As you would --  If you look at our
24 route list, almost all of our major fairs have been
25 using our FunPass system for the entire time, between
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 1 10 and 13 years.
 2           I suppose it's okay to mention that we
 3 rolled out the system here this year, which was really
 4 fun and a big endeavor.  Of course we were doing it in
 5 a different environment, as we were not the full
 6 midway provider, but we provided the electronic
 7 ticketing.
 8           Our ticketing system, like I said, it has
 9 close to a hundred man years of development in it.  It
10 started -- the development started back around 2000.
11 A carnival company up in Oregon, Funtastic Shows, was
12 the original -- developed the original kernel.  RCS
13 was the original licensee of it, and then we then
14 invested heavily over the years and have enjoyed well
15 over a decade of success.  We've never had a major
16 system outage in all the time.
17           The system --  The detail in technology is
18 in our RFP, but I want to basically just kind of go
19 through what's on our presentation here.
20           What you're seeing up there in the center
21 photo is our ticket boxes, which we deployed about 15
22 or 16 here this summer.  Generally we'll put anywhere
23 from 20 to 24 boxes at a large event.
24           We also pioneered the use of self-service
25 kiosks in the industry.  That unit on the left photo
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 1 there is probably our fourth or fifth generation of
 2 technology.  As things change quickly, we are trying
 3 to change along with it.
 4           This, of course, offloads much of the lines
 5 and the crowds off of the manned ticket boxes.  It
 6 helps manage our payroll at the manned ticket boxes.
 7 And we do see the future of kiosks and mobile apps,
 8 mobile purchasing.  Mobile use to be really the
 9 future.
10           We did unveil here our FunPass mobile app,
11 which was, all things considered, quite a success.  We
12 did probably close to a million dollars gross just off
13 of the mobile app, with very little advertising.
14           Jumping forward, technology, it was
15 important in our RFP to discuss what we do.  Our
16 system is a hybrid wire and wireless system.  We
17 worked with Ron and Kevin, to plug into their network
18 here.  And this is what we do at each of the big
19 events.  We, to some extent, tie into their fiber
20 underground.  We set up wireless bridges for
21 redundancy and then we go in and wire the
22 infrastructure right down to the terminals.  In fact,
23 at this event we were running no POS systems off of a
24 wireless connection.  The wireless here becomes the
25 backup.
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 1           So we refer to our system as a hybrid Cloud
 2 system, meaning that, when a transaction is made on
 3 the carnival midway, someone scans at a ride or game,
 4 that transaction immediately runs through the network
 5 and then up to the Cloud.  If you're doing a
 6 transaction off your mobile phone, it's going the
 7 other way.  It goes through your cell phone system,
 8 through the Cloud, back down to our servers and then
 9 back up and around.  It's pretty cool and very
10 sophisticated.
11           I know we're not supposed to get beyond what
12 we put in the RFP, and I'm not; however, the -- this
13 is a constant moving target.  There is a constant
14 evolution of the user interface, the technology, the
15 hardware, the software, the mobile apps.  And so even
16 some of what is shown in the RFP wasn't even available
17 here in July or June.  So that's how fast things move.
18           Our software development firm is a hundred
19 percent independent from us.  RCS does not actually
20 own the code, and that's by design, because the
21 integrity of data, the great wall, as they call it,
22 between RCS and customer data is paramount.
23           So we don't have any access to actually
24 drill down into our transaction data.  When we do
25 millions of transactions, if we really need to sort
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 1 out what's going on with those, that request has to
 2 come from the fair and then to the software
 3 development company.  RCS doesn't handle that.
 4           So I've pointed out our ticket boxes.  These
 5 are --  Ben can speak to the cost and infrastructure
 6 of these, but each one of these offices --  Our ticket
 7 boxes are like a small office.  They are wired with
 8 ethernet and they also have wireless connections,
 9 both.
10           So inside is a wired windows POS terminal.
11 These credit card machines you see there are probably
12 different than what was here in July, as we have
13 progressed.  And the most important progression, the
14 thing we are the most proud of, for 2019, is that RCS
15 is fully PCI compliant and probably the only tier-one
16 carnival company in the world that's PCI compliant.
17           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  What's that mean?
18           BILL LOWRY:  Payment card industry is what
19 PCI is.  And the CFO I'm sure knows it is the mandate
20 from the credit card companies for customer --
21 merchants to conform in every level of technology to
22 protect customer data.  The requirements are
23 extensive.
24           We, of course, at our size, are confronted
25 with PCI compliance at some of our larger events, as
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 1 well.  So it's --  I'm sure it's a discussion that you
 2 and I probably talked about it.  We're seeing it now
 3 in all levels.  Banking requires it.  Insurance
 4 companies are requiring it for liabilities.  Our
 5 biggest event, Houston Livestock Show, for them to be
 6 PCI compliant, we had to be PCI compliant.
 7           It's not a simple task.  It requires special
 8 software, special hardware, encryptions, protocols,
 9 all kinds of security layers within your networking.
10 It's been coming for quite a long time, but it's now
11 hitting critical mass, to where large players have to
12 achieve it.
13           And we worked all year to achieve it.  We
14 had to bring in consultants and we've had to make
15 major changes in our software just since July or --
16 June and July when we were here, to assure absolute
17 protection of customer data and absolute protection of
18 our fair partners.
19           So we store no data.  We --  All customer --
20 Basically, the PCI-compliant training now goes all the
21 way down to when we train a seller.  Next year, at
22 each of our events, every person hired to work in a
23 ticket box will have a portion of PCI training in
24 their training and they will sign accordingly.  So
25 it's extensive, but we're very proud of it, because we
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 1 worked very, very hard to get it and we had mandates
 2 to do it.  And that's probably our biggest achievement
 3 in the I.T. world.
 4           So what you see on the screen now are
 5 samples of our product familiar to you, the FunPass
 6 bar code card on the right.  And we also --  The
 7 benefits of bar codes are numerous.  The ability to
 8 put a bar code on virtually any medium is what sets it
 9 apart from other technologies, like RFID, which we
10 could use if we could find a real benefit to it.  But
11 ultimately, just like with Costco or any large
12 retailer, bar code wins today.  It's cheaper.  It's
13 more practical.  It's more useable.
14           We are migrating more and more to QR code,
15 which I don't have any images of up here, but a QR
16 code, it's the little square.  It's actually a bar
17 code, too.  It's just not bars; it's spots.
18           So the beauty of our system is that we can
19 set up what we call specials.  They can be sold in
20 advance.  They can be sold on line.  They can be sold
21 by groups, as pre-sale.  And literally, the sky's the
22 limit.  On that image, some of those tickets up there
23 in the upper right we can actually print in house.  We
24 put the bar codes on the wristbands.  We put them on
25 the free passes, and we put them on line-buster
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 1 tickets.
 2           So we remain primarily a bar code
 3 technology; although, we are still looking for that
 4 use for RFID so we can incorporate it.  RFID is
 5 nothing more than a number, a different way to read a
 6 number.  It costs a lot more, and those --  We
 7 historically tried to never pass any of our costs off
 8 to our customers.
 9           JOY PICKETT:  And we found that the
10 stability of the RFID at events our size are not
11 stable, and time and time again that's been proven.
12           BILL LOWRY:  What you see here is the hand
13 scanner that we brought out a large number of those
14 here this summer, and this is our new standard.
15 Basically, this allows you to scan the tickets off of
16 the cards, and every ride and game operator has one.
17           I mentioned the FunPass app.  This was a big
18 success here this summer, and it is growing in large
19 scale.  The Houston Livestock Show is now moving their
20 entire pre-sale program over to the FunPass app.
21           Basically, this allows the customer a
22 line-free experience.  This was the first in the
23 industry, and we have heard and seen some evidence
24 people are jumping in on this.  The beauty is this is
25 fully integrated into our system.  So you can be at
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 1 home, you can buy tickets for your kids, you can
 2 transfer them to their phone.  When you get to the
 3 fairground, you don't even have to stand in line.  I
 4 think it's --  The success you all have here in June
 5 really shows just where the future is going.  We
 6 ultimately see far less human staffed ticket boxes and
 7 far more handheld mobiles.  So it gives every customer
 8 a ticket box in their hand.
 9           JOY PICKETT:  The new version of the FunPass
10 app that we are launching next month, I think
11 January 1st we go live in Houston, has the coupon
12 capability, like Bill said.  So for our midway, which
13 is rides, food, and games, they will have food
14 coupons, they will have ride coupons, food -- game
15 coupons.  We can push coupons to them if we wanted to
16 direct them in any different areas.  But it tracks it.
17           And like Bill said, I'll just elaborate a
18 little more, you can share an individual coupon with
19 your child.  If you have a buy-one-get-one-free
20 popcorn, you can share it with them or you can share
21 the entire pack of coupons like they are set up.
22           So this is more for a pre-sale feature, but
23 the options are endless.  We are just so excited about
24 this.  We showed a little bit of --  On the left is
25 your list of coupons, and in the middle is what a
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 1 coupon looks like, with the description and the
 2 information of it, and on the right is when it's been
 3 redeemed.  It will tell you where it was redeemed,
 4 what time it was redeemed, so you can track your
 5 usage.
 6           One of the other things, kind of
 7 piggybacking off of the bar code, the reason why we
 8 have bar codes, every single ticket, every coupon, any
 9 VIP pass, wristband requires bar code, and that way it
10 can be tracked.  The amount of reports are absolutely
11 endless because they can be fully customized, no
12 matter what, because our software developer has the
13 data.  So if you find a report that you need, you can
14 say "This is exactly the information that I would
15 like," and he can customize the report.
16           We have well over 40 reports right now.
17 That's probably being conservative.  But it's a
18 hundred percent Cloud-based report server.  So you can
19 access it off of any web browser, any phone.  Realtime
20 access.
21           There's automated settlement reports.  These
22 are some of the things that we think separate us from
23 any other ticketing systems.  There's automated
24 settlement reports, automated POP spreads, automated
25 seller reconciliation, automated breakdown of sales,
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 1 automated breakdown of redemptions by ride or game --

 2 and that can be by special or by regular ticket --

 3 automated hot lists by ride or game, which is a

 4 ranking report.

 5           There are some with details.  So if you

 6 wanted to share revenue and ridership, they would have

 7 detail, or there's just blank rankings to share with

 8 the vendors.

 9           We have automated reports by employee.  So

10 you can track, in your game, the success rate of the

11 employee, the motivation of the employee.  And that

12 really helps.  Annie and her staff really use those

13 reports quite a bit.

14           ANN KASTL:  One of the nice things about it

15 is that each of our linemen have access on their

16 telephone.  So they're following revenue by the hour.

17 So if they take a look at their line, and let's say

18 there's one that stands out up here, and then they've

19 got one that's in here, they'll make a call to either

20 myself or Steve, if they can't figure it out, say

21 "What do you think the issue is here to here?"

22           Then we'll dig in a little bit deeper, maybe

23 look at the employees, maybe move some employees

24 around, look at their merchandise, maybe look at the

25 traffic flow.  So it gives us a lot of information to
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 1 help our revenue -- you know, drive our revenue in our
 2 games.  We're very, very, you know, on top of that
 3 when we're in operation during the day.
 4           BILL LOWRY:  There was one other thing
 5 technically that I wanted to get into, because it is
 6 in our RFP response.  So it's okay to talk about, and
 7 it was new from when we were here before.  We call it
 8 PFW.
 9           PFW stands for public facing WiFi.  Now it's
10 not what you think.  It's not like going into an
11 airport and having WiFi that you can use.  For us it
12 was a critical missing link to what happens if
13 cellphone coverage goes out, what happens if WiFi goes
14 out and cellphone coverage or internet.
15           So what we now do, and it's in our RFP, is
16 we now put up a whole separate layer of high-density
17 access points strictly focused on the heaviest
18 corridors of people to provide a failover is the term,
19 so that should cellphone coverage go down to where
20 you're not able to operate -- and we've all felt that
21 at almost every large event -- that they would get a
22 notice on their phone, giving the customer the option
23 to flip over to our WiFi network that allows them to
24 continue to transact.
25           We will be deploying that in full scale.
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 1 We've been testing it through the summer, and we
 2 have -- we will be -- it is all you bid for the
 3 equipment, and we'll be unveiling that in Houston.
 4           So it's the missing link to the digital
 5 ticketing environment is what you do if the system
 6 goes down.  So our goal is to be way ahead of that
 7 curve and provide the customer with an option that
 8 they've never had before.
 9           Cellphone coverage is out, I can't talk, but
10 I can flip over and I can use my mobile app anyway.
11           JOY PICKETT:  And just to clarify for the
12 non-techies, because they had to explain it to me, it
13 only runs FunPass.  So they can't get on Facebook or
14 any social media or website.
15           BILL LOWRY:  Right.
16           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You've only got 14 minutes
17 left.
18           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah, okay.
19           So that is what that is for.
20           There's some days at some events that we
21 have 190,000-plus attendees, and this year we're
22 anticipating heavy cellphone usage on the app.
23           BILL LOWRY:  Yep.
24           JOY PICKETT:  I wanted to show just a
25 sample.  For those of you that have not seen it, this
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 1 is one of our automated seller reconciliations.  It
 2 just really streamlines the process of reconciling the
 3 seller.  All of these sales are brought forth
 4 automatically, all the credit cards are brought forth
 5 automatically.
 6           BILL LOWRY:  In realtime.
 7           JOY PICKETT:  In realtime.  So this helps
 8 with the shift change.
 9           And that's a picture of the 2019 San Diego
10 County Fair.
11           BILL LOWRY:  Somebody was flying drones.
12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Is that it?
13           BEN PICKETT:  Yes.
14           No, I'd just like to wrap up and say thank
15 you again for the opportunity to come out and go over
16 our proposal and show you what we do as a whole as a
17 company and more specifically to the RFP.  Thank you
18 very much.  We appreciate it.
19           JOY PICKETT:  Tried to fit a lot of
20 information in one hour.
21           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.  Thank you guys for
22 being here.
23           One question I had was in regards to the
24 app.  We had a lot of charge-backs through the app in
25 2019, you know, people coming back and saying -- you
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 1 know, trying to -- trying to, basically, get something
 2 for free through their credit card company.
 3           Can you describe how you'll be verifying
 4 credit cards in the mobile app going forward, to
 5 prevent this type of fraud?  I know there was some
 6 discussion in 2019 about possibly adding some other
 7 security features, but do you have any plans for that
 8 in the future?
 9           BILL LOWRY:  Well, on the surface --  People
10 can buy a list of credit card numbers, and that is not
11 gonna change.  There's always gonna be the culprit who
12 has acquired a list of numbers, and he can download
13 that into the app, but I think to your question is
14 more people having the ability to just call up and
15 dispute without us having any background in that.
16           Joy can allude to the quantity that we get
17 at other fairs.
18           JOY PICKETT:  We're implementing also the
19 two-factor authentication this year, and that will
20 help.
21           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So that's different
22 than what we experienced in 2019.
23           JOY PICKETT:  Yes.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  It was just one factor, I'm
25 assuming?
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah.
 2           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm not a credit card
 3 expert.
 4           JOY PICKETT:  Neither am I.  I just know
 5 that we need a two-factor in order to really verify
 6 that it's their credit card.  I'm sure that you've
 7 probably used that in some online purchases before.
 8           CARLENE MOORE:  Is there the ability to
 9 access reports like on tablets or phones realtime out
10 on the grounds?
11           BILL LOWRY:  Absolutely.
12           JOY PICKETT:  Any web browser.
13           BILL LOWRY:  It's all web based, yeah.
14           CARLENE MOORE:  Okay.
15           RON ROGERS:  I have a question about the new
16 public WiFi option.  Are you saying that would only be
17 implemented in case of some type of a --
18           BILL LOWRY:  No.
19           RON ROGERS:  -- outage.
20           BILL LOWRY:  It will be full on all the
21 time.
22           RON ROGERS:  It will be available?  They'll
23 be able to see it?
24           BILL LOWRY:  And the SSID, which will be
25 hidden.  So, basically, you won't be able to go on and
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 1 find it --
 2           RON ROGERS:  Okay.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  -- but the mobile app knows
 4 it's there, and that same broadcast will be going
 5 through all of our standard APs, as well as the
 6 high-density PFW.
 7           RON ROGERS:  So they will only know about it
 8 if you push it out?
 9           BILL LOWRY:  That's correct.  Their app will
10 say, "Your cellphone coverage is down.  Would you like
11 to switch over to the secure WiFi?"
12           JOY PICKETT:  Only while they're in the app.
13           RON ROGERS:  How are you going to know that
14 their cellphone coverage is down?
15           BILL LOWRY:  Well, we all feel it at times,
16 but we won't really know.  For us, the only time we
17 really detect if there is a problem would be at guest
18 services.
19           JOY PICKETT:  It automatically detects it in
20 the app.
21           BILL LOWRY:  But now the app will actually
22 detect it.  That's technology we can certainly discuss
23 with you, but the app we've already -- it's in full
24 development and already done.
25           So your app knows if your cellphone coverage
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 1 is down and puts up a notice that you have the option

 2 to switch over.

 3           So we will have a -- basically, a secondary

 4 layer of WiFi on top of our canopy that's already up.

 5 The secondary layer is crafted to go down the

 6 high-density public corridors; whereas before we would

 7 avoid that.  We only put access points where the rides

 8 and games were scanning.  Now we will also provide

 9 WiFi right on top of the corridors of people, to give

10 them the failover.

11           So we didn't have any cellphone outages

12 here.  It doesn't mean we weren't close and it doesn't

13 mean it can't happen.  And the reason you have the

14 extra cellphone towers and C.O.W.s, they call them, is

15 to prevent that.

16           But at every large event, once we hit that

17 100,000, 150,000 people threshold, cellphone coverage

18 starts to go away.  So we are -- in anticipation of

19 that, we are investing in the infrastructure to offset

20 that risk.

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you very much for

22 your presentation.

23           Where do you find the volunteers?  The high

24 school and college volunteers, where do you find them?

25           ANN KASTL:  So normally how we --  I'll talk
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 1 a little bit about San Diego last year.  We sent a
 2 team out to the local schools.
 3           Of course, when you go to some schools and
 4 they say "You're looking for jobs for what, and you
 5 want them to work where?"  It becomes a pretty big
 6 issue.  A lot of families, "Yeah, I'm not real sure
 7 you want to do that."
 8           But we sent a core group out to all of your
 9 local schools, with folders, with all -- with
10 everything about us in the folder and met with the
11 local student counsel groups.
12           When --  I can back up a little bit.  On
13 Houston, how I found -- how I started it was I just
14 happened to be reading a newspaper and I said a little
15 prayer prior to reading the newspaper, you know, we
16 have to come up with a solution, and there was a
17 school that happened to be struggling for athletic
18 equipment.  So I drove out to the school, visited with
19 the football coach, and the next day I had 120
20 football players processing to go to work for our
21 event.  And it grew from 120 kids.  We use over 1200
22 kids now in Houston alone, and that has filtered over
23 into Costa Mesa, L.A. County, and Arizona.
24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Are these public and
25 private schools?
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 1           ANN KASTL:  Yeah.  Yeah.  Some of them are
 2 Christian-based companies that --
 3           JOY PICKETT:  Church.
 4           ANN KASTL:  -- church groups that come out
 5 and help us.  It's basically all looking for money to
 6 help supplement whatever programs that they have, and
 7 they don't want to sell cookie dough.  I think that
 8 was a big deal for the football coach.  He goes, "Oh
 9 God, no more cookie dough.  Thank you."
10           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So I have to address an
11 issue that I didn't expect I would have to address
12 this evening.
13           Do you understand there's a difference --
14 You understand that there is a concept in the First
15 Amendment, that Thomas Jefferson first adopted in
16 1802, separation of church and state?  Are any of you
17 familiar with that?
18           Let me ask you something.  How many Muslim
19 academy students do you have?
20           ANN KASTL:  Uhm --
21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Muslim.
22           Let me ask it this way.  Do you have a
23 Muslim academy?
24           ANN KASTL:  Not an academy, but there's --
25           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Do you have a Budhist
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 1 academy?

 2           ANN KASTL:  No.

 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No?  Do you have a Jewish

 4 academy?

 5           No?

 6           Do you have a Hindu academy?

 7           JOY PICKETT:  No, but we're not opposed to

 8 any of those.

 9           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm glad to hear that.

10           How many Muslim students do you have?

11           ANN KASTL:  There are quite a few.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Do you ask people their

13 religion before they come to work for you?

14           ANN KASTL:  No.

15           JOY PICKETT:  Never.

16           BEN PICKETT:  Absolutely not.

17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I've got to tell you

18 that --  I don't know what public institutions you do

19 business with, but we're a state agency.

20           I'm gonna read this to you, and I want this

21 in the record.

22           The principle that government must

23      maintain an attitude of neutrality toward

24      religion.  Many view separation of church

25      and state as required by the First
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 1      Amendment.  The First Amendment not only

 2      allows citizens the freedom to practice

 3      any religion of their choice, but also

 4      prevents the government from officially

 5      recognizing or favoring any religion.

 6           So I want to know, on the record, what are

 7 you gonna do to make sure that there is no favoritism

 8 of one religion over any other religion, especially

 9 when you have an academy that favors one religion over

10 the others, for something that is a state-run district

11 or which is the 22nd DAA?

12           BEN PICKETT:  We need to clarify.

13           JOY PICKETT:  We have full documentation --

14           BEN PICKETT:  We need to clarify the

15 academy, what the private Christian Academy is.

16           JOY PICKETT:  Is that what you're referring

17 to?

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Of course that's what I'm

19 referring.

20           JOY PICKETT:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I thought he

21 was talking about volunteers on the games.

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No.  No.  No.  No.

23           JOY PICKETT:  Our academy that travels with

24 us is for on-site management, any fair staff, anybody,

25 but they --  everywhere, in all the documentation,
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 1 even on the website, they do not discriminate based on

 2 race, gender, ethnicity, nor are you able to as a

 3 Christian academy part of --

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I know you're not allowed

 5 to.

 6           My question is you've got it on your slide.

 7 The very first thing that you mentioned is that "We're

 8 a Christian organization," which is great if you're

 9 dealing with --

10           JOY PICKETT:  I thought we were able to say

11 that.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  -- if you're dealing with

13 a private institution, if it was a privately run fair,

14 but I'm very concerned when that is your opening

15 comment and your slide emphasizes that as once -- some

16 aspect of what you're promoting.

17           As a state agency, I have trouble supporting

18 that, your right to participate at the San Diego

19 County Fair, if that's where your emphasis is,

20 because --

21           JOY PICKETT:  That --

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Let me finish, please.

23           JOY PICKETT:  I'm sorry.

24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Because if that's where

25 you're going, you will not get my support, because we
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 1 are not a private institution.  We're a state-run

 2 facility.

 3           And I don't care whether someone is

 4 Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Baptist, or Jewish.  I

 5 don't --  I don't know what anybody's religion is here

 6 at this table.  And when people walk into the

 7 San Diego County Fair, I don't ask them what their

 8 religion is.  I want all religions to feel welcome

 9 here, and I'm concerned about --  It's fine if that's

10 your emphasis if you're dealing with a private

11 business, but when you're talking about a state-run

12 agency, yes, that worries me tremendously.  I want you

13 to know that.

14           JOY PICKETT:  The private school is only for

15 our private business.  There's 12 students in it.  It

16 is not a public institution.

17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And that's all you can

18 tell me?

19           JOY PICKETT:  I --

20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Let me ask you, why was

21 that on the slide?

22           JOY PICKETT:  As a benefit to our employees.

23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.  That's not for the

24 students?

25           JOY PICKETT:  No.  No.  It's a benefit for
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 1 our employees, our management, and our staff.

 2           BEN PICKETT:  Only for our employees.

 3           JOY PICKETT:  It sits right next to our

 4 store, right next to our haircutting salon.

 5           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And if someone is Muslim

 6 or Hindu --

 7           JOY PICKETT:  Absolutely able to attend.

 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  -- or Budhist or Jewish,

 9 what could they do when you have your Christian

10 academy meetings?

11           JOY PICKETT:  They can absolutely attend.

12 There's only 12 students.

13           KATIE MUELLER:  I think there might be a

14 little bit of confusion.

15           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm not confused.  I

16 understand.  I understand it.

17           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, no, I mean, but the

18 volunteers that are hired for the games have nothing

19 to do with the school.

20           ANN KASTL:  With the school, yeah, no.  And

21 we hire --  There's no religious, like everybody --  I

22 hire all those kids --

23           JOY PICKETT:  Any school.

24           ANN KASTL:  -- you know, at any school,

25 any -- anybody that wants to come work.
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  And I personally toured the
 2 academy at the Orange County Fair, and it's a
 3 wonderful benefit that they provide to their employees
 4 who have to travel to all these events that are
 5 traveling much of the year, for their children to get
 6 an education while they're on the road and be able to
 7 be close to their parents, and it's for kindergarten
 8 through 8th grade, and it's welcoming to anybody, any
 9 religion, race, anybody that is part of their employee
10 family.
11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you just pointed
12 out that -- the problem with that, but okay.
13           KATIE MUELLER:  I want to --
14           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you anyway.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  My question was --  I have
16 two questions for you.  One was about kind of
17 following up on Fred's, like what charities.  I know
18 you reached out to local schools, but is there other
19 charity groups that you have involved in your game
20 operations?
21           ANN KASTL:  Here we didn't have a big influx
22 of any church organizations, but in -- there are
23 basketball programs, church organizations, you know --
24           JOY PICKETT:  Public schools.
25           ANN KASTL:  -- public schools.
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
 2           JOY PICKETT:  Universities.
 3           ANN KASTL:  Universities.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  And then secondly, do you
 5 have the opportunity, with the app, to send out push
 6 notifications to people that have downloaded the app?
 7           BILL LOWRY:  Yeah.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So if we wanted to
 9 push out a coupon or drive attendance to any area of
10 the fair, we would be able to do that through --
11           BILL LOWRY:  We actually had built that
12 coupon feature for here, but we never actually turned
13 it on.
14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
15           BILL LOWRY:  So it's actually been in our
16 app for some time.
17           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
18           BILL LOWRY:  However, it's now far
19 progressed.  Not just single coupons, but entire
20 coupon packs and your ability to share those coupons
21 or mom can buy them and send them off to her kids as
22 gifts, that kind of thing.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
24           BILL LOWRY:  So there's been a great deal of
25 evolution just since June in our app.
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 1           CARLENE MOORE:  I have a question.
 2           You mentioned, when you briefly mentioned
 3 RFID, the failure at large events, and I wondered if
 4 you could kind of give some examples or expand upon
 5 that, of what you've seen at those larger events.
 6           BILL LOWRY:  In terms of RFID?
 7           CARLENE MOORE:  Uh-huh, the failure aspect.
 8           BILL LOWRY:  You know, for us the cost
 9 practicality of RFID just doesn't measure up.  It's
10 cool technology.  It's kind of sexy, but you can't
11 print an RFID in a newspaper magazine or you can't
12 print it out of a printer machine.  RFID is a unique
13 type of transmission, and we feel that the cost of it
14 is out of line with the benefit.
15           JOY PICKETT:  She's asking about the failure
16 rate, though.
17           BILL LOWRY:  So in terms of failure rate,
18 all I could tell you is what we hear, because we don't
19 use RFID on a large scale.  But we are fully aware
20 that when cellphone data and WiFi coverage are a
21 problem, what people are tending to do in the
22 industry, in the electronic ticketing, is do what's
23 called storing forward.
24           So in talking to people who have ticketing
25 systems, that's a key buzzword.  Ask them, "Are you
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 1 doing storing forward?"
 2           They do storing forward so that their
 3 hand-held devices will store the transmission or the
 4 transaction even when they have no connection.  Sounds
 5 like a good idea until you have fraudulent
 6 transactions loading up on your device.  Then they
 7 sync up at the end of the night and you go "Oh, my
 8 gosh.  All those storing forward transactions weren't
 9 as good as we thought."
10           So we do no storing forward, which
11 eliminates a lot of headache.  If we have a signal,
12 you make a transaction.  If you don't have a signal,
13 you can't make a transaction, except on the mobile
14 app.  Now that actually will allow you to continue.
15 But as far as credit card transactions or anything
16 that people have purchased, we are having -- we are
17 validating that transaction every single time they use
18 it.
19           JOY PICKETT:  We had a specific incident
20 that we personally experienced.  We provide the -- the
21 Ferris wheel at Cochella Music Festival, and they had
22 RFID wristbands that they distributed out to American
23 Express customers.  Each wristband had two rides on
24 it.  Or I'm sorry, each person had one ride on the
25 wristband.
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 1           We were processing so many people through
 2 our ride that only every other transaction was being
 3 captured, because the RFID system could not process
 4 that quickly.  So when we were looking at our revenue
 5 reports, Ben, who was in charge of our ride department
 6 said, "We rode a lot more people than that yesterday,
 7 and we just know it."
 8           So we ended up putting a turnstile out the
 9 next day, and it was capturing every other --
10           BEN PICKETT:  We noticed the discrepancy
11 between the RFID and the turnstile.
12           JOY PICKETT:  Yeah.
13           That's one ride that we had experience.  We
14 do know of Miami State Fair, Iowa State Fair, several
15 others that use a different digital ticketing system
16 that have had some major issues.
17           BILL LOWRY:  It really gets down to the
18 minimum cost of an RFID chip is gonna be somewhere
19 around 20 cents, but on millions, and this is less
20 than .2 cents.  (Indicating.)  The cost differential
21 is so vast, that's why bar codes and QR codes are not
22 going away.
23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  On that same line of costs,
24 are there any costs or fees that the transit or our
25 customers will get from the system, other than what
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 1 you've --  I mean right now you're sharing your gaming
 2 with us and then there is a charge for the rental of
 3 the things.  Is there any other costs that our
 4 customers will experience or we'll experience, other
 5 than possibly wristbands or --
 6           BILL LOWRY:  The only place a customer gets
 7 a fee is on the online store, which the event runs.
 8 But for FUNcards, FunPass, we have never transferred
 9 or passed on any cost to a customer.
10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  How about to us?  Do we
11 have to pay for those cards in any way?  No other
12 fees?
13           BILL LOWRY:  Well, there's material costs
14 for paper and material costs for other things,
15 wristbands and whatnot.  You know, the beauty of the
16 bar code is it literally can go on any vehicle, from a
17 free pass, every --
18           JOY PICKETT:  But we don't provide those.
19 They purchase them.
20           BILL LOWRY:  And depending on the event,
21 some of the events will pay for all their own printing
22 and cover all their own costs, and other cases we may
23 do the printing and then settle up and transfer the
24 costs later.
25           PATTY CAMERON:  Piggybacking on that
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 1 question, has there been a separation between FunPass
 2 and credit card receipts, so that we can print credit
 3 card receipts?
 4           BILL LOWRY:  I don't know that I'm allowed
 5 the talk about things that aren't in the RFP.
 6           PATTY CAMERON:  Oh, okay.
 7           JOY PICKETT:  Can you in the Q and A?
 8           BILL LOWRY:  In the Q and A, I suppose.
 9           But in fact, I had actually told you
10 specifically that we were moving towards different POS
11 systems, and that is a primary feature, in that
12 receipts will come out on receipt paper and FUNcards
13 will come out on the card stock as a separate.
14           I guess I just answered that question.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, I think --  How many
16 volunteers do you anticipate using this year?
17           ANN KASTL:  Here?
18           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.  If you were to get
19 the contract, how many volunteers would you --
20           ANN KASTL:  Oh, gosh.  Well, so on a daily
21 basis in our game department, our temporaries run 250
22 to 275 a day.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
24           ANN KASTL:  And of course they can't work
25 every day.  So I'd have to say we're probably 5- to
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 1 700.  We try to double hire, you know, and then you

 2 have kids that don't -- you know, they think it's a

 3 great job, and then after two days they're like "Yeah,

 4 this isn't working out for me."

 5           KATIE MUELLER:  Right.  Right.

 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I've got one other

 7 question.

 8           You were talking about evolution of the

 9 technology and what you changed recently.  What do you

10 see that your next step -- not necessarily offered in

11 the RFP, but where do you think FunPass is going?

12           BEN PICKETT:  Now we can talk about it.

13           BILL LOWRY:  We can easily see the

14 trajectory of the mobile app usage by our population

15 as our younger population becomes more the buying

16 public.

17           The success of the mobile app here was, I

18 think, in a way unprecedented.  It caught everybody

19 off guard.  We had over 35,000 people register and use

20 the mobile app here, and that's in kind of a beta

21 primitive form, compared to even where it is now.

22 Close to a million dollars in gross.

23           Think of the differential in terms of cost

24 of sale versus a person in a ticket box and the truck

25 to move that ticket box and labor.  And I mean the
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 1 cost of sale, it's a fraction.  And so that also is

 2 the movement of our population.

 3           So the move to our -- in our culture,

 4 towards smartphone living isn't gonna slow down.  And

 5 it appears that in this industry you're going to see,

 6 over the coming years, ultimately very few ticket

 7 boxes, pretty much everybody buying their tickets

 8 before they get to the event.

 9           The sky is kind of the limit on this.  So we

10 actually brought out our mobile app and were very

11 quiet about it and ran it a year before we even said

12 much.

13           Our concerns about cellphone coverage were

14 always very high.  You know, as we all know, we're all

15 dependent on networks and computer systems.  And when

16 things go down, even the electricity, the computer

17 system goes down, you're out.

18           So we've tread very carefully.  We haven't

19 rushed into it, at all.  We'll be going into our third

20 year with the mobile app, and we still consider it at

21 the early stages.

22           Some of the things that you will see --

23           JOY PICKETT:  I was just gonna say part --

24 You guys only see FunPass.  FunPass's parent company

25 is Z-pass.  He provides parking, admissions, food
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 1 point of sales that we do have in FunPass, that we use
 2 at other events, that is tremendous.
 3           He has now just launched last week, at IAFE,
 4 mobile ordering through the app to the food booth,
 5 with full menus in the app, wait times, modifiers so
 6 you can modify the hamburger that you're ordering.
 7 And then you go --  You have a wait time.  You scan
 8 the bar code at the window, and they know you're there
 9 to pick up your order.
10           So things like that, I think we're just
11 scratching the surface as to what we provide.
12           BILL LOWRY:  I have actually already seen,
13 in the early version, that all the food stands come up
14 with little pictures of your food stands and it shows
15 you exactly how far you are from it.  So if you click
16 on it, it brings up the map and it shows you where
17 that food stand is.  You get near the food stand and
18 then you pull up the menu, place your order, you don't
19 have to stand in line.  You've got your number.  You
20 see your number come up, you go pick up your order.
21           I mean these are game-changing cultural
22 shifts that we feel we're on the cutting edge of, but
23 we're moving kind of careful, to make sure we don't
24 trip.
25           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  One other question in that
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 1 same line.  Just as being a five-year -- potential
 2 five-year agreement, do you see any changes in the
 3 future in your gaming end of the industry here?
 4           ANN KASTL:  I think we're --  Our evolution
 5 on our game side is ever changing.  I think one of our
 6 mottos in my office is nothing is definite, except
 7 change.
 8           So moving forward, revenue based, you know,
 9 the kids that we hire, you know, it's always about
10 customer satisfaction for us.  You know, customer
11 comes first.  We want a customer to come back.  You
12 know, we're fortunate enough to have a lot of events
13 that we do play over and over and over again, and we
14 try to give our customer the best product.
15           So in answer to your question, absolutely.
16 I mean it's always change --
17           JOY PICKETT:  We're playing around like with
18 the VR, how can we integrate VR into some of the
19 games, because that's something that the children
20 nowadays are used to.  They would rather stay home on
21 the couch playing their Xbox than come to a fair.
22           ANN KASTL:  Right
23           JOY PICKETT:  That's just how they're wired.
24 They'd rather play MineCraft on their phone or iPad.
25 So we're trying to see how we can integrate that into
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 1 real-life experience.

 2           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I have a question for our

 3 tech side.

 4           So we don't have WiFi.  Do we have free WiFi

 5 available on the grounds for the --  You know, if we

 6 have a hundred thousand people on the property on a

 7 particular day, is this gonna be WiFi connected or

 8 would it be data that people have access in order to

 9 use the technology?  So --

10           RON ROGERS:  Yeah, we do, but it's a little

11 bit of a mix, because we do have WiFi available on the

12 grounds.  And the midway, we have a WiFi signal out

13 there, but it doesn't support the amount of people

14 that would be in that area.  So it's kind of --  From

15 our experience, the past few years it's mainly been

16 vendors in the halls that have used the majority of

17 the WiFi.  But as --  Basically, they use cell service

18 as the primary.

19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And I have experienced

20 when there's cell service and a hundred thousand

21 people or thereabouts.  Things tend to be slower and

22 not working as efficiently as if there's WiFi.

23           RON ROGERS:  Correct.

24           FREDERICK SCHENK:  How do you deal with that

25 risk or concern?
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 1           BILL LOWRY:  So what I call PFW, public
 2 facing WiFi, is really a layer of high-density,
 3 high-capacity WiFi.  These access points are 1500
 4 client load specs.  They are gonna be pointing right
 5 down where the most people congregate, in order to
 6 provide an automatic failover.  So if they're using
 7 the FunPass app and cellphone coverage goes out, a
 8 little notice is gonna pop up and say "Your cellphone
 9 is down.  Would you like to switch over to the secure
10 WiFi," and give the public an option to do that.
11           Now we've also made significant changes in
12 the app just since we were here, that allows people to
13 see and use their passes even if the cellphone
14 coverage has gone down, but that's only for already
15 purchased passes.
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So there would be a
17 password that you'd have to make it secure?
18           BILL LOWRY:  The customer wouldn't do
19 anything except hit "Okay."
20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  No, to make it secure.
21           BILL LOWRY:  Well, it's all built into the
22 software, and the customer's only going to get a
23 notice saying, "If you want to switch over, hit
24 'Okay,'" and that takes care of everything in the
25 background.
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  It only runs FunPass.

 2           BILL LOWRY:  It only runs on the FunPass

 3 mobile.  They can't go to Facebook or anywhere else.

 4 They can't go to Instagram and try to use that.  It is

 5 exclusively for the use of the mobile app and the fair

 6 customer.

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.

 8           BILL LOWRY:  So it is as Ron would tell you.

 9 This is a --  It's been a weak link in the digital

10 smartphone utilization for some time.  We haven't

11 really hit that wall, but we're anticipating it as

12 usage increases.  We want to preempt that.

13           Now there are technologies coming down the

14 road.  There's what you hear, 5G.  You see the ads on

15 TV.  That actually is all real primitive still, but at

16 some point in the future there will probably be little

17 towers all around here running 5G, and my PFW will

18 become a moot point at that point.  But right now,

19 over the next few years, it's really important to us

20 that there be an automatic -- what we call a failover,

21 a switchover for the customer.

22           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Where has this been used,

23 what you've just described, in what fairs?

24           BILL LOWRY:  It hasn't.  We are doing it

25 first --
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 1           FREDERICK SCHENK:  It has not yet been used?

 2           BILL LOWRY:  Well, in terms of fairs, we

 3 tested it at fairs this year, after we were here.  So

 4 we haven't tested it on a full event-wide scope yet,

 5 but we're fully committed to it and we will fully

 6 unroll it, roll it out in Houston.  So it's a pretty

 7 significant investment just to add that layer of

 8 high-density, high-capacity WiFi over a canopy over a

 9 crowd.

10           JOY PICKETT:  It's never been done before.

11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  When is Houston?

12           BILL LOWRY:  In March.

13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  March.  So a few months

14 before?

15           BEN PICKETT:  Yeah.

16           BILL LOWRY:  Again, we didn't have cellphone

17 outage here.  We came close, but we didn't have any

18 problems with customers using the app.

19           The beauty of the technology is you cannot

20 make calls, you cannot text, but there's still just

21 enough data you can still use the app.  So like I

22 said, we had 35,000 people out there using the app

23 with virtually no -- very few customer issues, period.

24           KATIE MUELLER:  Last year -- I think Kevin

25 can speak to this, but Verizon, I know maybe some
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 1 others, were able to bolster our WiFi with additional

 2 towers.

 3           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Verizon had a site in the

 4 west lot, but that was there for the last fair.

 5           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah, exactly.

 6           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  And T-Mobile had antennas on

 7 the left side of the grandstand, which are temporary.

 8 I don't know that they'll be there.  That's TBD on

 9 that, but that's the temporary

10           BILL LOWRY:  So our goal is to avoid ever

11 having a failure.

12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Would Verizon be

13 accessible for T-Mobile or other carriers?

14           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  We have all carriers.  AT&T

15 and T-Mobile are on the roof of the grandstand,

16 Verizon is in the main lot, west lot and in the

17 infield, and Sprint is out in the front entrance, as

18 well.  So all the carriers are here.

19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Because I have issues

20 here with --

21           BILL LOWRY:  And that's common at every one

22 of our events.  Cellphone coverage goes down to

23 virtually nothing or nothing at every event at some

24 point.

25           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  They're aware of that.  I
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 1 talk to carriers all the time.  When they reach
 2 capacity, they're calling me.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  But what we're doing is the PFW
 4 just to preempt future problems.  Hopefully we'll
 5 never have them, but it's an investment worth making,
 6 and we're dedicated and committed to the mobile app
 7 platform.
 8           PATTY CAMERON:  You said that you see
 9 everything moving to phones, hand-held technology.
10           BILL LOWRY:  Yeah, the trajectory is
11 undeniable.
12           PATTY CAMERON:  Will kiosks be able to take
13 Samsung Pay or Apple Pay or any of that kind of
14 technology?
15           BILL LOWRY:  Absolutely.  The mobile app,
16 though, also reduces kiosk usage, for sure.
17           PATTY CAMERON:  Right.
18           BILL LOWRY:  But yes.  So part of our
19 dilemma is to invest in more physical kiosks or to
20 invest more in the mobile app.  So we're kind of
21 playing a balance with that.
22           JOY PICKETT:  They do currently accept Apple
23 Pay, but through the gateway they don't accept Visa --
24           BILL LOWRY:  The issue there was that the
25 Visa card was not working.
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 1           JOY PICKETT:  -- with Apple Pay, which was
 2 really interesting to me.
 3           BILL LOWRY:  Otherwise, Apple Pay works.
 4           JOY PICKETT:  We're at a point now where do
 5 we switch gateways, because they don't accept Visa,
 6 and really it's odd.
 7           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Any other questions?
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  You guys did a great job.
 9 Thank you.
10           ANN KASTL:  Thank you for having us.
11           BEN PICKETT:  We appreciate it.
12           (ENDING TIME:  6:24 p.m.)
13
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 1                     IN ATTENDANCE

 2

 3 FOR 22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION:

 4    Patty Cameron, Midway Admissions Supervisor

 5    Mike Ceragioli, Contracts Manager

 6    Lena Jouldjian, Box Office Manager

 7    Carlene Moore, Deputy General Manager

 8    Katie Mueller, Deputy General Manager

 9    Kevin Rigsbee, Communications Manager

10    Ron Rogers, I.T. Manager

11    Frederick Schenk, Board Director

12    Rita Walz, Chief Financial Officer

13

14 FOR ALL STATE 38, INC.

15    Adam West, President

16    Debrawn West, Chief Executive Officer

17    Frank Zaitshik, Wade Shows

18    Steve Riegel, FunTagg

19    Ron Weber, Wade Shows

20    John Moot, Counsel for All State 38, Inc.

21

22

23

24

25
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 1   DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019,

 2                       3:00 P.M.

 3                       ---o0o---

 4           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Thank you very much for

 5 coming.  It sounds like your group has come from a lot

 6 of different time zones.  So we appreciate you to do

 7 that.

 8           I'm gonna make this quick.  All I want to

 9 caution you guys is that, basically, present what

10 you're proposing.  I don't want you to add anything to

11 your proposal.  So, basically, if I think you're doing

12 that, I'm gonna caution you.

13           And other than that, I'm just gonna keep

14 time, so that everybody -- all the proposals get the

15 same amount of time here.  What we'll do is allow you

16 the hour for your presentation, and then after that

17 presentation our staff here will ask some questions,

18 probably, and then we'll come to the conclusion.

19           I'm gonna start off by introducing myself.

20 I'm Mike Ceragioli.  I'm the contracts manager, and

21 I'm the one that's the contact person on the RFP that

22 you got.  And I'm just gonna go around the room here

23 and let everybody else here introduce themselves, and

24 starting with Ron here on the end.

25           RON ROGERS:  Hi.  My name is Ron Rogers.
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 1 I'm the I.T. manager here.

 2           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  My name is Kevin Rigsbee,

 3 the communications manager for the Del Mar

 4 Fairgrounds.

 5           CARLENE MOORE:  I'm Carlene Moore.  I'm one

 6 of two deputy general managers.

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Good afternoon.  I'm

 8 Frederick Schenk.  I'm a director of the 22nd District

 9 Agricultural Association, and I chair the Fair

10 Operations Committee on behalf of the Fair Board.

11           KATIE MUELLER:  I am Katie Mueller, and I am

12 the other deputy general manager, in charge of the

13 fairtime operations.

14           PATTY CAMERON:  My name is Patty Cameron,

15 and I run midway admissions.

16           RITA WALZ:  I'm Rita Walz.  I'm the chief

17 financial officer for the District.

18           LENA JOULDJIAN:  I'm Lena Jouldjian, and I

19 oversee the box office here at the fairgrounds.

20           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm going to ask each of

21 you to turn your microphones on, for the benefit of

22 the certified shorthand reporter, so that she can hear

23 everything.  This is, as you see --  This session and

24 the next one are being recorded as an official record,

25 so that everyone can see and read exactly what was
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 1 discussed today.
 2           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  With that, you guys, I
 3 think, can begin your presentation, and I'll push my
 4 timer.
 5           ADAM WEST:  We'll quickly just introduce
 6 everybody that's here with us today.  Ron Weber, Steve
 7 Riegel.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Frank Zaitshik.
 9           ADAM WEST:  Debrawn West.
10           KATIE MUELLER:  Could you also tell everyone
11 their title.
12           ADAM WEST:  Yeah, president of All State 38,
13 Inc.  Frank Zaitshik is our subcontractor.  Steve
14 Riegel is with the FunTagg system, and also Debrawn.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Got it.  Thanks.
16           Hi.  My name is --
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  You forgot the most
18 important person.
19           DEBRAWN WEST:  Yeah.
20           ADAM WEST:  And she's president, CEO, and
21 everything else.
22           Hi.  My name's Adam West.  I'm owner of All
23 State 38, Inc.  I'd like to thank the 22nd DAA, the
24 San Diego County Fair, and this committee today for
25 hearing our presentation.  I'd also like to thank my
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 1 team that's traveled across the country, missed
 2 personal events, put other big projects on hold, and
 3 sacrificed valuable time with our family.  In our
 4 industry that's very valuable at this time of year.
 5           The theme of this year's fair at the
 6 San Diego County Fair is heros, Batman, and that rings
 7 so close to home.  When I was a young guy, four or
 8 five years old, I can remember at a birthday party
 9 with lots of balloons, ice cream, people's parents,
10 and all the little boys and girls there opening
11 birthday presents.  Obviously, the name Adam West, as
12 you know, probably gains a lot of attention, which is
13 perfect for this year's theme, but you're always
14 supposed to guess the presents that everybody gives
15 you.  You can guess some of them; you can't guess the
16 others.  But it came to my grandma's, and she
17 obviously can't follow the norm on what they should
18 give little boys at birthday parties.  So as I started
19 to open it.  Fear set in.  And when that -- when that
20 happened, I started to realize what was about to
21 happen.
22           I opened up a present.  It was a brand-new,
23 freshly folded pair of Batman undies.  And that was
24 very, very hard to do at that age, four or five years
25 old.  So I learned right then that you had to have
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 1 broad shoulders.  You had to be able to stand up to
 2 everybody else and hold a pair of Batman undies in the
 3 air and look them in the eye and not get too nervous.
 4           My mom and dad have been with me my entire
 5 life.  They taught me many life lessons.  They have
 6 used the carnival business as a platform for teaching
 7 me how to be the man I am today.
 8           I remember back a long time ago, my very
 9 first business venture with my dad, about six years
10 old, was with a Red Rider pull-behind wagon.  He took
11 me to the supply store, where we bought candy, soda
12 pops, and candy bars.  And I would go around the fairs
13 selling these things.
14           A couple summers of that, I realized that
15 nickels and dimes do not add up that fast.  So he
16 funded me in my next adventure, and that was Director
17 of Glow Stick Sales.  "Hey, get them while they're
18 hot, before they run out.  Three for five, any one you
19 want."
20           I had to learn how to entertain people.
21 Being raised a carnival game operator's son, one of
22 the most successful in the country, I had to entertain
23 people from day one.  That's our job in this business
24 is to put a smile on people's faces.  My mom and dad
25 not only were teachers to me, were mentors, but they
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 1 have also now became my business associates.

 2           My wife, Debrawn, who we have four kids

 3 together, four girls -- one I'll tell you a story

 4 about in a second, that you need for this fair -- was

 5 raised the exact same way on the other side of the

 6 country.  This great opportunity to be raised in the

 7 carnival business under the same kind of canvas,

 8 sometimes underneath counters of duck pond games and

 9 all kinds of crazy things that we did, was very, very

10 fortunate.

11           Her dad's father jumped on a train in the

12 midwest bound for California for a better life.  When

13 he got here, he ended up on something that was really

14 unique, a train that had a carnival on it.  Very, very

15 long time ago.  Her dad and him became two of the most

16 successful carnival game operators in North America.

17           So my wife, also part of our team, her

18 father, part of our team, and the unity of us, we came

19 together almost a decade ago at the Alameda County

20 Fair.  She was raised the exact same way as me.  Today

21 we have five of us running the carnival game

22 operation.  I would say the five very best individual

23 successful carnival people in North America.  I would

24 take this group of five over any group of 20 or 30 any

25 day of the week.  Behind that, we've also got 50 or 60
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 1 people that come with us, travel with us year after

 2 year and are also part of what we do.

 3           My mom and dad, Bob and Trudy, have been

 4 recognized as some of the best games in the country,

 5 had best game awards at the Minnesota State Fair.

 6 Robert and Debrawn --  Her dad, Robert Ellis, and

 7 Debrawn my wife, have operated the number-one highest

 8 grossing carnival game at arguably the number-one fair

 9 in North America, the State Fair of Texas.  Let that

10 sink in just for a second.  The number-one highest

11 grossing game at arguably the number-one fair in North

12 America.

13           All State 38, Inc. is just a bunch of words.

14 What we've done over the last many decades and put

15 into them words is what makes us special.  Being an

16 All Stater means being the very best, getting up

17 earlier, going to bed later, doing whatever it takes

18 to always be number one.  These things are an

19 All State quality.

20           I was a first team all state football player

21 two years in a row.  I was president of my class.

22 When I was 25 I was given the opportunity to run all

23 the carnival games at the New Mexico and Tulsa State

24 fairs, at the age of 25.  That same year, I was also

25 invited to play the Minnesota State Fair.  That same
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 1 year, also -- and this all happened pretty quick and
 2 pretty fast -- we were the largest provider of
 3 carnival games at the North Carolina State Fair.  We
 4 went from Wisconsin to Minnesota, New Mexico,
 5 Oklahoma, North Carolina.
 6           I want to tell you a little story that I was
 7 told by a good friend of mine.  A person was asked, at
 8 the fair, how he thought the fair went that year.
 9 That person said, "Well, I don't think it was very
10 good this year.  It might have been a little down."
11           Well, the guy couldn't figure it out.  So
12 he's thinking to himself, "The revenues are up.  The
13 attendance is up.  Everybody says the fair is probably
14 doing pretty good.  How does this guy think the fair
15 is down?"  So he asked the guy, "Why do you think the
16 fair is down?"
17           The guy said, "Because I couldn't find a
18 good corn dog."
19           The measure of success of a fair could be
20 all the way down to the simplest little thing of a
21 five dollar corn dog, the measure of success for a
22 fair.  Some people think that the fair is not
23 successful through millions of dollars put into
24 entertainment, lights, acts, big thrilling rides and
25 teddy bears, that because of a corn dog it wasn't
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 1 successful.
 2           It's my job, as a carnival game operator,
 3 for every person that comes through the gates, to make
 4 sure that they have the very best experience, they
 5 smile, they have fun, they have interaction.
 6           A carnival game gives away a teddy bear.  A
 7 lot of people get all excited about all this teddy
 8 bear stuff.  They're beautiful, absolutely.  They get
 9 thrown in a box.  I don't know where these ones go.
10 (Indicating.)  You know, you guys took half the
11 pictures, and I don't know.  They must end up in the
12 parking lot, in the dumpster.  They're massive.  But
13 they get thrown away, they get lost, they go to the
14 garage sale, but the experience they had is what lasts
15 forever.
16           You can't get that experience with every
17 operator out there.  We're very, very unique, as I'll
18 show later why we do so well.  You'll see those
19 reasons.  This is also why I partnered with the Wade
20 Shows, industry leader Frank Zaitshik, advanced
21 technology of the FunTagg system.
22           It is my job to come here today to put the
23 very best digital ticketing system and carnival game
24 operation that has ever been put together in the
25 history of the carnival business.  State fairs, like
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 1 Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Michigan, Wisconsin,
 2 these are all just a bunch of fairs.
 3           I'm sorry.  I got a little ahead of myself
 4 there, but I can go back.  There is my beautiful
 5 family, with my four girls.  (Indicating.)  One of
 6 them may have grown a little bit, but --
 7           On this slide right here, a lot of these
 8 fairs --  We played 23 of the top 50 fairs in the
 9 nation.  As you can see little red dots all over the
10 place, it's like the song, "We've been everywhere,
11 man.  We've been --"  We've been everywhere.  We've
12 been all over the country.  We've seen the best of the
13 best, everything that the great fairs of this country
14 have to offer, every one of them different.  It's
15 unbelievable what different people think about their
16 fair.  They have one thing in common; everybody that
17 goes to their fair, it's their fair.  "It's my fair.
18 This is my San Diego County Fair."
19           We have a philosophy that we -- we do
20 everywhere we go.  We've been to all these fairs.  We
21 dominate; we don't participate.  We dominate; we don't
22 just participate.  It's easy to go be part of a fair.
23 Out there on the midway, it's not for us to be
24 braggadocious that we're good at what we do.  We don't
25 talk about the numbers.  We don't talk about being
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 1 number one.  It's a humble business.  You mind your
 2 own business, you go home at night, you take care of
 3 your family, and you move on.  Today we have the
 4 opportunity for me to brag.  And not to be too
 5 braggadocious, but what we've done at fairs across the
 6 country and the San Diego County Fair are second to
 7 none.
 8           This committee has got an unbelievably tough
 9 decision.  They've got to take a digital ticketing
10 system, the very best, try to find the very best game
11 operation, mend them together without sacrificing one
12 for the other, two things that are totally
13 disconnected from each other.  I feel I brought that
14 today.  This board has asked me, when I was here close
15 to a year ago, the challenge was put out to do exactly
16 that.  I feel we have the very best game operation and
17 the very best digital ticketing system.
18           Our numbers don't lie.  At the 2019
19 San Diego County Fair we had the number-one highest
20 grossing game at the fair.  Let that also sink in,
21 because I'm gonna tell you I believe it was the
22 number-one highest grossing game in the history of the
23 carnival business in the world.  That's bigger than
24 Texas.  I don't know of anybody that's ever grossed
25 $214,000 with a carnival game.  If that game was a
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 1 ride, it would have ranked number ten.
 2           We had three of the top five carnival games
 3 at the fair last year.  Three of the top ten, excuse
 4 me.  We had five top games total.  We would have
 5 wished we had 50 games.  We were only offered five.
 6 Imagine what the gross would be today if we had 50.
 7           Our number-two game was all -- was the
 8 number-two game at the fair last year, we beat our
 9 competition by almost a hundred thousand dollars with
10 our number-one game to their number-one game.  Our
11 average game at the 2019 San Diego County Fair was
12 111,000; our competitors, 56,000.
13           These numbers are astonishing.  You should
14 just hand me the contract tomorrow, but I don't want
15 that.  I want to make sure that you know what's behind
16 the numbers, because that's what matters.  What
17 matters is you understand how we got there.
18           I'm one of the newer guys at the fair over
19 the last 50 years.  I didn't get front-end locations.
20 I didn't get the royal red-carpet treatment.  I had to
21 fight from the back.  I had to go through the hardest
22 part of any carnival thing, and that's to produce
23 revenue in the back end, after everybody has walked
24 past everything.  These numbers are a scale of our
25 experience.  These numbers show the dedication and the
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 1 decades of work that we've put into this business.

 2           Now a couple pictures I have up here.  This

 3 is the number-one game at the fair last year.  The

 4 picture on the right has three posts from the Facebook

 5 from the San Diego County Fair.  And really, I believe

 6 it's the only one --  I did a lot of research, and you

 7 guys probably know me, that I do a little bit of

 8 research.  It's the only picture I found of teddy

 9 bears.

10           These people have smiles on their face, and

11 these pictures were taken because people noticed them

12 smiles.  We gave people an experience, not just

13 something to play.  If you go to a casino, you play

14 the ones that have all the lights and all the bells

15 and whistles.  Those are the ones that sometimes don't

16 pay the biggest payouts, but the people are loving

17 what they're doing.  They don't go to the one that's

18 sitting by itself and there's nothing happening.  They

19 want to see the lights.

20           We use a soft-sell game approach that's

21 second to no one.  Our soft-sell game approach uses

22 community-based, non-profit organizations.  Last year

23 two-thirds of our workforce were people from the local

24 area of San Diego.  We produced the number-one,

25 number-two, and number-ten highest grossing games out
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 1 of five -- out of our five, with the majority local

 2 people from San Diego.  A lot of other people use H-2B

 3 workers that have a language barrier.  That causes

 4 problems in carnival games.  Rides might be a little

 5 different, but in carnival games your experience is

 6 not the same.

 7           If you take your kids down the midway and

 8 everybody is sitting there looking at their phone or

 9 looking down, you don't have a lot of fun.  When you

10 win, they hand you a prize on the counter.  We were

11 number one because we took those big ones, made those

12 smiles right there (indicating), and people came back

13 to play year after year.

14           We're gonna do that with the entire game

15 operation in 2020.  In 2020 you're gonna have the very

16 best digital ticketing system and the very best

17 carnival game operation that's gonna maximize revenue.

18 Revenue in this RFP is determined by one thing, the

19 gross of those carnival games.  The digital ticketing

20 system has no financial part to the fair.  Those

21 carnival games have a percentage.  The percentage that

22 we are gonna produce could be very drastically -- and

23 you guys could all understand this very clear.  Our

24 average game doubled our competitors' average game.

25 That's double the rent to the fair.
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 1           With enhanced customer experience, a game
 2 appearance that use uniform canvas -- uniform --
 3 uniforms for the employees, for these reasons our
 4 sate-of-the-art game appearance, our sound philosophy
 5 in game operation are always raising the bar of
 6 revenue production.
 7           Our partnership with the Wade Shows,
 8 industry leader, the greatest carnival operator in
 9 this century, and the FunTagg system and the
10 advancements of technology that they bring to the
11 table is the reason that that theme on July -- June
12 5th, 2020 will be a new day in Del Mar.
13           Thank you.
14           I'd like to introduce my friend and mentor,
15 Frank Zaitshik.
16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You've got to love this
17 guy.  That's the reason I'm here.
18           I'm 73 years old.  I'm born and raised in
19 the carnival business.  Like Adam, I got a break when
20 I was 23.  I became the business manager of one of the
21 largest carnivals in America.  When I was 34 I bought
22 the Wade Shows.  The Wade Shows, at that time, owned
23 33 rides.  We never left the state of Michigan.  Today
24 we play 16 different states.  We play more state fairs
25 and major events than any family-owned carnival in
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 1 America.  We play the South Florida Fair, the Florida
 2 State Fair, the Delaware State Fair, the New York
 3 State Fair, the Missouri State Fair, the Nebraska
 4 State Fair, the Oklahoma State Fair, the Alabama
 5 National Fair, the North Carolina State Fair, and the
 6 list goes on and on.  But that's not about me, and I'm
 7 telling you this just to qualify what in the heck am I
 8 doing here.  I've never been this far west, other than
 9 for a visit to Disneyland.
10           I'm here for the right reasons.  I'm not
11 here because -- what was that guy's name, Horace
12 Greeley, that said, "Go west young man.  Go west."
13 Well, at 73 years old, it's a little late for that.
14 But I'm here for the right reasons.  I'm here for two
15 reasons.
16           This guy right here, gosh, I love this guy.
17 He is full of energy.  Everything that he said is true
18 or I wouldn't be here.  I don't really have a dog in
19 the hunt, other than I want to be here to support my
20 friend, Adam West, and his wife Debrawn.
21           I'm also here for a second reason.  I
22 absolutely know that the very best digital ticketing
23 system that is in the mobile amusement industry today
24 is right here.  (Indicating.)
25           You're an I.T. guy, sir.  You'll determine
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 1 that, and I challenge you to do so.

 2           Myself, I saw it coming.  I bought the

 3 FUNcard system, which is the very same system as you

 4 utilize now through RCS, which is a wonderful

 5 carnival.  Ray Cammack and I were friends.  In fact,

 6 he had his first heart attack while we were playing

 7 racquetball together many, many years ago.  A fine

 8 man.  I respect him and I respect that carnival to no

 9 end.

10           Having said that and having owned the

11 FUNcard system, I'm the only guy out there that you

12 can look at or quiz up.  I own the FUNcard system.  I

13 bought it in 2012.  I've been operating it at the

14 New York State Fair for the past six years without a

15 problem in the world as far as network going down.  I

16 also have tried Magic Money, another wonderful system.

17 It's the first system that switched from bar code to

18 RFID technology.  Boom.  You guys can talk about that,

19 and I hope you do.  So I used Magic Money.  They were

20 light on cellular technology.  This year, at the 2020

21 North Carolina State Fair, our biggest wheel operated

22 on eTix.

23           So I've operated all three of these.  A lot

24 of people said I bumped my head, and maybe I did, but

25 I'm no dummy, guys and ladies.  I know what I'm doing.
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 1 I bought this system right here because it's an
 2 absolute, bar none, best system out, and I challenge
 3 you to the same thing that I challenged myself to.  I
 4 have a slogan that says "Always first and always
 5 best."
 6           My wife and my youngest daughter are my two
 7 biggest fans, but they're also my two biggest critics.
 8 So they seen me come up with that slogan.  They looked
 9 at each other, then they looked at me and they said,
10 "Aren't you full of yourself today?"
11           And my answer to them was this:  It's true
12 I'm not always first, it's true I'm not always best,
13 but I can promise you this, ladies and gentlemen,
14 every day when I get out of bed I try to be first and
15 I try to be best, and that is why I'm here today.
16           These two guys will tell you more about the
17 technical aspects of why our system is the very best
18 that there is out there.  This is Steve Riegel.  I'm
19 going to call him the developer, even that might not
20 be the technical term.  Ron Weber is really part of my
21 staff, and he coordinated because he knows a heck of a
22 lot more about that stuff than I do.
23           So without further ado, I'm going to give
24 you the nuts and bolts of why we're better.  Please
25 ask a lot of questions.
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 1           Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.

 2 Incidentally, I really appreciate the hospitality.

 3 You've made us feel comfortable.  No matter how many

 4 times you do this, Fred, there is a little anxiety

 5 with you.  You guys made us feel at home, and we

 6 really appreciate that.

 7           Thank you.

 8           RON WEBER:  Tough act to follow.

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  It is tough.  Why don't you

10 go first.

11           RON WEBER:  All right.  So we're real

12 excited about the system.  The great thing about the

13 FunTagg system, because it's completely different, as

14 Frank said, from the other systems, it's the first

15 system to use NFC technology.

16           So NFC is the industry standard for paying

17 systems; right?  Everybody uses it:  Android Pay;

18 Google Pay; Apple Pay; Starbucks; your app uses it;

19 American Express; everybody uses NFC.  That's the way

20 to go.  That's the future.  Europe has been using it

21 for years.

22           So this was the first system to actually use

23 it, and we're fortunate to have a guy, Steve Riegel

24 here, who worked for Motorola for many years and other

25 companies, but he was instrumental in developing
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 1 Mobile Speed Pass.  So if you've ever gotten gas and
 2 pay-at-the-pump system, he's done it.  He worked with
 3 Disney, to develop their RFID system.  We all know how
 4 that works.  And he's also going to be the first
 5 person to bring this technology to the midway.
 6           So a couple of guys, also carnival owners
 7 and Frank among them, said, "We need to bring this to
 8 the midway.  You need to help us make this product
 9 available."
10           The user --  And Steve will show you the
11 user of the FunTagg system only needs to tap, you
12 enter the field of where you're gonna go, and it gives
13 you the reading right away.  So there's no scanning.
14 The field, as long as you pass through it, will read
15 it and it's quick.
16           In the RFP you asked that the user of the
17 digital ticketing system load the digital tickets onto
18 a physical paper ticket or card or other form of
19 media.  Only the FunTagg system actually does that.  I
20 don't know if those words were meant to be that way,
21 but it's important, and it's important because the
22 information is stored on the card.  That little card
23 is like a brain, a computer.  It stores the
24 information.
25           To just give you an example, for those of
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 1 you that aren't tech savvy with things like that, on a
 2 bar code system the bar code has a number.  It's like
 3 your bank account; right?  So you present it to the
 4 teller.  The teller goes, looks up your account to see
 5 how much money you have, the information comes back
 6 whether you have money in the account or not, and
 7 you're good.  With the NFC system, one tap does it
 8 all.  The information is right there.  It goes
 9 directly from the card to the reader.  So instead of a
10 sort of four-step process, now you've got a direct
11 connection.
12           So connectivity is the big thing with this
13 business.  Are we able to transmit things over WiFi?
14 Does it work all the time if connectivity is down?
15 And this is why this is so revolutionary.  If
16 connectivity is down, and it will be at some point,
17 always is with WiFi, the system always works.
18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Or cellular.
19           RON WEBER:  Any kind of connectivity, if
20 it's down, the system works, because each reader, each
21 phone or media works independently.
22           Now of course point of sale, if you're gonna
23 use credit cards or something like that, you need WiFi
24 or you need connectivity, but all the ticket boxes are
25 hardwired.  So that takes the uncertainty out of it.
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 1 The cloud is only used, in our case, for data backup
 2 and sharing and maintaining card history.
 3           The advantages of NFC over bar code.  NFC is
 4 a subset of, so we sometimes use them a little bit
 5 interchangeably, but NFC is a subset of RFID.  It
 6 doesn't require line of sight to scan the bar code.
 7 So, you know, if you go sometimes to a bar code
 8 scanner, you have to get the paper just right.  You
 9 have to be able to see it.
10           It's faster than bar codes.  As you saw, it
11 goes real quick when you scan.  It has a higher level
12 of encryption and security.  A bar code can't be read
13 if it's ripped or it's damaged or it's crinkled up.
14 Sometimes you have problems with it.
15           And the RFID also has reading and writing
16 capabilities.
17           The last point -- and I was just reading
18 before, actually, on the plane, where in your handbook
19 it says the operator, whether it's game or ride --
20 correct me if I'm wrong, Adam -- is not allowed to
21 touch the media, not allowed to touch the card.  And
22 if you've ever been to a theater or gone to a concert
23 or done something else, when they're doing those
24 readers with the bar code, a lot of times they'll take
25 the ticket out of your hand so they can hold it flat
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 1 or they can hold it straight so they can read it.
 2           That doesn't happen with NFC technology.  So
 3 we take that and fulfill that goal that you guys have,
 4 or that instruction that you guys have.  So anybody,
 5 if they --  You don't even have --  The operator
 6 doesn't even have to hold the reader.  The reader can
 7 be placed somewhere.  As long as you place it near it,
 8 you're good to go.
 9           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We can actually mount the
10 reader so it's not touched by anybody.  So you just go
11 through and scan.
12           I said I'd stay out of this part.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  That's all right.
14           I'm just going to try to drive home a couple
15 points that he spoke to, because they're critical.
16           One of the last things he mentioned, if
17 you've ever been skiing, you skied the time frame
18 where first they had paper tickets that's identified
19 with a date on it.  Then they moved to bar code, and
20 they were literally grabbing tickets and scanning.
21 And if I come up to your parka and lift and grab it,
22 it's not a big deal.  But I do it to your wife, she
23 may not have the same reaction.  So they had to get
24 away, because it's a proximity thing.  People are sort
25 of in your space.
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 1           I think you guys have that in your spec.
 2 You really don't want people, ride jockeys, handling
 3 people's wristbands or cards, et cetera.  It's better
 4 to have some of your own space.  So, yeah, it's part
 5 of the reason that the whole industry went to RFID
 6 tickets.  Now you can speed through portals, get waved
 7 by a wand and let on the the ride.
 8           Okay.  So my eyes aren't so good.  I'll get
 9 a little bit closer to this thing.
10           So there are one of 40 --  There are two
11 ways to get your tickets.  Frank has 40 self-serve
12 kiosks.
13           And you'll probably have more by the time
14 this event comes around.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'll have 120 by then.
16           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.  Yeah.  I'm surprised
17 you need them.
18           You also have an option to go to a
19 full-service, double-window ticket booth.  He's going
20 to be operating this at some events early in the year
21 in Florida.
22           And then the third option is to download an
23 app, which I'll show you after we get through this,
24 where you can download the app in the parking lot or
25 at home and literally get on the ride with your phone.
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 1           Now I recognize --  I want to speak to
 2 some --  There's a little bit of differences between
 3 us and other systems.  I know you've heard of other
 4 systems have RFID.  The biggest difference --  And
 5 I'll repeat what he said.  The big difference is that
 6 RFID chip is nothing but a license plate in a
 7 competitive system.  The brain is the reader of the
 8 field, of the reader.  The reader makes a home run up
 9 through a cellular network, a C.O.W. that is put on
10 site, it gets on the internet, comes back, and makes
11 an approval.  If that goes down, you don't get on the
12 ride.  Okay?
13           RON WEBER:  That's bar code.  You said --
14           STEVE RIEGEL:  No, no, it's --  There's a
15 competitor that has an RFID chip.  That's what they
16 use are C.O.W.s.  They go up to the Cloud and back.
17           We do not allow that, at all.  That's not
18 how we operate.  We use a more expensive chip, with a
19 higher degree of security, and we literally write to
20 the card.  So we can keep up to 52 transactions on
21 every card.  Now all the transactions are maintained
22 on the readers and report to the back end.  But for
23 the user and their convenience, 52 are kept onboard,
24 and that translates to people getting on rides faster.
25 It's really what --  It's faster through --  Anyway.
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 1           So the reader that we're using,
 2 unfortunately, this is the most expensive one I can
 3 find (indicating), but it was the best one that I
 4 could find, and Frank is very keen on having the best
 5 available.  So he stepped up all of his readers to be
 6 the best that you can possibly buy, and they're all
 7 interchangeable.
 8           As you can see, it's a large display.  It's
 9 a ruggedized reader.  It has a IP 60 -- 65 rating.  It
10 also has a really large battery, 5,000 milli-amps.
11 There are competitors out there trying to work with
12 less than a thousand.  You know, years of experience,
13 I don't know if he had -- one of his partners had
14 where a battery was dying every three hours.  So if
15 you're gonna have terminals out there, they have to
16 have a lot of battery life.  This thing is -- you
17 know, goes for 24 hours is my experience, depending on
18 usage, but certainly for a full day.
19           Again, the system works without internet.
20 You guys seem to hammer home this reliability thing.
21 It doesn't depend on it.  You can't find anything more
22 reliable.
23           So anyway, let's go to our next slide.
24           The user app, it may be --  Maybe the best
25 thing I should do --  Let me just see what bullets on
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 1 here.  Make sure we touch them all.
 2           Okay.  Why don't I show you on the phone.
 3 Let me turn on screen mirroring here and I'll show you
 4 how it works on the app.  You know, a picture tells a
 5 thousand words.
 6           We're in the board room; right?  Okay.
 7 Ignore my family photos here.
 8           All right.  So here's the app.  I know
 9 others have apps, and you also know all apps are not
10 the same.
11           This is our homepage here.  I'm gonna show
12 you how it works.  It's quite simple.  You see the
13 "Add Funds" button on top?  In the middle it says "Tap
14 for Fun," and then you have the icons across the
15 bottom, and I'll go through those.
16           Let's just talk about "Add Funds."  Let's
17 say you want to add some money.  You tap that.  I want
18 to add $10.
19           "Do you want to add credits?"
20           "Yes."
21           It shows you added your credits.
22           If I were to go to the last button on the
23 bottom is history.  You see I just purchased some
24 credits.  (Indicating.)
25           Let's go back to the homepage.  Now I have
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 1 some money.  Let's say I want to go on a ride.  And
 2 Ron is manning the merry-go-round.  Hold it like that.
 3 (Indicating.)
 4           I want to get on the merry-go-round.  That's
 5 it.  (Indicating.)  I'm on the ride.
 6           Now it's interesting.  You guys --  Okay.
 7 Ron, look --  We're gonna blind Ron.  You guys look.
 8 See how many credits I have here?  (Indicating.)  I'm
 9 gonna get on this ride.  Ron's gonna tell me how many
10 credits are on my phone.
11           RON WEBER:  I have to look at it?
12           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.  Okay.  So you read it?
13           RON WEBER:  I've got to do it with my eyes
14 closed?
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  No.  No.  Look down there.
16 (Indicating.)
17           RON WEBER:  Five --  Wow, 5,146.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
19           So the point is, okay, so maybe that's not
20 so interesting with the phone, because the user sees
21 the credits, but he can also see it with a card.  So
22 we have a card.  (Indicating.)  9,000 credits on that
23 card.
24           RON WEBER:  But I think that's an important
25 point, though, because in the RFP it does ask that the
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 1 operator tell them or let them know how many credits

 2 are left, whether it's a game or a ride, and this --

 3 the app does it for you.  It's right in front of you

 4 as soon as you scan it.  It shows you how many credits

 5 are left.  So there's no "I thought he said this.  I

 6 thought he did that."  It's right in front of you with

 7 the app.

 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.

 9           So one more button you see on the bottom.

10 You saw the "Add Funds" button, and the other one

11 shows the rides.  So --  And there will be more.  We

12 just put this in to make it easy to show, but I would

13 suspect, between the Fair Board and what Frank wants

14 to communicate on here, if he were doing the rides or

15 whoever is doing the rides, on the bottom you would

16 indicate whether it's a height restriction or, you

17 know, if it's a kiddie ride, that type of thing.  And

18 it also shows you how many credits applied to it.

19           Here's games.  (Indicating.)  You can --  I

20 just have two games listed as an example.  You can

21 also do food.

22           I'm not sure where you're going to apply

23 your electronic ticketing.  It's gonna go --  Are --

24 You guys intend to go throughout the whole midway with

25 this or just a portion?
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  The whole midway.
 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  The whole midway?  Okay.  So
 3 that's --
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, I mean what is your
 5 definition of midway?
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Rides, games, food,
 7 admission.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  No, just rides and games.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Just rides?
10           RON WEBER:  You're saying eventually.
11           ADAM WEST:  For now.
12           RON WEBER:  Long-term goal.
13           Go back to the screen with the rides and
14 games and food.
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  So this one?  No, this one?
16 (Indicating.)
17           RON WEBER:  What was used with your history,
18 yeah.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Oh, with the history.
20           RON WEBER:  See, that's a really neat thing,
21 because there --  Go back to the one right before
22 that.
23           It breaks out by category what you did.  You
24 know, a lot of other systems might have a history and
25 it's just a big, long history of everything you did.
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 1 This one you could say, well, this was used for food,
 2 this was used for games, and this was used for rides,
 3 if you're using it.  Well, just in your case it would
 4 be games and rides.  But you can look at each one
 5 individually and understand what's what, because, you
 6 know, although we're familiar with these terms,
 7 some -- a parent might not know.
 8           ADAM WEST:  Which is a customer service
 9 issue a lot of times, because people want to know
10 where they spent their credits.  They get confused.
11 They can do it on their own.
12           STEVE RIEGEL:  So for the digit-heads like
13 myself, I think this is cool.  Maybe the rest of you
14 won't, but I'm gonna do it anyway.
15           So I'm gonna go into my settings here and
16 I'm going to go into airplane mode.  I'm gonna go back
17 into the app.  Let's see if I can get on a ride.  I
18 think you probably know the answer to this.
19 (Indicating.)  Okay?
20           The phone does not communicate up to the
21 Cloud and back.
22           How many people do you get on the
23 fairgrounds?
24           CARLENE MOORE:  1.5 million.
25           STEVE RIEGEL:  1.5 million, that's a lot of
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 1 cellphones.  If you had to rely on a back-end loop, it
 2 could be problematic.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  It could be problematic,
 4 but don't think that we can't do that.  To get
 5 realtime information, you've got to be hooked to the
 6 internet or a cellular connection.  This phone has --
 7 I forgot what the technical term is.  We're gonna be
 8 doing both of those.  This is just in the event that
 9 the network goes down; you're still in business.  That
10 doesn't preclude us from getting you realtime
11 information through the entire run of the fair.  This
12 is just a backup plan that all systems should have.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.  And in addition to
14 that, the app doesn't suck up any cellphone.  So if
15 you're looking at other apps, they all require a
16 back-end loop, because the history is not maintained
17 on the phone.  All the competitive solutions I've seen
18 are maintained on the Cloud.
19           So let's continue on.
20           RON WEBER:  So if any other system was in
21 airplane mode like that, it wouldn't work.  While
22 they're reporting, like Frank said is done, it still
23 requires a loop.  Other systems require a loop.  You
24 still have to scan it, it has to go over the internet,
25 come back, the approval has to come back, and then you
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 1 get approved.  If the internet doesn't work, boom,
 2 this one will always work.  It always works directly.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  How are you guys coming?
 4           STEVE RIEGEL:  On time, we are -- it's
 5 quarter of.
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You're at 23 minutes right
 7 now.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Twenty minutes will be
 9 three minutes from now?
10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Yeah.
11           STEVE RIEGEL:  So as you can see, the app
12 let's you bypass ticket booths.  When you sign up for
13 an app, we capture the e-mail address, which is
14 important for future marketing opportunities.  We
15 deliver all of those e-mail addresses to you.
16           It's the only one in the industry, that
17 we're aware of, that has push notifications, and we
18 can use that to send safety notifications, promotional
19 and fair sponsorship messages on there.
20           RON WEBER:  That's really important.  From a
21 marketing standpoint, if I was a marketing guy as you
22 are, imagine the ability to communicate with your
23 people on the grounds, because they have an app.
24           STEVE RIEGEL:  It's huge.
25           RON WEBER:  The things you --  You could
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 1 send safety messages.  Your sponsor, that you might

 2 have, you can send promotional messages.  You can even

 3 do --  We're talking about promotions on the grounds.

 4 You can say "For the next hour Adam is giving away a

 5 small prize with a winner of a large prize."  The

 6 possibilities are endless, and this is the only app

 7 that can do that.

 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  In a presidential year, a lot

 9 of the candidates want to get your attention when

10 they --  They all go to state fairs, and they would

11 love to get on --  I have actually been contacted by a

12 consultant of one of the candidates, "Can we get on

13 the app?"  That's a down-the-road discussion, but it's

14 interesting.  They all --  As you know, they all want

15 to go on your fairgrounds.

16           Okay.  Is this where you turn over, Ron?

17           RON WEBER:  No, that's you still.

18           STEVE RIEGEL:  It is still me?

19           Okay.  "System states must be developed

20 without any conductivity faults and includes system

21 support, maintenance to ensure continuous operation."

22           I mean we can't go down.  I mean I can break

23 a reader.  A reader can go down, but we cannot go

24 down.  We do not depend on the internet, with the

25 exception of credit card sales.  But your show does
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 1 not stop if --  You know, if people have value on a
 2 card, they continue -- or a phone -- they continue to
 3 get on rides.
 4           RON WEBER:  And credit card sales are
 5 hardwired.
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  So we continue to work.
 7 Cloud-based systems won't be able to function.
 8           This has got to be you, Ron.
 9           RON WEBER:  Oh, yeah.
10           So on a Cloud-based system, and we've used
11 systems before that have -- they store transactions.
12 So even though it appears that it's still --  Let's
13 say the internet is down.  You can run three or four
14 or five transactions that will be recorded in its
15 memory, but in reality the system is not working.
16           So it's approving it; right?  It's approving
17 it.  You're scanning, you're getting on the ride,
18 you're getting on the ride, you're getting on the
19 ride, but then when the system comes back up, you
20 might have overused that card.  You know, that person
21 might not have had enough credits to get on that card
22 [sic], because it wasn't really working.  It looks on
23 the outside like it's working, but it's not really
24 working.
25           With the FunTagg system you know if you have
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 1 enough credits to get on the ride.
 2           So there is a potential loss.  Even though
 3 it appears it's working, there's a potential loss
 4 because it's really not working when the internet is
 5 down.
 6           So your purse, your money, is on the card
 7 itself.  That's the absolute key.  The only --  With
 8 FunTagg, if the internet goes down or if there's
 9 catastrophic failure in the internet or something
10 else, the only thing you won't be able to do is have
11 realtime reporting.  That's the only thing.  All the
12 data is still there.  And whenever the internet comes
13 back up, all the data goes back on.  You have all the
14 reporting.
15           Or even if there was some horrible thing
16 that happened or they cut the line coming in, you
17 could go around with a scanner, each ride or game, and
18 get all that data and collect it and give your report
19 at the end of the night.  So reliability-wise and
20 functionality-wise there's nothing else that can even
21 come close to comparing to it.
22           Security.
23           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.  Get back to security,
24 but I want to give you a demo real quick on this
25 thing.
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 1           We mentioned that there are gonna be people
 2 in ticket booths.  We have kiosks, and then for the
 3 individuals that want to deal with people behind a
 4 booth, they'll work with a screen that looks like
 5 this.  (Indicating.)
 6           And the reason I'm showing you the screen is
 7 that it's same to the screen that they'll see if you
 8 go into a kiosk.  It's very simple.  If you want a new
 9 card, you want to recharge it, you want to get a
10 wristband or you want to scan a code for presales, I
11 can cake it through.
12           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Can you pull that up
13 there, so we can see it?
14           STEVE RIEGEL:  You know, we didn't ask your
15 technical guy whether he had the ability to --
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That's all right if you
17 can't.  I just figured it was easier to see it there,
18 than walking sideways.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.  Yeah.  And I can
20 certainly pass it around.
21           But I just want to show you.  He mentioned
22 realtime.  Every transaction --  I'm gonna do a tag
23 history here.  This is also used in customer support.
24           Someone says, "I bought this wristband.  I
25 bought this card and I can't get on -- we didn't go on
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 1 any rides.  I want my money back."
 2           They take the credential and they hold it up
 3 here, and it says exactly what they did.  It says
 4 exactly when it was activated, the date and the time,
 5 on which tablet activated it, and then what -- the
 6 reader numbers, the credits that were taken off.  So
 7 all the detail is realtime.
 8           So don't confuse realtime accuracy
 9 end-of-day reporting with continuous reporting.  If
10 you want continuous reporting, they're gonna have
11 systems in place to watch it, if you're going to stand
12 and watch that.  But most importantly you want to see
13 activity as it goes through the day, probably at the
14 end of the day, what were the peak times.  You'll have
15 all that data.
16           Okay.  So for security, I'm gonna read some
17 of this verbatim, because these are important words
18 and I don't want to misspeak.
19           We use a variety of technologies, because
20 think about the interactions you have.  The card to
21 the reader, how is that secured?  The reader to the
22 Cloud and access to the Cloud, so each one of those.
23           Cryptographic hashes are used to
24      store alongside the transaction data
25      within the card and wristbands to verify
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 1      the authenticity of the data and the
 2      quality of the transactions.
 3           It's a mouthful, but it needs to be spoken
 4 to.
 5           Transaction data that's transmitted
 6      over the internet and stored in the
 7      back-end database is secure -- securely
 8      transmitted over an encrypted SSL channel
 9      using industry standard TLS and HTTPS.
10      All back-end data is only permitted by
11      users with appropriate credentials.
12           The only way you can get on this thing is
13 with a card that is given to you and something you
14 know.  Something you have and something you know, so
15 it's two-factor authentication.
16           No password or pins are ever stored
17      in plain text or otherwise.  Only hashes
18      are stored, which is industry standard
19      and best practice to produce the history.
20           Reports.  Okay.  Maybe we should go --  Why
21 don't you speak to this for a second.  I'll see if I
22 can get them up on my phone.
23           RON WEBER:  So our management software is
24 mobile friendly.  You can look on your cellphones to
25 get the reports, however you want to customize it.
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 1 The reports are --  We use HMI dashboard.  That can
 2 give you an unlimited number of reports, however you
 3 want to look at the data at the end of the day.  And
 4 Steve has even worked with some of the different fairs
 5 to custom -- some fairs want to see certain things at
 6 certain times and others want other things.  So we can
 7 customize those reports to give you the information
 8 you need.
 9           And you know, that information, whether it's
10 with marketing or operations, it promotes efficiency
11 of sales, hours and labor and things like that,
12 customer service resolutions, and ease of redemption.
13           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, you know, when you're
14 at a fair, people like yourself want to see realtime
15 reporting, and you want to see it in your hand.  You
16 don't want to have to run off to a terminal to see it.
17 So I'm gonna bring my screen back up, and I'll show
18 you the kind of thing that you'll have in your hand.
19           Oops.  You don't want Uber.  Okay.  There
20 you go.  It might be hard to read.  Actually, I'm not
21 liking this green color.  It looks good in your hand.
22 It doesn't look good on the screen.
23           So while you're walking around the fair, you
24 have the option of seeing all or just that day's
25 revenue, and it's broken down by cash, credit, and if
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 1 there's activation fees involved.  It depends on the
 2 event.  Then the visits, how many visits.
 3           Again, you can go by --  You can go daily
 4 report or you can go an hourly report, and then the
 5 actual visits, the time of day, credentials, whether
 6 regular credits, wristband credits, promotional
 7 credits or dollars.  So in cases where you give out
 8 non-revenue credits to firemen, children of need,
 9 et cetera, those are recorded as non-revenue credits
10 and broken out separately.
11           If you say, "Okay.  Revenue.  I'd like to
12 know more detail on that.  I want to see which kiosks
13 are bringing in what," tap on "Revenue" and it breaks
14 down, by the station, how much brought in cash, how
15 much brought in credit for each one of them.  It does
16 the same with rides; you tap on the redemption side.
17 It does the same thing for you on visits.
18 (Indicating.)
19           RON WEBER:  I think that thing with reports
20 is, once you have the data and it's stored, it's in
21 the database, it's just a matter of how you present
22 it.  So it's --  All the information is there we can
23 present.
24           STEVE RIEGEL:  Do you want to bring up your
25 mirror again?
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 1           RON WEBER:  Yeah.
 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  Sorry about moving back and
 3 forth here, guys, but I think it's helpful for you to
 4 see the ease of use.  And you'll have this in your
 5 hand to walk around the fairgrounds and to see the
 6 activity.
 7           RON WEBER:  Guest services.  We'll provide
 8 two state-of-the-art guest services kiosks.  Frank
 9 developed these the last couple years.  They have baby
10 changing stations.  They have lockers.  We provide,
11 generally, free sunscreen and cellphone charging
12 stations, which becomes important when you have the
13 app.  You want to keep the cellphones charged.
14           We're also gonna implement --  As the kiosks
15 get more and more used without ticket sellers, the
16 guest relations starts to move out of the ticket box.
17 So it's important we have guest relations people
18 located near the kiosks, to help them for their first
19 year of using it and how to load cards and any
20 questions.  So that becomes a really important
21 function of guest relations is to help the people as
22 they come onto the grounds and use the system for the
23 first time.
24           Adam, you know, is very, very special.  He
25 does so many things well.  The one thing that I beat
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 1 him in is I have five girls, instead of four.  So
 2 they've worked for Frank, almost all of them now at
 3 one time or another, in guest relations at some of the
 4 larger fairs.  And by using the chashless ticketing
 5 systems, really, no matter which one you use, they all
 6 have excellent guest-relations opportunities.
 7           You can review the transactions.  Like Steve
 8 was saying, if somebody said, "I just bought the
 9 wristband five minutes ago and I lost it," and you
10 scan it, and you see that they rode 200 rides or
11 something like that before the time, you can know.
12           My one daughter actually used it to find a
13 lost kid.  She came up and she had the parent's
14 wristband number, and she got the wristband number
15 before it, and she looked it up, and she could see
16 that the kid had just ridden the scrambler.  So they
17 went over there and they found the kid.  But you can
18 look up if you have the ID number of the band.  You
19 can look and see where they were last, find the lost
20 children.
21           You can split cards.  If you have a family,
22 and maybe they want so many credits each, instead of
23 on one card, you can split them.  There's just so many
24 different things you can do, from a guest services
25 standpoint, to make the experience of the customer so
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 1 much better with the guest, with the ticketing system.
 2           And now we're gonna turn it over to
 3 Mr. Zaitshik.
 4           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm gonna kind of roll
 5 along.  Mike, how much time do I have?
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Eleven minutes.
 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Is that including
 8 questions?
 9           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  No.
10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  So I'm gonna roll a little
11 slower than I was.
12           First of all, I want to tell you about the
13 sacrifice that I made.  Adam talked about being an
14 all-state football player.  I wasn't a bad football
15 player myself.  I played high school and college
16 football, and today was my 55th high school reunion
17 football get-together that's going on right now, and I
18 thought it was more important to be here than it was
19 to go there, even though I miss that dramatically.
20           These guys know so much more than I do, but
21 what I did is I lived, breathed, and worked with the
22 everyday challenges of the FUNcard system and the bar
23 code system.  So I'm gonna bring out a few things that
24 they didn't talk about.
25           Battery life.  Battery life on the FUNcard
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 1 is -- you know, I think -- I think they've upgraded
 2 their scanners.  So it's maybe a little bit more.  I
 3 know my scanners, on a normal day I'd have to change
 4 them out twice a day.  On a really busy day I might
 5 have to change them out three times a day.
 6           Well, what do you guys care about that?
 7 Well, here's what you do care about.  You care about
 8 this, what that ride operator says, "No, I can't do it
 9 any more.  My battery is not good."  That's not a good
10 customer service answer.  With this system you're not
11 gonna have to do that.
12           Are we gonna get one full day of battery
13 life out of it?
14           STEVE RIEGEL:   Yes, sir.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  They did mention that.
16           The other thing I don't think they
17 emphasized enough is a lot of people have advertised
18 that they take Apple Pay.  This is truly the only
19 system, at this point in time, that is able to take
20 Apple Pay.  They can take Android, but as you guys
21 know, Apple is pretty proprietary, and so they don't
22 let a lot of stuff get in.
23           And I can't emphasize to it enough, as a
24 carnival guy, you know what my job is?  My job is to
25 ride people safely.  Okay?  So every ride has a
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 1 ride-cycle life.  So you start with the ride and you
 2 say it should have 20 cycles an hour.  And if it
 3 sits -- seats 40 people at one time, so it should be
 4 able to ride 800 people in an hour.
 5           With a bar code system -- I'm speaking from
 6 experience now, I'm not speaking from some
 7 hypothetical situation -- from experience, humans are
 8 made up of water.  When you get a full midway, no
 9 matter how good your network is, it's gonna slow down
10 a bit.
11           So what does that mean to you?  What it
12 means is, instead of getting 20 cycles, maybe you're
13 only gonna get 15 cycles.  So that's gonna have an
14 impact not only on your revenue, but even more
15 important it's gonna have an impact on your customers'
16 experience.
17           And we can talk about all the money that
18 this thing's gonna generate, and then a lot of people
19 want to talk about, "Well, the old carnival guy is
20 doing that because he thinks we're stealing the
21 money."  This is not about revenue alone.  First,
22 second, and third it's about enhancing our customers'
23 experience.  And I switched to this system because I
24 want to be first not only today, but I want to be
25 first tomorrow as well.
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 1           We talked a little bit about could you use
 2 it on food or could you use it on other components of
 3 the fair.  You can.  My vision for myself, and I would
 4 hope for you folks, as well, to one day to have a gate
 5 to gate.  You're here in the world of mouse.  I don't
 6 know if that's a good thing or a bad thing, but I know
 7 when you go to the mouse, boom, one stop, boom, boom,
 8 boom, boom.  That's what we're gonna provide for you,
 9 and that's what this system has the capabilities to
10 do.
11           So we're the first app that uses an iPhone
12 NFC chip to read and write.  We're the first system
13 that can function with or without internet or
14 cellphone connection.  We've talked about that.  We
15 beat it up quite a bit, but that's an important
16 element.  We don't want to go down.  We want realtime
17 information.  But if the system does go down, we're
18 still in business.  We're the first system to maintain
19 the history on the card, not in the Cloud; correct?
20           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes.
21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  On the card.
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yep.
23           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's an unbelievably
24 important thing.  For information purposes, I want to
25 be sitting at my desk and I want to -- I want to look,
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 1 and it's 3:00 o'clock on Saturday, and I want to know
 2 what total ride revenue is at 3:00 o'clock on
 3 Saturday.  This system will do that.  But even better
 4 than that, it has built into it, in 2021, Fred's gonna
 5 call me up and say, "Hey, Frank, it looks a little
 6 lighter out there than it did last year.  Can you tell
 7 me how we're doing?"
 8           And I can say, "Yes, sir.  Last year we
 9 grossed a thousand dollars at 3:00 o'clock on
10 Saturday.  This year we're at 2,200.  So we're way
11 up."
12           I'm gonna give you historical data hour by
13 hour, day by day.  That's what this system can do for
14 us.
15           We believe, and we don't want to make --  We
16 don't want to make claims that we -- that will get
17 fact checked and we're wrong.  So we believe that
18 we're the first app that's gonna be able to utilize
19 push notifications and we're gonna be able to utilize
20 data collection for future marketing.
21           Now you folks understand all of what we're
22 talking about push notifications.  We're gonna send
23 you to the pig races at 3:00 o'clock.  We're gonna
24 offer you two corn dogs for the price of one from
25 5:00 o'clock to 6:00 o'clock.  Everybody gets tired of
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 1 their push notifications, but not when it's saving
 2 them money or it's giving them information when
 3 they're at an event that they want to be at.  So
 4 that's what we do.
 5           And I want to go back to what I said.  And
 6 I'm a corny guy, and some people like it, some people
 7 don't, but I'm a very transparent guy, and I'm gonna
 8 go back to always first, always best.  And if you guys
 9 and ladies give us the opportunity and you give this
10 fella, his wife, his mom and dad, her dad, the
11 opportunity to be your concessionaire, it's gonna be a
12 marriage made in heaven.  You'll have the right
13 combination, and I know that as sure as I'm standing
14 here right now before you.  I'll come back next year
15 and you can tell me if it's liar, liar pants on fire
16 or if, my golly, this is the road to the beginning of
17 wonderful relations.
18           Thank you so, so much for listening to us.
19 I hope you have some questions.  Lay it on us, because
20 we want questions.  There was a commercial one time
21 that said an educated consumer is our best customer,
22 and we believe that and in the products that we have.
23           Thank you.
24           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You've got four minutes
25 left, if you've got anything else.
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  Can I suck up those four
 2 minutes, because we passed over something I think is
 3 important.
 4           You guys have had kiosks on your fairground
 5 in the past; is that true or not?
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.
 7           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.  Can I ask what happens
 8 when paper goes low or when a bill gets jambed?  What
 9 happens?
10           KATIE MUELLER:  We don't accept cash.
11           STEVE RIEGEL:  Oh, you don't accept any
12 cash?
13           KATIE MUELLER:  No.
14           RON WEBER:  No cash on the kiosks.  Only
15 credit cards.
16           STEVE RIEGEL:  And you don't want to accept
17 any cash?
18           KATIE MUELLER:  No.
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Why?  May I ask that?
20           I blurted that out.  I need to say that more
21 respectfully.  Is there a reason why you don't want
22 cash?
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Because we don't want to
24 have to pick up the cash every half an hour.
25           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Here's what I suggest to
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 1 you.  This whole place is your sandbox.  And if we're
 2 lucky enough to get an opportunity to play with our
 3 sand pails in your sandbox, we're gonna do it
 4 110 percent exactly like you want us to do it.  But I
 5 will suggest this to you:  We're all about customer
 6 convenience.  That's why you're as great as you are,
 7 because you create memories and you create wonderful
 8 experiences for families.
 9           And in this day and age --  We're gonna
10 build this.  You don't have to use it, but what
11 we're -- all of our kiosks are gonna be able to take
12 credit.  They're gonna be able to take cash, but
13 they're not only gonna be able to take cash, they're
14 gonna be able to give exact change, so you're not
15 stuck with, "Well, I can buy $5 worth or I can buy $10
16 worth."  You can buy a dollar's worth and give them a
17 $20 bill, and we're gonna give you $19 in change.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  I would say that you're
19 probably using credit only because that's generally
20 what's available out there, but I can also tell you
21 that I've been deploying these systems.  Carnival
22 operators in the past said, "Not only do you have to
23 accept cash, but you have to give change, Steve,
24 because someone will walk up who has cash in hand and
25 say, 'Oh, it's only credit card.'"
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 1           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  But, Steve, to emphasize,
 2 that's their choice.
 3           STEVE RIEGEL:  It absolutely is your choice.
 4           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Is this an appropriate
 5 question, too, or am I crossing the line?
 6           The RFP called for a certain amount of guest
 7 relations and a certain amount of self-vending
 8 machines.  Would it be across the line to see our
 9 vision?
10           We own 125 rides.  We operate three
11 different carnivals.  Sometimes we play two state
12 fairs or three state fairs at the same time.  So just
13 in our -- in our business plan calls for way more than
14 40 self-service kiosks.
15           I can --  Can I say this, that -- what my
16 vision is for Wade Shows company, as far as what we're
17 gonna end up happening, or am I crossing the line?
18           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I think it is.  You're
19 talking about Wade Shows, and --
20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, we're talking about
21 Wade Shows.  Wade Shows --  Wade Shows, within the
22 next year, is gonna have 200 self-service kiosks, not
23 40, because we see that as a vision.  We see that as a
24 customer convenience, once again.  We want people to
25 have the ability not to wait in a long line.  We
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 1 want --  We want them to have the ability to go to
 2 that self-service kiosk, and we want them everywhere,
 3 and we want them to be able to use their phone as
 4 often as they want and just go back and, bing, reload,
 5 reload, reload, reload.
 6           RON WEBER:  But that's kind of the point
 7 with the app.  You don't even need the self-service
 8 kiosks.
 9           And this is the interesting thing for
10 marketing or for communications is we think about
11 coming to the midway and selling them the ticket;
12 right?  And the challenge now is we've got to get them
13 to have the app before the fair starts or when they're
14 in the parking lot or maybe on the tram, you know, if
15 a tram drives you around, or signs at the front gate,
16 "Download the app now," because we want them to be
17 ready to go when they get to the midway, not just
18 thinking about buying a ticket.  We want them to have
19 the ticket going so they can go straight to the thing.
20           So kiosks and ticket boxes, we might not
21 even be talking about those things in a couple years,
22 you know.  They might not even exist, except for maybe
23 some people that aren't used to using their phones or
24 whatever.
25           STEVE RIEGEL:  And one last word on kiosks,
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 1 for your guys' benefit.

 2           I'm the only one that I know of that

 3 manufacturers kiosks that reports fault codes on all

 4 the components.  What does that mean to the user?  It

 5 means that when you go up, credit card or not, you're

 6 gonna get a receipt --  Oh, that's the end of it?

 7           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Yeah.

 8           STEVER RIEGEL:  It will alert you that --

 9 It will alert the operator that you have a problem at

10 a certain gate.  Anyway, it will report all fault

11 codes.

12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Thank you guys.  Appreciate

13 it.  It was a very good presentation.

14           I've got some questions, but I'm gonna let

15 the rest of these people ask questions before I get to

16 mine.  So I might answer or ask the same question.

17           I don't know if you want to start.

18           KATIE MUELLER:  I have a question.  To start

19 off, could you clarify the relationship between Wade

20 Shows and Steven Riegel and then All State?

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That was gonna be my

22 question, as well.

23           KATIE MUELLER:  So are you leasing the

24 system from him?

25           ADAM WEST:  No, I --
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  Did you purchase it?  I
 2 don't understand.
 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  As I said, Wade Shows is a
 4 traveling carnival that's been interested in digital
 5 ticketing for many years.  Our first purchase was
 6 2012.  We've been searching for a better solution from
 7 2012, up until this point in time.  We own the system
 8 that he developed.  (Indicating.)
 9           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Got it.
10           RON WEBER:  We brought Steve because of the
11 technical questions that might come up and things.
12           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We brought him for that
13 purpose, and he's gonna -- you know, we've developed a
14 close relationship.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  So the system was developed
16 for Wade?  FunTagg was developed for Wade Shows?
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Not for me alone.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  It's for the industry, yeah.
19 I have other customers.
20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He'll have other customers.
21 It will be available to other customers, but I'm gonna
22 be the first guy to use it.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  You're leasing the system to
24 All State 38?
25           RON WEBER:  I'm subcontracting Wade Shows,
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 1 correct.

 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, I'm the subcontractor

 3 there.

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Got it.

 5           CARLENE MOORE:  Kind of along those same

 6 lines, it referenced in the RFP that, Steve, you would

 7 be available during implementation.  What is it --

 8 How do you see that period of time?

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, me or, even more

10 importantly, my engineers or guys on my team would be,

11 yes.  But, you know, one of the demands of the RFP, we

12 have -- we have resources available, you know.  Yeah,

13 we'll be on site.

14           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm gonna answer better for

15 him.  If I have anything to do with it, he'll be here

16 as much as you want.  He'll meet you in the morning

17 with your coffee, and he'll be at the end -- be with

18 you at the end for the night.  And that's gonna be my

19 job.  I'm the subcontractor.  He works under me.  And

20 so even though I don't have the technical answers, you

21 know, I'm gonna be the guy that drives that train with

22 the FunTagg system.

23           STEVE RIEGEL:  I get to leave when Frank

24 says I can leave is the relationship we have.

25           RON WEBER:  Just a word on the technical
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 1 side, too.  When you're operating, and I've operated
 2 for Frank most of the systems that he's used, you
 3 know, most of your time is not so much the system, per
 4 se.  It's the connectivity, making sure the access
 5 points are working and the readers are working -- not
 6 the readers, but the scanners are working.  That's
 7 where all your time is.
 8           With the NFC, there's really nothing to do.
 9 You know, just tap it, it goes, you know.
10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  And certainly the system
11 you had last year they did a good job, but I'm gonna
12 liken it like this.  And if they were sitting in the
13 room, I would say the same thing.
14           Have you all ever heard the expression put a
15 $60 saddle on a $10 horse?
16           PATTY CAMERON:  I haven't.
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  So my view on that is --
18           PATTY CAMERON:  We're in San Diego --
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  -- you can add more and
20 more to the bar code technology, but at the end of the
21 day you're still gonna have the bar code technology
22 and you're gonna have a basic product there.
23           And so I'm gonna abandon that.  I'm not
24 gonna use it anymore.  I still have it.  I still own
25 it.  It's paid for, but I'm gonna go to this system,
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 1 because I'm not gonna put $60 saddles on $10 horses.

 2           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I have a question, and it

 3 goes back to what Katie was asking.  I really want to

 4 better understand relationships here.  And, John,

 5 you're welcome to chime in if you feel it's

 6 appropriate from a legal perspective.

 7           Frank, you're a competitor to Adam.

 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Of who?

 9           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Of Adam.  You're a --

10           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  No.

11           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, because you're in

12 the carnival business and he's in the carnival

13 business.

14           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He is a game

15 concessionaire, Fred.  I own an entire carnival.  That

16 entire carnival is made up of rides, it's made up of,

17 games, and it's made up of the food stands.

18           One of the reasons why I spoke so highly of

19 Adam is he works under my auspices.  So Adam books

20 through me at the New York State Fair or the Oklahoma

21 State Fair.  And so at times he's a concessionaire for

22 me, but I take him --  You know, I think one of the

23 wonderful things in life, as you get to be a senior

24 guy, is to mentor.

25           And I got a lucky break when I was 23, and
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 1 somebody saw something in me that usually --  It would
 2 be like being a football -- taking Bill Belichick's
 3 job at the New England Patriots when they were 23
 4 years old.  When I was 23 years old, I got a wonderful
 5 opportunity.
 6           And I see a lot of things in Adam that are
 7 very similar to that, and he needs that opportunity,
 8 and I'm here to support that opportunity.  And in this
 9 particular case I'm not a competitor of his.  I work
10 for him.
11           RON WEBER:  I think I can clear up an idea
12 you might have.
13           JOHN MOOT:  Well, maybe something you can
14 relate.  Frank has a carnival.  So the single contract
15 carnivals are the type of operations that Frank runs.
16           Is that correct?
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But there is overlap in
18 what you do and what Adam does.
19           RON WEBER:  Your experience here with some
20 of the carnivals --  Frank operates a carnival.  He --
21 His game --  He doesn't really own games.  So all the
22 game operators are people like Adam or staff members
23 he has.  So most of the east coast carnivals are made
24 up that way.  They have the rides.  They own the
25 rides.  They own some of the food stands.
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 1           ADAM WEST:  All of the carnivals nationwide.

 2           RON WEBER:  So Adam provides the bulk of the

 3 games, the events that Frank runs as a carnival and

 4 other carnivals, you know.

 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  As well as other people do.

 6 I have --

 7           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I get that.

 8           All right.  So in terms of something goes

 9 down, I want to know the relationship that exists or

10 would exist for the 2020 fair in San Diego, as between

11 All State 38 and Wade.  I want to get a better

12 understanding.  I get the technology and it's all

13 wonderful.  I'm more concerned with something goes

14 wrong, something goes down.

15           RON WEBER:  Wade Shows and --

16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Don't answer that.  Let

17 John answer that.

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  That's why I invited John

19 to speak to that, if you feel it appropriate.

20           JOHN MOOT:  It was unusual the way the RFP

21 was split, because typically they don't get split

22 along those lines.  So you've essentially asked for a

23 contractor or subcontractor.  Just the way it breaks

24 out, all the money is made on the game side, because

25 you have to give the digital ticketing system free.
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 1 So by that very nature of the games is generating the
 2 money, the technical people are the subcontractor who
 3 are actually running the digital system.  So it's the
 4 subcontractor who is gonna be on site and responsible
 5 for that part of the operation.
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  So Wade Shows will be on
 7 site for that part of the operation?
 8           ADAM WEST:  They're the subcontractor.  The
 9 RFP stated --
10           KATIE MUELLER:  I know what the RFP stated.
11 I'm asking is Steve Riegel, because it said you were
12 gonna be here for implementation.
13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Steve will be there as --
14 as long as I say he'll be.  Ron will be my
15 representative, as well.
16           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  We both, technically,
18 answer to --  We can do it two of three ways.  He's
19 the general contractor.  Normally in a general
20 contractor situation, if you have a problem with the
21 subcontractor, you don't go to that subcontractor
22 direct; you go to the general contractor.
23           KATIE MUELLER:  Right.
24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's the way that it will
25 be here.  But because I'm a high-profile guy, and then
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 1 maybe you won't stand on ceremony, if you saw me here
 2 and you needed some help, I'd be the guy to help you.
 3 Or you could file a formal way of doing it and say,
 4 "Adam, you've got a problem over here.  Get that fixed
 5 right now."
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  So along those lines
 7 of what you just said, in the proposal it states that
 8 Adam and Debrawn are gonna be running the digital
 9 ticketing system here at the San Diego County Fair.
10 So are you --  Steve gave most of the presentation
11 about the digital ticketing side.  Are you schooled up
12 on the digital ticketing side, as well?  Like you
13 understand how to run the reports and do all of the
14 technical aspects?
15           ADAM WEST:  Steve, can you elaborate on
16 that?
17           STEVE RIEGEL:  First of all, the reporting,
18 as you saw, is about as easy as it comes.  It's
19 designed to be like every app on your phone.  How many
20 instructions did you get with any app on your phone?
21 It's very user friendly.  So there's not a whole lot
22 of instruction.
23           And let me speak to, real quickly, my
24 presence on the fairground.  I'm not a longtime fair
25 operator like these guys are, but I've been in this
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 1 industry close to long enough to know the importance
 2 of this event.  There's no way that my equipment is
 3 gonna come out here without me being here.  It has to
 4 go flawlessly.  This is an important event to me.
 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Additionally, let me put it
 6 another way, as well.  I know Guy and Charlene very
 7 well.  They're not the ones that actually push the
 8 buttons.  They have a technical --
 9           KATIE MUELLER:  I don't think we need to
10 compare proposals against each other.
11           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm not trying to do that.
12 I'm saying --
13           KATIE MUELLER:  We just want to get
14 clarification on your proposal.
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  My apologies if I offended
16 you.  It was not my intention.
17           KATIE MUELLER:  You don't offend me.  I'm
18 just trying to follow the protocols and the rules.
19           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  What I'm trying to say is
20 the owner and operator of the system is not
21 necessarily the person that implements every aspect of
22 that operation.  He has people, that work for him,
23 that do those kind of things.
24           It's just like I own a -- what I believe is
25 the largest Ferris wheel in the world.  I've never put
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 1 it up one time and I never will, because I don't know

 2 how, but I have people that do that.  But if you have

 3 a problem with that biggest wheel, you could come to

 4 me, and it would be my responsibility to make sure

 5 that we satisfy that problem to your satisfaction.

 6           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Frank, here's my problem.

 7 I like what I'm hearing, but I want to know who's

 8 gonna be answering to my concerns.  Who's gonna be the

 9 boots on the ground?  All right?  I'm seeing two

10 different entities here, and I don't feel it's real

11 clear to me.

12           Any number of things can go wrong.  I'm not

13 concerned when things are going great.  I'm happy when

14 they are.  But if something goes wrong, I want to know

15 who's responsible.  Ultimately I am; right, because I

16 chair Fair Operations.  So I want to know who am I

17 going to look to if something happens or Tim Fennell

18 is gonna look to or Katie is gonna look to when

19 something is not as it needs to be.

20           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I'm responsible to him.

21 But just like you said, Fred, I'm gonna be responsible

22 because it's my system.  I'm a subcontractor to his.

23 It's my responsibility to make sure that system is up

24 and operating to your satisfaction and it's operating

25 as we represent in the RFP that it's doing.
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 1           I --  In turn, if there is a problem, I'm

 2 gonna look to my staff, and that part of my staff

 3 would be Steve, and the other part of my staff would

 4 be Ron, as well as I have technical people that

 5 have -- have worked with my FUNcard system and other

 6 people.

 7           So my --  All of my resources that are

 8 connected with the FUNcard are gonna be here and

 9 deployed here.  And so if you wanted to look at a

10 chain of command, technically, the chain of command is

11 Adam, me, my staff.  I'm responsible to him, he's

12 responsible to you.

13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Have you guys ever worked

14 together on any other projects?

15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  He works under my auspices.

16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Have you ever worked

17 together on any other projects?

18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  On what other type of

19 projects?  Only in the game/carnival relationship

20 projects.

21           FREDERICK SCHENK:  You have?

22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, sir, often.

23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Which?

24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  The New York State Fair,

25 the Oklahoma State Fair --
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 1           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So All State 38 and --
 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yes, sir.
 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Okay.  I didn't see any
 4 letters in the proposal regarding your work with
 5 All State 38.  Why was that?
 6           ADAM WEST:  What letters are you referring
 7 to?
 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you had letters of
 9 support.  I didn't see any for Frank.
10           ADAM WEST:  I didn't think it would be
11 appropriate to have my subcontractor write me a letter
12 of recommendation.
13           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But you felt that it was
14 appropriate --
15           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You want --
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I'm not saying I want
17 anything.  It's unclear to me the relationships.  If
18 you're getting any essence of what concerns me,
19 it's -- I don't want, you know, finger pointing in
20 each other's direction.  I want one entity responsible
21 overall.
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If I book a ride at the
23 Oklahoma State Fair, and when I use the term "book
24 it," if I use a subcontractor, a third party, and that
25 third party has an incident, whether it's a customer
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 1 relations incident or if it's a breakdown or if it's a
 2 safety issue, I can't go to the fair manager of the
 3 general public and say "That wasn't my ride.  It was
 4 his.  I wasn't responsible."
 5           I'm responsible.  And in our contractual
 6 agreement it will -- it will outline what my duties
 7 are, what my responsibilities are, and how I have to
 8 answer to him, and that will be a formal contract in
 9 writing.
10           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Well, you're saying it
11 will be in writing, but I haven't seen that agreement,
12 have I?  I haven't seen that proposed language, have
13 I, John?
14           JOHN MOOT:  You haven't asked for it yet.
15           ADAM WEST:  I don't believe that RFP
16 requested that information.
17           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I don't know that we
18 anticipated this kind of --
19           KATIE MUELLER:  It actually does ask for the
20 information.  If you have a subcontractor, it asks for
21 a copy of the agreement to be included.
22           ADAM WEST:  If you're the digital ticketer,
23 you have a subcontract agreement with the game
24 operator.
25           There's obviously multiple ways in that RFP
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 1 that are pretty confusing, with a lot of different
 2 percentages.  And if you follow the RFP a little
 3 farther down, it doesn't ask if the game operator has
 4 a --
 5           KATIE MUELLER:  How many other events --
 6 I'm unclear, too.
 7           At how many other events has FunTagg system
 8 been operated at?
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  This is my second generation
10 of FunTagg ticketing, and I've had it --  The earlier
11 generations are still running out in Hawaii and have
12 been at the Banana Shows for five years.
13           KATIE MUELLER:  This exact system that you
14 just demonstrated for us, when will that be --
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  This system will never be
16 static.  It constantly improves.  So it will never be
17 the same.
18           KATIE MUELLER:  So the system that you just
19 demonstrated, what other fairs could I contact and
20 say, "What was your experience with working with the
21 FunTagg system?"
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Well, Deggeller was the first
23 purchaser of the system, and they've -- you know,
24 they'll be --
25           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Don't dance around.
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 1           The answer is, as we presented it today, in
 2 2020 our hope is that the system will operate for the
 3 first time at the Florida State Fair.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  With phone app and
 6 everything.
 7           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  To answer your question,
 8 the generation of the system you're seeing now is
 9 gonna operate for the first time at the Florida State
10 Fair.
11           KATIE MUELLER:  And that was my second
12 question.  I had a difficult time, when I was reading
13 through your technical proposal, finding the app on my
14 iPhone.
15           STEVE RIEGEL:  We haven't published it.
16           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.
17           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
18           CARLENE MOORE:  I have a technical question.
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  For the record, this will be
20 the sixth app that I've published.  I've done quite a
21 few and some that are quite successful.  So it's not
22 unfamiliar turf.
23           CARLENE MOORE:  So you talked about that,
24 and also in the RFP, about approximately 50 -- maybe
25 it says 52 transactions can be stored on the device.
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  On the card, on the
 2 credentials.
 3           CARLENE MOORE:  Okay.  And so but it
 4 appears --  Okay.  So that's on the credential, not on
 5 the reader?
 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah.
 7           CARLENE MOORE:  That clarifies it.
 8           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yeah, you could probably keep
 9 an entire year's worth of transactions, you know, on a
10 reader before you --  It's a small amount of data
11 that's --
12           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So on that same line, let's
13 say your WiFi piece goes down.  How long do you
14 anticipate the --  So you could have 50 transactions
15 per card that occur before the system completely goes
16 down then, if the WiFi was out?  I'm trying to
17 understand that.
18           STEVE RIEGEL:  So let me take a step back.
19 We don't rely on WiFi to work.  It's not going to go
20 down.  That's important to understand.  I thought I
21 drove that home.  The system will not go down.  The
22 interaction is between the device and the reader,
23 that's it.  We do not need WiFi.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  You mean you can keep
25 debiting credits, but the payment -- the payment
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 1 processes will go down?

 2           STEVE RIEGEL:  If credit card acceptance, I

 3 assume, is gonna be hardwired at this event --

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, and that was --  Who

 5 does the hardwiring of ticket booths?  I heard that

 6 mentioned a couple times.  The hardwiring of the

 7 ticket booths and the POS systems, who will provide

 8 that function?

 9           RON WEBER:  Our staff, the Wade Shows and --

10           KATIE MUELLER:  The Wade Shows will do the

11 hardwiring?  Okay.

12           RON ROGERS:  I have a technical question.

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  And which we have numerous

14 experience.

15           ADAM WEST:  Just a little clarity of the

16 RFP.  The RFP asked for a game operation to

17 subcontract a digital ticketing system or a digital

18 ticketing system to subcontract a game operation.  So

19 some of the confusion seems to be that.

20           This is what the 22nd DAA asked for.  They

21 asked for a subcontractual agreement between a game

22 operation and a digital ticketing system.  That is not

23 normal, and I don't believe there is one agreement

24 like that in North America where a game operator has

25 been asked --
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 1           KATIE MUELLER:  I don't think that was
 2 relevant to anyone's question, and we only have a
 3 limited time to get through our questions.
 4           ADAM WEST:  Is there a time limit on this
 5 section?
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  Yes, there is.  And taking
 7 the time to tell us how flawed our RFP is, is probably
 8 not what we want to spend our time doing.
 9           ADAM WEST:  I'm not talking about a flawed
10 RFP.  I'm just simply stating the RFP asks for a
11 subcontract from one to the other.
12           KATIE MUELLER:  When it comes to the
13 devices, inside of your proposal there was no
14 recommendations as far as a device.
15           I've seen RFID systems in the past that have
16 used wristbands.  You demonstrated a card today.  I'm
17 wondering what is the device that you're proposing
18 that the digital tickets are loaded on and what is the
19 cost of those devices?  If you notice in the RFP --
20           STEVE RIEGEL:  It mentioned cost?
21           KATIE MUELLER:  What's that?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  I don't know if the RFP
23 mentioned cost of the credential.
24           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, in the RFP we state at
25 the end, I believe, I can't remember what page it was
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 1 on -- thank you; very nice -- we -- that the San Diego

 2 County Fair will pay for the pay-one-price wristbands,

 3 but the device cost never -- is not part of what we

 4 anticipate paying for.  So what's the cost of the

 5 devices, I guess?

 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Are you talking about this

 7 being a device or --  (Indicating.)

 8           KATIE MUELLER:  No, the wristbands.

 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  The wristbands?

10           KATIE MUELLER:  Yeah.

11           ADAM WEST:  The understanding of the RFP is

12 that we are to provide a digital ticketing system at

13 no cost.

14           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

15           ADAM WEST:  How you deliver the ticket is

16 after the delivery of the --

17           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So there's no cost to us

18 for the cards or whatever?

19           ADAM WEST:  That's not specific in the RFP

20 on how you deliver tickets, whether it be this way or

21 any other way, but it's not specific in the RFP.

22           KATIE MUELLER:  So we would --  So you would

23 be anticipating that with the RFID system the

24 San Diego County Fair would be purchasing whatever

25 device it is that the tickets are loaded on, whether
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 1 it be cards or wristbands or what have you?

 2           ADAM WEST:  I think that's something that

 3 can be talked about afterwards, but that's not

 4 highlighted in the RFP as something that we've been

 5 asked to do.

 6           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm asking you, yes or no --

 7 I don't care if the answer is yes or no.  Would that

 8 be a cost that the San Diego County Fair would be

 9 expected to incur or would All State 38 be providing

10 the device free of charge?

11           ADAM WEST:  The financial proposal was

12 developed over the cost of the evaluation of the RFP.

13 So if you're asking for something that's new and not

14 specific in the RFP, then our financial --

15           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm not asking for anything

16 new.  I'm just asking if the devices are a cost that's

17 gonna be incurred by us or by you.

18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If I may, do you mean

19 device as the hardware --

20           KATIE MUELLER:  I'm sorry.  I'm probably --

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  -- or are you talking --

22           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  You mean the --

23           THE COURT REPORTER:  You cannot all talk at

24 the same time.

25           STEVE RIEGEL:  The digital media that we're
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 1 going to be putting the tickets on?
 2           KATIE MUELLER:  In the RFP we specifically
 3 said paper or a device of some sort, whether that be a
 4 card or a wristband.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  Right.
 6           KATIE MUELLER:  And with an RFID system, it
 7 needs to be able to have a chip.  So obviously that
 8 eliminates paper.  So on the card or the wristband,
 9 whatever it -- you know, whatever you're proposing it
10 to be, is that a cost that will then need to be
11 incurred by the San Diego County Fair to provide those
12 devices, should you be chosen as the digital ticketing
13 provider?
14           ADAM WEST:  Well, are you asking --  Are you
15 being specific that everything is RFID?
16           KATIE MUELLER:  If you're the digital
17 ticketing provider chosen, you're proposing an RFID
18 system to us, so the answer would be, yes, if we were
19 to use your system, would we incur the cost of the
20 wristband or card, or would that be a cost incurred by
21 you?
22           ADAM WEST:  I think that the RFP states that
23 the fair pays the price of any delivery of digital
24 tickets.  If it's printed on a card or it's on
25 delivery of any delivery method, the fair is incurring
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 1 that cost, whether it's paper with ink or any --  So
 2 that's not something that you asked for, and our
 3 financial proposal doesn't reflect that.
 4           KATIE MUELLER:  Well, there's things that
 5 you presented today that were not in your proposal, as
 6 well.  So I think it's okay for us to ask a few
 7 questions that are what you consider outside your
 8 proposal.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  Historically we've done both.
10 So if it helps, but I think you probably know
11 historically sometimes the cost is born by the
12 consumer, in an activation fee, sometimes it's
13 purchased by the fair, sometimes it's by the -- by the
14 operator.
15           KATIE MUELLER:  Yes.
16           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Or in the spirit of
17 cooperation, where we all need to be, instead of it
18 didn't say this or didn't say that, you know, I guess
19 our goal would be to come to a mutually agreeable set
20 of circumstances for that.  And it could quite --  It
21 quite easily could be an added-value solution.  And
22 what I mean by an added-value solution is maybe
23 there's a one-time activation fee for this armband,
24 but in return for this one-time activation fee there
25 would be additional value placed on it.
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 1           ADAM WEST:  Additional ride credits, yeah.

 2           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.

 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  That's one solution.

 4           KATIE MUELLER:  I've seen that done before.

 5           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Another solution is the

 6 operator bears the entire cost of that.  And,

 7 obviously, a third solution is the fair bears that

 8 whole cost.  Or a fourth solution is a great system

 9 coming together for the mutual benefit for everybody

10 and working out something that everybody is

11 comfortable with.

12           And I think, on this side of the table, if I

13 have any influence over any of this, it would be a

14 resolution that you would be comfortable with and

15 would be happy moving forward with.

16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Adam, do you agree with

17 that?

18           ADAM WEST:  Do I agree with that?  Yes.

19           STEVE RIEGEL:  There's one additional way,

20 that Frank --

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Please.  Please.

22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Okay.

23           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Sorry, Steve.

24           ADAM WEST:  The digital ticketing world is

25 ever changing.  Something that --  This is a five-year
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 1 contract:  Three plus two -- three plus one, plus one.
 2 Five years from now the digital world is gonna be so
 3 different.  Bar code and other systems are possibly
 4 not even gonna be around.  It's gonna change a lot of
 5 times over the next five years.
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  We're going on guys.  I
 7 have one question here real quick.
 8           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I don't believe that has
 9 anything to do with what we're --  We're proposing a
10 system that will be relevant in the next five years.
11           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Let me go quick.
12           Mr. Moot, you'd sent me a little recently
13 saying that you're submitting this proposal here just
14 because of our answer to question 38 on the addendum
15 and that you're reserving the right, you know, to
16 protest this.
17           I've got a question.  So if we don't award
18 you guys, you're protesting; right?  Is that how
19 that --
20           ADAM WEST:  I'm going to relay that question
21 to John, because I think we're starting to get into
22 some pretty technical questions that might not be
23 relevant.
24           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Well, I'm asking John.  You
25 sent me a letter --  He sent me, on behalf of you, a
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 1 letter saying that you guys have submitted this
 2 proposal, you're doing it just because you had to,
 3 because of -- you've submitted a protest and you want
 4 to reserve your right.
 5           ADAM WEST:  I think --
 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So I'm trying to understand
 7 what's going on.
 8           ADAM WEST:  I think, Mike --
 9           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm assuming the proposal,
10 this is like a viable proposal, but I'm saying what
11 you're telling me is, though, that if you don't get
12 awarded --
13           JOHN MOOT:  The question was do you have to
14 submit a proposal to protest.
15           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  Absolutely.  I totally get
16 that.
17           JOHN MOOT:  And so you said, "Yes."
18           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So if you're awarded this
19 agreement, then you're not protesting?  Or are you
20 going to protest if you get the award?
21           ADAM WEST:  Is that relevant to the
22 presentation?
23           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm just asking because you
24 guys sent me the letter.
25           JOHN MOOT:  Mike, it's a technical issue.
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 1 Under the law you have to exhaust administrative --

 2           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I get that.  I'm asking you

 3 right now.

 4           JOHN MOOT:  So we have to submit a proposal

 5 to reserve a right to protest.

 6           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I understand that.  I agree

 7 100 percent with that.

 8           JOHN MOOT:  That doesn't mean we are going

 9 to protest.

10           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  So I'm asking you the

11 question what happens if you get awarded the contract.

12 Will you be protesting?

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  If we feel that we have a

14 better opportunity --

15           JOHN MOOT:  That wouldn't make much sense.

16           THE COURT REPORTER:  Excuse me.

17           JOHN MOOT:  I don't think we would do that.

18 Why would you protest your own award?

19           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  I'm asking because it just

20 sounded like it was almost like you were saying,

21 "Well --"  I don't know.  I felt like --

22           JOHN MOOT:  It was simply to preserve our

23 administrative remedies under your rules.  That's all.

24           KATIE MUELLER:  Can you describe what other

25 fairs you've provided the soft-sell approach at,
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 1 besides San Diego?
 2           ADAM WEST:  Every fair I go to.
 3           KATIE MUELLER:  Okay.  Every fair you go to
 4 is soft sell.  And what charities in San Diego County
 5 have you supported through your soft-sell, non-agent
 6 approach?
 7           ADAM WEST:  ELDTC, El Cajon.
 8           KATIE MUELLER:  E-L --
 9           ADAM WEST:  I find that to be proprietary
10 information, also, on who my connections are with.
11           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  All right, guys.  I've got
12 to call it quits.
13           CARLENE MOORE:  Ron had a technical
14 question.
15           RON ROGERS:  I have a really quick question
16 regarding connectivity.
17           So if there's loss of connectivity, I
18 understand, if I have $50 worth of credits on the card
19 I can go to rides until that credit is gone; right?
20           If there is a total loss of connectivity,
21 would I be able to go ahead and reload that card?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  With cash, because credit
23 cards can't get processed without connectivity.
24           RON ROGERS:  Well, is there a possibility of
25 storing forward on those credit card machines?
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 1           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes, of course.  And it's up
 2 to the merchant to decide how much risk you want to
 3 assume.  So you could say we'll let it go all day long
 4 and assume, yes, of course.
 5           RON WEBER:  And we're using your merchant,
 6 and we'd have to have a conversation with them about
 7 what they want to do, but I mean everything is
 8 possible.
 9           STEVE RIEGEL:  It could operate off line all
10 day long if you're willing to assume the risk, but
11 most people say, "Well, the risk tolerance is always
12 so many transactions," and the -- but the same with
13 any proprietor.
14           RON WEBER:  And just to clarify, the
15 hardwire is less vulnerable, obviously, than the
16 connectivity that you're talking about.  But if the
17 individual cellphone has cell service, you could buy
18 it.
19           RON ROGERS:  So you guys install -- I think
20 Katie had asked this -- install the hardwire, as well
21 as the wireless network for your system?
22           RON WEBER:  (Nodding head.)
23           RON ROGERS:  Okay.
24           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Mike, I want to circle back
25 to the questions you asked, if I may.
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 1           And in my 38 years of operating the Wade
 2 Shows, and I probably have been part of as many RFPs
 3 as any carnival in America, I have never felt the need
 4 to file a protest.  And I think the whole -- the whole
 5 purpose of a protest is if somebody feels that they
 6 haven't been treated fairly.  And I think this group
 7 here, if I have anything to do with it -- even though
 8 I'm just the subcontractor, if I have anything to do
 9 with it, as long as we get treated fairly, then there
10 would be no --  If a guy loses, he loses.  He shakes
11 the other guy by the hand, he moves on down the line
12 and says, "What can I do better the next time?"  So
13 that's the way we're going into this situation, and
14 whatever influence I have in this whole group, that's
15 our position.
16           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Frank, I'm glad to hear
17 you say that, because I think --
18           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Thank you, sir.
19           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I can only speak for
20 myself, but I do think I represent.  Everybody's doing
21 their due diligence.  This is trying to just --  We
22 have a responsibility to the one point -- hopefully --
23 six or seven million people that are gonna be walking
24 through the turnstiles, and we just want to make sure
25 that we're making the right decisions.  Really, it's
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 1 as simple as that.

 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Fair enough, sir.

 3           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And my one last question

 4 is to you, because I just wanted to make sure I

 5 understood what you said with regard to the

 6 volunteers.  You said some of that's proprietary.

 7           I want to make sure that whoever you decide

 8 to be an organization with whom you volunteer -- have

 9 volunteers is one that I'm not embarrassed to say, you

10 know, these young people are the volunteers working.

11 So it may be proprietary, but I want to make sure that

12 it's an organization or organizations which I can be

13 proud to take my wife and kids and say these are, you

14 know, great people that are doing this kind of work.

15           So it may be proprietary, but I want to make

16 sure that we have a say in terms of the kind of

17 volunteers, that they're community service oriented;

18 they're not, you know, skewed one way or the other in

19 our general population.  Do you understand?

20           ADAM WEST:  Absolutely.

21           When I said proprietary, in this business

22 people like to steal what you do.  And if this --  And

23 if this presentation is made public, then the

24 opportunity presents itself.  Everybody that works for

25 me will be a hundred percent qualified to work at the
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 1 San Diego County Fair, more qualified than the people

 2 that work for the San Diego County Fair, I can

 3 guarantee you that.

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  But you understand what

 5 my issue is?

 6           ADAM WEST:  Absolutely.  You're asking if

 7 I'm using good organizations or not.

 8           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Right.

 9           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I can say that my

10 experience and my carnival hat and Adam's role as a

11 game concessionaire booked with the Wade Shows, we've

12 been a hundred percent satisfied with the volunteer

13 groups that he has or, Fred, I wouldn't have him.

14           My whole --  My whole business life is

15 created on reputation experience of those that I do

16 business with.  And I would encourage you to talk to

17 anybody that has ever done any business with me, and I

18 think the same answers that I'm giving you right now

19 is what they would give you.

20           And I'm giving --  I'm giving him --  I'm

21 giving him an "A."  He's a little nervous with the

22 presentation.  There's some things that he saw there,

23 that didn't appear to him that the playing field was a

24 hundred percent level.  I'm going --  I'm not saying

25 that that's right or wrong, sir.  I'm saying he may
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 1 have thought that.
 2           I'm going into it with that everybody is
 3 gonna get a fair chance, you're gonna evaluate all
 4 this information fairly and justly, and you're gonna
 5 do what's best for the fair.  And I hope that ends up
 6 being us.  And if it's not, I want to learn from what
 7 we did wrong and make it better for the next time.
 8 That's what I'm gonna do.
 9           I've always thought, if there was such a
10 thing as reincarnation, I'd like to come back as a
11 California carnival guy, because I think I could be
12 dangerous out here.
13           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  If I can ask one question?
14           KATIE MUELLER:  Uh-huh.
15           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  Your hardwired connections
16 for your kiosks or point of sales, will they be
17 hardwired back to an I.T. trailer somewhere on the
18 grounds?
19           STEVE RIEGEL:  Yes.
20           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  And then the scanners,
21 they're all cellular based?
22           STEVE RIEGEL:  Cellular and WiFi both, dual
23 functionality.  Depends on the environment.  If
24 there's WiFi available, we'll use it.  They have --
25 They can go either way.  So we'll probably saturate
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 1 the grounds both with WiFi and put cell chips in them.
 2           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  You know, there's another
 3 point to that.  If we're gonna develop a partnership,
 4 aren't we gonna consider our partner's vast experience
 5 in what they do, as well?
 6           We're not gonna be the Loan Ranger and say
 7 everything that we know is the best.  We're gonna say,
 8 "Hey, partner, what would be your recommendation?
 9 Here's what we think we're gonna do and here's what's
10 worked for us best," but we'd be a foolish bunch of
11 folks if we thought we knew everything.
12           You know your fair better than anybody, and
13 so we would want to work hand in hand with you to
14 develop all those systems.  We can just tell you what
15 we want to do, and you can say that's a great idea or
16 that's a bad idea, but does that make any sense?  I
17 mean wouldn't you want our --  Wouldn't you want to
18 feel like you had some input into the system, or would
19 you want us -- want not to have any?
20           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  I think that's a good
21 conversation to have.
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I think it is, too.
23           STEVE RIEGEL:  Just to clarify on the
24 reader, too, the WiFi and the cell is just for
25 reporting; right?  So it reads even if the cell didn't
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 1 work or if the WiFi doesn't work.

 2           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  At what point do you decide

 3 to install a WiFi, if ever, on the midway, versus

 4 cellular?  When do you make that determination?  How

 5 far in advance?

 6           STEVE RIEGEL:  Can you say that again?

 7           KEVIN RIGSBEE:  At what point would you

 8 decide you need to install a WiFi network to feed the

 9 scanners, verses utilizing the cell towers?

10           STEVE RIEGEL:  So Frank has lined up to

11 purchase a whole bunch of hubs to satisfy his first

12 event.  So he'll have both available.  He'll set up

13 the WiFi, and the readers will all have cell chips in

14 them.  It's sort of a belt and suspenders thing.

15           But again, that's just for reporting.  It

16 doesn't keep --  The only thing that tells you is that

17 someone got on the merry-go-round at that moment,

18 where at the end of the day you can say, "I want to

19 know the moments the people got on the merry-go-round

20 and I want to see the graph."  So we give you that.

21           I'm not sure, you know --

22           ADAM WEST:  Can you make that a little more

23 clear, the function of the system while it's being

24 used for the customer?  The system that was here last

25 year, 500 billion -- 50,000 might have been the amount
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 1 of wire that they ran to make all this work and these
 2 big fancy trailers and tech things.  Can you explain
 3 to them?  I think there may be a misconception of what
 4 it takes to actually operate the system.
 5           STEVE RIEGEL:  All you need to operate the
 6 system is to connect up to credit cards through the
 7 internet, through hardwire, you know.  And you can do
 8 those through cell, if you want to.
 9           But aside from that, you can just deploy
10 these readers in the field and then you're done.  At
11 the end of the day you get all of your reports.
12           If --  You know, and there's tons of ways
13 that you can connect these.  I mentioned WiFi and
14 cellular.  You could also have operators using
15 Bluetooth connections, and it will send it back.  So
16 we've done all three.
17           Some operators will say, "I'm only concerned
18 about these half dozen rides.  I want them realtime.
19 So I'm gonna use the hotspots for these."
20           ADAM WEST:  Last year it took two or three
21 weeks --
22           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Sorry, sir.
23           FREDERICK SCHENK:  So, Adam, I've met you
24 before, and I appreciate very much your proposal.  I
25 really do.  I've looked through the 82 pages.  And,
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 1 Frank, can you tell me, is your name mentioned

 2 anywhere in here?

 3           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I couldn't tell you that.

 4           FREDERICK SCHENK:  I can tell you, I didn't

 5 see it.  So I'm --  Here's --  If you could direct

 6 me -- or, Adam, if you could direct me to, you know,

 7 something.  Not about Wade Shows; about you, Frank.

 8 You know, you're gonna be --  As you're gathering

 9 enough understanding of --  What concerns me is who

10 are the players.  Steve is mentioned in here.  Adam is

11 mentioned in here, but -- and your bio is mentioned,

12 but I don't see anything --

13           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Wade Shows is not mentioned

14 in there?

15           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Wade Shows is, but I

16 don't see anything about you.

17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  About me?

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  And that causes some

19 pause in my thought process about --  So who's your

20 second person?  Who's number two to you?

21           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  I have numerous number

22 twos.  That's not an evasive answer.  I own three

23 carnivals.  I play multiple state fairs at the very

24 same time.  So each one of those carnivals has a

25 number two.
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 1           On one of my units my son, Gary Zaitshik, is

 2 number two.  On one of my units Tom Red Cox is number

 3 two.  On another one of my units Jimmy Danton has been

 4 with me, is my number two.  Incidentally, all three of

 5 those people have been with me since they were

 6 teenagers, and so I've got a strong extended family,

 7 and then it can go down from there.

 8           Maybe I should have been more a part of a

 9 prominence of who I was, but the way that I saw and my

10 limited knowledge of the RFP, I was just a

11 subcontractor, and what I wanted to do is I wanted to

12 add to the equation the very best digital ticketing

13 system that was out there.

14           FREDERICK SCHENK:  There's 82 pages, and so

15 I would have hoped that maybe somewhere in those 82

16 pages you would have had a little more information.

17           FRANK ZAITSHIK:  Yeah.

18           FREDERICK SCHENK:  Thank you.

19           MIKE CERAGIOLI:  All right, you guys.  Thank

20 you very much for your participation.  I appreciate

21 it.

22           (ENDING TIME:  4:49 p.m.)

23

24

25
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 17:15, 16   23:18 
 25:9   26:15   34:3 
 35:3, 8   46:3, 4,
10   47:15   49:21,
23   52:19, 25 
 54:1, 4, 20   57:3,
12, 17, 20   58:2,
14   59:10, 17, 19 
 60:8, 10, 14   62:5,
16   63:13, 17, 24 
 65:5, 11, 15, 19 
 66:20   67:15, 18,
22, 24   68:2, 15,
22   70:25   71:7 
 73:13   76:18, 21 
 78:16   79:3, 5, 21,
23   80:8   82:13 
 84:24   85:18 
 86:2   87:9   89:2,
22   91:22   92:3,
13, 17, 21   93:1,
17
zones   3:6
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Michael Ceragioli 
22nd DAA Contracts Manager 
22nd District Agricultural Association 
Administration Building 
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
Del Mar, CA 92014-2216 
  
Patricia Galvan 
Statewide Bid Protest Coordinator 
Department of General Services 
Office of Legal Services 
707 Third Street, Suite 7-330, MS-102 
West Sacramento, CA 95605 
 
               Re:                Ray Cammack Show’s Inc.’s (RCS) Response to 
                                    All State 38, Inc.’s Protest to Request for Proposal 19-04 

  

Dear Mr. Ceragioli and Ms. Galvan: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to All State 38, Inc.’s “Protest to Request for Proposal 19-04” 
(“Protestor.”)  The purpose of this letter is to set the record straight in the areas where RCS has knowledge 
and can contribute. 

Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. is a generational organization starting with my father and mother, and with 
myself presently as the Chief Operations Officer.  We have been in business since 1961. We entertain more 
customers than any other single unit carnival operator in the country. That is approximately 7.5 million 
guests annually. RCS has been a recipient of the OABA (Outdoor Amusement Business 
Organization) Circle of Excellence certification since its inception in 2004.  We believe and have been told 
that RCS has more training and safety certifications among its supervisors than any other carnival in the 
United States. We help to set the standards in the carnival business for many to follow. RCS’s management 
team is experienced and professional. Our executive team participates in many of the industry trade 
organizations and sit on multiple boards to help set standards and regulations in our industry. Our game 
operation was modeled in a collaborative effort with Mr. Ron Burback’s Funtastic carnival operation, in 
Oregon and Washington. Mr. Burback was one of the first if not the first to introduce and implement the 
“Soft-sell” approach in midway games operations, instead of the high-pressure agent philosophy who is paid 
on a percentage of his “sales”.  
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RCS takes exception to the statements outlined by lawyer John S. Moot of Schwartz Semerdjian and in the 
submitted Declarations.  There are many misstatements and deliberate mischaracterizations, such as “RCS 
supplied its digital ticketing system in exchange for 100 percent of the revenue from game operations.” In 
2019, RCS paid the rent required by the 22nd DAA to all of its game operators. There are suggestions that in 
2019, the revenues to the 22nd DAA for the games was less than in the past. That is not the case. RCS 
guaranteed the 22nd DAA a specific sum of money, against a percentage. There was no risk when the 
22nd DAA contracted with RCS in 2019. (See Exhibit 1.)  

There are many other statements in this protest that RCS did not meet required qualifications. There are 
some clerical errors, which we regret.  None were intentional.  Our efforts were in good faith and with the 
intention to offer to the 22nd DAA, and the patrons of the San Diego County Fair, the highest standard of 
game and electronic ticketing available – a system tried and true year after year – at some of the largest 
premier events in the country. 

If there are further questions, third party recommendations or documentation is required, or the opportunity 
to respond to any rebuttal, please let us know. The sections below refer to the designated sections of the 
“Protestor’s” letter from attorney John S. Moot, dated January 13, 2020. 

II “The RCS proposal should have been rejected as nonresponsive and not scored for the 
 failure of RCS to meet the minimum qualifications of the RFP, including providing a 
 Certificate of Insurance for All Risk Insurance.” (Page 2) 
 
The statements above, in regards to, RCS not meeting the minimum insurance requirements are false. Ray 
Cammack Shows understands the insurance requirements, and attached, you will find a letter from RCS 
insurance agent, Mitchell Kaliff, regarding the insurance coverage of RCS.  (See Exhibit 2.) This letter 
verifies that at the time of the RFP, RCS had and continues to have qualified insurance.  
 
 II. (A) The Requirements for All Risk Insurance (Page 3) 
 
Besides the evidence of insurance provided, RCS is also verified as a pre-qualified insured vendor on the 
CFSA Master Insurance list. ( See Exhibit 3) Section 2.12 of the RFP states: “The certificate must include 
the following, “unless the Proposer is on the California Fair Services Authority Master Insurance 
List.” Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. is on that list.  Therefore, the requirements for the Certificate of Insurance 
are satisfied by that stipulation alone. (See RFP 2.12 p.9.) 
 
Ray Cammack Shows is listed in the Master List of CFSA for insurance, it and its subcontractors are covered 
under its $41+ million-dollar risk policy that covers the entire midway, including any and all assets that are 
located on the midway. In contrast, Protestor All State 38’s RFP proposal, did not provide insurance as 
required of the proposer.  Rather, only the sub-contractor listed in the proposal, Wade Shows, which carried 
a total risk insurance at a “value” listed only at $174,400. (See Protestor RFP p.66). 
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II. (B) Other Failures To Meet Minimum Qualifications  (Page 4) 
 
All licenses to conduct business in the state of California   

 
The 22nd DAA on page 25 of the RFP section 3.7M requires “The proposer list all subcontractors, carnival 
games that are owned, and will be operated by each subcontractor…including evidence of insurance for each 
subcontractor and a narrative detailing each subcontractors’ experience, qualifications, licenses and  
 
 
certification.” As the 22nd DAA is aware, and which is confirmed within the RCS proposal, these 
subcontractors, who contract directly with RCS and not the fairs are covered under the license and 
registration of Ray Cammack Shows, all of which has been maintained since 1985 and confirmed in multiple 
locations in the proposal. The protester himself did not register with the State of California to do business in 
the State of California until 4 days before the proposals were due. One could assume he operated all the 
previous years, including 2019, without this. RCS subcontractors are under the RCS umbrella. Ray 
Cammack Shows in the 2020 proposal would financially be responsible for recording 100% of the revenue 
distributed by the 22nd DAA on their financials and distributing to the subcontractors according to their 
financial agreement with Ray Cammack Shows directly as we do with all of our contracts.  
 

Contractor Status Forms 

 
Benjamin Pickett is an authorized agent of Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. Please see attached (Exhibit 4) which 
are corporate minutes demonstrating that he has been acting in this capacity for many years.  In addition, the 
22nd DAA has previously acknowledged Benjamin Pickett as the authorized agent with the approved signed 
applications and contracts between the two parties. His authority had already been established. Benjamin 
Pickett was an authorized agent for Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. 2010-2015 and again 2018-Present.  

 
Conflicts of Interest 

 
The protestor raises the issue of conflict of interest notated.  In fact, there was no conflict of interest. This 
box was checked by mistake and was clarified by Mike Ceragioli to Shelley Liggitt from RCS on December 
6, 2019. It was verified as a typographical error. (See Exhibit 5.) 
 
Subcontractor Relationships  
 
The protestor’s challenge related to the relationship between Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. and GDR, Inc. -
from 2018 and 2019- is not well taken. GDR, Inc. is not listed as a subcontractor in the proposal because 
they are not a subcontractor for this proposal for the 2020-2024 San Diego County Fairs. GDR, Inc is an 
entity that is a 100% owned subsidiary of Guy and Charlene Leavitt and their wholly owned entities. GDR 
does not have any ownership in any of the carnival games listed in this proposal. The statement that GDR 
owns and operates games is false. All subcontractors related to the contract period of this RFP are listed on 
page 64 of the Ray Cammack Shows, Inc Proposal, as required.   (See Exhibit 6.) 
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Letters of Reference 

 
There are 4 letters submitted in RCS’s proposal. There should have been 5 letters. The only explanation is 
there was an error in the printing process. There was a letter from the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 
dated, October 21, 2019 from Mike DeMarco the Chief Show Operations Officer. There was also a letter  
from Miguel Santana from the Los Angeles County Fair. We had asked the printer to remove Mr. Santana’s 
letter because the typist incorrectly put 2010 as the year on the letter. The printing company mistakenly took 
both Mr. Santana’s letter and Mr. DeMarco’s letter out of the packet. A copy of the letters are attached as 
Exhibit 7.  Both of these fairs exceed the minimum attendance required to use as a reference letter.  
 
Drug Testing and Background Checks 

 
The protestor wrongly charges RCS with non-compliance with the RFP item 3.2E in regards to Drug Testing. 
It is clearly stated on page 28 on the RCS Proposal under “Substance Abuse Policy” that “every single  
 
employee” is drug tested and that RCS “ensures a double verification of all employees at the San Diego 
County Fair”. RCS also agreed on page 28 of their proposal, “to process 100% of their employees through 
the drug testing procedures set forth by the 22nd DAA.” RCS performs pre-employment drug testing on 
employees applying for 16 and older and has since 1991.  
 
The policy of RCS is to do Background checks for those 18 and older. A 16-year-old is a minor, under the 
age of legal consent in California, meaning he or she lacks the capacity to consent and therefore cannot give 
legal consent to submit to a background check.  Parental consent is needed, and juvenile records are almost 

always inaccessible, so RCS chooses not to do background checks for those under 18, which could yield un-
reliable results. On Page 29, RCS states that it performs background checks on every employee 18 and older. 
RCS background checks are the most extensive in the amusement carnival industry. It is a two-step process, 
and RCS knows of no other amusement company that has a policy this strict.   
 
 

Policies and Procedures for Hiring and Training 

 
The protestor misleads that the hiring and training written policies and procedures are minimally addressed. 
In fact, on page 89 in the RCS proposal, the hiring process depicted of the HR area, unique to RCS. On page 
74 of the RCS proposal, volunteer game attendant training program is described. Page 26 is a sample game 
operation guide, which includes the training guide for employees. Each game has a custom training and 
operational guide reviewed at length in the RCS on-site training and orientation programs. Each game has a 
custom operational guide.  Only a sample was provided in this proposal. RCS’s training, hiring and 
employment policies are throughout the proposal, all consistent with our game philosophy, all crucial for 
the successful operation of a soft sale game approach desired by the 22nd DAA.  
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Emergency Action Plans and Crisis Communication Plans 

 
Contrary to the statements of the protestor that there is no emergency action plan, Page 27 in RCS’s proposal 
sets forth an entire detailed Crisis Communication schematic, with titles and responsibilities.  RCS has 
extensive documentation with regard to Crisis and Emergency protocols, which for security purposes and to 
maintain the integrity of responding in the case of an emergency, were not included in this publicly available 
proposal. RCS is more than willing to provide the 22nd DAA access to these sensitive documents, including 
Active Shooter Training and Response, Crisis Communication Plans, Inclement Weather Plans, Evacuation 
Protocols, etc. Also, on page 64 are additional RCS employment and safety policies. (See Exhibit 8) 
 
 
II. (C) All State Should Have Been Scored the Highest in The RFP Process (Page 5) 
 
With the respect to the protestor’s criticism of the grading policy, RCS is grateful for the opportunity to 
submit a proposal and is attempting to respond to the challenges by the protestor. The 22nd DAA scoring 
card, which fails Protestor Allstate 38, Inc. for minimum qualifications is accurate.    
 
For example, the three reference letters offered by the Protestor at page 4 of his proposal are simulated.  All 
contain the same text, as though formatted.  Further, they do not reflect the Protestors company Allstate 38, 
Inc. Instead, these are all addressed to the relationship with the sub-contractor Wade Shows. Shockingly, the 
electronic ticketing system in all three reference letters are NOT referencing the electronic ticketing system 
proposed by the Protestor called “FunTagg”. Instead, they reference the “FunCard” system (which was used 
by Wade Shows for several years.)  Taken on their face, they not only contradict Protestor’s own criticism  
 
 
of RCS’s “FunPass” system but praise it!?!  ALL three letters praise this system, which is in fact the basic 
model of the ticketing system “FunCard” offered by Ray Cammack Shows! (See Exhibit 9) 
 
Besides there being no letters supporting the “FunTagg” system, we believe that the “FunTagg” system has 
never been used at any considerable sized event on a US carnival midway, or possibly not even a proven 
product at all.  If it was, we cannot find that information in the Protestor’s own RFP proposal.   
 
Additionally, on page 27 of the Protestors proposal, the reference letter from the State Fair of Texas states 
that Adam’s operation has successfully operated the Electronic ticketing system for use in games at the State 
Fair of Texas. Again, another reference letter stating the success of the FunCard system! The State Fair of 
Texas has used the FunCard system for their game operators for many years. This is another reference letter 
that is purposely misleading, hoping the reader will assume the un-named ticketing system is that of the 
Protestor’s. To be clear. The FunCard system is the basic system, FunPass is the FunCard system with the 
enhanced features that RCS has added over the years. Z-Pass is the FunPass system that can be customized 
and is now available to our industry as marketed by Chris McNabb. FunCard is still available as the basic 
system through the Zpass program if so desired 
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Finally, on page 17 of the Protestors proposal, Allstate 38, Inc. states “we have provided a complete wireless 
system along with backup for many large events for the past 7 years.” But where is the evidence?  There is 
no evidence of this anywhere in this proposal, nor do we have knowledge of any such event.   
 
CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE 
 
 Allstate 38, Inc. notes in their proposal that the 22nd DAA prefers participation in the OABA’s (Outdoor 
Amusement Business Association) Circle of Excellence program by the RFP responders. They continue with 
at the time it was introduced in 2004, (referring to the COE) they were in a position where their operation 
and reputation spoke for itself.   “We were already playing many of the largest fairs in the US and they knew 
our operating ability intimately which we believe is the best measure of performance” The paragraph 
continues to describe that there are few game operators that are members of the COE program. (See Exhibit 
10)   
 
Enclosed are pages from the Fairs and Exposition magazine that annually promote the COE program,  
by publishing in their magazine the OABA program, and also by promoting it verbally at trade organization 
conventions by the leaders of the Fairs and Expositions staff.  
 
In Mr. West’s resume on page 29 he states that he started his business in 2005. Clearly his statement above 
that states that in 2004 they were in a position where their operation and reputation spoke for itself, was not 
accurate.  In fact, several of the large fairs he refers to he did not contract with until years later.  
 
In the reference letter from the Texas State fair the author states that Adam West has been a games operator 
for the State Fair of Texas since 2008. Butler Amusements refer to a relationship starting in 2011. Mr. 
Murphy refers to hiring Mr. West in 2010. The route was not established when the COE introduced its 
program.  
 
Mr. Ellis, a part of Allstate 38, Inc. management team on page 42 lists that he was a member of the COE for 
two years. It is under the heading of ACCOMPLISHMENTS.  
 
The Circle of Excellence program helps to enhance the carnival midway by enforcing standards. These  
 
 
standards are continually changing to the times and to continuously improve the carnival industry. Many in 
our industry call it a privilege to be named as a participant in this program. Certificates must be renewed to 
stay active.  
 
 II. (D) Misleading And/Or False Information Submitted, Or Material Information  
   Withheld Are Grounds to Reject RCS’ Proposal in Its Entirely, Or Deduct  
   Points From RCS’ Proposal in Its Entirety, Or Deduct Points From RCS’  
   Score (Page 6) 
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Alleged Fun Pass System Failure 

I have been concerned about the Declarations that were provided to support this protest.  I want you to know 
that although this letter is not in the form of a “Declaration,” it might as well be because it is true. It is based 
upon my personal knowledge of what I have seen and what our company has done. It is based upon the 
efforts in our family to be the best carnival in the country, after decades of commitment. 

I have been forced to read self-serving misinterpretations, inaccurate and false statements by individuals 
who do not have credibility nor have made a commitment to find the truth.  I believe the purpose of this 
protest was to have the RCS Proposal thrown out so that the San Diego County Fair can go back to doing 
things in the past without the security and accountability, which our FunPass system provides. 

The statements that were supplied by Drew Budimir and Alexander Martos referencing FunPass shutdowns 
are false in many ways. First, they did not work for RCS.  They were employees of the Windstorm 
Ride owned by Sub Contractor Steve Vandervorst of SJ Enterprises.  Su- contractors have limited access to 
the inner workings of the FunPass system. We meet with the owners and managers regularly during an event, 
and they were never presented to us as managers. Their knowledge of the system would be of scanner use 
and not of the entire system.  One testified to an event ten years ago and the other said more than six years 
ago. This supposed testimony is not credible.  The complete failure of our system never happened. The 
system has been in use since 2006. 2019 was its 14th season!  We enhance the system annually to introduce 
new features. Present day FunPass is same core system only enhanced. Evidence of the systems credibility 
was exhibited not only at the San Diego County Fair in 2019 but at every event FunPass was utilized since 
2006.  

Please see documents from Chris McNabb, Zpass President and designer of the FunPass system technology, 
and Nancy Bishop, one of the co-owners of Bishops Amusements, a respected amusement ride company 
that has booked with RCS since 1980. (See Exhibit 11) 

 Alleged State Contracting Manual Errors, Classifications and “Declarations” 

Not only are the statements by former Windstorm ride operators inaccurate, but I am concerned about the 
Declarations of Attorney Moot, filled with self-serving opinions for which he is being paid. And Mr. West’s 
characterizations of our operation in San Diego are pure speculation. I have been around the lawyers long 
enough to know that you cannot produce credible truth just by calling your document a “Declaration” and 
typing the words “under penalty of perjury,” especially when it is filled with opinions of which you really 
do not have knowledge, or you are relying upon speculation about events if you were not present. 

Our FunPass system has performed with great credibility, but Mr. West is apparently of the belief by trying 
to tear someone else down, he can build himself up. I know our FunPass system works.  I can testify to 
that. And I call also testify that it is the same system which we have used at some of the largest fairs in the 
country.  Don’t you think that someone else would have heard of a total shut down of our FunPass system 
at these large public fairs, if that had occurred?  
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Moya v Trinity (RCS) “Judgement” 

Attorney John Moot, states “RCS” submitted false information or withheld material information in their 
RFP, referring to the “Jose Moya v. Ray Cammack Shows, Guy Leavitt, Trinity Concessions, LLC Joy 
Leavitt Pickett, and Ben Pickett case (emphasis by emboldening added.)  What he fails to tell you is that it 
dealt with a person who was NOT EVEN AN EMPLOYEE OF RCS, BUT RATHER AN EMPLOYEE OF 
TRINITY CONCESSIONS, LLC; and it was settled by Trinity in June of 2017 – almost three years ago. 
RCS was named (as they almost always are) but this was a Trinity Concessions LLC matter.  Though it was 
never acknowledged that there were any problems with Trinity’s computerized payroll system, the costs of 
litigation made settlement during mediation a better outcome. (See attached as Exhibit 12 which are 
“Employment Agreements” of Mr. Moya with Trinity and not RCS.) 

AND THERE WAS NO “JUDGEMENT” AGAINST RCS OR TRINITY.  I spoke with Trinity’s attorney 
Boyd Jensen and he explained that “a genuine judgment must be served and these types of ‘judgments’ are 
not served, but rather required by California Court Rule 3.769.”  Once the court approves a “settlement 
agreement” like this the court must make a “judgment that the case settled.”  Please note that in the 
Protestor’s own Exhibit 9 at page 5 this judgment was never served exactly as Trinity’s lawyer 
explained.  

 
IV.  The RFP Has Been Prepared Contrary to The Provisions of The Public Contract Code 
Which Prohibits an Agency from Drafting A Competitive Procurement Document in A Manner 
That Limits Bidding Directly or Indirectly to Any One Bidder.  (Page 11) 
 
 IV A.  The History Leading Up to RFP 19-04. (Page 12) 
 
  We read the words “secret meetings” mentioned by the protester. In the email regarding the extension 
granted to RCS to respond Mr. Moot gave an example of the “secret meetings” as a meeting that was 
observed at the Western Fairs Association convention in Reno, Nevada.  I would have a hard time calling a 
meeting that was in a public place where fair and carnival attendees were gathered “secret”.  
 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. has been doing business at the San Diego County Fair since 1985. We have 
provided midway amenities, rides, game and food cafes for the fair. We do meet with staff and 
management of all of our events on a regular basis. This is how a business is run. Contractors meet with 
clients and discuss relevant topics. We believe the term “secret” is used to dramatize the point they are 
attempting to make.  
 
 
 IV.   (B) The 2019 RFP was drafted in a manner that limits bidding directly or in-directly 
  to one bidder, RCS. (Page 13) 
 
Another point that is brought up several times by the Protestor was that the electronic ticketing system   
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portion of the RFP was written solely for the RCS system to qualify. Yet…. they addressed all A-Q items 
on page 13 of the proposal that are required, as being able to comply with the RFP with “FunTagg”. If as 
stated multiple times in the protest that the RFP was written for only the RCS system to qualify, why did 
they qualify themselves on page 13 of the Protestors proposal? 
  
 
Another false statement written about Ray Cammack Shows is on page 15 of the protest. “The fact that RCS 
was going to be put in charge of the accounting for all the money collected, and also be the party receiving 
distributions of revenue from both the game and ride operations and the obvious conflict of interest this 
created when unaddressed in the RFP.” Ray Cammack Shows was NOT responsible for the accounting of 
the ticket sales at the 2019 San Diego County Fair!  It was done solely in house by the 22nd DAA. Nor is 
RCS responsible for the hiring of ticket sellers, anyone in the accounting department, or Fair daily 
operations. 22nd DAA solely sold tickets, managed cash and reconciled credit card sales with their merchant  
provider. RCS did not, nor do they wish to have control of the accounting of the midway sales for San Diego 
County Fair for the years stated in this RFP.  
 
 
V. PCC 100: Protection From Fraud, Waste And Abuse. (Page 16) 
 
 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. is a Christian based company and our daughter runs a private Christian school 
called Cammack Christian Academy, that travels with us.  Our faith was and never will be mentioned as a 
reason to award our company a contract. We are proud of the opportunity we have provided to the families 
to educate their children in the academy. It is part of who we are. We have never asked for favoritism on 
any level at any event, nor do we believe it was ever offered.  

Mr. Moot in his email responding to our request for an extension to respond to the protest insinuates that I 
was not truthful in stating that we only had one day to respond. We did not receive the information needed 
to respond because of an incorrect email address. I am a truthful person and I have a reputation of being 
credible. I resent that implication. (See Exhibit 13) 

 
Conclusion: 

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to this protest. We have always been proud of our carnival 
operation that bears my father’s name. We have been successful in our business endeavors for 58 years.  We 
are family owned and family operated. 

 Reviewing the protestor’s letter was hurtful.  I have resisted the temptation to respond in kind. We are not 
perfect, but for three generations that I have witnessed and been part of, no carnival team has worked harder 
to not only improve our company but to help to instill faith in our industry. We work at only 9 events, 
specializing in the larger prestigious events in California, Texas and Arizona and have maintained contracts 
at these events for several decades.  
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One does not get the opportunity to work at these premier events without a priority of integrity 
and transparency.  We are being observed by more people than any other single portable amusement operator 
in the country.  The Houston Livestock and Rodeo which entertains over 2.4 million people just renewed 
our long-term contract. Los Angeles County Fair did the same. Pima County Fair followed suit. All of the 
contracts mention the FunPass system and the continuous use of the system. We have to maintain high 
standards for ourselves and our subcontractors.  Our training, testing and game operations must be second 
to none; OR YOU WOULD KNOW…and we would never have had the opportunity to work at the San 
Diego County Fair or any of the other prestigious events we are honored to work with.  

We respectfully request that the All State 38 Inc.’s Protest be denied and the contract with RCS be honored. 

 

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Charlene K. Leavitt 
Chief Operations Officer 
Ray Cammack Shows, Inc.  
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JOHN S. MOOT 
Direct dial: (619) 557-3531 
E-mail: johnm@sscmlegal.com 

Schwartz Semerdjian Cauley & Moot LLP 
101 West Broadway, Suite 810  San Diego, CA  92101-8229  tel:  619.236.8821 fax: 619.236.8827 

www.sscmlegal.com 

 
February 21, 2020 

 
Patricia Galvan 
Department of General Services 
Office of Legal Services 
707 Third Street, Suite 7-330 
West Sacramento, CA 95605 
 

Via Electronic Mail and Overnight Delivery 
Patricia.Galvan@dgs.ca.gov 
 

Re: All State 38, Inc.’s Rebuttal to the 22nd DAA and RCS Replies to All State’s 
Written Statement in Support of its Protest to Request for Proposal 19-04 
Bid Protest No. 20-001 

Dear Ms. Galvan: 

Please let this letter constitute All State 38, Inc.’s (“All State”) rebuttal to the 22nd DAA 
and Ray Cammack Shows, Inc. (“RCS”) replies to All State’s written statement specifying the 
grounds for Protest.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The 22nd DAA and RCS’ Replies to All State’s Protest are as illustrative of what they do 
not address and contest as what they do.  The 22nd DAA states there is no evidence 
demonstrating the 22nd DAA acted arbitrarily or capriciously and that it carefully followed 
without any deviations its RFP process.  Yet, All State established in its opening introduction 
that prior to accepting any Proposal, the 22nd DAA already prominently displayed RCS’ digital 
ticketing system, the FunPass, on its website for the 2020 San Diego County Fair (“The Fair”).  
What could be more arbitrary and capricious than announcing the winner before any Proposal 
was even submitted!  As for carefully following its RFP process, the Replies themselves 
document multiple deviations and waivers of the RFP’s Minimum Qualification Requirements, 
such as not enforcing the requirement to demonstrate All Risk Insurance, not requiring licenses 
for subcontractors, or a corporate resolution and three letters of references. 

In its written statement and the declarations submitted in support thereof, All State asserts 
there is and was no rational basis to link two unrelated services, a digital ticketing system with 
game operations.  As stated by Frank Zaitshik in his Declaration, in the 40 years he has 
participated in RFPs for some of the country’s largest events, he has never seen anything like the 
22nd DAA’s Request For Proposal.  He has never seen one where a game operator had to 
provide a digital ticketing system.  (Zaitshik Declaration, ¶¶ 1 & 2.)  Despite providing 
declarations from Katie Mueller and Michael Ceragioli, the 22nd DAA offers no explanation or 
rational reason for tying the two together.  The 22nd DAA admits that carnival rides bring in 
$10 million per year while carnival game revenue is only $4 million.  The decision to require 
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